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FOREWORD

Lawrence P. Grayson
Chief, Technological Applications Division
National Institute of Education

6 Washington, D.C.

pn
Joseph M. Biedenbach
Director, Continuing Education Fee
Engineering

University of South Carolina
Columbia, South derolina

This-third annual College Industry Education.Conference is devoted to the theme "Effective

Management of Human Resources ". In today's society, with its changing needs and pridFities and

a renewed recognition of the importance of people as individuals, this is a particularly import-,
,ant topic. The growing concern and response to problems of the environeciii, energy resources,
health care, housing, education and food have important implications for l. number, type and

quality of engineerizind eering technologists to be trained in the comi 'Otng years. this is

true both nationally and Iternationally, as countries and people become more concerned about our

less privileged brethOin. , :?,'

..
This year's conference is'sponsored by.five divisions of the-American Society for Engigering

Education--the four original sponsor , Cooperative Education, Continuing Engineering Stud

)1

EngAneering Technoldgy,,and ReTation with Industry division, have been joined by the IntVlhational

Division. Each of these groups, has different and important point of view to bring to beat...on

the theme, as reflected in the prog am. ...

In the past decade; a goo-1j deal of rethinking has been done about traditional concepts and
approaches in education and career development, giving risk to experimentation and the development
pf new patterns of schooling and personnel management. This has been particularly true.it the post-

kecondary level, givi engineers and engineering technologists expanded opportunities to cOntieue

3
or resume their eddca on. New methods are being developed todeliver continuing education to

those who need it. w re and when they require it. Television, newspapers, audiovisual techniques

and a variety of telecommunications applications combined with open systems of education are. being,
employed to provide education at work sites, on-campuses and in homes. Industrial organizations "'

continue to offer extensive program6 of continuing education to meet the specialized needs of their

companies, as well. as engage in cooperative education programs witiCengineering schools to develop

anew practitionees. A system of recurrent educition is evoking, primarily in Europe, which allows
people to engage in'alternate periods of work and stulf, permitting them to leave the educational
system withoutisacrificing forever, because of lack of opportunity or financing, the right to

replan. France has taken this Ao the point of having employers contribute a fixed percentage of an
elefloyee's-talary to d central fund which will support the employee during "Sabbatical" leaves for'

schooling. Industry is developing and utiliiing wore than ever before comprehensive and systematic
methods for career planning to allow a fuller and more personally satisfying development of the
employee, while at the sometime maki;g him or her more productive and valuable to the company.
The result of these end other activities is that more flexible arrangements for education and
career development are possible, which allow a cobtimuous adjustment of careers to labor market
opportunities, changing social conditions, ambitions and personal desires. This conference and .the

pages of these Proceedings will explore Various, important aspects of these topics.

The editors are indebted to the chairmen of the sponsoring groups
program'and sessions chairmen for their willingness and cooperation in
requests' made of,them, and to Jim Todd for ills confidence And support,

met and these proceedings to be published-!

for their support, to the
responding to the many
allowing deadlines to be

The editors are especially grateful to Mrs. Linda K. Maynard of the University of South Carolina
0

and Miss Carol Foley of the National Institute of Education for,their uncomplaining and ever cheerfu)

secretarial assistance.
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LAWRENCE P. GRAYSON is.serving as chief of the
Technological Applications Divisicio'and as
program manager for telecommunications appli-
cations irr the National Institute of Education,
where he is responsible for activities in the
educational use of comuntotions satellites,
computer -based.management information systems
for higher education, and the support of an
open university at the University of -

America.. He has served as director of the
Division of Technology Development in the Li. S.

Office of Education, taught on the faculties of
The Johns Hopkins University and Manhattan
College, and worked for IBM, after receiving
a Ph.D. in electriCal engfneering from the'
Polytechnic Institutd of Brooklyn. Hfoetirrently
is chairman of ASEE's Society Publications
Committee and, in , a served al. Vice
President, chairman of t. Council for Teaching
and Learning, and chairman of the Educational
Research and Methods Division, among other
offices.

Joseph R. Biedenbach received his Ph.D. from
.Michigan State Untiersity in Higher and Adult Ed-
ucation: He has,served on the faculties of General
Motors Institute, Purdue University, Florida Atlantic
University. He servedLas Associate Dean of the
Indianapolis Campus of Purdue University, Director
of Education Resources for the Milton S. Hershey,
Medical Center and currently is the director of
Continuing Education for Engineering ift.Health
Sciences at the llnivers(ty of South Carolina.
Industrial experience 4ncludes research physicist
for A.C. Spark Plug Division of General Motors Corp-
oration, Director of Continuing Education on.the
corporate staff of RCA Corporation, and supervisor
of construction for American Bridge Company.
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The general chairmanship of a conference having
the national scope of the ASEE's College-Industry
Education Conference is an exciting challenge. .

Those who have attended .these CIEC meetings over
the past few years know of their value and look
forward to each successive get-together. This

particular conference emphasizes the industry/
education interface and as such provides valuable
input from professional engineers, technologists
and technicians needed in the broad spectrum of
engineering education today. My position has
been 'routine' due to the effective job done by
all the diyision officer's and session chairpersons.
It would be redundant to list all these persons
Way name here; however, several must 6e singled
out for special recognition. These are Ann Decker,
Registration; George Craig, Local Arrangements;
Joe Biedenbach and Larry Grayson, Proceedings.

Each CIEC meeting seems to add a new dimension,
and at the same time provide a certain continuity.

reThe conference in S1 Antonio, Texas last year

saw four-participati divisions -- Relations With

Industry (RWI), Continuing Engineering Studies
(CES), Cooperative Education (CED) and Engineering
Technology (ETD)--along with the Technology/
Engineering Coordinating Committee (TECC). The

interaction of these four divisions of ASEE in
"joint session, in addition individual sessions,

enhanced the benefits from e programand pr8vided
a forum for the dual program symposium which had
been held as a separate meeting. This interchange

of program ideas within these four divisions was
instrumental in the deciiion to a fifth division

this year--the International Division (ID). With

this added dimension the conference committee is
looking forwardttOinteresting and valuable .

sessions for the 1978 College-Industry Education
Conference here in San Diego, California.

Your program committee has worked hard to develop
the type of program that you the members have
requested--built around the theme of this'CIEC
Conference, "Effective Management of Human

Resources." We hope you will participate in the
discussion which makes each session more dynamic
and relevant to the participants.

CONFERENCE GENERAL
CHAIRMAN

James P. Todd
Chairman, Engineering Technology Department
California State Polytechnic University
Pomona, California

Outstanding speakers and knowledgeable resource
specialists have been scheduled throughout this
conference. These printed proceedings, whieh
(you are reading, represent an effort which4
believe pays many dividends. The speakers have
been asked to supplement the printed remarks,
while the audience is encouraged tote prepared
to challenge the hypotheses or ask pertinent
questions related to an update of the subject
matter. Again our co-authors have done an
outstanding job!

Opportunities for informal as well as formal
exchanges of ideas has been incorporated again
this,year in the planning of this program. The
convention facilities of the Town and Country
Hotel are excellent. I am sure, you, will find'

a congenial atmosphere here in San Diego's
Mission Valley where the confereqce is being held,
and the surrounding area is quaTly friendly and 4.

casual.

The Conference program committee extends its
welcome to you at tams 1978 College-Industry
Education Conference. The attitude and
cooperation of 1 the divisiodk have made this
conference th success it is. Your cooperation
in being pr t and attentive of the various
sessions will be appreciated by all concerned..

If you find this to be the best CIEC Conference
,to date, it is due to the many people who gave
of their time and talents to make it so. I am

proud to be part of this team.
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JAMES P. TODD

"Jim" Is the Chairman of hnblogy
Department, and a Profets En-
gineering at the Calif; . ersity
in Pomona. He was th
from 1910-72 while

Engineering programs we
Todd received his B.S. a

_Engineering from Stanford rsi . e
registered professional neer (mechani
California. Prof. Todd was the 1976-77 C
of the Technol and Engineering Coordi
Committee (TECC) ) of ASEE, having been the
during-1975-76. He is currently Secrete o he
Engineering Technology Division (ETD) of ASEE. JgOs
thirteen years of industr441 and consulting exper-
ience includes such companies as Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, Aerojet -General, tycoming Division of AVCO,
Plasma6ne Corp. and JPL.' Among his professional
society affiliations are ASME, ASEE, AIAA and ASTM.
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A MESSAGEWONI THE
ASEE PRESIDENT

Otis E. Lancaster
Chief, Section of Mathematics and Statistics
Associate Dean and Meetinghouse Professor Emeritus
The PeOnsylvania State University
Interstate Commerce Commission
University Park Piinnsylvania
Washington, D. C.

"LIVE AND LEARN, DIEAND FOR= IT ALL", JOHN COBB 1929

#

joiving and leArning go hand in hand. In fact
leasning is an integral pelt of civilization.
Learning has been essential to survival. Civiliza-
tions have given away to new civilizations which
knew more"abOut supplying protection, food, water,
and shelter. Those cultures which became dormant .
or stagnated in their learning have literally died
or have become second-class societies.

.Where doei this stagnation take Glace? Probably
in the areas of'scienee, technology, and engineer-
ing. Who must learn to -prevent this? Each of4us!
ill of the people!

When must we learn? I have heard students say
upon graduating, "I am glad this grind is over. I
never eipeCt.ta open book again". We all know
there is far more to learning than book learning.
So I au sure, these same students will leatn more
in'some way later. And, of, course, such tomments
Are made at the end of a curriculum by weary wor-
,*eta. Their'views will change. However, there is
a big temptation to rest on our laurels. When one
gets a Ph.D., there is a feeling he has it made.
He has a corner on knowledge and life.

A distinguished professor at Harvard University
made it clear to his students when they got their
Ph.D.'s that he expected them to devote their krves
to research: Live and learn, dr learn and live.
Although I quarrel with the idea that learning -

comes only through research; I applaud his basic
idea. Whatever the\learning endeavor, one should
concentSAte upon it. (In an engineering context,
I prefer design and development to research.) The

, theme is to live, which means learn.

The statements on learning are not confined to
the classroom. Lawrence Welk completed only the
fourth grade. Yet, he has leZrned about and pro-
moted a style of music which is living. My fatiiier

rade school; yet, it was said,
he could figure faster stick in the ash
than high sdflool graduates. Once in-my
worked in an Aviation Design Research Divisi
.aboae director had leftMichigan State University
after two years of engirTeering. Yet he formed his
own company and was made a fellow of societies, both
in the United States and Europe. These examples

point to the fact that formal education is not the
only kind of learning. We must learn in school

and out of school. The first only gives A foun-.
dation for future learning.

, 4

The essential point is there must be continual
learning, or as frequently' expressed, life-long
learning. One interpretation of Cobb's statement
could be when one quits learning he is dead
(intellectually, dead).

Hence, the most important part of an engineer's
education is the kindling of the desire and the
development of the'ability to learn throughout
life.

There is a two -fold message Iln,Cobb's statement.
Thelfiret, learning is a requirement for living.
The second, much is forgotten at death. This is
true of civilizations as well is of individuals.
Much was 1st with the fall of the Incan Empire,
the civili ation on Easter Island, the unknown
culture-which constructed Stone Henge in England,
the knowledge in Egypt which built pyramids. Much

knowledge and many skills are lost when individuals
die. An example of this is the irretrievable loss
of the knowledge and skill needed to make the
famed glass flowers in the Harvard Museum.

The message is that the important ideas, con-
cepts, and techniques should in some manner be pre-
served for the future. Of course, there may be
physical disasters in spite of such preserNation,
such as.the volcano at Pompeii. Yet every effort
should be made to publish what is learned so that
future learning will build up on past knowledge.
It has often been said that in ASErwe rehash the
same old embjects over and over again. For what
truth there is in the statement, it probably re-
sults from a lack of sufficient effort to preserve
the thoughts and skills.of the past. I want to
commend this conference for preserving the impor-
ant ideas presented here by issuing the
'Proceedings". By combining the "Proceedings"
with continued learning; engineering will not die.
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Otis E. Lancaster is President of ASEE; Associate
Dean and Westinghouse Professor for Engineering Ed-
ucation Emeritus, College of Engineering, The
Pennsylvania State university; and Chief of Mathe-
matics and,Statis Interstate Coerce -Commission.
He has a Ph.D. from Harvard University, an aero-
nautical engineering degrek from California Insti-
tute of Tqchnology, a MAfrom the University of
Missouri, and a BS in Education from Central
Missouri State University, Otis was on the faculty
oe,VennState for 18 yearn, at the University of
Maryland for*5 years, and at Harvard University for
/leer. He directed. the Peni State -ASEE Institutes
on effective, teaching: He is author of "Effective
Likrning and Teaching", coauthor of "Gas Turbines
for Aircraft", and has published about 40 papers
on teaching gas turbines, and mathematics. He is a
Professional Engineer and has' directed a graduate
program for the preparation of technology teachers.
He has been consultant to NASA Administrators, FAA,
Pennsylvania Railroad, Easters Railroads, Bendix
Corporation, Rockwell, and several universities.
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"NOW EVEN OBSOLESCENCE MAY BE OBSOLETE: A LOOK AT
CAREERS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT"

The supposed peak and decline in engineers'
productiyity with increasing age has often been
explained with the model.of "technological obsolescence."
T4e picture portrayed by this mdtaphor is that of an
older

picture

out of sclibol 15 or 20 years, increas-
ingly less conversant in the language of state-of-the-
art engineering. The prescribed solution to the pro
blem emerges., not surprilgly, as a return to

caedution. Studies of Coil inuing Education, however,
have not shown meaningful relationships between CE and
continued career vitality.

This paper describes a model of career stages
for the engineering professional: Stage I, an
apprentice? Stage II, an independent contributor;
Stage III, a mentor or manager; and Stage IV, an
organizational leader or national expert. The author
rejects the obsolescence model as an explanation
for engineering career problems. Rather, he suggests
that if the engipeer, either by design or through'
ignorance, fails to move-into the next stage when
others around him expect him to, his perceived value
to the organization-fs,likely to decline. Re gives
some practical suggestions for both the individual
engineer and the engineering organization to enhance
engineering career vitality.

J. Peter Graves is currently Assistant Professor
of Business Administration at California State
College, San Bernardino. He has conducted research
for and served as a consultant to many organizations,
including Battelle-Northwest Laboratories, Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory, Syntex Corporation, US Naval
Weapons Center and Southern California tilison. He

is a frequent speakii--betare both engineeAng and
management audiences. His current area of interest
involves the design and implementation of performance
appraisal systems for engineers and the evaluation
of training and development programs. He holds a
Ph.D. in Social and Organizational Psychology from
Brigham Young University.
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!!ii COLLEGE INDUSTRY

Ott EDUCATION CONFERENCE
. MOBILE, ALABAMA

The 1919 College/Industry Conference to be
held in Mobile, Alabama is the fourth joint
meeting between the Relations with Industry
Division, COOP Division, Engineering Technology

Division, Continuing Engineering Studies Division,
and the Interational Division of the American
Society for Engineering Education. Outstanding
speakers on a national and regional level have
been solicited to present papers concerning the'
role and teaching of engineers in the decade ahead.

The format of the meeting will be such that
all the participants will have an opportunity to
exchange ideas with their colleagues and return .

their institutions with .a.better understanding
of where the engineering profession is going in dt

the next decade. You will be encouraged to attent
meetings designed by all five groups involved in
this conference.and the location of the meeting
has been selected to encourage members of the
family to attend.

The proceedings for the conference will be
pre-publiSheLso_thit participants can make
choices on what meetings they wish to attend

because concurrent,seksions will be held after a

plenary session is'held starting each day. Other
professional societies are being made aware of
the progrBm and are being encouraged to partici-
pate with the ASEE.

The program committee feels that this will
be an outstanding conference whi ;h will be down
to earth, pragmatic, and containing information

that the participants can use when they ,return to
their respective institutions. Industry will be
well represented at this meeting. Their views on
their needs as they preceive them will be brought
forth.

We hope to seg all of you in Mobile, Alabama
and wAknow the tin's, .effort, and finances

expehded to get there will be justified by the
program presented. See you in Mobile, January
23-26, 1979 for the 1979 College Industry Education
Conference.

for Further Information Contact the 1979
General Chairman:

Frank T. Carroll, Jr.

Executive Dean, East Campus
Delgado College
4200 Michaud Blvd.
New Orleans, Louisiana 70129
(505) 254-9094 or '95

laViab
elr7.11,
4ICLIP11WW,
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SESSION A

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOG`CDIVISION
NEWCOMERS BREAKFAST

,.

p Kenneth C. Oriagel
Research Supervisor
Honeywell Incorporated
Minneapolis, Minnesota

. The Engineering Technology Division sponsors
'a newcomers breakfast at each of their annual
meetings. You-are'cordfally invited to attend
if this is ydur first meeting at the College
Industry Education Conference. 'Even if It is

not your first meeting, please feel free to
come and have breakfast with other people, like
yodrself who are interested irf the engineering
technology curriculum. Tables will be
arranged so .that there will be easy information
transfer with each other so that an interchange
of ideas on technology programs is Available.

The officers of the divisions will be there
to discuss with you, any of your ideas on how
the engineering technology division can better
fit your persoNtheeds.

Members of the other divisions are also
encouraged to, attend and are most welcome.

Kenneth C. Briegel, Past Chairman of the Board of the
American Society of Certified Engineering Technicians.

(ASCET) Served as.National President for ASCET for 2

years and North Central Region Vice President for 1

year.' Graduate of University of Minnesota. Honeywell

SupervisoifResearch Technicians Laboratory. One of the

first 4 Ebnior Engineering Technicians to serve on the

,-Institute fOr iheiCertification of Engineering Techni-

clans Board of Trustees. He holds ICET Certificate #2.,

.Served 2 terms as Chairman of the ICBT Board. U.S.Navy
technical advisor in WW -II and Korean War. Chairman of

ii

Re II for he Engineers' Council for Professional

opment

014PD). He is a pact member of the Minne-

o, Community Collage Advisory Board, member of the

Curriculum Committee, Anoka Ramsey Community College,

.Normandale Community College and the Minnesota South-

west State College in Marshall, Minnesota. A member of

the Board of Trustees at Northwestern Electronics
Institute,. Vice Chairman of the Engineering Technology

Committee of the American Society of Engineering

Education.
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SESSION B

CONTINUING ENGINEERING STUDIES
DIVISION

NEWCOMERS BREAKFAST

Raymond J. Page
Director, Continuing Engineering Education.
General Motors !link**.
Flint, Michigad

If you are a new member or just a "new
thinking" old timer of the CES Division,
you are cordially invited to attend the CES
Newcomers Breakfast at this conference.

The breakfast meeting will be an informal
session with round tables so that we can all
interchange ideas and thoughts on how we can
improve, our operations whether we are with a
college or university or working in industry.

Even if you are not a member of the CES
Di n and are attending the conference and
woul iketo sit in and learn more about
continuing engineering studies activities, please
feel free to sign up and come to the meeting.
Everyone is welcome.

Raymond J. Page received his BSME and MSIE
degrees from Purdue University, His industrial

employment has been with Sylvania Electric Company,
National- Cash Register Company and National Gypsum

Company. He has taught at SUN at Buffalo, Cornell
University-and General Motors Institute where he is
currently Director of Continuing Engineering Eauca-
tion. In this position, he is responsible for
providing technical programs to General Motors

Units.

He has been active in professional'society
activities for several years. He was a member of
the ASME"Policy Board Education and served as the
National- Chairman of it's Continuing Education

Committee. His ASME offices also include several
at the section and regional level and a term Is
Vice President. Hellas been active in the CES
Division of ASEE since it's formation agd is
,currently Chatrmam. *

1978 COLLEGE INDUSTRY EDUCATION CONFERENCE
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Iijvolvement,
Innovation,

International,
Informative,

.Intellectual,
Inquisitive;
interest,
Initiative,
Interaction,
Influence,
Interface with
Industry

An Invitation . . . to the In Crow* d

Infiltrate ASEE . get IN!

a
American Society Mk Engineenng Education

One Dupont Circle, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036

4
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SESSION 1

EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN
RESOURCES FOR INDUSTRY

Arthur F. Hartford
Manager, University/Industry Relations
E. I. DuPont
Wilmington, Delaware

a

1. In this fast moving technological society of
thee United States the effective devel pment of human
resources for an industrial concern Is taking on
more importance. Research has shim that the devel-
opment of human resources for business and industry
improves the productivity and quality of the product
developed by'a company. , The need for the effectiv
development and utilization of human resources in
any business is rapidly being recognized as a,pr
nary concern to the corporation. This session deals

with an approach to the effective development of
human resources for industry. It is an approach

that has proven successful by a corporation and
will give the participants insight into how one
organization is developing their people.

Mr. Hartford was graduated in 1941 from
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts
with a BS degree in Industrial Engineering.
After serving 4 years in the United States,
Navy, he was employed by the Du Pont Company

in 1945. His initial employment Vas in the
Engineering Department where he had several
assignments before transferring to the Company's
Personnel Division in 1950. He is currently

Manager of University and Industry Relations
in the Du Pont Company's Employee Relations

'Department.

His professional activities include past
member Board of Directors of Eastern Carnage
Personnel Officers (ECPO), a past member of,the
Board of Governors of the College Placement
Council, Past-Chaiiman of the' Engineering
Manpower Commission, current Chairman of the
Middle Atlantic Section of ASEE, and a past
member of the Board of Directors of ASEE.

1978 COLLEGE INDUSTRY EDUCATION CONFERENCE
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EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN
RESOURCES FOR INDUSTRY

Uershner Cross
Senior Vice President

General Electric Company

0 "DEVELOPING
HUMAN RESOURCES
FOR INDUSTRY"

Today's engineering graduates are better
prepared to enter industry than, ever
before. In a recent study conducted by
The Conference Board, executives in
industry judged, by nearly 10 to 1, that
four year colleges of Engineering &
Science were doing particularly well in
fulfilling their W6rk- preparation role.

Your graduates come to us in industry
with exemplary skills and attitudes. Of
courae, today's entry-level engineers are
more comfortable writing computer pro-
grams than English compositions, but they
are also more familiar with engineering
systems, tools and techniques than my
engineering friends in their own youth
dreamed possible.

They're eager to enter industry, to meet
its chgjlenges, and are "turned on" by
work they can become involved in; the
grads themselves place a high value on
their first job, as an important index
of their preparation for the future.

But despite the'skills 'you'veigiven them,
and their positive attitudes, these
entry-level engineers must undergo'an
"adjustment process" if-they are to
fulfill their job and career potential.
This pfocess is more difficult than it
used to be for several reasons.'

1) The value systems of young people are
changing fast, and are likely to be
different from thofie of older employ-
ees and managers;

6

411

florshner Cross
Simior Vies President
General elootria Company
Fairfield, Connootioutt

2) As the business environment becomes
more complex, and our technology more
sophisticated, the "experiential gap"
is widening. Adjustment to work is
becoming a more critical process;

3) Finding and training first-line super?
, visors and managers to help these'

young people bridge this gap is becom-
ing increasingly critical, in view of
the great influence on the total
career potential ofthe new engineer
they can and do have.

What is, it we at GE are trying to do to
help solve this adjustment problem?

1) A comprehensive program of communi-
cations to all levels of management ,

highlight4ng this adjustment problem;

2) Since 80% of the adjustment process
occurs on-the-job, careful attention
is given to early work assignments
and their impact on future careers;

,3) Formal programs of education and
training, both for the fledgling /

employee, and for our first -line
supervisors and managers are provided
at every major plant site, at regional
centers aqd at our Crotonville
Management Development Center.

4) SpecialCareer Development Prograths
for the young person, with close

` guidance, have been established.

,5) )%\system of Accountability to measure 11 °

,the effectiveness of ot* training.
"education and career dpveldipment
efforts and to provide feedback is
being refined.

1978 all.LEGE INDUSTRY EDUCATION CONFERENCE
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Hersh Cross, a graduate of Johns Hopkins
and Harvard Business School, was general
parthRr and director of an import-export
company until he entered the Army in 1941.

Upon his discharge as a Lt.Colonel in 1946,
he joined GE as a Methods Division Analyst.
After ,a career in several of its industrial
businesses, he became General Manage of
the Radio & TV Division in 1959 and al4s
elected a Vice President in'1962.

Mr. Cross became Group Executive of Ohe
Industrial Group in 1963 and was appointed
a Senior Vice President in 1970 when he
became Corporate Administrative Staff head.
He is a member of GE's Corporate Policy
Committee, as well as Chairman of both its
Benefit Plans Investment Committee and the
GE'Foundation.

A resident of Stratford, Conn.,Mr. Cross is
,married and the .father of three daughters.
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CALL FOR PAPERS

ANNALS OF ASEE ENGINEERING ECULATION'JOORNAL

The December ismie of the Engineering Education Journal, Is called the
ANNALS. This publication has one primary purpose, which is to attract,
pi Tilh and stimulate the writing of high quality articles thht are of long-
lasting interest to engineering educators.. Through the exispEnce of the'
Annals, ASEE hopes to increase the incentive to do research in-engineering

cation,, to publish the results, and to provide a means by which thee quality
of the research can be judged. A more complete statement of purpose appears
in EngineIgng Education, December, 1975, p. 227.

Articles may pertain to any aspect of engineering education; including
educational research, learning, theory, teaching methods, review of ongoing

projects, administration4'organization, guidance, finance and technical re-
search as it applies to education. All articles will be reviewed by experts '
in engineering, engineering education and appropriate allied disciplines,
such as psychology, education or sociology. The criteria for selection are
based on the significance of the subject to engineering education, the quality
of the treatment, including the author's knowledge of past work in the area,
and long-lasting value.

Articles may be of any length appropriate to the subject, but on the
average are expected to be about 41000 to 5,000 words. If a paper is accepted,
the author must be prepared to submit originals of all illustrations, and sub-
mit five copies by June 15 of each year.

Editor, Annals
Americancrcrcety for Engineering Education
One Dupont Circle, Suite 400
Washington, D. C. 20036

4
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= SESSION 2.1

DETERMINING CORPORATE TRAINING
NEEDS AND TRAINEE SELECTION

Vladimir Yackevlev, who is the Chairman of the
International Division of ASEE, is a Civil Engineer,
educated in Venezuela and the United States. After
graduating from the Central University of Venezuela,
he came to the United States where he got his M.Sc.
degree from the University of Illinois. He returned
to his country and began working at his university
as an instructor. After getting some eiperience
there, he came once more to the U.S., where he
obtained his Ph.D. degree at the same university.
Very early in his career Dr. fackoVlev became
interested in engineering education and it is in
this field where he has become known internationally.
After some 40 publications in this field and
participating in numerous meetings on.engineering
education both in his personel capacity as an
expert in this field, asewell as a representative
of his country, he is an active spokesman for
engineering education in Latin America. Aside
from his duties at Chairman of the International
Division of ASEE, Dr. Yackovlev is a Member of the
UPADI Committee on Engineering Education on the
Panamerican level; a meager of the Committee on
Edycation and Training of Engineers of the World
Federation of Engineering ACIrganizations and a
member of the International Working Group on
Engineering Curriculum Design of UNESCO. In his
,own couhtry - Venezuela - he is the Director for
Internatioyal Affairs of the Venezuelan Society
for Engineering Education. He has held various
academic positions at his university, being at the
present time the Executive Secretary of the
Venezuelan Fund for Research and Personel Develop-
ment for the Petroleum and Petrochemical Industries.

Vladimir Vackevlev
- Chairman, International Division
Central University
Caracas, Venezuele

Determining the corporate training needs and
participants in a particular training program is
becoming for many business-and industries through-
out the world. This session will take a look at
several approaches that various corporations use
to determine their corporate training needs and
how they select their peoplg td participate in
programs.

The concept of just offering any training program
to improve people ,no longer is sufficient in a well
run organization. It is important that the needs,
goals, and objectives of the'corporation are clear-.
ly spelled out'and those people who can have some
impact on the corporation are selected to partici-
pate in various training programs. Training perse
is not necessarily good. if it does not meet the
specific goals and objectives of a corporation.
This session will attempt to show how various or-

'ganizations do this and will allow interaction with
the audience to give the participants an insight
on how they may improve their own training selec-
tion process.

J
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MANAGEMENT TEAM APPROACHES TO
DESIGN OF ENGINEERING COURSES

Identification of organization training
needs, how to best meet these needs, selection
of students and evaluation of results are tasks
that become manageable for the training activ-
itythen there is meaningful dialogue with po-
tential users of the training. The dialogue
between corporate training staff and potential
training users which is vital to meeting train-
ing needs can be significantly strengthened by
involving both parties as an integral part of
the course design process through the use of ad
hoc course design teams.

Ad hoc course design teams guide the devel-
opment of all corporate-wide in-house engineer-
ing courses at Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
These courses, usually of three to five-day
duration, are managed by a Corporate training
activity, which is financially self-sustaining
through charge back of course tuitions to oper-
ating units. This training activity is respon-
sible for satisfying unique training needs not
otherwise served and for providing relevant and
practical engineering skills to make engineers
more effective on their jobs. Determination of

the specific course objectives, the audience for
whom the course is to be designed and the course
content are established by the course design
team which consists of key managers from oper-
ating units of the Corporation and the Corporate
training activity.

The design team concept has evolved from
our successful experience of working through
Ad Hoc Advisory Committees in the joint develop-
ment of continuing engineering studies with
universibies and other industrial firMs in five

metropolitan areas. Over the past fourteen
years, Westinghouse and other companies in the
technical community have used the ad hoc com-
mittee approash to developing continuing engi-
neering studies through which the university
producer and the potential consumeriof courses
participate in joint course designs. The

academic (and financial) successes of university
courses designed by the joint process has led

10
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John Van Horn, Assistant Director
Corporate Technical Education Program
Corporate Engineering Services
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

John J.Herald
Manager, Engineering Training Program
Education Department
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

to our design teamrapprodch for developing in-
house training courses.

Development of In-House Courses

Interested operating unit' of the Corpora-
tion work with the corporate staff as a design
team to jointly focdh on the need, develop a
functional specification, guide the course de-
sigu-aud-market the program. The result has
been better selection of students for training
courses, which are more responsive to Corporate
needs and,are self-supporting.,

Identification of-4Kds

The need for training courses is identified
in several ways, all involving some mode of
corporate staff/operating unit interface. For
example, Corporate functional staff may hypoth-
esize a need based Upon contacts with operating
units. Individual operating units or a Coipora-
te-wide technical committee representing several
operating units may also identify needs. In

any event, the need is verified (or rejected) NY
contacting,a number of operating units and re-

questing ad hoc committee members from their
management to guide the design of the proposed

course. If the response is favorable, the
course development proceeds; if not, the develop-
ment is dropped and resources can be rqdirected
to developing other offerings.

40urse Objectives

n-house courses place emphasis on develop-
ment of skills, techniques, and understanding
of theory and formulation of methods that en-
able engineers to make better use of engineer-
ing techniques. Topics treated are of prac-

tical importance to Westinghouse. Course

objectives range from providing an understanding
and insight for the theoretical aspects of an
advanced technology to providing tools for
managing engineering assignments. Exhibit I

lists titles and objectives ofrcourses that
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have recently been developed by WestinghoUse
design teams.

Team Selection

A steering committee is formed from inter-
ested staff and operating personnel to scope the
proposed course and to recommend candidates for
the course design team.

The success of the design team concept
stems from the commitment to success of the team.
members. This commitadnt includes the invest-
ment of time to guide development of the course
(typically 2-4 meetings) and communication with-
in their own organization to identify candidates;
thereby, ensuring a viable course offering.
Team members are selected from corporate operat-
ing.units who have potential need for the pro-
posed cpurse based upoh the following consider-
.ationa:
(1) Understanding of the mission and technical

lkeed
needs of the operating it they represent.

(2) Knowledge of prd t in rent

depth to determineLsnd communicate iti
relationship!to needs of individuals in
their organization.

(3) Ability to make or influence the decision
of their organization to send students to
the course if it meets their perceived
needs.

Technical Coordinator

One cannot debign a course to be all things
to all people and the design team cannot effec-
tively do the detailed course design. We have
found it useful, therefore; to have a technical
coordinator, who is a member of the design team
and has sufficient,knowledge of the subject to

do the detailed course design. Team members
guide the course desigriby specifying course
objectives, characterizing the. intended course
audience and suggesting topics and candidate
lecturers. The technicalcoordinator takes their
inputs and works up a course that sects the agretd
upon objectives and as many stated interests as
possible. The technical coordinator packages
the program, maintains consistency and continuity
at the lecture interfades and guides lecturers- ,
to reinforce the overall course objectives. This
task can be performed by a qualified in-house
person oF by an expert from outside the Corpora-

tion. We have used both approaches, depending
upen the nature of le objectives, content of

secour and evailabil ty of qualified persotnel.
Exhibit II identifies the titles of persons who
have participated as technical coordiiiators in
the development of recent courses.

Course Desixn Procedure..
1, .

Prior to the first,team meeting, team mem-
bers are provided with draft course prpspectus

developed by a steering' committee. This is a

"first -cut" of course objectives, outline, and
candidate selection profile. which serves as a
starting point for discussion at the first team

t?,

I

meeting. Team members e requested to come
'prepared with their own list of course oblec-
tives, topics, central t s, etc., that would
be of most interest and use to their organize-
ti , and with a descriptive profile of pro-
s tive participants from their organizations.

The purpose of the first meeting is to pro-
. ide team members an opportunity to present their

rout and to determine whether there is suffi-
cient need and interest to warrant development
of the proposed course. A decision to proceed
with course development should lead to the fol-
lowing actions at this meeting:
(1) General agreement on course objectives,

content and characterization of the partic-
ipabts for whom the course is designed.

(2) Suggestions for candidate lecturers. .(

(3) Determination of potential market for the
COULOIR.

(4) Establishment of a time table for course
' development.

The success of the first team meeting de-
pends upon the team's ability to focus on and
obtain general agreement for'the course object-
ives and participant profile. Our experience
indicates that control may be required by the
moderator to prevent the disCussion of how and
what we will teach before general agreement has
been reached on whO is the audience and what we
want the learner to "take away from the course." *

Subsequent to this meeting, the course
technical coordinator is responsible for prompt-
ly preparing a course prospectus from the inputs
obtained at the meeting. This prospectus, which
contains a statement of course objectives, ex-
panded outline of course content with potential
lecturers and guidelines for candidate selection,
is providid to the team members for review and
comment. Ample time should be afforded for
this review to allow the team members an op-
portunityto consult with their colleagues in
the organization.

Feedback from the team .memberdsestablishes
the agenda for subsequent team meetings. The
process is iterative and continues until general
agreement is obtained on the final course pros-
pectus. It is imperative that this prospectus
provide sharp objectives and detailed definition
of what the course is designed to accomplish (1)
to help manager' select students who will bene-
fit from the course, (2) to guide lecturers who
will participate in the program and (3) to pro-
vide a sound basis for evaluating the effective-
ness of the course. We have found Mager's

book
2

helpful in formulating course objectives.

The technical coordinator contacts all
Course lecturers, briefs them on the objec-
tives and content of their particular pres-
entation and provides as much background idt or-

nation on the potential audience as possible.

Design Review "'

Prior to the pilot offering of the course,
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the design team and course lecturers critique
the course at a design review wbich is a "dry
run ". ,Wbile the "dry run" is conducted on a
compressed time schedule (typically 10 minutes
design review time for each hour of...real course
time) it is not a mere compression or real-time
course presentations. Rather, course leaders
provide statements of their session objectives,
expanded outlines of their sessions' content
-and their approach to the subject. The, purpose
of the design review is to:,

(1) test the objectives and content of each
.session for consistency with and support of,
overall course objectives and content;

(2) ensure that the course sessions maintain
continuity apd "fit together";

(3) provide the opportunity-for course leaders
and desigodteam members to discuss pre-
sentationind arrive at a course design and
content which meets the needs, the in-
tended audience.

Development Timetable

A typical timetable for the development of
a new five day course would be:
January Steering committee nominates

candidates for design team.
February-March Meetings'of ad hoc design team

(eYpically two to four meet-
ings); tour* preliminary
design (including course

prospectus) completed.
April Initiate course publicity and

recruitment.
May Conduct design review.
July Conduct five day program.

Course Monitoring

The design team is not only a valuable
asset to course development but also affords an
opportunity for direct user feedback during the
life of the course. Subsequent to the first
course offering, evaluation data is transmit-
ted to the design team for review. If these
results identify problems and/or opportunities,
a meeting of the team is convened to consider
course changes.

Normally on a three year cycle, all courses
are reviewed by their respective design teams
to make adjustments thelcmay be necessary to
keep the course objectives and content matched
to the training need.

Benefits

Four new in-house engineering training
courses have been developed by design teams
over the past two years. Course presentations
to 200 students have satisfied the designed
learning objectives as well as participants'
own personal course objectives. Management
feedback also confirms that these courses met
stated objectives and that the objectives did,
in fact, reflect the needs of their operating
units.

12

Application of the design team concept
Ilhor new course development can be summarized

as. follOws:

(1) Courses designed by users are more respon-
sive to their,needs.

(2)*Operating units through involvement in the
design process, become committed to course
success.

(3) Design teams open new meaningful channels
of ,communication between operating units,
thereby affording cross fertilization of
ideas.

(4) Engineering managers obtain a vehicle to
carefully examine training needs of their
people related to their organizational
objectives.

(5) Management's increased knowledge of the
courses provides for better selection of
participants.

1
Van Horn, J.R., Joint Development of Con-

tinuing Engineering Studies Programs:
An Example of Industry Education Dialogue
Using Ad Hoc Advisorx.Committees. Volume
E-19, Number G lebratry 1976, pages 22-25,
IEEE Transactions in Education.

2
Mager, Robert F., Preparing Instructional

Objectives, Fearon Publishers, 1962.
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EtRIBIT I: TITLES AND OBJECTIVES OF COURSES
DEVELOPED BY WESTINGHOUSE DESIGN TEAMS

1. Advanced Finite Element Structural Analisie

Following, the course, participants will
have:

the current status of capabilities and
limitations of advanced methods in Finite
Element Analysis

greater depth of understanding of theory
and formulation of advanced-methods to

solve complex structural analysis prob-
C

insight into practical considerations in
the application of advanced Finite Ele -
sent methods

enhanced ability to select or recommend
appropriate methods to solve specific
problems

2. Computer Aided Design and Drafting

At the conclusion of this course, parti-
cipants will:

learn how the design and drafting function
is.changing to the extent-required to
select and use new concepts and trends
improve their operations

to

be sufficiently fame car computer
aided design and drafting systems.to be
able to evaluate them for their own.usit;
this includes:

(a) familiarization with the direct inter-
action with the system 4ia actual
hands-on experience.

(b) ability to select a project from his
division, benchmark the project, and
evaluate the results.

be able to manage the selection of com-
puter-aided design and drafting syatems
hardware andsoftfare for their opeintions,
including being able to:

(a) state his functional requirements for
a.computer graphics system for in-
clusion in a specification,

(b) evaluate vendor's systems specifica-
tion against his needs,

(c) evaluate cost/benefits, and
(d) justify the project.

be able to develop ellen to manage pro-
curement, installation, start-up,.per-
sonnel training and operitions menage-
sent for computer graphics systems.

3. Assurbmiteliability/Availability/Main-
tainabiIity

Following this course, the participant will

have:

sufficient background and understanding
of the theory and techniques of avail-

ability assurance management for plan-
ning, managing and performing avail-
ability/reliability/maintainability
engineering. tasks associated with prod-
uct development/design/production. This
course is not designed to develop in
depth skills in the application of tee. -
niqpes presented

acquired adequate fount of insight as
to what.techniques and corporate re-
sources are_available, when they should
be used, thein adVantages and limit-
ations, and how to judge their effective-
ness

identified areas where further self-.

development is needed

acquired adequate amount of insight as
to the practical implementation of the
Westinghouse Corporate Product Relia-'
biiity Gdideline, MB-3451.

///'

EXHIBIT II:
COURSE TECHNICAL COORDINATORS

Course and Coordinator's Title

1. Advanced Finite Element Structural
Analysis

Professor & Chairman
Structural Engineering at a leading
university

2. Computer Aided Desi6 and Drafting Course

Assistant Director
Corporate Information Systems
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

3. AssurinitReliability/Availability/Main-
tainability

Assistant Director
Corporate Product Integrity
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
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Jack Herald is Manager, Engineering, Training,
Education Department, Westinghouse. Electric

CorporatioA. He is responsible for the.imple-
mentation Of in-house corporate training courses
that are developed in concert with the Corporate
Technical Education Planning Activity.

Prior to joining the Education Department in 1975,
he spent nineteen years in five operating units of
the corporation with assignments in engineering
desigg and development, marketing/system engineer-
ing and project management. Ale graduated with a

BS degree in Electrical Engineering in 1956 from
the University of Pittsburgh. He is a member of
IEEE and a registered professional engineer In
Pennsylvania. -

JOHN R. VAN HORN

Assistant Director for Corporate Technical Educa-
tion Planning, Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
His responsibilities include the design and Imple-
Mentation of education and development programs,
working closely with engineering colleges and
operating units of the Corporation in the design
of programs for practicing engineers.

Before'joini the Corporate Headquarters organi-
zation, Mr. Va Horn held various management pos-
itions at the tis Atomic Power Laboratory where
he was responsible for the Laboratory's technical
-education and training programs. He conceived and
produced the- ".Design orEaperinents Course," a ,

continuing engineering - studies instructional pack-

age consisting of 32 films and seven-volume self-
study guide which harbeen used widel? within and
outside of Westinghouse.

Active in ASEE, he served as the 1974-75 Chairmen
of the (ES Divieio. He was a leader in organiz-
ing the 1976 College Industry Education Conference,
the first ASEE joint Midwinter Meeting.
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DIRECT APPROACHES BY THE
VENEZUELAN OIL AND PETROCHEMICAL

INDUSTRIES FOR
TRAINING REQUIRED PERSONNEL

The Institute de Adiestromiento Petrolero y PetroquimiCo,
INEPET, extends to all of you sincere thanks for the
opportunity of presenting-to-thisassembly ,our
experience and challenges yet to be met in the training
of the required personnel for the Venezuelan. oil and petro
chemical industries. Certainly, to a groat number of the
participants here, the name of Venezuela is associated
with oil . The country produces same 2.200.000 b/d cif
crude oils and exports almost 7.000.000 b/d of crude oils
and products. Totdl proven reserves are at present 18
billion barrels and Possibilities for new additional
reserves are very great.
In fact, several areas of the country are awaiting the
explorer. The whole offshore area of the country,
covering, approximately, 1.750 miles of coastline has not
yet been touched and oil discoveries made in the Gulf of
La Vela indicate that the possibilities are very_ promising.
Another big area is the.petroliferous belt of the Orinoco,
which measures Some 380 miles in length and an average
of 32 miles in width. Moreover, the traditional oil
provinces still require a tremendous amount of studies and
reevaluation work tor fully appreciate whatever
possibilities still exist to recover additional oil and
possibly to find new reservoirs. These figures and outlook
are large enough to convey the challenges faced by the
25.000 men and woman who work for the Venezuelan oil
and petrochemical industries. It is estimated that during
the next eight to ten years, approximately, 7.500 men
and women now serving the all industry will retire. In fioct,
this number of people leaving the ranks at all levels rani's-
sent a great challenge in that appropriate substitytes with
adequate background and the will to learn by doing the
teehnological changes and innovations now occurring in
all phases all* oil and petrochemicakindustries demand '
that a daily effort be sustainecfin the continuous education
of the personnel running these industries. And for-us thlt
is a must. The importance of the challenges can be
summarized by sayjpir that oil is the backbone of the Vene-
zuelan economy. It represent, moneywise, 85 % Of.tite
country's Internottersal trade.
To keep the Venezutilqn oil and petroalemical industries
efficient is a must. And the first answer to that challenge
is by maintaining a irigh standard of working perfoemance
by the people in charge of all the aspects of the oil
business : exploration,"drilling, production, transport,

s

Efrain E. Barberii-
Manager, Western Region
INAPET (Training Institute Venezuelan Oil Industry)
Cordes'', Venezuela

refining/manufacturing, marketing and management of all
thesebranches.

WHAT IS INAPET
INAPET was created in January 1976, right after the
nationalization of the oil industry. Theelnstitute is
supported, directed and ma9aged by fhe INCE (National
ketituti of Cooperative Education), FONINVES (The
Fund for Research and Personnel Training in the Area of
Hydrocarbons); I.V.P. (the Venezuelan Petrochemical
Institute); the C.T.V. (Confedergtion of Venezuelan
Workers) and the 14 operating,oil companies,
subsidiaries of Petrialeos de Vinezuela, S.A. (P. de V.
SA). _

INAPET Offers training to all the employees of the oil and
petrochemical industries in the following classifications :

skilled workers/technicians, engineering and graduates
in other technical professions; supervision and management.
The training offered covers the following levels of
instruction : basic, intermediate, advanded and
specialized .

The following fable shows figures obtained during the
first year of operation and what has been accomplished
during the first semester of 1977 and the target for the
year (Table 1).

To carry out the annual program of courses INAPET has
divided its a_stivities according to the needs of the oil
and petrociremical industries, taking into consideration
the geography and the importance of the activities in the
different areas of the country. To accomplish the required
prebram in every area, INAPET has built an educational
center in Eastern Venezuela, located in Anoco, State of
Anzoategui; one for the Metropolitan Area, Caracas; one
in Moran, State of Carabobo, to serve also the needs of
the y4arsonnel in the States of Guarico and Barinas;one
in P ne, State of Falcon to serve the two largest oil
refineries in the country; and three centers in the State of
Zulia, which represents 80% of the oil producing =spool/
of the nation and has the largest petrochemical complex
in the country. These centers are located at Ciudad Oje- ,
da/Tarnore, Maracaibo, OM El Tablaza, respectively.

The way in which the instructional program is presented
varies. And the effort itoi combination of resources
displayed by INS ET; by the animating companies; by the
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rt.
service companies; by the universities and educational
companies or by indepesidatgnstructors, local as well as
foreign. All the programs are coordinated by INAPET in a
very close association with the operating oil companies
and their respective Departments of Induitrial Relations -
and/or Hyman Resources.

To carry out all the manageria instructional and
operational function, INAPEIThas a Board of Directors, a
Director-General, and Executive Committee, and
Operation Deportment-and a-TechnicaFDepartment. These
main functions are assisted and supported by the
Departments of Personnel, Adrninistrationsi.Public
Relations, Auditing and Services. The centers in the
different geographical area depend direCtly of the
Operations Department and receive functional support
from the Technical Department and the other' units of the
organization.

AN OUTLOOK TO THE FUTURE
The challenges to be met nikband in the near fu ture are
most important. Training and personnel development for a
specific industry is ofpecialized undertaking. However,
it is felt that the experiences gained and resources
applied in the United States in the pursuit of identical
accomplishments have given outstanding results. And
there is no reason why we cannot benefit from these
experiences and at the same time make ourselves an

A

outline of the,peesibilities of cooperation open to all
interested in these endeavours through INAPET.

Certainly the Americen Society of Engineering Education,
the National Institute of Education, the College Industry
Educchion Conference such as this and the many,
outstanding colleges and universities represented here
have a great deal to offer to our programs. On the other
hand, the many industries of this country and your
teachers, scholars and professional men and women can
offer the experience and knowledge needed to bridge the
gap inour needs for the training and developement of our
own human resources. We feel that there is a great
challenge in all this and that there is no better way to
improve our understanding of each other than through the
sharing in the advances of the technical education you
havifissveloped.

The transfer of technology is a wonderful means of
getting people to know each other better. When knowing
each other bettpr through studying, working and

.accomplishing many tasks together, the chances for
Maser relationships between our nations are better and
more attractive:

Our presence here is to stimulate that:better
understanding and to obtain your cooperation in what we
are doing for our people in the oil and petrochemical
industries through INAPET.

Table 1

Year Number of
Courses

Hours
of Classes

Number of
Participants

---7
Hours-

Participants
. ,

1976 305 - 4.159 189.400
1977 ' 525 18.868 7.677 267.540

(1st semester)

1977 750 - . 10.432 713.758
(target)

EFRAIN E. BARBERII

Mr. Efrain Borberii is one of the leading and most respected
Consulting Engineers in the Venezuelan Oil Industry:With
a varied background, B.Sc. Petro Iraltim 'Eng. from U. of
Oklahoma and an M.Sc. in the same field from Tolsa, Mr.
Barberii also holds the degree of Pet. Engineer from the
University of Zulia; he has had a long and distinguished
career in industry, the academic world and on the

'international level. He has been a faculty member at
Tulsa, Zulia and Dean of Engineeting at the new Urdaneta
University in Maracaibo. At the present time in charge
of the Western Region of INAPET.
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A paradox is emerging 4 the engineering
profession.

The paradox has to do

Toddy, many engineers have a gnaWing fear that
time is running out. They look at technological
change, and see that it is not an fact going to
slow down -for anyone. If anything, it will only
happen faster. They look 'at their equip*It and
inventions, and see that the moment of glory for
any new technical idea can be relatively short.

And most important, they are looking at them-
selves. They see that the usefulness of their
technical degree can also be short lived, unless
they work very hard to keep their knowledge cur-

/rent. From the day they earn their diploma, they
are running a race against time, to keep from
becoming technical dinosaurs 20 or even 10 years
later.

But here's where the paradox comes in. In The
midst of that harried race...a race not just to
sdeceed but a race for professional survival...
engineers 'say also have more time than ever to
develop thlemOlves and work ,on personal goals.

It's a simple mathematical assumption that
improved technology will result in fewer hours
required to do the world's work. And it seems
almost inevitable that the end result will be
a shorter work week with more leisure time to
spend on ourselves.

That means there will be time for personal devel-
opmeht and growth.

Time to accomplish our goals.

Time to stay current in our field.

But what does that mean for.ms, the members of
ASEE?

'.14s engineers and educators, it means we are going

to have to revise our concept of college educa-
tion. We are going to have to rid ourselves and
our associates of the notion that going to school
is something we do when we are young.

It also means that we are going tO have to re-
evaluate our situation. Emerging needs in.contin-

1

DETERMINING CORPORATE
TRAINING NEEDS

AND.TRAINEE.SELECTION

Frank Demaree
Assistant Vice President for Engineering
Illinois Bell Telephone Company
Chicago, Illinois

-*"

uing education...coupled with the additional time
people will have to continue their schooling...can
open new opportunities to us as educators and
managers. But before we can take advantige of

a
them, we have to take some concrete steps to find
and meet the needs of our potential training
clients.

First, we have to look at our own industries or,
if we are in universities, look at the industries
around us. We have to study present training
needs. Then we have to project what those needs
may be in ten or twenty years. We have to look
at the changes, happening around us, then deter-
mine howwe are going to cope with them. If we
are going to be successful, we have to have a
strategy. We have to yet everyone involved.
That means a commitment from top management to
help us set priorities. Then, we have to see to
it that management commits the resources needed
to do the job. We have to Wild communications
with managers at our own companies---or with
industries which couldibe served by a university.

ve to let them have a strong say in what we
do. e must have good two-way communication
channels for passing and receiving information.
Above all, we must be flexible. Our programs
must be able to grow with their needs.

When tge dell System Center for Technical
Education started in Lisle, Illinois, in 1968,
these principles essentially were our guidelines.

.Plans for the Bell System Center for Technical
Education began in the mid-1960's. A group
of us at Illinois Bell started a small scale
training program at a local hotel. It turned
out that our technical management training
needs were not unique. Other Bell System
operating companies were doing the thing.
And so, during the next two years, 715egan
work with AT&T and all the Bell System companies
to establish a firm corporate commitment to the
inevitable changes we saw coming in the Bell
System's technical future. The end result was
the training center at Lisle.

The concept of Lisle worked in a way that no
other Bell System training program had ever
worked before,at the technical managemept level.
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One reason was good leadership from its director,
C. J. Saner. Another was the inspiration and
guidance offered from his supervisor,
C H. Elaendorf (AVP transmission) at AT&T.
Without support from headquarters, the training
-center might'atill be a gleam in the eyes of
Illinois Bell engineers.

Under Sener's direction, a site was selected
which would be 'geographically accessible to
every training candidate.

And early in the planning stages, a system was
set up to get all Bell operating companies
involved in'idelitifying needs, setting priori-
ties and managing the budget. The key factor
was the Board of Advisors which oversees
budgets, policy and long-range plans. Eventu-
ally, a network of boards, councils and
ccemittees was also formed to meet each
specific training need and make certain no
company and no level of management would be
left out of the planning process.

The largest of these adiisory boards is the
one for engineering education. This board
includes the Center's director and a group of
engineering managers at the assistant vicel
predident level. It uses input from Lisle staff,
operating companies and AT&T to make recommenda-
tions to the Board of Advisors. on budget,course
needs and course development. Each member of
the Engineering Education Advisory Board repre-
sents several Bell Systeme operating companies.
The work of the Board requires continual inter-
face with other Bell System councils, boards,

committees and individuals to ensure a System-
wide, viewpoint in decision making.

Other boards and councils represent technical
disciplines such as 'network operations, operator
services, business services, forecaster training
and technical planning. Councils feed,informa-
tion to boards and recommend revisions in
existing training. Smaller ad hoc committees
bring field people into the act and advise
developers at the Center on what ielkeally
needed.

The process described here provides a continuous
interchange between the operating companies,
AT&T headquarters and the Lisle staff.

In order to translate all this activity into
terms the field supervisor can understand and
appreciate, one Lisle Coordinator has been
named at each operating company.

This Coordinator is the point of interface
between each company and the Bell System Center
at Lisle.

7

It is up to the Coordinator to answer student.
questions, see that students get to Lisle,
hilp supervisors line up courses for subordi-
nates, help fill empty seate,'irbp out budget
difficulties and keep training priorities Lib
the minds and hearts of top management.

18
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The Lisle Coordinator also plays an important
role in staffing and recruiting for Lisle.
Under a fair share plan, eachrBell company has
agreed to contribute rotational employees to
the training center for two to-three year
assignments._ The arrangement has a mutual
benefit for both the company and the training
center, since experts recruited by Lisle return
to their companies with a System-wide perspek-
tive on their jobs.

For Lisle, it is added assurance that the
people doing the training...the instructors
and course developers. .:include people who
have been in the front lines of the-telephone
company. They are subject matter experts...
people who have been up to their elbows in
problems before they try to teach others.

The organization of the training center
itself is also arranged to meet needs of
training customers. The director (C. J. SeneX)
has five deans and a general administrator

'

reporting to him.

40
One entire deanship is devoted just to plan-,-
ning, developing training methods, training,
trainers, and measuring the success of training
within the classroom and back the job.
The planning team speds- much'ofof its time in
the field or working at' isle with visiting
operating company managers. Connections are
constantly made with operating company boards,
councils and committees to determine if and
where training needs exist. People in this
division are also skilled in ferreting out
other possible solutions to performance prob-
lems, when it is determined that training is
not required.

The staff at Lisle include% about 80 course
developers, 80 people on the instructional
team and 120 some people in support functions
such as instructional media, clerical services
and preparation of student materials.

The curriculum at Lisle takes in nearly-all
technical disciplines and all levels Of manage-
ment. Full courses are usually geared to the
first line people, or the doers. But special
Berliners and briefing sessions are designed

.

for middle and upper man ement to ,keep them
abreast of changes in t esir field.

Somewhere during the development process, Lisle
has to get an early commitment on classroom
seats from operating companies. Since the
development process can, take as long as a year,
it is important that operating companies give

rareful consideration beforehand to their
training-needs, and priOrAkiss.

%

This early commitment also requires managers to
dedicate tips well in advance to development of
human resourc4s.

But the Liiikeyitem, like any system, is not
foolproof.:,,

.
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Despite the best-laid plans, there are still
occasional problems betting the right people

into courses. Emil/Mars, for example, may
not always see an advantage in acquiring more
technical knowledge. Men when they do, not
all supervisors are completely supportive.

Special steps have to be taken to help the
student know his or her own needs.

Wears still loin for ways to fake that
engineer want to go ,back to school, and ways
to voice knowing norm a rewarding thing. Com-
pleticoriorate backing is needed to make
techhical training IL way to get rewards on
the job.

We're also looking,for ways to educate and
persuade supervisors to sacrifice staff, time
and money to train their people.

I cannot overemphasise the importance of the
'boss in the training process. If we're going
to be' really good at training, we have to -

undekstand and communicate with bosses. We
havalto Understand-their budget constraints,
theii staffing difficulties and their perspec-
tive. It's a tallvorder to get support from
supervisors, but it can be done if we put our
minds to it.

4 third probleft, re/abed-somewhat to the first
Otte, also merits outgo consideration.

`TtmaZ.probleM is training people who feel
threatened by training. For men and women
with%nasters.' Qegrees in engineering, our
job ilttdconyinCe them that we have the..
credentials, to challenge, them. But for
people coming in cold to new technology,

undereducated for whatever reason,
1=44 to us is a little different.

Tinsley beedealing with an employee who has
spent a whole career working on a piece of

' equipnen feeisi he is the best there is
# at that job. But when that equipment becomes

oblikete, he y think he's ob;:al, too:
Be may think can't learn an new.

The challenge all of us is to create a
training progr which meets all needs. A

1111111program' which se priorities and gets manage-
meet commitment. But.a program geared to
sleeting the needs of both the subordinates and
the' supervisor. One which can create a non-
threatening environment to provide basic skills,
but one which also challenges' high powered
engineering graduates.

For us in the'ASEE, continuing education in
ptims opportunity. But it is not only an oppolS,
tunity, it is a responsibility. As people from
the academic world, people from the business
world, and people whose sole job is to teach
others how to teach,* will be letting our
organizations if we don't meet that
respon,ility.

h

If needs in continuing education are hot met,
people at all libels of the technical spectrum

4 coild be denied a chance to realize their own
potential. The resulting gaps in technical
competence could have a critical impaCt on the
future of our businesses.

Like 'us, you have no doubt considered Ite
implications of this responsibility at some
time in your professional
is time now for all of us
and start taking action.

'., .

careers. But it
to stop considering

FRANK E. DEMAREE

a

Frank E. Demaree is AVP-Engineering-Technical
Planning at Illinois Bell Telephone Co. He started

there after receiving his BEE at Iowa State in
1941. From 1946 to 1962 Demaree was responsible
for the design and construction of a wide variety
of facilities for Illinois Bell and Western
Electric. This included engineering radio and
detection systems for the Distant Early Warning
Line and Balistic Missile Early Warning System in
Alaska and Canada. Also, he was in charge of
engineering for the Project Mercury Global 18+
station groild instrumentation and tracking system
which Western Electric built for NASA for the space
flight program. He returned to Illinois Bell in an
engineering management position and between 1962-65
was in charge of the Bell System Data Communications
raining Center operated by AT&T in Cooperstown,N.Y.
In 1965 Demaree returned as Assistant Vice
President-Engineering. He is now responsible for
technical long range panning, fundamental planning,
PBX equipment engineering and maintedince, and
overall staff engineering.,
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CALL FOR PAPERS

1978 Conference onr

Frontiers in Education
Dutch Inn, Lake Buena Vista, Florida
October 23 - 25, 1978

Hosted By Colleges of Engineeririg of
University of Florida
Florida Institute of Technolog
Florida Technological Universi
University of South Florida

The Education Group of the IEEE and the Educational Research and Methods Division of the ASEE, with the
participation of the Colleges orEngineerino of central Florida,.are pleased to announce the 1978 Conference
on Frontiers in Education, to be held October 23-25, 1978, at the Dutch Inn, Lake Buena Vista, Florida.
The name of the Conference is the theme of the, Conference, Frontiers in Education. The purpose is to
bring together persons concerned with education in schools, in colleges and universities, and in industry
and government to discuss new deVelopments and new directions in engineering and other post-secondary
technical education.

Papers are invited from a.wide range of areas including, but not necessarily limited to, those listed below:

Engineering for Non-Engineers
Engineering and Society
Pre-Engineering Studies
Guidance and Counseling
Continuing Education for Engineers
Off-Campus Instruction
The Role of the Teacher
Graduate Education
Graduate Research

One of the basidipurpos)s of this Conference is to provide maximum opportunity forpersonal.involvement and
interaction, as opposed to passive listening to lectures. Proposals for workshops, panel discussions, and
other types of interactive sessions are invited.

Authors wishing to present papers should send a synopsis (typically 200 to 500 words) describing the scope
of the paper to:

Program Chairman

Professor Andrew Revay Gene Chenette
Program Chairman, FIE '78 Rrofessor, General Chairman
Department of Electrical_Engineering Department of Electrical Chairman'
Florida Institute of Technology University of Florida
Melbourne, Florida 32901 Gainesville, Florida 32611

Design of Learning Expprience .

Technology in Education
Computers in Education
New Methods in Education
Evaluation of Education
Student Self-Appraisal
Grades and Grading
Cost Effectiveness in Education

Management Science/Techniques in Education

General Chairman

Deadline for submission of synopses is January 15,-f978. Speakers will be notified of acceptance by March
15, 1978. Final drafts 011 be due June 15, 1978, and will be published in the Conference Proceedings.
Persons wishing to propose workshops, panel discussions, or other special sessions should also cohtact .

Professor Revay no later than January 15, 1978.
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SESSION 2.2

DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS
IN TWO-YEAR

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

HOWARD LAWRENCE

Howard is presently serving as Dean of Instruction
at the State Technical Institute at Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee. He received his Ph.D. from
the University of Mississippi in 1972, his M.B.A.
from Memphis State Univerhity, and his B.S. in
Mechanical Engineering from Christian Brothers
College. He has served as a design engineer for
Bemis Brother Bag Company in Se. Louis, Missouri
and plant engineer for Chromium Mining and

atSmelting Corporation in Woodstock, Tennessee.
Howard has been active in many professipnal
organizations and within ASEE he served as chair-
man of the Engineering Division Guidance Committee,
a member of the RWI -Board of Directors, and a
member of the Editorial Committee of Engineering
Technology. He is both a Registered Professidnal
Engineer and a Certifigd Public Accountant.

Howard .1. Lawrence
Doan Of Instruction
State Technical Institute
Memphis, Tetras

Two-year engineering technology edutators have
always prided themselves on their ability to
react quickly to changes in the profession and in
society. The needsof industry change continu-
ously. Society modifies its goals for education,
and students constantly pressure for a more
relevant, realistic, and reliable educational
program. In this session three outstanding
persons in two-year engineering technology

education programs will discuss these and
describe some of the programs which have been
developed to meet this need. During this session
you will be provided some insights into how
engineering technology educators are assessing,
the needs 'of industry through industrial exper-
iences of the faculty, advisory committees,
cooperative programs, and contacts with alumni
and recruiters. You will see what lea4ing
schools are d g to attract non-traditional
students into two-year engineering technology
program and will have an opportunity to view
examples of such promotional material as "Blacks
in Technology" slide program; "You'll Work Too,"
a slide atiop for.teigh school girls; a

m
Women in Tech logy4"Day plan; and a speaker's
bureau of wo or minoiiiies. You will also
hear described a part-time work/study program
for two-sear engineering technology students
wherein a university and industry employer
jointly select students and allow them to attend
school half time and work half time during each
of the four regular academio quarters and full
time during all intersession periods. In summary,
this session on two-year engineering technology
programs should provide information as to how
others are meeting their various "needs and how
such programs may be initiated in your own
institution.
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AN INTEGRATED PART-TIME
WORK/STUpY

TrbPROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENF
ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS

Dashamir M. Petrels
Chairman, Engineering and Agricultural Technologies Division
State University Agri Cultural & Technical College
Fminingdals, New York
John M. Lester
Department Chairman
Electrjoal Technology0epartment
State University °Mew York
Farmingdale, New York

Technology Department first began
concept of a part-time work-study
students.This paper describes a part-time work/study pro-

as
two-year Engineering Technology students

as offered by the 114otrical Amino:09y Ospartment
of the State University of iEni York Agrioultmral

and Teohnioal College at Farmingdale in eon/ motion
with AIL, Division of Cutler-1*moms, Inc. Moon-
ing student* are ..seated Jointly by the College
wed AIL. this oterpany hires OWN initially as
Teolorloian Trainees and ktiUer as rest reelsrloians

to work half -time during each of the four regular

wedged-0 semesters, and fall-time during all inter-
session periods. the readmits' work experisnos is
omseflelly promammuland evaluated by the Depart-
ment and Adjunct Faculty who hold superoisory posi-
tions at AIL. comproly upgrades the student
(in both positionland salary) on the basis of both
satisfactory wofk performance and academic progress.
Speeial scheditling and the granting of academic
credit for appropriate work egprrienos allow the
student to still complete the requirements for his
A.A.S. degree in two =lend:1r oars. The program
has significant benefits for the company, the
College, and especially the student.

Introduction

The State University of New Agricultural and
Technical College at Farmingda le Is a two-year
College emphasizing A.A.S. roe programs in the
Agricultural', Businels, Health, and Engineering
Technologies. It also offArs A.S. Degree transfer
,programs In L 1 s end Engineering Science.
Located In the can of Long Island, the College

a suburban population of over two million
le, and close to 90% of its 6000 full-time

,students, as well as approximately 7000 part-time
(evening) students, commute to end from the College
by sughpbtie. Though often cons red the "bed-

'room" o41Msw York City, Long Islane7Moes have a
,considerable industrial base of its own. Over
150,000 of its residents are employed by mertufacr

turingindustriemon the Island, and the College's
Engineering Technology Departments have tradition-
ally provided the skilled technicians for these
companies. Each of the Technology Departments has
an Advisory Cohmittee made up of local industry

''' representatives, and these committees are formally
Involved in the program and course development
ectivities of the departments. It was at meetings
with Its Advisory Committee that the Electrical
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exploring the
program for its

The Electrical Technology Department aearmingdal,
offers an ECPD approved A.A.S. Degree program de-
signed to develop electronic technicians. The
program Is listed below - note that the nwebers in
brackets indicate the "weekly- lecture hours -
weekly Laboratory loom - and semester credit
hours" for each comaqmi.,_

ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY - ELECTRONICS

First Semester:

IT 100 Survey of Elsotronlos.1 (1 -2 -2)

ST 101 Electrical Circuits I (4 -2 -5)

II? 118 Electronic Drafting (0-2-11
MA 129 Mathematics (4-0-4)
ER 200 Diglish Composition (3-0-3)
PE - Physical Education (0-2-1)

(1 -8 -181

Second Semester:

IT 103 Electrical Circuits II (4-3-5)
ET 106 ,Basic Senioonduotor Circuits (3-3-41
MA 130 Aathamatios (4-0-41
El 101 Introduction to Literature (3-0-3)

(14-6-111

Third Semester:
\

\.,

ST 232 Amplifiers (4-3-5)
IT 233 Digital Electronics (4-3-5)
PE 131 Physics (3-2-41
80 - Social Science (3-0-31

(14-8-17

Fourth Sowtor:

SIT 234 Applications ofLinmem.Mtegrated
Networks (4 -3 -5)

ET 235 Coewnsioation Electronics (4 -3 -5)

IT 236 System Construction and Analysit (0-3-11
PE 132 Mystics (3 -2 -4)

SO - Social Soignee (3-0-31

(24-11-18

Total Credits Required; 67
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As might be expected, the program does have-a very
"-high rate of attrition. Only 30% pr so of its en -
terlag freshmen graduate two years later. Inter-

views with incoming freshmen have shown that very
few molly know what the program end the careers
it lama to are really like. The first semester
"Amy of1M4sPironios" course was Introduced pri-
marily to meet this need, and to motivate the stu -
dee towards the study of the other early courses.
It was during the discussions on this course that
the concept of a pert-time work-study program was
noised wilit.theAdvisory Committee. Surveys had
shown that ilmost 50%'of the freshman students
felt they had to work part-time (primarily to meet
the cost of operating a car). It seemed logical
to try to make their work experience more directly
related to their educational program. Both the
Divertimento, Faculty and its Advisory Committee
supported the concept. in particular, Mr. Horace
Garigliano, who was at the time Director of Pro-
duct Support of AIL (i Division of Cutler-Hammer),
strongly supported the plan. AIL was ideal for the
program: A large employer of electronic techni-
cians, it was located within a IS minute drive of
the College, did not Novae union (which made for
much greater flexibility), and had just received
several large contracts which required it to ex-
pand its technical staff ever the next few years.
Asa uit, Mr. Careen DeNovio (of AIL's Product

!slop) and Profess& Norman Lurch (then
Chairman of the Electrical Department) were able
to initiate a pilot work-study program between the
College and AIL In September of 1973.

The Program

Thir program, first set up In 1973, now incorpor-
ates the following featuret:

1. The joint selection of students by both '

the Department and AIL prior to their first semes-
ter and the continuation of students in the pro-

' gram only if both their work perforranoe and aoa-
dsmio performance are satisfactory.

2. Special scheduling of these students for a
reduced academic toad so they eon work 20 hours/
week at AIL during the aoademic year.

3. A commitment by AIL to provide these stu-
dents with flal-time employment during the vie
meek Christmas recess and the three month warier
redoes with periodic salary increases and accrued
paid vacation time.

4. The joint structuring (usingclearly
stated performanoe objectives) of the students'
work escposienos by both the Deportment fat:silty and
their All supervisors.

6. The appointment of Adjudtt Faculty at AIL
to fermally evaluate student performanoe in light
of stated perform...we objectives. These reports
are filed with the Department Chai who may
then recommend the granting of te aoadem-
to credit for this experienoe. ,

6. The use of the Summer (Ruining College)

Session to permit students to graduate nithin tzio
pars.

In practice, all accepted freshmen are invited to
apply to this program. Those applicants willing
to make the commitment are then recommended to AIL
which interv(ews and hires them effective In Sept-
ember. In the meantime, the department plans
special schedules for these students. Their aca-
demic weekly contact hours are reduced to 17 hours
per semester blocked In from 12:30 to 5:00 P.M.
Monday through Friday and their work at AIL from
7:30 to 11:30 the same five days. In order to do
this, the following courses are left off their
schedules:

First Master:
AT 100 Survey of llectionice (1-1-2)

Second Semester:
S? 103 Electrical Circuits II

Laboratory only (0-3-1)

Third Semester:
Pi 131 Physics (3-2-4)

(taken in Slimmer Session)

Fourth Semester:
I? 236 System Construction
and Analysis

FS 132 Physics
(taken in SUmMer S6841,010

(0-3-1)

(3-2-4)

The students are generally programmed to take
their second year Physics courses sequentially
during the Evening College summer sessions. Oc-
casionally, an exceptional student Is permitted'
to take one of these Physics courses on an extra
course basis In the evening during one of his regu-
lar academic semesters. Students who performs
well both at work and In their academic courses,
may be given aca lc credit for. 2? 100 (2 credits)

Lffhniryand sr 103 ___.-.. (1 credit) at the end of
their first eat is year. Similarly, at the
end of their second year, successful students may
be given academic credit for S? 236 (1 credit).
To receive such academic credit for a particular
course, the student must have achieved specific
objectives In his work experience. For example,
to receive credit for Ms IT 103 Laboratory, he
must have demonstrated his competency In:

1. Using test equipment, particularly the
osoiltosoope, to measure suoh signal parameters
as time constant and rise time for exponential
waves, and period, amplitude and p-p and rms
values4 awned phase angles-for sine waves.

2. Making voltage, current and power measure-
ments and calculations for RC, RL, and PLC net-
works.

3. Mhking basic transformer measurements, and
impedance and power' efficiency measurements and
oatoulations.

4. Making frequency response measurements on
sample filters and/or am:litters.
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In practice, the students' work experience more
than covers the topics associated with these
mare's, and by thus earning the four (4) associ-
ated academic credits, the students still graduate
within two years.

The students' w9rk experience at AiL Is supervised
by both, the adjunct faculty Member at the plant
add the Department's full-time faculty, who
AIL at least once a semester. Students are hired
as "Tech Trainees" at approximately $3.00/hour.

Those whq maintain good academic standing and
satisfactory work performance are given a salary
increase approximately every four months. At the
end of their firrt_rif,_they are promoted to
Test Tech "C" and upon graduation - if they stay
with the company - they are promoted to Test _

Tech "B" at a salary of $190.00 per week. The
salary figures given above are 1975 figures and
can be compared to the $150.00/week average start-
ing salary offered by AIL to nof- participating
E.T. graduates that year.

Student Performance

During its first three years of operations, a total
of eighteen students entered this program. Of
these eighteen students, fourteen have graduated'
(with an overall grade point average of 3.12),
two transferred to our EngleMering Science program,
and two withdrew for non-academic reasons. Last
year, an additional 9 freshmen entered this pro-
gram. One of these was the first student dropped
from the program for academic reasons. The other
eight, however, successfully completed their fresh!

,een year (with an overall grade point average of
'3.14).

The ,academic performance of.the students who

elected to participate In this program has been
truly excellent, yet their high school averages
and pre-college test scores are not significantly
different from those of their classmates (only
30% of which graduate in two years). The general
feeling In the Departvent Is that this high level
of performance Is lar§ely due to the increased
motivation and maturity that these students ac-
quire, at least partly, from their work experi-
ence. AIL has recognized that these students'
first six months of employment Is critical In de-
veloping their initiative and motivation, and has
taken pains to provide close supervision and
training for them during these first few months.
There Is no question but that the students find
the split eight hour day of both school and work
highly motivating and that their work experience
helps themto mature more rapidly.,

Conclusions

The management of AIL is more than satisfied with
the program, after their initial training, these
students have shown themselves to be quite pro-'
ductive. The Manufacturing Division of AIL using
these work-study students has transferred some
Afull-time technicians to other Divisions and has
actually lowered its overall salary costs for
technicians. The College Is extremely satisfied

24
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with the academic success of this work-study pro-
gram. The participating students are highly
motivated and demonstrate exceptional initiative.
This has a positive influence on other students
le their classes, and most of the faculty find
working with these students both more challeng-
ing and more rewarding. The ooncensus among all
parties - the Students, the Company, and the
College - Is that the program Is well worth the
administrative effort required to ensure proper
scheduling, supervision, and evaluation. As a
result, the College Is making every effort to
expand this program and this year another company,
Berton Associates has begun participating in it.
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ATTR
STUDENTS INT

Befbe we plunge into the materials and
methods of how'to attracynbn-traditional students
into engineering technology programs, let us
consider an even more basic question: Why should
we attract tHe non-tradltional student?

*Why should we upset the status quo? Are we
not doing Just fine the way we are?

At least one colleqgue of mine, a professor
of engineering technology, believes that if we
start recruiting more "women and Blacks, we'l
have to lower our standards." My colleague, peed
I add, is a white male. :.

But teacher attitude is another matter. Let
us defer for the time being the question of how to
allay years of tngmaired-racist. and sexist
opinions. Of how to convince teachers in two-year
technology lirograms that they are no longer in
graduate school. That our students may well be
academically and culturdlly disadvantaged and that
that may well mean a special approach to teaching.

So, back to the basic question of 'why.'
Why should,we make A special to attract
these non- tradition]. students?.

Consider, if you wi.11, three provessive
facts: (1) For the next decade'', there is going
to be an incereasing demand for our product: the

engineering technician. The 1977 Occupational
Outlook Handbook says that for engineering and
science technicians "employment is expected to
grow faster than average for all occupations as
(a) result of industrial expanhion and the
increasingly important role of technicians in
research and development. Favorable employment
opportunities, particularly for graduates of
post-secondary school technician training
programs."' Specifically, the estimated employment
of these technicians in 1974 was 560,000, with an
average opening between now and 1985 of 32,000
a year.

Tb meet this demand from industry, we have
gpt to continue active recruitment efforts.

But wham do we recruit? Traditionally, our
primary target group has been the young person
aged 18 to,25, the recenitOigh school graduate

TING NON-TRADITIONAL
TWO-YEAR ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

folartha.lieneser, APR
Director of Public Relations
Nashville State Tec Meal Institute
'Nashville. Tonnes

or the veteran who is ready to continue his
education. But here comes hard, cold fact
number two.

(2) That prime target is levelling off. The
18-year old student entering our two-year programs
this Fall of 1977, was born in 1959... the last
of the Baby Boom '50s. What does that mean for
two-year institutions?

Let's look at data from the,Eepartment of
Health, Education and Welfare. In 1973, HEW
noted that fall enrollment of first-time

,,..degree-students in two-year institutions was
-"680,714. This enrollment, the HEW data show,

had increased every year since 1966. Further-
more, HEW projected a continuing yearly increase
through last year, 1977. From now on, now
that the "Baby Boomers" are gone, it's all
downhill:

1977 = 703,000 1981 = 666,000
1978 = 699,000 1982 = 643,000
1979 = 687,000- 1983 = 612,000
1980 = 677,000"

And with the expiration of same VA benefits,
the revision of others that require matching -

fUnds from the veteran himself, and the abolition
of the military draft, the percentage of veteran
enrollments is down all over the country.

Now, the high school gads are
alright, and so are the veterans;
numbers are Just not as great now
simply not as many to go around.
alone, there are sixteen colleges
their attention.

still there,
but their
and there are
In Nashville
vying for

Did I. say our primary targets are high school
graduates and veterans? I should amend that:
Our targets are white male high school graduates,
and the whited, maleVeterans.

That amendment suggests fact number three.
Actually, 'a three-part fact:

(3a) By recruiting primarily tram the male pop-

ulation, we are limiting our efforts to only half
of our source of people. Over fifty-two percent of
the population is female; and yet, only about two
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percent of all engineers are women. With the
demand for engineers and engineering'aides
growing everogreater, it is simply unrealistic
not to make a concerted effort to tap this source
of girls and women.

(30 In 1970, only 2.8 percent of engineers
in this couqtry were Black, Chicane', Puerto Rican
or American Indian. At the same time, these
groups constituted 14.4 percent of the population.
Clearly, these minorities are underrepresented
in the engineering fieldeand provide, therefore,
another relatively untapped source of new
students.

I should add here that another persuasive
reason for recruiting women and minorities is a .

plan known as Affirmative Action. The law
charges us to make a special effort to increase
our student enrollments of females and minorities.

(3c) Even if we do make special efforts to
recruit high school girls and minorities, that ,

fact about the birthrate persists. The Baby
Boom of the '50s has just produced its last high
school graduates. The market pool of 18 to 25
year olds is drying up.

Meanwhile, however, while the young crop
is diminishing, the number of older people
returning to school is increasing.

'.Advancing techn8logy is causing workers to
return to school for additional training.

.Increased leisure time is allowing those
who are dissatisfied with their work to learn
new job skills.

.Mature women are returning to the work force
in increasing numbers doe to economic necessity,
divorce4 widowhood, or the'simple desire to
work outside the home.

So there they are. Women, minorities, older
people: the non-traditional students in engi-
neering technology.

We don't hfiVe'time here to go into industry's
responsibilities to hire and encourage these
"non- traditionals," nor what we as educators
might do to help employers meet their respon-
sibility. Let's talk about that another time.

For now, we are concerned with getting the
"non-traditionals" trained and that means first
getting them into our schools.

So on to the "how." How do we go about
recruitinthem?

First, let's clean up our act. Let's take
a good look at our publications, our audio-
visuals, our advertisifig. Are we fair in
representing girls and women? Minorities? The
older student? Notice ;odon't say "equitable,"
but "fair." If you say, "Well; only five
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percent of udents are Mexican-Americans,
so we'll incl xican-Americans in five
percent of the p ctures in the co lege catalog,"
you may be equitable. But do little
t 51( increase your Mexi enrollment.

We have got to make a special effort, to
reach further, to meet the non-traditional

prospective student more than half -way. We
can:

.review all our promotional materials and
make sure the non-traditionals are included in
pictures and stories.

.review the copy in these materials to rid
them of sexist or other biased language. A
good guide here is Without Bias: A Guidebook
for Non-discriminatory Communication a booklet
that covers racial, ethnic and sexual bias, as
well as communication sensitive about handi-
capped persons. The booklet is available from
the Intecational Association of Business
Communicbtors. Also helpful are McGraw-Hill's
Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes in
McGraw -Hill Book 2992n:Publications aril Scott
Poresman's Guidelines for ro the Image
of *men in Textbooks. A condensed version of
these last two booklets is available from the
National Counc21 of Teachers of Ehglish in a
pamphlet called duidelines for Non-Sexist Use
of Lan awe.

Next, let's be creative. Let's think of new
recruiting efforts we can make in this "reaching
out" process. Consider, for example:

.special publications aimed at specific non-
traditional groups. Last March, we devoted our
Nashville Tech magazine FRINILCUr to stories on
women in their 30s, 40s, and 50s who had
returned to school to prepare to go back to work.
Last month, we ran a special issue on Blacks in.
Technology.

.an on-campus seminar aimed at a specific
group. TO a "Wean in Technology" Day, we
invited focal high school girls to'hear five
womeo in engineering and other technologies
talk about their experiences and advise on what
courses to take in high school to prepare 'them
for technical studies.

.slide programs to show to groups of pro-
spdbtive students. Feature your own minority
students in these programs. They'll serve as
role models; as real people with whom Other
minorities may identify. Nashville Tech has
two such promrams in its filesi "You'll Work,
Too" about our women students and graduates, and
another about our Black students -and graduates.

.a speakers' bureau of women or minorities
who are willing to talk-about their jobs, at high
school career days. Nashville Tech's "Women Who
Work" program utilizes the services of sixty
women in both traditional and non-traditional
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career areas.

The list gpes on. We are limited only by
our imaginations, only by our depth of caring in

developing the materials and the methods of

attract the non-traditional student who may,

in an e~ technology career, find just .

the life lift to make that life more rewarding.

And that's-the bottom line: The best reason

of all to help all people in making wise career

choices.

This paper presented January-25, 1978
1978 College IndustryEducation Conference
San Diego, California
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. WHAT TWO-YEAR
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

ARE DOING TO MEET THE NEEDS
of INDUSTRY

Abstract

1.6

This,paper provides some insights into how
engineering technology educators are assessing the
needs of industry through industrial experiences
of the faculty, advisory committees, cooperative
programs, and contacts with alumni and recruiters.
The needs of industry are viewed as being in two
,general areas, (1) a continuing supply ofgood
engineering technicians and (2) technician train-
ing for employees and prospective employees: The
responses of two-year engineering technology pro -'

to these two areas are presented in some
detail, considering benefits which are often over
.looked, especially in the area of employment,as
related to more systematic staffing processes re-
quired today. Lastly, the author shares What he
sees as trends in two-year engineering technolOgy
programs and developments that will affect these
programs.

Introduction

Midlands Technical College located in
Columbia, South Carolina, is a multi-campus institu-
tion with a current enrollment in excess of 6000
students. It was formed in July, 1974 by the mer
ger of Midlands Technical Education Center, Palmer
College, and Columbia Technical Education Center.
The largest of the three merged institutions was
Midlands Technical Education Center of which I
have been Executive Director since it opened its
doors in 1963.

Two -year engineering technology progrmns were
the major course offerings in the early years of
Midlands TEC. However, as time passed, the in-
stitution changed from a school offering programs
in the fields of business, health, industry, public

service, office occupationd, craft and Associate
of Arts., Nevertheless, I believe that our seven
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programs in engineering technology, five of which
are ECPD accredited; have been and will continue
to be an essential portion of our course offerings

South Carolina's system of 16 technical education
centers and technical colleges was established to
help further industrialize South Carolina and im-
prove the educational and economic well-being of
many of its citizens who typically had not been
drawn to or did not have the means to attend'other
state colleges and universities. In accord with
thi5eour primary goal in engineering technology
nas been to develop well-trained technicians who
are prepared to meet the needs of industry. For
this reason it has always been imperative for us
to maintain communication and close alliance with
the industries we serve.

A. Assessment of Industry's Needs

One of.industry's needs is simply to have its
needs assessed by educational institutions and or-
Ohizations. We assess the needs of industry in $
a variety of ways. .Let me identify some of them.

a. Through Industrial Experiences of faculty- --
Almost all the faculty in our engineering techno-
logy programs have a number of years of engineer-
ing and industrial experience. The engineering
technology faculty at Midlands, for example, have
an average of 12 years of Industrial work experi-
ence pertinent to their disciplines of instruction.
Much of this experience is recent, as it should be.
Nevertheless, all of these industrial,experiences
bring into the programs an intrinsic knowledge
and understanding of many of the actual needs of
industry, particularly what engineering technology
graduates will be required to do: Summers and
periOs of leave provide time for faculty to up-
date their work experiences and knowledge of in-
dustrial needs. On-going part-time consulting
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ark, in which some of the ET faculty engage, pro-
vide additional occasions to become aware of in-;
dustry's needs.

b. Advisory CommitteesIt is my firm con-
viction that good educational programs should have
advisory committees, especially programs in engi-
neering.terhnology which are geared toward meeting
the practical, day-to-day technical needs of in-
dustry. Advisory Committees provide a valuable
channel through which engineering terhOology edu-
cators are continually receiving information from
industrial representatives regarding their techni-
cian training needs and what to expect in the
futu7. At Midlands we have made it common
practice to have the faculty, and department head
of each program to meet with their adviiOry com-
mittee At least twice each year, once in the. fall
and again in the spring.

c. 'Contacts with RecruitersCompany ie-
'cruiters visiting the campuses to recruit engineer-
, log technology graduates occasionally present their
variousneedsAin terms of specific skills and
capabilities that they desire in technicians. This
type'dialog between our faculty or placement
offices occurs more frequently and is more benefi-
cial when the recruiter "comes from the engineering
or operations department instead of the company's
personnel office.

d. Contacts with AlumniEngineering tech-
nology graduates who have been working in. indus-
try for several years often return to visit their
old professors and see, how the school has changed.
Such alumni often take great pleasure in describ-
ing the latest development in their company and
the types of work in which they are engaged.
Occasionally, they offer specific suggestions
concerning skills that should be taught or deleted.

e. Through Cooperative Education Programs- -
Our Mechanical ET program provides cooperative
education. TWo avenues of assessing industrial
needs anctrends are possible here, one from the
students and the other from the students' immediate
supervisor. Valuable feedback can be acquired
through these channels.

f. Other Means of Assessing Needs--Other
means of assessing industry's need:5 are through
industrial manpower surveys, institutional person-
nel assigned to maintain continual contact with
the local industry, formal and informal exchanges
between school and industrial personnel at meet-
ings of various professional societies, including
meetings like this.

B. The Needs of Industry and the Response of
Two -Year Engineering Technology Programs

Industry has two general needs to which Gm-
year engineering to ology programs are respond-
ing. These two needs are:are: (1) a continuing
supply 'of good engi log technicians; (2) Tech-
nical training for employees and prospective
employees. Let's' take a look at thesh two areas
of need. -.

(1) A Continuing Supply of Good Engineering
Technicians. Our two-year engineering technology
programs are producing technicians which have
been trained-to satisfy the practical,, day -to -day

production level, technical needs of industry.

To accomplish this-it has been necessary that stu-
dents in these programs be taught by faculty who
are not a collection of Ph.D.'s having never gain-
ed any practicil experience, who entered the class -
roam- immediately after graduate school. Instead
they are taught and trained by faculty who have
accumulated years of experience in industry. At
Midlands Technical College about 60% of the engi-
neering technology faculty are r gistered pro-
fessional engineers and as stateipreviously, they
have an average-of,12 year's of practical experi-
ence in and related to their areas of instruction..
At Midlands we,have a couple Ph.D.'s in our ET
faculty. This is fine, but the important thing
is that they have industrial work experience,also.

I said that industry needs a continuing supply
of good technicians. Well, just'what are good
technicians? The word "technician" has a broad
application. Literally, it can be applied to
anyone who purports some skill in the technical
details of a trade or profession. Therefore, a
technician's formal training and academic pre-
paration can vary from an absence of a secondary
education to a number of years of post-secondary'
education. However, many college level courses
don't focus on any particular area of technical
expertise. So the accumulation of credit in a
number of such courses does not always relate to
the skills and knowledge required of a technician.

Some employees become valuable senior techni-
cians over a period of years simply through job
experience, training and rising through the ranks.
I will not deny that some of these aren't good
technicians and that industry doesn't value them
and make good use of them., mwever, though such
technicians may be competent and highly skilled
in a rather specialized area, just how readily
they can shift and adapt to a different and re-
lated area of technical service is often question-
able. I believe good technicians are not only
competent but able to make such adjustments. They
offer their industrial employers this desired
flexibility. Generally, this type flexibility is

- an intrinsic quality of graduates of two-year
engineering technology programs.

Furthermore, good technicians are capable of
more than following "cookbook" type performances.
They, ve sufficient understanding of basic sci-
entific principles and assumptions urlherlying
methods, rocesses, and equipment being used so as
to make reasonable jl4gements about the limits
and ranges within which they, are applicable and
can properly function. A technician who has had
no more than narrow, direct technical training to
perform a complicated job is much more likely to
make a serious and perhaps costly mistake than
one whose technical training has been supported
and reinforced by studies in technical and basic
sciences and other non-technical areas. Thus,

it follows that good engineering technicians will,
in general, be those whose academic preparations
are comparable to those which can be found in our
two-year engineering technology programs, parti-
cularly those which have adopted ECPD's curricu-
lum guidelines. These programs go beyond the
typical industrial training programs by producing
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technicians whose training include courses in com-
munications; humanities/social studies, mathema- .

tics, physical sciences and technical sciences as
well as more comprehens've technical specialty

\%ade
courses. From these pro ansjakdustry receives
technicians that have a b "r end more rounded
educational background. They are more mobile in
assignments and able to better cope with out-of-
the-ordinary types situations.

'
.

In the past, staffing practices, which were
ent with specific job requirements, plus

a to 'window dress" the credentials of
techni fs contributed to an under utiliza-
tion of ervices of engineering technicians.
AlsOL, the lack of systematic, comprehensive pro-
grarNS to train engineering technicians on a
-na 'onkiide basis, as our engineering technology

,s of today, was responsible for little

DaOer awareness and respect for the technician.

Today, however, an increasing number of el
...

ployers of technical personnel-such as engineers
aid scientists are starting to recognize that they
have need fpr more engineerinA technicians. one
reason f4ethis is that enpilbyers are finding it
necessary to engage in more systematic staffing
processes in order to comply, wicks federal regula-
tions and protect themselves frdM possible charges
of discrimination. All tests employed in person-
nil selection processes must be proven to be job
related, especially where a test exhibits an ad-
verse impact in the employlpnt of minorities. As
a result more employers are engaging in functional
job analyses in which each job is broken into com-
ponent.tasks and the tasks are scaled on data,
people, things, basic verbal math and rea,soning
requirements.. Such job analyses are calling for
the employment of relatively Less engineers and
scientists and for more technicians because em-
ployers are increasingly recognizing that engineer
ing technicians can perform many different, valu-
able functions.

9

Some of ons, to name a few, are
drafting; checking sneering calculations;

utine design work to be checked by an engineer
o technoldgist; operation of complex and delicate
in ruments; computer programming; assistance in
preparation of computer input data and analysis
and application of output data; technical surveys;
cost estimating; testing materials and components;
technical sales; inspection; special maintenance;
and supervision.

As a result of employing technicians from two -
year engineering technology programs, industry is

aping a number of benefits. What are some of
se?

. a. Economical benefits--Yeflized by employ-
ing the lower salaried technicianto perform tech-
nician level work instead of an engineer.

b. Greater job satisfaction for engineers
` Resulting from engineers being given more challeng-

ing and responsible assignments while Para
* professional tasks are handled by the technician. It

In practice, this helps to increase the self ..
esteem of the engineer and contributes to his pro-
fessional standing. Youngef engineers, particular,
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ly those recently out of school, can be given
assignments more commensurate with their training
and, thus, not become so easily disillusioned with
their work.

c. Less turnover Of engineers Improved"
satisfaction with job assignments contributes to
increased periods of employment. This in turn
provides for less confusion, delays and readjust-
ments in meeting variou* project commitments.

d. Greater productivity--When technical
personnel are engaged in work that is more com-
patible to their capabilities and expectations,
resulting in greater.job satisfaction and less
turnover of personnel, productivity increases
further promotes the economy of operations.

e. Assistance in the process of staffing
with technicians--There are several ways that in-
dustry is benefiting in the very process ofemplcy-
ing engineering technicians. The staffing process
involves recruiting, selection, placement, orien-
tation, and consideration of affirmative action
goals in some cases. Our training programs pro-
duce groups of technicians. The jobs of indus-
trial recruiters are greatly facilitated by their
being able to visit our campuses and quickly in- .
terview a number of qualified technicians. At
this point the selection process is often reduced
to the point of simply choosing those who seem-to
be the best matches for the individuals and the
company. The practical nature of our training,
especially our co-op programs, simplify and ease
orientation of the graduate and placement within
companies. We have not been negligent concerning
industry's need for minorities. Many of you know
that engineering and technology educators have
sought and are continuing to seek and produce
technicians from s ts of our society in which
people have been socially and economically depriv-
ed, and on whom past employment practices have not
always been equitable. A number of special re-
cruiting and special services programs are being
used to attract and help keep minority students
within our..programs.

f. Manager W and supervisory personnel--
Employprs quick recognize that our engineering
technicians with their technical skills and know-
ledge combined with a good selection of general
education courses, such as communications and
human' relations, are prime candidates to take on
supervisory responsibilities. Management and
supervisory development courses added to our basic
engineering technology curricula, through course
options or continuing education courses, help to
further prepare .our graduates to assume such
responsibilities. Managers and supervisors with
technical backgrounds seem to be highly valued
in industry.

w

(2) Technical:Training for Employees and
Prospective Employees. Technical training for
existing employees and in some cases for prospec-
tive employeesis the eecdhoi general are .n which
two-year engineering technology programs ar e-

rei4
sponding to needs of industry. Some of the
current training opportunities offered a .

a. For company developed technicians to enroll
in evening engineering technology courses and pro-
grams to further develop and refine their capabi-
lities, and to formalize their education through
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credit courses. Lack of a .college degree can pre-
sent a barrier to certain levels of promotion.
Therefore, such educational opportunities are of
much value to many employees.

b. Continuing education is important for de-
gree holding engineers and technicians. Future job
Opportunities, such as a place in supe , gen-

erally make continued education essentia Changes
in technology, new processes-and equi t or
changes in assignment and responsibilities demand
further education for the technician and other em:
ployeee. The advent of the new international metric
(SI) system of measure, for example, calls for ,a
general education of the part of all; however, fur-
ther education about standard practices to be adopt-
ed for each area of industry must be taught to
millions of employees.

c. At tne request of industry many of our
courses of all types, credit and non-credit, are
'being taught off-campus in more convenient loca-
tions for employees, often within the plant. .,

Registration and text materials are made available
at the class site. This kind of service en- -
courages more employees to increase their know-
ledge and skills in:areas where company super-
visors have identified educational needs.

d. Sometime* one or moaerspecialized courses
or perhaps entire curricula are developed to meet'
the specific educational needs of the employees
or prospectiveemployees of a company. In'South
Carolina we denote such educational services as
"special schools". Often special schools,are
conducted for a new industry which our State
Development Board has attracted to South Carolina.
While a new plant is being set up and geared for
production a specidl school may be provided to
develop a pool of manpower which can respond to
the technical needs of that company. One of the
most extensive such programs which we experienced
.at Midlands Technical College one which
trained operators and health phy c technicians
for a multi-million dollar nuclea 1 reprocess-
ing fepility. This particular special school,
offereff over a period of three years, consisted of
a 101 credit-hour, two-year curriculum which
culminated tp an associate degree in Nuclear

.Engineering echnology. The engineering technology
divisions of three different TEC.schools partici-
pated in this school. This specialschool became
-the forerunner of the regular Nuclear m we
presently offer-at Midlands. Special Schools

have probably been one of the biggest benefits
to our newer industries in South Carolina.

C. Trends Expected in Tiro -Year Engineering Tech-
nology Programs

In response to future needs of. industry dnd
society plus changes occurring in the field of
higher education, certain trends may he expected
in two-year engineering technology programs. .Let's
identify and look at some of these.

(1) Two-Year ET Projramd will Become More
Established. Two -year Engineering Technology pro-

, grans will generally become more establishedre-;
cognized, and appreciated by society and industry.
In the technical manpower spectrum two-year engi-
neering technology graduates are filling a real
need in industry andthere seems to be little or

j

no "identification" problemarges of dupli-
cation.

Our society, our nation, and our world are
continuously becoming more dependent on technology
to develop, improve, and maintain our standards
of living. Maintaining and improving these

.

standards in an acceptable environment will be a
tremendous challenge in view of the shortages we
face and-will encounter in food, resources, and
enere. As a result the avoidance of major
catastrophies and perhaps even the survival of
man will become increasingly dependent on man's
technological capabilities. Good technicians
from our two-year engineer technology programs
.11 be important members of our technological'

-it
rolesearns and, thus, will play prominent les in

elping to meet these challenges which confront
man. This need for such technicians will.help
to confirm that two - year,. engineering technolog

programs be maintained and strengthened.

Another factor which will help to further
establish two -year engineering technology programs
is the need for American industries to economize
by using technicians instead of engineers where-
ever passible. Other associated benefits men-
tioned previously will contribute to lowering
costs. Competition that our industries are facing
from foreign based industry in both doMeitic and
foreign markets will continue to emphasize thr
need for cost savings in every possible way:

(2) High Cost/Law'Benefit ET Programs Will
Be Dropped. Being a part of post-secondary edu-
cation two-year Engineering Technology programs op*
will be caught in the economic squeeze that has
already begun and will continue to confront
higher education. As a result greater account-
ability for expenditures will be required. Tech-
nical education is expensive education compared
to most other types of education and you can be
assured that its programs will not escape the
scrutiny of educational administrators, legisla-.
tors, and tax payers. Cost/Benefit Analyses may
te required of each program in the prgcess of

'0 justifying the expenditures of tax payer's dollars.
Programs which are found to have a relatively
high cost/benefit rating will probably be dropped.
New programs will continue to emerge in special-
ized areas but will endure only where really need-
ed and supported by industry.

,

(3) pontinued Recruiting of Minorities and
Consideration of the Handicapped. In order to
conform to current and future eral employment
regulations, industry and sch s of higher edu-
cation will continue to call or minorities.
Addeb attention and consideration is being given
to the handicapped, also, in both education and
employment.

,

The demand for minorities will continue to
be especially acute among technical personnel.
Although programs in engineering and technology
have made efforts to attract; retain, and gra-
duate 'more of the minorities, we still have a
long way to go.

.

t
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(4) Practicality and Hands-On Training To
Remain the Basic Characteristic of Technician
Education. This is the feature of engineering
teChhology education that makes its graduates
attractive to industry. Departure frail this basic
philosophy will create a gap which will be and
must be filled by others because industry must
have these kinds of technicians.

(5) Application of Educational Technology
Will Increase. Non-traditional methods of in-
struction are being applied in engineering tech-

nology educationprincipally in the area of in-
dividualized ami self-paced instruction. These
methods and the technology which supports then
offer needed flexibility and#pceficaly to both . ,
students and institutions, especially in areas
where programs or classes with small enrollment
must be accommodated. I believe such applications
will increase in two-year engineering technology
programs.

(6) -Concerning Professional Registration.
This is a big issue for technolwists who gra-
duate from four-year engineering technology pro-
grams. I believe there 'are problems ahead for
those who would deny P. E. registration to indi-
viduals who can pass legitimate tests (see Article
"The Perils Ahead for Professional Certification"
by Donald E. Marlowe, ASEE Executive Director,
Page 336,.Engineering Education, February, 1977).
However, for the engineering techn*ian, I believe
other certification such as that offered by ICET
(Institute for Certification of Engineering
Technicians) is more appropriate and will continue

1, to be accepted. I don't know about the laws in
other states,,but in South Carolina graduates of
our Civil Engineering Technology Surveying Program
can become registered land surveyors after ac-
quiring four years of acceptable experience in
land surveying.

(7) More Emphasis In Off-Campus-Courses.
Declining enrollments and rising costs will spur
on competition for greater shares of the educa-
tional, tax dollar. In an effort to maintain
or increase FFE more courses will be taughtrin
non-traditional locations in order to attract
new students.

hands-on training remains the basit characteris-
tics of these programs. These programs will have
to compete vigorously for educational funds but
the programs that are really responding to indus-
try's needs will survive and should become more

'

D. Conclusion

Two-year engineering technology programs are
providing important services to-industry. Their
graduates pravide a continuing supply of well-
trained technicians which are very responsive
to 'today's technical manpower needs, particularly
with staffing processes becoming more systematic
and requiring functional job analyses. Industry
is benefiting, also, by the technical training
that two-year engineering teohnology programs '

are providing for its employees. This includes
continuing education, formal education geared to
degree attainment, off-campus'and in-plant
courses, and special schools to help provide
technical manpower needs for new plants and pro-
cesies. Within the field of higher education the
future for two-year engineering technology pro-
grams looks good,41rt only as long as practical,
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SESSION 2.3

EMPLOYER PLANNING, ORGANIZATION,
AND MANAGEMENT OF A COO ATIVE

m.../ EDUCATION PRO M

I

This session, Employer Planning, Organization,
°and Management of a Cooperative Education Program,
has been planned with the interests and concerns
of the employerepin mind Go-op employers with
different types of programs are discussing the
various aspects of industsy programs. The over-
all aim of this session is to4orovide.a widg..
variety of information to generate'group digcussion
and ticipatiOn.

Goals: Short and Long RangeI'lanning is
being presented by an employer who recently com-
pleted a comprehensive planning for a co-op program
to include 120 engineering students from 12 co-4,
engineering schools. Current participation is 60
students. The kind of decisiOn making process is
discussed with emphasis on corporate support.
Central monitoring of all aspects of the program
is a necessary component of this program. The
university co-op programs considered and some guide-
lines for selection of co-op schools is a part of
this presentation.

Managing Co-op Human Resources is being pre-
sented by.an employer with over ten year. of co-op
experience. The budget.foe co-op salaries and
description of tuition grants are featured topics
with unique aspects. Co-op students are schedules
at different plants located in different states
andthe schedule and management aspects of this
type of program are discussed.

Att&iik.

Dr. Martha Johnson
Director, Cooperative Education
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Slooksburg, Virginia

The Role of the Supervisor is being discussed
.

by an engineer,who directly supervises several
co-op students. Presented is the rationale for
hiring co-op students, ithe goals set for their
training and development, and the students'
reactions to supervision. The time involved for
superviltion, and the process of 3.11rating the
students into the system is disc . A part
of this presentation is a discussion of the need
for commitment to the program by both the employer
and the university. This presegtation emphasizes
the importanCe of supervisi&l.

The Labor and Management Relations Atblems
topic takes a look in some depth at the labor and I
management relations problems and practices in

.

cooperative education in a large corporation. This
company, one bf Fortune's top thirty, has had a
successful cooperative education program for-over
fifty years. Several of the company's partici-
pating divisions' salaried employees, including
engineers and technical personnel, are represented
by unions. During this presentation, the manager
of this company's cooperative education program
is 'discussing their program with its historical
background and today's present statue/. However,
the principal emphasis is placed on the actual
labor and management relations practices and a
discussion on the management of several key
problems.

Martha J. Johnson is Director of Cooperative
Education at Virginia Pol'technic Institute and
'State University where she received a doctorate
degree in educational administration in 1973.
Dr. Jo)inson has a B.S. degiee in English-and
foreign languages from Western Kentucky State
Univerhity, and a M.S. in Englishtfrom Radford
College. She hate published short stories and
poetry and authored an article, "Note of a
Possible Source for 'Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?'"

Dr. Johnson has had five years teaching
experience in high school and college, and has
taught English, French, journalism, and English
composition. She has spent) the past four years
1.44Cooperative Education at Tech and has served
as a consultant for New River Community-College,

George Mason University, Western Kentucky State .

University, and the U. S. Office.of Education.
She has also served as Director for the Mid-
Atlantic Center for Cooperative Education.

4
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Although the subject df my talk today is
managing Cooperative Human Resources, my remarks
will pe directed to the day to day operations of
the Program without., any consideration for the
planning that's involved, for long range goals
previously discussed. To set the stage let me
give you a little bit of background about Aber.
We're a manufacturing Company with forty plants-
scattered around the country" We have additional
osrations outside the United State* but these' -

don't play any part in our current disCussions
ow the Coppjlpgram.

for purposes of the Coop Program, we're' in
three basic manufacturing lines. We're in machine
shop operations, foundry and casting operations
and processing operations..

Although we are a large manufacturing Company,
our needs are -not great and-at the present time

we have only about q dozen entailers in the Coop
Program.

, t
While we hire students for the Program, we

generally do not look for the top of the line as
far as grades are concerned. One of the problems
in so doing is that we're in competition with
many of the other larger companies that have much
broader programa than we have and are willing to
pay higher salaries then we are to get the calibre
of person that they are looking for.

Our experience with thetoop Program and with
our former recruiting program have shown us that
a great bulk of the students are not Lathe top

..of the grade but someebere down in the middle.
Our manning is similar tcethat of the Internal
Revenue Service in their method of,teming. Ererl-
one venders those people who make a million'
dollars a year no taxes but the'TRS isn't
really too with thea'because there's
so few"pf them. 're more concerned 'bout the

middle class this is where the bulk
of the tag money . !rem. We feel it's the
smme'with the Coop students, the bulk of the
students are in a "fiddle class group".

We generally accept anyone into our program
eiiivalifies to stay in the program sponsored by
the school. In placing a Coop on an assignment,

we have a philosphy of broad based training, that
is, we'vill place student in the machine shoji

3

MANAGING
CO;;OP HUMAN RESOURCES

Thotit V. 011.111y
Director Salary Administration and Recruiting

. Absi Corporation
Now Yerksilem York

environment for two terms, then two terms in a
casting operation and two sore terms in the pro-
'ceasing operation. IP there are anymore wort
terms available, hejer she may even spend time
in our Corporate Relearci,facility which has a
'Metallurgical Research, Industrial Engineering
Research and Mecganical Engineering Risearch.

9

As you may have noticed, we talk about
students returning to work regularly. We don't '

went a student for one or two terms. We want. to.

eultivite the studentlfo-thai upoieiraduation he
willAnt to work for us. We do not extract any
commitment from the student to stay with us.
Rather, we feel that it is incumbent upon us to
provide the right kind of atmosphere and challenge
so that the student is eager to return. In short,
we have to impress him that Abel is a good Company
in which to work for the foreseeable future. In

this regard, the sequence of term and assign--
manta is flexible .so as to meet the needs of the

students,.

The lout of work a student gets is not speci-
fically formulated for him as a Coop. He is
given the day to day assignments and projects
which keep us in business. He's living and work-

ing in the real world with the adVimtage of get-
ting Mork assignments which are slightly ahead of
his apparent ability. We do this intentionally ,

so as to stretch him and stimulate his interest.

'Our aim obviouslyp to give the student an ay
opportunitfind exposure in several areas so that
he willoheve better insight into what he wants to
do if he is somewhat undecided. If a student
feels that he wants to limit himself to a certain
area such as machine shop, we'll try and satisfy
his wishes. However; the student must have a
bona fide reason for wanting to stay in the pro-
gram at a particular location. If he feela for

travel reasons he'd rather stay at one location,
that to us is not sufficient reason and we will
accommodate him at that location only if it's
convenient to:our schedule.

upon completion of a work term, we ask each
student to complete a report on his assighment.
The report tells us what he did in the way of
activities, what he got out of the assignment
and does he have any suggestions for improving '

the Coop Program itself. Since these reports are
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confidential)vith the Personnel Department, ve ask
the students to be as candid as possible and we do
find that they are objective and critical but in ,

a constructive manner. This helps us track the
plants that provide meaningful assignments and
singles out those plants that are not providing 4

the'bustness background needed to enhance and
stimulate thethe students education.

414111111NMO,

We have found the real heart of a 'successful
Coop Program is in budgeting the students. When
we first began the Proem about ten year* ago
it was administered out of Headquarters bat the
budgetary operation was taken care of by the
Divisions, that is, we vent out and hired the
Coops based on the needs supplied to us by our
Divi ons. They then had to put\up the money to

iesand related expenses: During good,
this worked well, however, when a Division

ran ito 401011M production problems or economic

dovnturn, they called off their Coop Program:
In some instances this left students high and dry.
sqbey me7 have spent two or three terms with that
Division and were planning-to retur4 to that
Division but.now did not have the opportunity.
Because we had no finances in Headquarters, we
did not have the opportunity to shift the student

41 to another operation unless anotHir'operation was
looking for a Coop student with that discipline
at that time.

To alleviate this problem, we began to budget
Coop students into the Headquarter's payro21 based
on the need as ve saw them within a Division.
It's also amazing to see how once this israccom-
plished a Division's needs change'. A Division
formerly that required perhaps only one student
every other term all of a suddih needed a re,
placement for that student so that they had
coverage all year round.

The Program runs much more smoothly when the
dollars are controlled from a central source and
the students allocated on a need basis as seen by
Headquarters. We generally have very little)
difficulty placing students.

There are some things that you must watch
for and avoid. When in operation has the oppor-
tunity to utilize a student at no cost to them-
selves sometimes they utilize the students in
clericil fundtions rather than giving the student
exposure in the field in which his major education
lies. This has happened to us when the Program
first got underway but we have successfully *
eliminated this in most instances simply by tell-
ing the plants that if they continue to do this
they motet get anymore Coop students. It's sur-
prising that the power that the dollar yields
in cases such as this.

The PtOgram is geared to benefit the student

in several respects. The first and major item
of course, is salary. We try to maintain a
competitive salary structure and we continue t'g
Update our salaries on an annual basis or sooner
'as needed.

We also provide transportation expenses for
the students from the school to the place of
assignment. We found that this is a big assis-
tance.

Upon reaching an assignment location, the
personnel have already been geareddup for the
arrival of the student and have begun to find
accommodations for the student. The students
generally go back to plan s that have had Coops
in the past and as such,.. he personnel at the

plant are familiar with e needsof the students
and generally know the kinds of facilities to
look for. This helps in reducing the amount of
downtime ve have while a student is trying to'get
himself situated in housing. If there is a delay
we put the student in a motel for several days at
our expense. At this time he is given an expense
report to itemize his travel costs from school to

the assignment.

Another feature we have relates to our
benefit program. Permanent full-time employees
are on a probationary period for the first three
months of employment and upon the first day of

the fourth month they then become eligible to
participate in the benefit program.

Coop students too, are on a probationary
period during their first three months and on
the first day of their fourth month they pecome
eligibleN;or a group of the benefits outlined in
the Personnel Handbook. When they cease employ-
ment and return'to school all benefits cease as
of the day they last worked. Upon return to
work benefits resume on the first work day of
their new assignment. We don't provide all
benefits, vacations obviously aren't included.
The major ones such as hospital, surgical, medics/
coverage, dental coverage, life insurance, salary
continuance are provided. Again, all of these
are provided at no cost the same as. with regular
full -time employees. These benefits are explained
in a special insert to the Personnel Handbook
addressed to U.S. Coop Students.

Another feature that we have for the studenta
is a tuition grant program which we have estab-
lished in several schools. Basically the grant

states simply that upon completion of the second
term esatisfactory ,employment each student will
be entitled to receive a grant of $250 each year.

For each continuing year the student must satis-
factorily complete an additional acceptable assign-
ment tolpaintain-eligibility.

About three 4teks before thven iticipated end

of a work term we send the student a form asking
him to confirm his last day of work. At that

time we also ask him to complete the btudent
Work Report referred to early. We reiterate flie

need for a candid but objective commentary along
with the confidentiality of the Report. 'e also

want to know the approximate date that he will
next be available for work. We give the student
an expense formp be completed and returned
after he is bet! at school.
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In anticipating the student's return, we
tell him what his next term's salary will be and
where he will be assigned.

During his senior year, we X11 make contact
with the student on several occakions. We will
also inquire about his future, let him know we
have a job f , where it will be and the
salary to be We suggest that he do some
campus interviewing -get a feel for what's
available in the market. If he decides to come
with us, we will grant him seniority back to the
first day of thoefirst work period. This doesn't
sound like much except that possibly four years
might have elapsed since that time. For retire-
ment purposes he has four years service, for
vacation he has four years with the fifth year
being the cutoff for. three weeks vacation. On
the first day of his permanent employment, he
goes into the Profit Sharing and Savings Plan

"by-passing the waiting period.

Throughout my talk I've used the masculine
-gender because it makes writing and Speaking

easier, however, our Provost is geared for females
as well. 4 We currently have three women who are
majoring in Industrial Engineering. Neither one
has completed more,tkan two work terms so ghey
haven't started on rotation. One individual id
working in our Corporate Research facility that
provides staff assistance to the Divisions as
requested. As a result this student has had
an opportunity to travel and get exposure to our
different product lines. Needless to say the
experience was not only well received but re-
verting. She had spent approximately a week in
a steel foundry and has requested some Mture
assignments in the foundry. For you people who
are not familiar with foundries, they tend to be
dirty, dusty, noisey and generally unpleasant
places as far as working conditions are concerned.
Yet here is a, student who is seeking t
tunity to work in a foundry because of

. she has had through the Program.

oppor -

sure

,

Incidentally, for those of you who might be
concerned about female students traveling, I can
tell you fro our limited experience that there
is no difference than when the males travel.

One last important feature.is the access of
the student to the Coop Director. If at any time
during the work term'the student-encounters any -

difficulty at the plant, 'he or she may call the
Director for guidance and assistance.

That is basically the way we operate the
Program. We have found it to be very successful.
That's-not to say that vt have ffered every
student a job or that every at ent who was
offered a job accepted. Our r on for not
offering a job would tei by poor eco-
nomic conditions which thank y are not too
frequent. From the students point ofview, we
have found that they didn't lik0 the location
of the permanent job, they wervirt hippy with
the salary, they didn't like the kind of wart
we had available, etc.

36

Unfortunately, our records are not detailed
enough to tell how many graduating Coops were
offered jobs and how mangaccepted. About'the
only information we haveFblates to the percentage
of Coops hired and on board over the last six
years. 'that percentage is 95 and we feel very
pleased with that retention rate.

One specific example I can cite'is the
earliest student. we have came into the program

in 1969, started working full time in 1973 and
today is a plant manager in a small steel foundry.
Admittedly, this is fast progress but there is no
question that-his Coop time did work to his bene-
fit.

Thank you for your attention.

'116

TIMMS V. O'REILLY
TM&

Tom assumed the responsibility for the
Cooperative Education Program along with
Recruiting three years ago. In addition,
he is the Director of Salary Administration
for the Corporation. He has held a variety
of positiohs in Personnel since he started
with Abex 22 years ago.

Tom received his B.S. degree in Management
from New York University a;onights and has
credits towards his M.B.A at the same'
school
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THE SUPERVISOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO A
STUDENT AND TO HIS COMPANY

Introduction

Frain industry's point of view, a cooperative
education program is an emmtical way to recruit
potential employes while reaping the benefit of
advanced technical training at an attractive price.
For the supervisor, it's a challenge to channel%
the energy of a student into the millstream of the
Department's objectives. Creating an affirmative
environment and recognizing the divergent points
of vier of a student and a penrenent eapioye ire_
keys bo'integrating a.cocperative'education
program successfully into the industrial world.

Why do companies participate in a cooperative
education program? Living up to its image,"
industry takes a course of action that promises a
reasonable and predictable payoff. 'Cooperative
education is not charity. Acrapany doei not
participate because it "feels good", "looks good",
or is what others think "serially right."

Cooperative education is one of many ways to get
a job* done.

Participating in a cooperative program is a
conscious, plmatedacision in which the advantages

=advantages have been carefully considered.
y, a permanent placement is less work and

perhaps less complicated to administer. But there
are certain advantages,, for a dbmpany that are
peculiar to a cooperativaedication program.

First, it's an economically attractive pack-
age. Co-op placements cost less in adadnistrative
time and expense than permanent placements.

Employe benefit costs are reduced because the work
periods of a student are not continuous. And, for
the most part, a company can get more for its
money in specialized, technical training.

Maintairaita positive image with the public
is another big advantage for participating in a
cooperative education program. Industry is very
concerned with what people think: The public
represents potential consumert, employes, lobby-
ists, and stockholders. A cooperative program
holds future benefits, especially if the school
ranks' as a major recruiting source for permanent
employment.
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R. H. Hollister
S on Manager, Development Engineering
Wes inghous Electric Company
Sou Boston, Virginia

Tor a superVlBor, a cooperative arrangement '

has distinct advantages. Students are much easier
to administer than permanent employes. A
student's term of employment is shorter, overall,
and the supervisor is dealing with career con-
cerns, benefits, and pay ,in spurts, rather than
over an extended period of time. Responsibility

for development is also reduced because oethe
underetool- transience of the student's employ-
ment. Pay ranges remain fairly constant and are
a function of a student's year in school.

While prescreening and screening are im-
portant, there are fewer employment risks with
students. If a student is a marginal performer,
or worse, he doesn't return. It's as simple as
that. A marginal employe's fluctuating perform-
ance, however, can haunt an organization for a
long time. Students genetally don't require a lot
of external stimulation to get a job done. Their ,

motivation curve doesn't seem to level off as
quit&ly as that of a permanent employe.

A good arrangement of work and study periods
prevents monotorry,from beaming cortmonplace"---/rN,
student never tires of a jab. He perceives it as
always changing and different, because assign-
ments vary and he changes. Students need to have

plenty to do within the framework of the depart-
ment's Objectives.

A supervisor doesn't have the same kind of
motivation problems with students that he or she
might enozunter with a more experienced employe
who has topped his salary range and whose pro-
notional opportunities are clearly limited with-
cut further education. A permarxant employe's

vested interest is job security, a student's is
learning About the j66.

In an open, affirmative environment, a
student-is a self-starter. He has a lot to prove
to himself and to others. -For prime it's their
first emiposure to industry. A student is eager to

,learn his job, to perform it well and to relate
it to his studies. He has a chance to see the
relevance and application of his studies in actual
work life. Co-op students rarely question the
relevancy of an academic course; they understand
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because they've seen it in action.

Wbrking in "real-timer also allowsitherstudr
ant to test some of his career assumptions and

cisione. It',s a vibrant time in the life of a

wank with him.
student and can be very rewarding who'
w

An open environment allows a student to ex-
plore, but it also allows the organization to
reap the full benefits of employing a student. A
supervisor can't expect in-depth experience, but
he can expect enthusiasm and a strong desire to
learn Enthusiasm spreads througlsout a depart-
ment. Students ask a lot of questions and
challenge the tried-and-true methods known so
well. Students can, and do, =tribute to an
organizatiOn. It's important that they, as well
as the permanent employes, have a healthy under-
standing of how each is critical to the depart-
ment's realizing its objectives. After all, a
studenturuldn't be there if there wasn't a job
that had to be done.

Students tend tor set a pace f th*eelves
and for those around them. If a rodent sincerely
believes his job is important, that there's no
one else to do it, and that the entire project
depends on his doing his part, then he'll push to
do the best job he can. The key to motivating a
student is to treat him the same as everyone else.'
If he's treated as a temporary emplqye with little
or no knowledge, then he's going to-form
accordingly. But nake him pert of the teem, and
he'll soon be your relief pitcher. Even from the
beginning, a 'student should not be treated
differently. Applications Should be scrutinized
with the same criteria as those of a permanent
placement. Items suds as work history, employ-
nent, outside interests, etc., should be con-
sidered

After selecting the best applications, a
company should invite candidates to the Plant for
an interview--all expenses paid, if possible.
This enommter allows tie Supervisor and the
personnel department to evaluate the credentials
and suitability of a student It also gives the
student an opportunity to match his interests and
Abilities with those of the organization. This
interview should include an overview of the
company, the plant and the community; a review of
the department's objectives; a plant tour; and a
detailed explanation of the. product and manu-
facturing processes. Abet importantly, get to
know the student. Identify his interests and con-
cerns, and make him feel at ease.

The student should also have the opportunity
to meet other employes in the department and to
talk with them privately about anything that in-
terests or =terns him. By the end of the inter-
view, the student should have a clear idea of the
nature of the organization, the department, and the
employes, and he should perceive the part he would
play in that situation.

f'
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After an offer is tendered and accepted, the
first day on the job is the student's next crit-
ical step. A good tethnique for a supervisor to
integrate the student into the mainstream of the

.deverldnant is to assign him to a project. He
should work directly with a professional employe
assigned to that project and understand his
specific responsibilities. If everyone in the
section is fully loadadmith several projects,
don't expect any less of a student. In the work
worId,a person has to learn to oope with more
than one thing at a time.

A student Should have a variety of projects
'that are commensurate with his academic back-
ground. Challenging projects, along with the
routine will keep a student's interest peaked.
Everyone associated with a specific project
Should know its objective; its cost, its timeline,
and its potential savings to the organization.
If they don't know these things, they don't have
a full
be involved

eppreciation for their work and Should not

It's a challenge for the supervisor to in-
tegrate the student into the department wpile
realizing that his needs are different. The
supervisor is trying to help the student become
a "professional." Give him as such responsibil-
ity as possible, as quickly as possible. Help
the student learn to manage his time and to
establish priorities. Through the judicious
assignment of projects, the supervisor can develop
a good, responsible attitude in the student and
help him apply his tedmical knowledge foithe
benefit of the organization.

A student wants to do a good job, but he is
also examining his own motives and ambitions.
Entrance and exit 'interviews can be very helpful
in clarifying where the student is and in identi-
fying %fiat he wants compared to the organizationl
needs. This interchange also gives the supervisor
valuable feedback on his part of the organization
as perceived frqp a different perspective.

There ii no question that students require
sore time. They ask more questions, challenge
sore procedures and regularly ledVe and return.

, In addition, they frequently need special coun-
seling on personal and proNssional matters. An
organization, especially a supervisor, has to be
open and ready for a student.

One of the strongest allies for a
is his company's personnel department. Recrui
rent and s c r e e n i n g is the functional responsi-

bility of personnel and-can b e e xpanded to includd
a cooperative education-program. Personnel can
maintain a working relationship with the student's.
school and keep abreast of the changing needs of

the organization and how they are being fulfilled
by the school.

SdhoolS, on the other hand, need to recognize
the pragmatic perspective of industry. Cooperative
education is not charity -- it's a way to get a
job done. Screening by school administrators

.
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guaranties that d student's desires the needs
of a =pay. If this is not dose, the rely
Ship baboon the stz3dentand the company is not a
propuctive one.

Sdhools should take the initiative in student
placement and not keep =ponies guessing. If a
student is to have a healthy work experierxx: and
if d =pew is to get its jab done, the school
must assume reapnnaiwility far the qualitative
and quantitative aspects of cboperative eduzatton.

ROBERT H. HOLLISTER

R. H. Hollister is Development Engineering Manager

with the Small Power Transformer Division of the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. He is respon-
sible for the electrical and mechanical design and
materials development of 500 kva through 10 lava
small power transformers.

-W. Hollister joined Westinghouse in 1953 as a de-
sign engineer at the Transformer Division in Sharon,
- Pennsylvania. He has been involved in"commercial
applications of rectangular and circular core-form
liquid-filled transformers, and has also worked
with dry-type transformers through 3750 kva. He
has held -a number of management and engineering
positions prior to his appointment at the Small
Power Transformer Division in South Boston,
Virginia in 1968.

Mr. Hollister holds a BEE in Electrical Engineering
from the University of Louisville. He.is a member
of the IEEE in which he has served on several
committees, working groups and is an Alternate
ANSI C57.12.1. He has authored several technical
papers and hold. several patents.
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LABOR AND MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
PROBLEMS

Although my topic for this segment of the panel
which is titled - `Labor and Management Relations
Problems" has a negative connotatibn, it is my hope
that after this presentation that we all will share
an even more positive view of cooperative education
just as my Company does. RCA has had a long and
successful association with Cooperative Education.
As a matter of fact, Cooperative Education at RCA
has been going on for over fifty years -- the exact
date is not known, but we do know that according
to Drexel University's records, they supplied us
with a student by the name of N. F. Murphy, who was
an EE and started to work in our Camden facility in
1923. As of September 1977, that fine institution
has supplied us with nearly 800 cooperative educa-
tion students over these many years.

In order to get into our subject matter, I think it
is important to'give you a background of our Co-
operative Education Program and its current status.
The following are basic statistics which would be
representative for a year's experience with co-
oping.

Jack D. Leer
Manager, Technical Programs
College Relations
RCA, Incorporated
Cherry MIL New Jersey

Co-op assignments are made by the locations, and
they normally are able to provide interesting and
meaningful assignments which relate as closely as
possible to the student's course of study and in-
dividual interest.

Preferjbly co-ops are assigned in pairs - one work-
. ing in industry, while the other is in college.

The length of our assignments vary as we try to
remain flexible and work with the various college
calendars.

. Average about 100 students.'

. Ten to twelve divisions participating, some
with multi-discipline requirements. .

. Fifteen to twenty colleges or institutions
sourcing our program. We select from ac-
credited colleges - 4-year and 5-year only
curriculums.

. Technical co-ops being assigned in EE, RE and
Computer Science.

. Non - technical co-ops working toward degrees

in Accounting, Business Administration,
Marketing, Materials and Industrial,Relationkt./

Co -op selection is achieved based on a variety of
criteria, with the goal of selecting those who ap-
pear to have potential for a successful career in
the4r field. We typically interview students at
the facility with the cognizant management and
local employment professionals making the selection

"der.,ision. Based on the relationships that we enjoy .

with certain schools and management, the decision
to hire is sometimes delegated to College Relations,
basically eliminating thy interview process. In-

cidentally, we have had fine success with this
method, which we attribute to Co-op Coordinators
excellent referrals.

The cost of co-ops is primarily borne by the
Major Operating Units, as they pay for salaries
and related expenses. Corporate Staff arves as
the coordinating function.
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The co-op's performance for each work assignment
-"is...evaluated in writing, and in many-cases, ap-

propriate counseling accompanies the performance
review. As a matter of procedure, we do not
'rotate our co-ops, however, we will attempt to
arrange location changes at a student's request,
provided it is reasonable.

Salaries for co-ops are based on research and
carefully developed estimates of the employment
market .for co-op students and their year of an-
ticipated degree. Basically, adjustments are
made annually and we work with schedules for
5-year curriculums andel-year curriculums --
both technical and non-technical. Benefits are
essentially the same for co-ops as for regular
employees except that Tuition Loans and Refunds
are not provided under our educational assistance
program, and there is no severance pay in the
event of layoff.

Cooperative students are granted one Week of
paid vacation upon completion of eachlfix months
of continuous service credit. In addi ion, co-
ops are reimbursed for transportatidn from col-
lege to their work location and return if the
college is outside the work area.

The Company's primary objective is to obtain the
services of the co-ops and to train them to
take on increasingly complex assignments with
the intent of employing them on a full-time
basis after graduation.

There are managers who view co-ops as.inexpensive,
but talented labor, so consequently their philoso-
phy is counter to the traditional line generally
held throughout our Company. In either case, all
our management is pleased to provide the opportuni-
ty to co-ops to gain prpfessional experience.
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It has been my impression that all participating
locations have a very positive view of co-op em-
ployment as exercised in the Company. At a number
of locations, the co-ops are held in particularly
high esteem. In addition to management, our pro-
fessional and the majority of our technical-employ-
ees take a mature, professional approach to co-ops.
In general, the co=ops are readily placed into the
workforce and are viewed as another regular em-
ployee. The fact that a number of.managers
were former co-ops, undoubtedly has a positive
influence on the excellent relationship we experi-
ence.- The vast majority of the students we em-
ploy are talented, motivated and are receiving
their educations at fine institutions. Since the
work they do is real, useful and varied, manage-
ment has no difficulty_in getting appropriate
personnel to serve as mentors. Most of our ac-
tivities recognize the co-op as a powerful and
helpful tool in their workforce.

In the area of management problems, there have
been very few, excluding labor relations, which
we will cover later in this presentation.

One management problem has been retention, which
some locations have had disappointing experiences;
however, part of the p has been the type

schools providing the rot; and the salary ex-

, pectations of the graduating co-ops. In some cases,

the location has not been able to offer a sufficient
salary to be competitive without upsetting their
internal structure. Part of the solution, it
seems to us is to change to other schools whose
graduates normally seek more reasonable salary
offers. More attention to the co-ops during
their assignments and while in school - "care
and feeding" process, can also be helpful. We

have recently established an internal procedure
to assist in this area and are confident that our
retention percentage should improve.

Another problem has been implementing affirmatiVe
action with minority and female co-ops, particu-
larly in the technical areas. A number of these
co-ops have done very well, but-the few who have
had problems have been magnified and canted more
attentive than deserved. Our reaction-nd response
to this is to keep trying and to continue'to'im-
prove our selection process and to focus our at-
tention on those minorities and females who have
dont well and set them up as role models.

Since its inception in the early 1800's, the Trade
Union movement hbs grown and after passage of the
1935 National L r Relations Act, the affects of
this movementlwere beginning to be felt by co-
operative education programs both colleges and

employers. It was quickly recognized that re-
lationships with each different .union had to be

established by both adversary parties in order to
effect a harmonious relationship.. In the early It

days, Drexel UniverSity had a policy which all
employers were compelled to comply with,which said
that -- if a strike occurred and as many as 40% of
employees left their jobs, the students must also
leave their jobs and report back to their coopera-

tive department. At that time, as is the case to-
. day, the.principal concern of the Unions has been

that co -ops might take jobs away from full-time
employees - and if students were,not members of
the union, they could not be made to participate

in a strike.

As an update, there are staff directors of the
_National COMMiSSiOn for Cooperative Education meet-

ing with officials of the AFL-CIO in Washington for
discussipns that will hopefully lead to a policy
statement of support for cooperative education.
The problem is that some local union officials are
.often antagonistic to cooperative education, es-
pecially during periods of high unemployment.
Some union officials see co-ops as competitors for
jobs tIat should be gived to unemployed union.,
memberio. The fact is that co-op students are entry
level employees and do not replace union members.

Generally speaking, the confusion about cooperative
education is on the local, not the national level.
Major Unions such as the United Auto Workers and
U. S. Steelworkers have been very supportive of
cooperative education.

Within RCA there are three. categories of Unions
that we must deal with in respect to our coopera-

tWe Education Programs. The 'first is ASPEP -

Association of Scientists and Professional,En-
gineering Personnel. This Association is very pro-

fessional and represents our engineers and Scien-
tists in Camden, N. J., Moorestown, N.J., and
Hightstown, N. J. facilities. IFTE - Internation-

al Federation of.Professional .and Technical

Engineers. This Union represents our technicians,
draftsmen, methods engineers, etc., in Camden and

Moorestown. The third category is the Production
and Maintenance Unions found in our production

facilities. There are two unions representing our

employees at different locations: one is IBEW -

Isternattonal Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
and the second is IUE - International Union of

Electrical Workers.

In terms of involvement, ASPEP personnel are en-
gaged in Research, Design and Development type
work - IFTE members are the "hands on" technicians
and IBEW -IUE persEnnel typically build, test and

do maintenance work.

kir basic corporate philosphy on labor relations

71d

is a ire to establish and maintain through

fla loth cooperation, a standard of Conditions'

an procedure to provide for orderly collective

bargaining relations.

In effect, our posture is to deal with our union

adversary on the basis of mutual responsibility and

respect and to do those things"that build positive

relations.

Over the years we have experienced few labor prob-

lems at those locations represented by one or 01

of the unions mentioned. As stated earlier, the
principal concernof the unions is the issue of

job security and secondarily, the issue of work

jurisdiction. In both Camden and Moorestown, the

main problem has been the issue of productive vs.
non-productive work and defining what work is of

a learning nature. The co-op in his learning ex-

perience is expected to get to know all the equip-
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ment he's working with -- leaving a fine line of
equipment familiarity and the production of any
quantity.of product in that learning process.

In our Camden complex, we experienced our, most
severe labor problems with co-ops several years
ago. The real issue in the dispute was "job se-
curity" and a hotly contested grievapce had reached
the point of pending arbitration or Step 5 in a 5-
step. grievance procedure. The grievance was filed by
IFTE/ From the Union's point of view, it was a
real serious problem, as they were convinced that
co-ops were taking jobs from regular union members.
The case was settled by agreement of both parties
and arbitration was avoided. (Apparently Company
officials felt that their position was not that
strong and might not hold up in arbitration). In

essence, the agreement reached was that coops
can't be assigned bargaining unit work. Co-ops
would be utilized in "non-productive work". In re-

ality, Co-ops have been utilized in productive type
work as the Company has taken the position that we,
can't lerly train them without hands 6 experi
ence, t s getting intrthe training and familiar-
ity of equipment posture.

Since theagreementhas been in effect, there have
been few problems except during times of force re-
duction, when the union feels that jobs are being
taken from their constituency. There are several
reasons for this location's recent success - first
of all they have been careful to do a good job
communicating with the union, particularly keeping
them advised of key information ahead of time.
Additionally, they keep reminding the Union that
they plan to perpetuate the Engineering fraternity,
and engineering co-ops is one of the key ways of
doing this. This constant drumming by Company
representatives has resulted in a believable and
/essentially acceptable position by the Unions.
They have also been following the practice of plac-
ing co-ops in non-represented areas when practic-
able to avoid any possible conflict.

We have also experienced a few labor problems at
our Moorestown location. The most serious disputes
have only reached the 3rd step of their 5-step
grievance procedure. Job security and occupation
jurisdiction, which parallel in some respects, haiet
shared about equally in the number of disputes that -
resulted in grievances. Their main problems usual-
ly arise with IFTE, but they also have experienced
disputes With the local IUE unit. Again, the issue
of productive vs. non-productive work and defining
what work is of a learning nature, is the root of
most issues. This location also enjoys good rela-
tions with their unions and they too have used the
tool of upfront communications to keep the Unions
apprised of pertinent plans and relevant informa-
tion.

Normally when disputes become written grievances,
both the Camden and Moorestown locations resolve
them with small monetary settlements, i.e.,4-43
hours pay for a technician, etc.

The other RCA locations that are represented by
Unions have enviable records in that they have not
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experienced labor problems with their co-ops. Ap-

proximately half of the locations that use co-ops
are not represented by any collective bargaining -

unit so they have no problem in this area.

At those facilities with union representation,
there is another problem that affects their co-op
programs, and it is that some departments and
,managers are prevented or discouraged from using
as many co-ops as they would prefer. In effect,
a few potential jobs are not filled that might
have been otherwise, barring the presence of a
union.

In.reviewing the Union vs. Co-op situation in our
Company,, it is readily apparent that we have been
experiencing excellent relationships. ASPEP has
been little or no problem,, and in fact, are very
supportive of our co-op program. IFTE has felt
most threatened and they have caused us problems
at various times. The key in getting along with
IFTE and the other unions for that matter, has
been the manner of utilizing the co-ops and re-
lating their work to a learning process, not,a
production oriented situation.

With the prattice of good communications and en-
couraging our personnel to be sensitive to the
labor situation, we have generally achieved this
condition. The hourly production and maintenance
unions have been little or no problem, and in
some cases, the majority of their membership
aren't even aware of the co-op programs at their
plant,

The other question that must be raised is how do
the co-ops feel about the Unions? Since the
students do not have to join the union(s) they
are sometimes unaware of their existence. When
there is awareness, there seems to be no-attitude
problem because they are working with engineers,
technicians, and sometimes production workers,
and there is usually a cooperative, karmonious
working envirooment that prevails. The ASPEP
-orlon is an open shop so membership on the part
of engineers is not required; however, they are
represented by that union as the sole and exclu-
sive bargaining rqpresentative. Both the IFTE
and Production-Maintenance Unions have union
security clauses in contracts providing for Union
shop arrangements.

From my comments you can see that I have attempted
to give you a capsule summary of my company's Co-
operative Eduction Program, and have concentrated
on the area of management,and labor relations
problems. My contacts wfth other associates in-
dicate that the RCA/Co-op-Management/Union

relations are typical in industry.' For example,
Drexel pieWersity, which started co-oping in 1919,
reports that they can only recall two significant
labor problems occurring with Co-ops in the
DelawareValley area over these many years. At
facilities where there are not salaried unions,
problems are non-existent. Everything relating
to co-ops is extremely positive. Where salary
unions exist, for the relationship to, be positive
management and professional people working with
the program must be sensitive to union-concerns
and must do a good job in communications. Pres-
ently they seem to be doing this. Overall, we
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feel our problems, both labor and management, have
been and are, minimal and manageable. The general

view of our management is that the investment we
make in Co-op employment., measured by direct bene-
fit to our divisions programs and the contribution
we make to the training of future genirations of
professionals, makes good business sense and is

most Worthoh le.

/

JOHN D. LEER
Bachelor of Science, Business Adminiotration,
Butler University, 1952

1976 - Present - RCA Corporation, Corporate Staff,
College Relations, Campus RelationsCollege
Recruiting, Corporate Engineering Programs and

.Corporate Cdoperative Education Programs.
1973-1976 - RCA, Mobile Communications Division,
Meadowlands, PA 7 Manager Industrial Relations

1969-1973 - National Broadcasting Co., West Coast,
Burbank, Claifornia f- Manager, Personnel Admin.

1967-1969 - RCA, Instructional Systems Division,
Palo Alto, California - Manager, Personnel

1963-1967 - RCA, Information Systems Division, San
Francisco, California and Los Angeles California

1961-1963 - RCAOnformation Systems Division,
Cherry Hill, New Jersey - Manager, Home Office
Employment and Employee Services
1955-1960 - RCA, Home Instruments Division,

Indianapolis, Indiana, Training. Instructor,
Employment Representative and Manager, Personnel
Records, Seniority and Retirement

Member: College Placement Council, ASEE, CEA,
and American Society of Personnel Administrationi
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GOALS: SHORT AND LONG RANGE
PLANNING

Bill Thelon
Co-op Coordinator
College Relationii and placement
Milliken and Company
Spartanburg, South Carolina
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SESSION C

RELATIONS WITH INDUSTRY DIVISI001
LUNCHEON

1J,

S.J. Whitworth
President
uct Reliability

111les Tool Company
Houston, Texas

This will be an important meeting for Relations
Wish Industry Division members. 'The agenda will
include the nomination of officers and directors
for the DiviOon, and identifying members who are
interested in serving on Division committees.
Reports from standing and special,committees will

be summarized, with special attention given to the
Division's role in increasing industrial and
individual memberships.in ASEE. A new activity
within thq, Division will be the establishment of
a committee or revieWrboard to evaluate.
suggestions of areas of study or new activities
for the Division. Action will be taken on a
faculty internship program.

The goals and objectives of the Division's
Affirmative Action Committee will be presented.
Progress. on the Women's Action Group Program will
be reported. A preview of the Division's
participation in the 1977 Annual Meeting will
be discussed.

Time will be provided for members to introduce
new business items for the Division.

BILLIE J. WHITWORTH
ti

Education: Texas Tech University, BSIE, 1949; Rice Uni-

versity, MSME, 1955. He joined Hughes Tool Company in

Huston in 1949 as a new engineering graduate. He is

stow Chief Engineer at Hughes. He has served as a cam-

pany representative to ASEE for several years and is
the Gulf-Southwest Section representative for the RWI

Oivision. Campus contacts have been maintained through
cecruiting activities apd by,participating in- visiting

engineer programs. He currently serves on two indus-
trial advisory boards for educational programs. He

serves on the Engineers Council of Houston, Technical
Careers Committee, which pilovides resources for advis -

ling high school students who express interest in

technical careers. He is a member of the American
Petroleum Institute and ASME. He is a Registered

Pcofeasional Engineer.

ar
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DATE

ATTEND AN ASEE SECTION MEETING

October 14.-16, 1977

October 21-22, 1977

0 October' 30-31, 1977 81
November 1, 1977

NoveMber. 5, 1978

December 28-30, 1977

March 22-24, 1978

March 10--Aprii 1, 1978

April 2-4, 1978

April 7-8, 1978

April 7-8, 1978
4

April 14-15,1978

April 14-15, 1978

GET INVOLVED!

' SECTION

MI) 5, 1978

44

New england

St. Lawrence

North Midwest

Middle- Atlantic

Pacific Southwest

Midwest

GuTf-Southrst-

Southealiima.,.

iljinois -Indiana

Pacific Southwest

North Central

Rocky Moukain
1

Middle- Atlantic

LOCATION

North Dartmouth, MA

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY

South Dakota $tate University

'71):terrtState College! Trenton, NJ

Califormillete Univ., Long Beach

Kansas State University

University of Texas

0 University of Virginia

Indianapolis, IN

Jet Propudsion Lab, Pasa'deni, CA-__

_University of Toledo

South Dakota School of MingLia0(
Technology

General Electric Corp., Croton -on-'
Hudson

.4. . .
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SESSION 3.1

HOW -DOS YOUR ORGANIZATION
4.- DETERMINE WHETHER AN ENGINEER IS

NEEDED FOR AN OCCUPATION VACANCY?- IS .THERE A BETTER WAY?

a

Int

Deorge A. Sold
Employment Director
Detroit Edison Company

Itroit Michigan

Welcome to RWI and the place where we hope to
be completely objective and discuss an often neg-
lected subject - Engineering Manpower Needs and
Utilization. Vie speakers all represent well or-
ganized and efficient organizations. We asked
them whether Engineers really are needed' for each
so-called engineering job placement. In addition,
how is their comps* assured that it gettinik

the 'best trained individual to meet the require,
ments of the job? If not, what cdn be done to
improve this okituation? Hopefully, our speakers
will resolve many of these questions and others
we've been wanting to discuss. We expect to fol-
low their prestntations with,a buzz session so
that we may all benefit from their expertise in
this subject.

Graduate' Michigan State University

Membe4pASEg since 1952
Chairman RWI 1973-74
Chairman North, Central Section ASEE Section 71

Mid 72 .

Director of.the Metropolitan Science Fair 1964.

Sponsored by the Engineering 'Society ofeetroit
Former Administrator College and Professional

Employment at Detroit Edison.
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Introduction

I appreciate.the opportunityhto meet with
pule/dies and gentlemen todayito Oscuss the
effective utilizatibn of.engineers. This subject
is an important one to me and to my Company, but .

let me hasten to acknowledge that we don't feel
that we have all the answers. In fabt, I am-look-
ing forward to hearing the other comments and your, .
thonights on this subject.

I ask yor indulgence if I use Fo Motor
Company as my frame of reference. I do pre-
tend that we are the model for other es,
lir even for the automotive industry, --

Haply the Company which I know best.

In the course ot the next few minutes, I 11

mould like to speak of our engineering personnel,

requirement and the direction in which they seem
to be headed. I will, attempt to give you a thumb
nail sketch of what engineers do in the Research,
Product and Manufacturing functions of Ford. Next
I wild highlight some of the major characteristics
of the engineering workforce at Ford to give you
some insight into the kinds of people we employ.
I will also share with you Our major recruiting
approaches and hOW we attempt to stimulate the.
professional development of engineers -- both
newly hired recruits as well as ex 'fenced eft-
gineers. It may also. be of interest to you to
hear of some techniques that we use to provide
feedback to engineering school facultyAnd Admin-
istrators on the progress of their gradOittes and
our needs for the future. 'Finally,..against this

backdrop, I would like to examine with you a few
0. of the issues that our Company and similar com-

panies are fao.ng in regard tb engineer util-
ization.

Engineering Riauirements
44, -

1n 1978, FoPd Motor Company celebrates its
75th year. Ingenuity in developing the moving
assembly line is what put America on wheels and
enabled our Company to be one of the'few of.the
400 or sch nameplates of the 1900's still around
today. '

'The engineer's and inventors in th
;days 'were not a Sophisticated lot. Bu

willing to roll up their sleeves and t
;and 'dirt under their fingernails as th

UTILIZATION OF ENGINEERS
IN MOTOR COMPANY

is early
they were
get 'grease

'tinkered

Edward M. Conklin, Jr.
Manager of Personnel and Organisation
Operations Staff, Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, Michigan

and experimented with such new hardware as tires,
transmissions, differentials, steering and .

braking isystems.

Twenty-five years' Aeo, the Company allotted
a 667-acre soybean field and $50 million to create
an Engineering Center that would consolidate en-
gineering, design, testing and research in one
lobation. The Engineering Stiff had grown from
800 in 1939to 2,600 in'1947 to 4,500 in 1955 when
the Engineering and Research Center was built.
Today we employ more than 12,000 engineers, de-
signers and support personnel in this.Center and
4by year-end we forecast that that number will have
increased. In addition, about 2,500 engineers
work at our plants and facilities around the
nation.

The essential character of the engineering
workforce has evolved dtring this time span. From
those early self-tauiht mechanics who could laio
or at least attempt to do anything, we have be-
come an organization of specialistet highly-train-
ed in a wide variety of engineering disciplines,
with the latest of facilities and computerized
tools at our disposal. We have seen additional
emphasim placed on electrical and electronics
degrees in contrast to the earlier emphasis on
industrial and mechanical engineers.

Engineering Resnonsibilitilb ,

The product diversity Ford presents sub-
stantial challenge to our engineers. Not only do
we engineer and manufacture cars and trucks,'we
are also veryrmuch committed to this, Aerospace
Industry and are one of the world's largest man-
ufacturers of tractors and indus*ial equipment.
With all of our prOduct diversity, there are three
'types of engideers at Ford = Researbh, Product,
and Manufacturing. Research' Engineers apply basic
research results to autombtive opportunities and
potential problem; Product Engineers design,
,build, and teat components and,protothoes; and

Manufacturing Engineers make certain!that these
components and systems can be mass produced and
assemb into vehicles. Let's focus a little
more el oh of these engineering types.

Research Engineers are concerned with knowl-
edge, new and improved ma!erials, better methods
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of engineering analysis and practice, new process-
es, and new concepts. Their scope ranges from
day-to-dayinvolvement in urgent ComOkny problems,
such as exhaust emissionsleontrol and corporate
average fuel-economy, to exploration of long-
range ideas, such as new engine concepts like the
Stirlifig engine and dual - displacement engines.

Scientists and Engineers in the Analytical Labor-
atories, many of them with master's and doctor's
degrees,, work in such fields as nuclear chemistry,
mass spectrometry, chromatography, atomiclabsorp-'
tion, x-ray fluorescence and diffraction, electron
microscopy, metallografhy and surface analysis.

Product Engineers at Ford apply their tech-
nical skills in eight basic fields -- engine,
transmission and axle, chassis, body and eledtri-
cal, climate control, electrical and electronics,
materials engineering, and vehicle engineering.
Vehicle engineers are responsible for stating
basic vehicle dimensions, performance and weight
objectives in engineering terms for each primary
vehicle system. They also maintain surveillance
over the product offices responsible for vehicle
components to ensure system compatibility. En-
gineers in the product engineering offices are
responsible for the design, development, testing
and release of specific systems and component
parts.

me
across a.wide spectrum. Two-thirds of our degreed
Research and Product Engineers majored in minhan-
ical-engineering. Thirteen and one-half (13.5%)
percent are electrical engineers, 4% are aero-
nautical engineers, 2.5% are indnstrial engineeib,
2% are antomotiv4.engineers, 2% are chemical eng-
ineers and smaller percentages are civil eng- *r
ineers metallurgical engineers, etc.

Forty-two (42%) percept of our degreed Man-
ufacturing Engineer/50w° mechanical engineers,
14% are electrical engineers 7% are civil eng-
inehrs, 5% are chemical engineers, 3% are metal-
lurgical engineers, and smaller percentages are,
aeronautical engineers, automotive engineers, and
other types.

Tgrnover among Ford Enginee4'has tradit-
ionally ranged between 3% and 4% and is normally
lower than the average attrition of professional

*employees in other functional,areas in,the
Company.,

Manufacturing Engineers determine how best
to mass-produce a product efficiently and econo-
mically at a specified rate, with every piece ilk

meeting engineering specifications. Manufacturingoo
Engineers also evaluate and develop new technolo-

.. gies and advancementaNtn ma._c_12inearliquipment, tools

and harnifacturimr-merthter: They also plan, design
And supervise construction' of plant buildings and
supervise the installation of machines, equipment'
'And utilities.

Ali three types of Ford Engineers tend to
pursue 'career paths that keep them in engineeraig.
There are other functional area of Ford, such as
Product Planning and Finance that seek the en-
ginimor-who also has an MBA, tut on-the-whole, an
engineer at Ford remains in engineering.

Engineering Workforce Characterisikcs

Now that you have seen the broad pact} of
Ford's engineering jobs, I wouldlike to highlight
a femigajof characteristics of the engineering
wo e.

.4W 11.

biking Research and Product Engineers at Ford,
82% haveat least a bachelo r's degree and about a

er ofthose have advathed degrees: Seventy-
(72%) percent have degrees in Engineering.

Eighteen (18%) percent are not degreed, but are
,considered to have equivalent experience.

Among Manufacturing Engineers, 5006have at
least a bachelor's degree and slightly less than
10% have advanced degrees.. Thirty (30%) percent
have degrees in Engineering. -Fltty (50%)., percent

'are not degreed, but have the necessary experience.

The maj ors of our degreed engineers'entend

Ensineehne Rneruitment

The Company's principal source of inex-
perienced graduate engineers is the Ford Co
Graduate Recruiting Program, established in
In 1977, we sent 96 engineering recruiters
(usually experienced engineering managers)
52 college campuses across the nation in the
search for well qualified engineering-grapates.
We weresuccesifb1 in exceeding our recruiting
objectives.

There are also large nuOers of engineers
who apply personally at Company locations in Dear-

_born and elsewhere, or who send their resumes in
response to advertisements or because they know
Fgrd's reputatiOn. However, in recent years we
have found it has been necessary to make extensiVe
use of employment agencies in order to recruit'
"sufficient numbers of minority and women engineers,
at both the entry levels and above.,

Another source of inexperienced engineers is .
the College Cooperative Program, which was eita/p-
lished in 1953 for the specific. purpose of obtain-
ing qualified engineers. The program provides
work experience opportunities with the qgnpany to
collegdFstudents on an alternate work-eat-study
basis generally during their junior and senior
years. This program has been especially ,helpful
in channeling minority and women engineers into
the workforce.

Professional Development

Of course, education doesn't end with the
receipt of a college diploma: Engineers joining
the Company must learn to apply their skills to
automotive problems and learn how the Company
operates. Therefore the Company provides profess-
ioial detelopment programs to help-them get.btart-
ed properly and to keep them current with new
'developments.

The initial phase of professional develop-
ment,'The Ford College graduate Program, permits
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recently employed graduates to gal.; on,- the -job

experience in.several positions within a single
'product engineering office: This is a two-year
program which allows inexperienced engineering
graduates to rotate through a series of four to
six major assignments and become knowledgeable
about many of Ford's engineering functions as they
apply to one product area. During this time, the
individual can better define and plan for personal
development as experience and reactions dictate.
The program also provides exposure to a variety of
people with whom the engineer must learn to wore
and, communicate effectively. The progrep includes
frequent performance discussions with management
for assistance and guidance.

Our Continuing Education Progra offers
engineers flexibility and latitude in choice of
subjects and acic programs, ihd'recognizes
differences in ility, interests and objec-,
tives. Engineers may enroll, with supervisory
approval, 2n individual university courses relat-
ed to their present position or the next position
in prospect, or in graduate degree programs. The
Company pays the tuition, registration and fees.
Ford also sponsors and arranges a wide variety
of technical programs including computer training
and courses of particular interest to engineers
such as "Fundamentals of Vehicle Design,"
"Emission Controls and the Combustion Engine,"
etc. In the management area, we offer seminars,
institutes and workshops dealing with decision 41'

making, oral and written communications skills,
interpersonal skills development; personnel poli-
cies and procedures, and the like. Enrollment in
these programs is encouraged and a high percent of
eligible employes do participate.

Feedbm:Ns Engineering Educators

Le feel that it is in the Company's
interest to paintain Contact with the scademi
community and to exchange information '01:1 engin-
eering educators on the latest techniques and
sophistication employed in automotive engineering
and manufacturing. We use a number of approaches
to accomplish this, including engineering forums,
college sponso]s, recruiters and summer employment.

Since 19510 Ford has held eight engineering
forums.J0T8e,most recent one was in 1977 when our
enginOring and manufacturing managenent.met with
engineering educators from 60 colleges and univer-
sities for'a week-long program. The program in-
cluded 2D technical seminars at the Engineering
and Research Center as well as plant and labora-
tory visits. Top Company officials served as key-
note dinner and luncheon speakers while other
members of management hosted appropriate events.
The interactionepree educators a greater reali-
zationof the challenges of modern automotive
engineering as well as a better appreciation of
our specific engineering talerit needs. We, in
turn, became more aware of the education and campus
atmosphere which influences graduates and it better
able to understand and guide them in their career
development.

The Engineering College Sponsor Frown& fills

e
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a similar need. Responsible engineering managers
_work with designated schools as special liason
representatives. The sponsor's primary objective
is to develop a close and long-term relationship
with the university which will prove to be mutu-
ally advantgeous. Most often the sponsor is an
alumnus of the school he contacts, although this
is not a requirement. Thirty-six engineering
colleges are currently included in this program.

College recruiters help to perform alfeed-
beck role also. Their regular visits to campuses
often put them in touch with engineering educators
with resulting mutually beneficial effects. The
recruiter can provide information on the progress
of recent graduates employed by the Company and
can gain information about the college's program
and curriculum changes.

A limited number of engineering students and
faculty members have been employed at Ford in past
summers. These work experiences have given them
first-hand information about the level of techno-
logy and skill required in our engineering posi-
tions, which they can readily transmit to their
colleagues on campus. In some instances, this
information has,been instrumental in reshaping
existing courses or developing new ones to meet
real. needs.

So you see that we make a very deliberate
attempt to keep in touch with the institutions and
people Who produce,Ohe engineering graduates we
hire. It's good for us and good for you too. .

Utilization Issues

Before I close I would like to mention a few
issues which we perceive as opportunities to.im-
prove the utilization of engineering talent.

It is certainly not news to anyone here.that
minorities and women are under-represented in th(
U.S. pegineereg workforce. Thb latest figures
that I have seen show that Elacks'are 1.1% of em-
ployed engineers, Hispanics.are 1.8%, Asians 2.1%,/
and Americep Indians .05 %.' Only the Asians are
adequately utilized when compared with represen-
tation in the U.S. population.

,
Women, although they are a idiority in the

U.S. population, are still a scarcity among engi-
neers -- 1.3% at thelast estimate.

Educators and ausinesibople must continue
to address themselves to these shortages and
attempt to find new techniques to attract able
minority and women students to engineering
careers.

A second issue which we face at Ford and in
similar companies is reducing unwanted attrition.
Although the turnover of engineers at Fordjaes
neve been considered "high" (between 3% and 4 %'as
I s d earlier), we nevertheless lose a number of
engi rs each year that we would rather retain.

" A re ent study showed that 70% of Ford engineers
who voluntarily terminated were r "excellent"
or "outstanding." We have atte ed to reduce
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this loss through exit interviews, attitudi gnss-
tiomsireq, worlfproo studie0and the like, but
with little success. It seer that the bulk of 1/4,

this turnover is due to factors beyond our con-
trol.

We also must enure that engineers are being
utilised effectively to do engineering work. This

may require eliminating or automating many.of the
routine aspects of the engineer's job through more
extensive use of computers. There most be ade-
quate numbers of support personnel, although at
Ford we have not found ratios to be very effective
staffing standards. There tends to be too such
variation between engineering organisations to
apply ratios of engineers-reo-designers or

engineers-to-technicians. Engineers most be kept
current with the state-ofb-the-art in new mat-
erials, technologies and concepts.

Finally, we most develop 4 system that acc-
urately identifies the engineer possessing the
traits necessary to enter management as well as ,

the engineer who -y not have these traits or who
wishes to remain a technical specialist. We must
avoid the mistake of promoting individuals into
management based only upon tIs technical ex-
cellence. The individual viviagrlikreer path leads
into management most be affoittiCiuxorderly system
of personal devepopmen1 through a continuing
increase in responsibility, through training and
by providing assistance in carrying out super-
visory responsibilities. There should be a place
for thope tecHhical experts who may not have the
inclination' or aptitude for supervisory or man-

agement responsibility.

Conclusion

I hope that my remarks have given you some
insight into the utilization of'engineers at Ford
Motor Company. V6uld be interested in your
comments or criticisms.

PICTURE AND
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ENGINEERING PERSONNEL UTILIZATION
AND QUALIFICATIONS

-AN ELECTRIC UTILITY VIEW

4

INTRODUCTION

The Southern California Edison Compel*
has a long history.of employing engineers.
We currently have approximately 800 on the
payroll and,through our contract work with
engineer /'constructors and consultants,. we
indirectly employ on the order of %00 more
engineers. .The numbers varyconsiderably
over time, but there is no question that
engineers and engineering education are

. very important in our, business.

The Edison.Company is in the business
of providing a product, electricity, which
requires annual expenditures`of over $500
million for capital facilities to expand,
improve and maintain our systems'to meet
customer and regulatory demands. It is
the engineers who provide the planning.,
research, development, design and construc-
tion management to support and improve our
capital programs. Engineers are also used
.extOnsively in many areas Of operation,
maintenance, rate making, conservation,
load management, environmental assessment's,

. andiso forth. We attempt to (get full
utilization of ovr engineers through good
engineering management.

Because engineers are so important to
our .business, I would like to-share a view
of-vihat we expect of engineers, what we are
experiencing, what the'reduleing Problems
are, and.finally, whit mightbe done
th ugh engineering education to better
pr are graduates for %heir future in
industry.

ENGINEERING FUNCTIONS IN EDISON

Most of the engineer* are employed in
five departments of the company. As can
be seen on Attachment 1, they are:
Engineering & Construction (E&C), Advanced
Engineering, Power Supply, System Develop-
ment, and Fuel Supply. Subtitles under,
each department give Some indication of.
the diverse nature Of the engineering work
at Edison. The Engineering & Construction :
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Department is the largest employer of engii
neers. I will concentrate on that area.

Attachment 2 outlines the organiza-
tional structure of the E&C Department.
Many of the functions are self-descriptive
Tht basic responsibility of E&C is to

. engineer and construct all additions and
modifications to the Company generating
stations, transmission lines, substations,
f uel supply syitems, and other related
'facilities. About all we are not respon-
sible for is'engineering,and constructing
sabtransmission and distribution lines
(i:e., transmission lines iilth voltages
under 66kV)1, E&C also provides engineer-
ing services,to other departments on an

. "as needed" basis,

Attachment'3 lists examples of cur-
rent engineering work. The work items
showitare, for the most part, very com-
plex projects requiring a high degree of
innovative and integrated engineering
skills. The technologies involVed on this
list range from nuclear, combined cycle
and hydroelectric to solar, wind and geo-
thermal generation resources which illus-
trate that our engineers must keep c*rent
through retraining and continuing educe-
tiOn. Notice ligp that many of the work
areas listed a environmental systems
such as National'Pollution.Discharge
Elimination Systems (WES), water re-
clamation, and sulfureind nitrogen oxide
removal systems.

In actuality, challenging work
extits for .engineers. The work is complex
and,requires significant intersliscipline

rk between engineers and management
get the Jo done. We use a project

management ap roach for our larger and
more complex ojectsfin an attempt to
optimize,the engineering anti construction
effort. The project management concept
provides a focal point for team direction.
It is not necessarily an easier way of
getting things done, but it is the most
effective for large and/or complex pro-
jects requiring team commitment for
success.

1.9-78..'COLLtGE INDUSTRY EDUCATION CONFERENCE
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ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
EXPECTATIONS & FINDINGS

What are the most common ingredients
required in engineers from our pellet of
view? I am certain that my list irmot
all'inclusive and may differ to some de-
gree even with other managers in my
company, but I am just as certain that the
differences would be directed more toward
semantics than substance. Engineers should
have:

Fundamental knowledge in their chosen
engineering field. That is, they have had
the core courses and electives to learn
the basic theories and application of at
least one engineering discipline (e.g.,
electrical, mechanical, etc.).

2. Fundamental, knowledge in engineering
economics. This should be required for
all undergraduate engineering programs.

3. Ability to apply fundamentals in
'practice with judgement. Simply said,
this is practical judgement gained through
education and experience.

,4. Ability to communicate using engineer-,

ing tools. An engineer must be able to
interpret and evaluate design and manu-
facturing drawings, prepare and present
organized calculations, and prepare con-
cise, well-organized technical reports.
He must also have some knowledge of
specifications, contracts, construction/
manufacturing plans and equipment as well
as industry standards and codes.

5. Ability to work and communicate with
people (teamwork). The great majority of
engineering accomplishments are done by
teams of engineers. The biggest obstacles
to successful project completion are
usually communications and teamwork--not
available engineering technical talent.

6. Knowledge of other disciplines'
specialists,- when and haw to use them.
Our engineers must have some basic under-
standing and appreciatioh for-THi-work of
other scientists,-engineer., and tech-
nicians in order to get the best our of
available resources.-

7. Knowledge of manage4ent principles
andlturposes. Some basic knowledge of
management theory and application can go

. a long way toward simplifying the
engineer's and manager's life. We all
have to work in organization structures
with rules hopefully guided by good man-
agement principle*: ,Knowing management
philostiphiON and" guidelines helps' the
engineer become more of pp contributor and
less of anadministrati6e burden.

The expectations listed are, I be-
lieve, realistic and achievable by
most engineers. It all 'cornea down to when
and how. There are many factors impinging
an'the rate at which an engineer can

4::c

achieve what I will call odU
are

matur-
ity. Some of the factor are basic in-
telligence, initiative, e ation, indus-
try management, and training. Of the
factors that we can influence to acceler-
ate the rate of grbwth of engineering
'maturity, I believe education is the most
important.. There is'no question that .

industry can either make or break a po--
tentially good engineer, but my intent
is to convey the message that new
engineers, fresh out of college, can and
should be higher on their engineering
maturity curves when entering the job
market than they are today.

For example, of the seven ingredients
listed above, it is my perception that the
majority of new engineers our
company with only item one in their port-
folio of saleable skills. No one would
suggest that students could master all
seven items in any four-year college cur-
ridulum, but they should have some ac=
quaintance with all seven. It appears
that new graduates are oriented toward
knowing theory, equations and proper cal-
culations without the practical follow
through of knowing what comes next. They
seem to be trained toward R&D or "paper
engineering," not being held responsible
beyond calculated answers to questions or
proving theorems. Yet, the final product
of the great majority of engineering in
industry requires so much more from the
engineers. Practical application from
theory through production or construction
does not appear to be addressed in the
colleges and this, I believe, is penaliz-
ing engineering graduates and industry.

RESULTING PROBLEMS FOR
ENGINEERS & INDUSTRY

The perceived ],ack of practical engineer-

ing'being tau t'h'in college poses a number
of problems t/0:both the engineers and in-
dustry management. Some &temples are:

1. More training is reqUired before an
engineer - becomes productive. Some of the
simple things could, easily be captured in
college(e.g., preparing and interpreting
construction and manufacturing drawings,
acquaintance vith codes and standards,'
technical writing, letter writing, nd
engineering economics, etc.).

2. Engineers take longer to become pro-
ductive in areas requiring knowledge of
hardware or application engineering.
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'3. New englheers can become dis-
illusioned: (a) They may perceive that
the company is at fault because the work
may not meet expectations as conceixed
in college; (b) Some feel above getetng
into the "dirty work" required of
engineering jobs; (c) Some perceive R&D
as one of two roads to glory; (d) Some
perceive management as'the second escape.

4. Management sometimes tends to view
new graduates as burdens.

5. A manager squeezed for results will
hire for experience. c.)

6. Industry becomes disillusioned wit*

7. Academia becomes disillusioned with
industry.

academia.

WHAT CAN BE DONE

There are things that can be done to
accelerate the student's growth and readi-
ness for work in industry.- There may well
be,limitations either because of limita-
tions of college administration or in-
dustry support, but the suggestions are
not Unrealistic from 110point bf view.,
The suggestions are:

1. College professors d co selors
should devote more time'to ing and
understanding industry needs and provid-
ing students with career counseling based
on the realities of industry needs.

2. Industry should work closer with the
colleges and express needs openly.

3. Summer employment and co-op programs
should be pursued more actively by the
colleges for the students.

----47---Collese engineering faculty and
advisors should have experience working.
in industry.

5. Classroom and laboratory problems
should be representative of the "real
and now world of industry." Industry can
supply examples for problems and projects.

6. Bring project management and other
management concepts into play on project
assignments.

7. Use interdiscipline projeCt assign-
ments in upper level courses; require
students to go through the phases of con-
ceptual and preliminary planning, engi-
neering, design and manufacturing or cont.
struction planning. Go as far as Rossible
o achieve a total "process" understand- .

g. .-

54

8. Make more use of engineers as guest
lecturers to explain in detail what they
do in industry.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

Our,experience indicates that engi-
neering educatio could b improved to

4414accelerate an rove the ngineer's
transition from lassroom industry.
Our expectations are high but realistic
and in line with other in stries produc-
ing hard products. The imp vements can-
not be made by the acadamians ne;
industry must clearly express its needs
and support the changes. Industry and
engineering educators working together
should be able to develop programs or
changes to programs which would better
serve the need of industry and the stu-
dents while still upholding the high
scholastic standards of our colleges and
universities.

EDUCATICN

BSEE - California State University-San Diego
IEEE - University of Southern California

AMLIATICNS

Mother, Institue of Electrical and Electilonics

Engineers (ISEE)
Maker, Pacific Coast Electrical Association

OTHER

Registered Professional Engineer, California

COMPANY & RESPCNSIBILITY

Southern California Edison Company
Manager of Engineering Design - Responsible for
the engineering and-design of the company's
generation and generation-relcated facilities.
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ATTACHMENT 1

PRIMARY ENG I NEERI NG AREAS

EXECUTIVE

VICE -PRESIDENT

ENGINEERING &

CONSTRUCTION

PROJECT

MANAGEMENt,

I
ENGINEERING

DESIGN

1

CONSTRUCTION

I

. COST

ENGINEERING

14,,r4
ADVANCED POWER SYSTEM

.ENGINEERING SUPPLY DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH & SYSTEM

DEVELOPMENT BULK POWER PLANNING

I
FACILITIES

NUCLEAR ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY SYSTEM AFFAIRS

t_ASSURANCE OPERATION

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SHOP &

TEST

FUEL

SUPPLY

FUEL

EXPLORATION

I

FUEL

CONTRACTS

FUEL

TRANSPORT

ATTACHMENT '3 EXAMPLES OF ENGINEERING WORK

SAN ONOFRE 2&3
SAN ONOFRE 1

SOLAR POWER
WIND POWER

LONG BEACH COMBINED CYCLE FUEL CELLS
BIG _CREEK-HYDR-0 ADDITION LUC

(ERNE
VALLEY CGMBIN,E-0

CO,OLWATER COMBINED CYCLE CYCLE
COAL USE STUDIESYUMA AXIS:,-C.OMBUSTION

TURBINE GE'OT,H-ERM-AL GENERATION
SEISMIC REANALYSIS-SONGS1 WATER RECLAMATION'
FUEL OIL PIPELINE,' SO REMOVAL SYSTfMS
ADDITIONS x

NO REMOVAL SfiSTEMS
iPARTICULATE REMOVAL

SYSTEMS
SF, INSU-LATED SUB - STATIONS
&"TRANSMISSION

NPDES

AND MANY MORE
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... ATTACHMENT 2

/ .

' ENGINEERING & _C_ON ST RU CT I ON DEPARTMENT

4

43

111J

VICE P RES I DENT

E & C

E & C

SERVICES

ENGINEERING'

DESIGN

IPROJECT

ENGRS .

ARCHITECTURAL

SERVICES

I

ARCH ITECTS

I
ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGNERS . ,

I

BUILDING

PLANNING

.. GENERATION

ENGINEERING

"SERVICES

NUCLEAR

ENGINEERING

I
ENVIRONMENTAL

& DEVELOPMENTAL

ENG I NEE RI NG .

I

APPARATUS &

MATERIAL

ENGINEERING

Ii=11!
PROJECT ,,

MANAGEMENT-

PROJECT

MGRS.

I

CONSTRUCTION &

TRANSMISSION /SUBSTATION

ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING COST TRANSMISSION FIELD

SYSTEMS ENGRG . ENGINEERING_ FORCES

DESIGN

CIVIL

STRUCTURAL

I

MECHANICAL

I

ELECT RI CAL/

CONTROLS

1

DESIGN/

DRAFTING

OP

SUBSTATION

ENGINEERING 4'

/

I

CONSTRUCTION

MANAGEMENT

MATERIAL

CONTROL

I

CONSTRUCTION

PLANNING

I

CONSTRUCTION

MATERIAL

INSPECTION

..0

''',....___...--""

/-,
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A JOB REQUIREMENT FOR RECENT
ENGINEERING GRADUATES

OOR A PARTICULAR JOB? '

A consultant recently told tmethat we speak at a rate of about 150 words
per minute, while we hear at about 500words per minute. If he is errect, you-will have some idle tune durilg this
presentation: Let's see if we can use thattime to reinforce the poitfts Id.hope to
Co mmunicate .

Consider our session topic todayth the context of your first job,. substituting
your position for that of engineer. And tryto recall whether your. professional skills
were the most important faEtor in doing thatjob. Then let's match your experience withmy vie of the problem we face in
engine ring today.

a

I believe our topic Could becl said in the ,forum of any profession.Aj you will see, I'm convinced that we areconsiderizg a broader subject, but for now,,
let's consider the special field of engineer

Our recruiting and,seletZ,
process follows a predictable patter e sare established in terms of numbers of
specifisc, degrees and levels of training.
Arrangements are made with College
placement °enters. The mrsonne) recruiter'
conducts interviews on camOtis. And selectedcandidates are invited to come and discussthe job with department supervisors.

You rrkly be surprised top learnthat techniol ability is. seldom an issue in.
this whole process. . We find that the
colleges provide a reliable program of

O engineerinstudy. And ,,the graduate who
meets ouriliktsired standard of academic
achievement will Usually satisfy the technical
need. af,,ihe job. Yet, with all of the effort
that goes into the evaluation, too often wefind later that-We do not hive the right
person in the job. That,realization may

11

Frank S. Boroughs, Jr.
C. F. Braun S Company
Alhambra, California

come when the engineer quits beCause we'failed to adequately describe the nature ofthe work. Or, it may come when we seethat the engineer is not getting the job done.
Either way, it Has been an expensive
mistake for all' concevecd. And one which,
in my view, can be reduced, .if not
eliminated, with better communication.

r

Whether an engineer I requiiedfor a particular job must be determined by
the nature of the task, the organizational
framework, and the available staff.
Considered from the viewpoint' of an

.engineering company,' the question is
fundamental to profitable operation. That is,organizing and steing. will ideally be
planned to ensure that engineers are
assigned only those tasks requiring
engineering skills. Designers, technologists,.and other technical support personnel will-0
then be assigned to other tasks° such that the.,job is done with as little underutilization of
individual skills as pop sible.

Sound utopian? Well, let's seewhy our actual jobs often fall short of thismodel ofrfection. A job usually consisits
of the following, activities. Computation and 9analysis engineering discipline. Designand drafting to prdduce working docufnents.
And coordination of these technical

- activities with purchasing, cost-estimating,
scheduling? and manufacturing or
construction. This allocation of .tasks is
frequentlyan accurate reflection of an
organizational structurethat has evolved
through experience- in ,:letting the job done".And, in spite of the interface problems,
task definition and organizational approach
are not the usual flaws in our model job.

Where, then, do we most oftenmiss perfection? To the .continuing dismayof engineering and persontiel managers, i is
111

;Z1

r ,
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in"-our diffietilty With recruitment and selection
of the "right" personnel for4out organization.
By "right", I mean those individuals who .

possess not'only the nealeyi technical skills,
but also an essential characteristic - the
ability to communicate effectively. While this-
staffing problem occurs at all levels in an
organization, let's limit our discUssion to the

.'".e.nyring level, recent graduate engineer.

En wloyers need to be mere
explicit in desbribing to colleges -and students
the communication skills that arenelsosaiy
for a successful engineering career. Colleges
need to emphasize the importance of these
skills, along with' technical sugjects. And
engineering students need to practicqt and
polish these skills with the name diligence -

they give 40 mathematics. Note that I
haven't referred to written presentationor
oral presentations or evedgirientioned -
effedivdrlistening. The simple fact is that
good communication requires all these skills.

:And our graduate engineer who is right for-
the job must demonstrate that competence.

You mai( well-ask, where do. we
start? The training surely should begin in
our .,primary and secondary schools: %As
concerned citizens, we can and should see
that it does. At the .college level, remedial
instruction and more practice_ in
communication are required. If this means
we must sacrifice some' technical material
or extend the training-period, so be it. Our
graduate must have the tools needed to do the
job. recognition of this, many costiiiiiies
offer their, engineers a variety of contthung-
education programs and on-the-job training in
communication. Industry has no choice. _We

must improve the productivity and proper
utilization of our engineering talent.

This need for training in
communication not new. Over thirty years
ago, Carl Braun recognized that better
presentation was vital to our 'company. He
answered that% need through the publication of
a series of. books devoted to giving explicit
and pra2tical help to' employees with their
writing. The elements that he stressed then
still need to be stressed today.

e.

Our aim in good presentation is
to clearly present facts in a way that will
sell. our ideas to others and win their
cooperation. We, want our readers or

.,listener's to think along with us. We want

58
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them to accept what we say, to agree, and
then to tali, some action. In shott, we
want their understanding and )heir willyng
and sympathetic heilp.

How do we train engineers to
achieve this? Well, first we have to get
rid of some mistaken ideas. For example,
here is an excerpt of what we tell our
engineers about fads.

mode

"Word has 'somehow got around
among engineers and business men that
Facts speak for themselves. Pure nonsense,

'as every lawyer knows. Facts do not speak
for themselves. "To begin with, they are
shy things that someone must dig ovt by
hard work. And then they are useless

. unless they have a champion to talk for
them. Let's not lean on Facts doing their
own talking. Whatrmay seem fad to us,
may seem but ill-founded opinion to the
other fellow. It's up to us to show plainly
why we hold the opinions that we do."

We also need to instill an
understanding that,- while we work in and
with larger and larger groups, our
presentatiqn is directed to individuals. Each
reader or listener is our judge. torch has a'
viewpbint, perhaps even prejudices, that we
must consider when wemake our case and
invite agreement. In our presentation,
then, we seek to imagine 'ourselves in the
other fellow's shoes. When we start from a
point where the writer and reader are. one,'
we develop our thoughts with an 'awareness .

of the reader's needs, providing neither, too
much nor too little information.

Another thing we need to teach i3
to stop *hen we've said it all. If Our
message is to inform, further words may
raise doubts or confusion. If we want
action, let's ask for it. Suggest a plan.
Offer a solution to the problem. That is,
clearly indicate to the reader or listener ' .

that the communication is completed and the"
bail is in his court. If we have done our
job right, we will get the response we
desire. '

Going back tp our rperuitlent
and selectitin Rrocess, hoii can we increase
the odds that.our recent graduate will have
a supcessful engineering career' I believe
the answer is clear. We can, in addition
to providing training, _adjust our priorities
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to give greater emplitsis to communication
skills in personnel evaluation, in defining the
job, and in our merit - reward systems. Good
engineering is far more than precise
cilcula ions. It ii clear, to- the - point,
info ive specifications and reports. It 'Is
doordina and directing many individual
efforts toward a common goal. Alp it is',
above all, the means of transforming a
mental concept into an 'economicskoperable
reality. No wonder that we must have good
exchange of information.

If engineers were communicating
effectively'amo' ng themselves and with
nonengineers; we shouldn't need to ask
today's topic question. The engineers will
tell us, in no uncertain terms, what the
particular *jo`b require: izboth engineering
and support talent. The problem, which
perhaps you faced in your 'first job, is .fine-
tuning our communication channels, both for
transmission and reception.

.

009
Mr

,

FRANK S BURROUGHS, JR

Frank Burroughs is native CaliToitnian, ,

Bo'rn Loi AngeleL.O 1945, he attended' the,
Univegoity of Southern California where he
riceived his BS in ChentickEngineertng in
1945. Following a period of service "as' a
naval officer, he returned to USC and earned
his MS in Chemicajt Engineering in 1948.

After completing his university work, hie
joined C F Braun. asa process engineer. His
career with Braun has involved research,
engineering, sales, and managenient
activities. As a vice president, he is .

responsible for Braun's Engineering Division
and the Computer Systems and Personnel
Departments.
He is 0. ember of the Americas!' Institute of
ChemjwiliEngineers and the American
Chemial Society.
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St. LarreivcePSection __English)
M. M. Douglass.
Department of Civil Engineering'
Sir George Williams Campus-
Concordia University 0

Montregif.kuebec, Canada H3GAM8
* (514) -8032

New England Sectfon
Dwight G. Scott
Jiechanical _Engineering Department
University of New-Brunswick

. Box 4400
Fredericton, New Brunswick
Canada E38 5A3

' ('506) 453-4513
Date: Apri110-11, 1978

. ,

Illinois-Indiana Section
Charles Lentz
Department of. Electrical Technology -

111

due University °

ttafayette, Indiana 47907
7) 493-2597

Date: 1 September 26-27
topic:

and

Resource Verson:

Mist Section
:Richard Graham

. t4echanica-l Engineering Department
Wichjta State'Universfiay
Wichita, Kansas 672084
(316).689-3402 or 3403
Date: March 221..1978

Pacific Northwest Sectf
Allan Torvi
Mechanical Engineering Department
University of -Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4
(403) 284-5790

St. Lawrence Section (French-)
I. am sure one will be run here but
haire not received eny information
tosdate.

. Slout4eastern Section
Robert J. Bell '
Box' 1571
Vanderbilt University °
Nashville, Tennessee. 37235
Date: October 7-8, 1977
Place: University of Tennessee at

Nashville
Topic: Learning Styles and Teaching

Styles
Main Presenter: Dr. Joseph E. Hill

Mitchell 1 1)11 es ` ., .

Department. of Aerospace anct)Mecharacal
Engineering ,

University of Notre Dame
*Are Dameiiii

.
ndiana 46556 \......

, 1977
k

Some simalesteps we can all take to improve our teaching
Professor Alan J. Brainard

Rocky Mountain Section (East Side)
Cary Fisher (Major) . ,

U.S.A.F: Academy
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80840
,(303) 472-2555 or 4196 .. 1 Date: November 17-1'8, 1977

, Topic: Instructional Design for,.
Individualized Learning

Resource Person: Dr. Lee Harrisberger
Place: Air:force! Academy

ilarlf-Southwest Section
Wa 1 eer Read
Depattmen0 of,0-lecharrVal
Urtilrerpify Texat-s
Austin, Texas, 78712.

'(51$) 471-031

inigineerfng.

Pacific Southwest Section -``
Clyde N. Holland .
Cogrdinator of-Civil Engineering .
Northern Arizona University ..

Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
(602) 523-5252

Rock Mountain Seetion West Si
Hurshc ,Ur e
Weber State College
Ogden ,Utati 84403

Regional EHCoordinator
Joseph S. Boland II'I
UPEctrical Engineering Department
Auburn University ,
AubOrn, Alabama 36b30
(205) 826-'4330 A

ir
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WOMEN.
IN ENqINEER1111G AND SCIENCE

Donna S. Frohreich
Assistont Professor
School of Enginooring
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

r
DONNA S. FRORREICE

Donna S. Frohreich received an A.B. (wiO' Distinc-
tion) 1n sociology and a M.A. in education trOili

Stanford University.' From 1968Uniil 1974 she was
assistant professor and coordinator of programs
for women igirugineering at Purdue University.
Whifkat Pu she developed an extensive plan

'for attracting and retaining women engineering L'"

studeUts. She initiarod the "Directory of College
and University Programs for Women in Engineering."
In 1974 she was named Dow Outstanding Young Fac-
ulty Member from the Illinois-Indianalsection of
ASEE. Mg. Frohreich is currently assistant pro- .

fessor and coordinator of cooperative educatiourin
the School of Engineering, University of the
Pacific, StOcktanioCalifornia. She also coordinates
the NSF "WoMen in ..pgineering" program conducted by
University of California Extension, Davis. _Ms.
Frohreich is chaienof the RWI Women's Action
Group.
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WOMEN STUDEWS PLANS FOR
RWI, CAREERS IN EN,GIVipING

I IP

Summary

Based on national survey resul men ind women
freshman students in engineer dgfer in their
plata for careers in engineeting.. They differ in
regard to field choice and marriage-career plans.
Both men's and women's responses indicated a need,
far more information about the profession,

it 4

* * * *

A major survey erogram was undertaken in 1975 to
devil-mine the Characteristics and attitudes of pen
and mimeo engineering students. The program
included surveys at thy beginning and atthe end -

of the fl'eshmen year for etudemts who were fresh-
' men in,engineering in fall 1975 or in fall 1976.

The survey results provideinformation concerning
Students' plapi for careers,in engineering. These

reedits are the focus of this paper.

, .

Survey Population

Method

and Sample

t he survey'reiults reported here refer to the
populationOof all first-time engineering freshmen
who entered one of forty-two schools during the
fall 1975 or fall 1976 terms and who continued in
engineer st the same schooPthrOdghout the
freAhmen year,

We estimate there'were appioximmtely 17,7P0 stu-
dents in the population of freshmen in,spring 1976,
of whom approximately 14.3% were Women. In spring

1977, an estimated 19,400,students were in the pop-
ulation of freshmen, and about 15.8% were women.

A sample of sixteen of the forty -two schools
selected to participate, in the surveys. Samp e

selection procedures are described elsewhere.
Students at fifteen of the sixteen schools paripil
pated in the surveywiffiboth fall 1975 and sprThg
1976. Four hundred ninety-six med and 487 women
'completed both of thebe surreys. Students at thir-

teen of the schools par4cipated in both the fall
1976 and spring 19'77 surheys. Five hundred and
eighty *en and 535 womencompleted these purveys.
Of those eligible to complete the spring surveys,
36% of the men and 45% of the women in the
1975 freshmen sample completed the spring 1976 sur-
vey.' Forty percent of the, men and 50% of she women

in she fall 1976 freshman.seeele completed the'

a

Mary Diederich Ott
College of Engineering
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

spa:fig 1977'vei.

Although there was &substantial degree of student
non - response to the spring surveys, the incl on

of data for two, different entering classes a owed

us to deterkine whether the results which we e
obtained were stable. Non-response adjustment
procedures were included in th ysis of the

survey datain an attempt to nimize non- response

ias.

Questiodnair

It fall 1975-,4ithe first gro of freshmen complet-
ed the College Student Questionnaire (CSO devel- '

oped bythl Educatiolial Testing Service, as well
as a 30-item questiOnnaire eloped for this stu-

dy. In 'tall 1976 the second roup of,freshmen coma-

pleted an 80-item questionnai e which included a
number of items from the previous fall's Survey.
The two groups of freshmen completed'a 60-item
questionnaire in the spring of freshman year. This
questionnaire conitained sole items from the'CSQ as
well as others developed for vie study.

Analysis.
.

Data were analyzed in terms of estimates of the
proportions of men and of women in the population
who wofild have a given respopse td a qdestion. In

order to make valid estimates of the population .

proportions, the data were lubjected to statistical
,weighting procedures. The weights had a number of

components. The fiiscwas based on the studint

t students e

selection probability a adjust-

ed-the sample to represen Wil00

population. The second was an adjbstment or, stu-

dent non-:response. -The third adjusted for non-

participation of certain schbols.
- ,

The precision Hof the estimated proportions was
gauged by obtaining estimates of the standard er-
rors,of the'estimated proportions'.. We also esti-
malted the precision. Of the difference between the
`estimated-proportions fqr men and womep. By com-

paring the.difference in the 'estimated propprtions
of men and women giving a certain response with the
standard error' of the difference, we determined
whether the differenCes in estimated proportions
were liatistically sigpificant. -

ow, ,,ft
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I will now discuss 'the rasulte of these surveys.
Note thatall the students who completed the spring

'..survey had also completed the fall survey. To
achieve comparability of the fall and sprinweer-
vey responses, data from the fall surveys were
only included in thia'anliyaia if the student also

' completed the spring eurvey.

I will discus three Areas: field'ohaice, marriage-
career plans, and attitudes toward the engineering

'profession.

held Choice f

preferred to have their first child and the age at
which they first wanted to stop working for six
months or more. An average pf 55% of the women.
preferred to have their.first child between ages
24 toO26 or 27 to 29. Of hose women who vante8
to have their first child between ages 24 and 29,
abopt 40% each year wanted to first stop working
during the three -yearperiod in which they planned
to have their first child. About 5% expressed an
interest iftstoppidg work before the childbearing
period. Tkus a naximum of about 45% of the women
who planned to have their first child between the
agee of 24 to'29- years plan, to stop working for
lonier than six months during thaiseriod. Appar-
ently, the others (55% or more of the childbearing
group) to. continue working on a tull,wtime or.
pert -t basis when their childred are young.

, Comparis of Men's .and women's responses to the
spring sure questibna concerning career plans
indicated t t men and women tend to have differ-
ent career p ns. Women tended to efer starting
,full-time pro essional work earlier han the men
did (see tab 3). Whereas larger percentages of
men than of women preferred to start part-time proms

fessional work between 21 and 23 years of age, 'lar-
ger percentages of women than of men preferred to
start part-time work between 30 to 12-years of age,.
It appears that men preferred to start part-time

professional. work while still in school, whereas
larger percentages of womethan of men were inter-
ested in working.part-time after they finished
mchool.

In addition, larger pioPOrtions of women than of
men preferred to first stop working for periods

, longer than six months' between the ages of 2/y and
29 year of age. (About 88% of the women inithis

4.group w e interested in having a child at that
time.)

o
s OA

.Finally, larger prop Lions of women than of men
preferred to return to full-time work between 33
and 38 'ears .of age.

Student's preferences'for major fields differed -
by sex (see table 1). Iv the spring of each year,
a smaller percentage of women students than of went
students.(approximately 89Z of the women and 96%
of the men) in*cated an intention to major in one
o4 the engineering fielde. H6wever, there was no
non - engineering major field which was chosen by a
sigdificantly greater proportion of women than of
men.

-Each' yiar, significantly, smaller proportions of
-.omen than of men ,were interested in majoring in
electrical engineering., In the'first year, but
not in the second, significantly smaller piopor-
tions of women than of men were' interested in
majoring in mechanical engineering. These differ-
ences in field preference continue established

'

patterns. Prom 1970-71 through 1973-74, 24% of
men and 1,9% of women in engineering received bach-
elors 'degrees in electrical, elettronit,sor con-
municatimns engineering. Seventeen percent of men
and'92 of women received bachelors degrees in
mechanical engineeridf.2

34441...-

It would bevery interesting to learn why electri-
cal engineering and perhaps mechanical engineer-
ins are less appealing to female than to male
engineering Students. 41

Marriage - Career Plans

Perucci has examined.temporal patterns in uarriage
and childbearing for women scientists and engin-
eers.1 We sought to obtain projected patternsof
childbearing in relation to employmentfor.these

Pironenengineering stUdents. Information from the
National longdtudinal Surveys of labor 'market ex-
perience indicates that premarital attitudes of
young wooed toward labor force activity of mothert
of youn i dren are predictive of the women's
own lab orce participation when they have chil-
drin.4 Thus,` obtained infdnmation cogcerning
women students' plans for combining childbearing

'with careers. We did stein two ways:

(I) At the ,beginning f the freshman year,
students indicated their p (erred marriage-career.
status ni a time ten years in the future (gener-
ally age 28)'. Women's responses to this question
'are indicated in table 2.

I
(2)'The surveys at the end tf the freshman

year deterained the age at which the sane students

This.examination of the ea r and personal places
of men and women students iiM cater asreat deal
of variation among the'rep ses of4ach group. It
.is, clear that many women planned to have work
,patterns similar to those of the majority of men.
However, many other women engineering students will
require flexibility from their employers in regard
to part -sime work and returning to work after per-
iods of unemployment. Job retraining ?rograna may
become increasingly important DA engineering.

4

Attitudes Toward the Engineering Profession

\ Students'were asked to indlcaheir prefeired
and ,their expected work situat Students fre-
quently did pot expect to work in their reyreferred
work situation. Rather, about 66% of men and women
expected to work in a me ium'to large firm or corr.
poletion, whereasonly a out,41% preferred to work

e'in this situation. ,eany respondents whb.tafeferred
to work in their ownbusinesses or in research or-
ganizations did not expeet to work in these situa-
tions, Finally, larger propArtions of men than of
women preferred to operate their own' businesses.

$978 COLLEGE $NDUSTRY EDUCATION CONFERENCE 'a



Most of the studs is overestimated the proportion
of women among pt' icing engineers in the U.S.

Their estimates approximated the proportion of
. women among freshman engineering students at uni-

versities, rather than among, practicing engineers.
Apparently these students are unaware that the

increase in the numbers of women engineers has
been very recent. JO

o

A significantly la"rger proportion of men than of

women students agreed that they had understood the
nature of.an engineering career before they started

college. In fact,. about 38X.50% of the women and 38

of the men indicated they had not understood the
nature of an engineering career. Nevertheless,

there was no significant.differeqce between the
proportions of men and women who agreed that they-
were.strongly motivated to be engineers.

Students' responses concerning the engineering
profession indicate theneed for programs to
acquaint them with the nature of an engineering
career.
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TABLE 1. Differences ih.major geld preferences.

.1 Estimated
Spring 1976

Prop_ortio s

Spring
MMajor field preference Men Women en W n

1. None in enginering ; 4% -01%* 3% 12%*

2, Electrical engineering' 17 8 * 22 9 *

3. Kechanical engineering 19 8 * 16 '14

4. Chemical engineering 17' 17 16 15

5. ,Civil engineering 11 17 /4 10

Diffei-ence in proportions betweenmen and
women} significant mat .01.

Women.giearriage-career preferences inTABLE 2.
fAT1 of fres n year.

Marriage-career timated Proportions

preferences Fall 1975 Fall 1976

1. Single, full-time job 8% 8%

2.-Married, no children,
full-time job

32 46,

3. MarAled, no children,
-pa time job 2,

4. Married, no children,
unemployed .

1

0 t

.2

0

5. Harried; children, 20 19

' full-time job
6. Harried, children,

'part-time job

26 19

7. Married, children,
unemployed

7 4

No response 5 t2

TABLE 3. Ago preferences for career-related

activities

Estimated Proportions
Spfing 1976 Spring,1977

Men Wdmen Men Women

47%. 63% 48% 62%

36 24 36 29 *

Age to start full-time
professional work

1. 21 to 23
2. 24 to 26 -

tge to start
professional

part-tine
work

1. 21 to 23 t
2. 30 to 32

Age,to first a ;op working

' for six months

1. 24 to 26
2. 27 to 29

24 /4

0 6

2 8

3" 18

Age,to return to full-

t me work

1. 33 to 35 1

2: 36 to 38 ' 1 7

* Difference significant at .05..
All other differences in proportions
men and women are significant at the

'4

18 8

0 4

I,
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MARY DIEDERICH OTT.

'Miry DiedericlOtt majored in physics at Seton Hill
College in Greensburg, Pennsylvania. .She obtained
an M.S. in physics and a Ph.D. in educatiop.at the
University of Chicago. Since 1971 Dr. Ott has been
associated with the College of Engineering at
Cornell University. Asa lecturer from 1971 to
1974, she developed apd eveluata'an audio - tutorial
physits course. /As research amociate since 1974,
she has served as a consultant to 'teaching alpis-
tants and faculty,,, conducted educational research
for the College of Engineering, and directed'a
conference 'on "Women in Engineering ... Beyond
Recrnttmene." In 1976 Dr. Ott worked at the Natio-
Jul Center fbr Education Statistics of'HEW in
Washington, D.C. She is cur1ently conducting
research on the characteristics, attitudes and ex-'
pgrienoes of women engineeting students.
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BAY AREA
MODEL NETWORK .

FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE

Anise WIsitintan
Cserdlaster, Manus I. 111;norProgreen
MIlle College
Dap:rams of non sod Connpinar Seisms,
cleklend, Cniltornla

DULL -T SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS EMPLOYED IN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 1976

Field of Employment Total Men Women ' %Tamen as % ofTotal

TOTAL 230,5,39. 194,610 35,929 15.6
ENGINEERS 22,799 22,352 477 2.0
PHYSICAL 34,442 31,942 2,500
Chemists
Physicists fle`

14,172
10,867

12,651

10,465,
1,521

.44o2"
10.7

3.7MATH SCI. 23,081 19,988 3,093 13.4
LIFE SCI. 92,589 73,910 18,679 '20.2
Agric. sci. 12,963 11,546 t,417 10.9
Biol. stir' 34,744 27,757 6,987 20.1
Med, sci. 44,882 34,607 10,275 22.9

The abovefigures-indicate that despite an
increased. awareness; generated by the women's
movement, of the inequalities in career opportuni-
ties- and incomes for women, affirmative action
programs and efforts by government, industry and
business to 'recruit more women, there h#s not been,
a significant increase ip the numbefs of women
preparing for and pursuing careers ip non-tradi-
tional scientific and technical careers. Recent
research indicates that a number of factors are
contributing-to this underutilization of human
resources.

In 1973, the sociologist Lucy Sells identified
as the "critical filter" which prAents women from
entering any undergraduate major fields except
the lower paying ones which have traditionally been
pursuedpby female students (i.e. humanities,
education and the'arts).1 The effect, of this in-
adequate preparation has been that the economic
prospects and status (*women remains unpromising:

...the earnings gap between men and women
has widened in the past twenty years,
althqugh there are more women working 1

outside the home today than there were
20 years ago. Women holding full-time
jobs now average $6,800 a year, 43% less
than the $11,1300 men earn. Women earned.
about 36% less than men 20 years igo.2

66

Uhtil such time as.high school girls and
college warren begin to take the mathematics which

profide the foundation for careers in scientific and
technical fields; so long as traditional fields of
study are chosen by young women, their career
options and hence their economic prospects will re-
dein limited.,. The limited range of career'options
for young women, appdgrs to be a function of stereo-
typing of mathematics and technical studies as
belong he male domain according to recent
research. B the time girls are in junior hfgh,
they have acc pted assumptions tbat girls are not
good at and should not be interested in mathematics.
However, prior to junior high, these attitudes toward
mathematics are not evident among students themselves.3
However, teachers and counselors do tend to Oelos
mathematic' as more appropriate for boys and feel
that boys% better in mathematics. Thus, young
girls still tend to aspire to careers in teaching,
nursing, and clerical fields. The stereotypical
assumptions of teachers,, counselors and parents about
sex-appropriate careers for girls are reinforced by
the lack of visibility of women in, careers in tech- \

?ice and scientific fields. This:

...the problem seem circular: Girls avoid
mathematics and science in "high school,
college and g aduate schlep becauie they
perceive it unrealte o the* career
goals. As ong aetheY avoid thccourses

I
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they are unable to compete for careers in
those areas at a later time. 'The few
women who aspire and attatn,,careerrin
sciences, the less likely attitudes and
views of these careers as 'masa/Tine'
will change. As long asthese career
areas are perceivedsas 'masculine' only
a few young women will be encouraged
toward them.4

One' model for breaking through the circle of

math avoidance,.and lack of visibility of women in
non-traditional careers has.bee0developing in the
San Francisco Bay Area'since 1975. The Bay Area
Network for Women in Science is a unique cooperative
effort by people at, all levels and types of-educa-

tional institutions, and representatives from
industry, government, business and research insti-
tutions working together to overcome math avoidance
in girls and young women. A number of techniques
and methods are employed in overcoming math avoid-
ance in order to encourage young women to pursue
studies and careers in scientific and technical
fields: providing professional women role models
who are non-stereotypical examples of women working
in scientific and technical fields and developing
programs in supportive environments which permit
young girls and women with successful experiences
doing mathematics. In addition, the Network serves
as an "old girls" network to provide young women
with personal,contacts,and mentors to assist them
ih establishing careers.

The Bay Area Network for Women in Science has
held a numbe# of conferences for high school girls,
providing them with "hands on" experiences in science
and math, encouraging personal contact with pro-
fessional women and disseminating information about
careers in scientific and technical fields. These
conferences have grown as the result of a conference
'held at Mills College in April 1976. This confer-
ence, entitled "Educating Women 'for Science: A
Continuous Spectrum" used as the basis for discussion

in one of its workshops a'discussion of Action ,

Programs. The concept of action programs had
develoPed from a conferedi for 7-120 grade girls
which had been held at Mills one month earlier,
-sponsored by Mill College and the Lawrence HalT of
Science,. University of California, Berkeley. The
goals of the High school conference were to-increase
young women's interest in math and science, to
foster awareness of career opportunities in math
and science related fields, and to provide students
with an opportunity to meet and morm personal contacts
with Women working in traditionally male occapations.

' These conferences were seen as the beginning of
continuing,effort to break through the circle of
stereotypical thinking about women in non-traditional
fields and to encourage preparation for careers to
scientific and technical fields through the study of
mathematics and science.

The plan to use these conferences,as a keystone
for building an active intervention program has
succeeded with a vengeance. Since the initial con-
ferences (the one for professionals and the first
one for high school girls), a conference "Women in
Science andTechnology" was held at October

1976, four conferences. were held at different sites
throughout the Bay Area in April 1976, and four
more conferences are being planned to be held simul-
taneously at four different sites throughout the
Bay Area in February 1978. In addition, a two-day
regional science careers conference, funded by the
NSF was held at Mills in March 1977. This con-
ference attracted freshman and sophomore college
women from 30 Bay Area colleges and universities.

Activities of the Network have reached the
following audiences (approximate numbers):

1500 girls from grades 7-12 have participated
in conferences and workshops.

550 elementary school girls have attended
classes and.workshopi at the Lawrence Hall of
Science, University of California, Berkeley.

600 college women have participated in con-
ferences and programs.

8-- educator's (teachers, coLieselors and ad-
ministrators) and scientists have attended con-
ferences and programs.

150 parents have attended programs especially
addressed to them.

400 network members have volunteered time/and
services as planners speakers, panelists, wgekshop
leaders and liaison rsons for the various events.

Prior to th4establishment of the network and
its activities, a number of programs had already.
been developed to encourage young women to consider
careers in non-traditional scientific and technical
fields, most notably the Women in Science Program
developed by Dr. Lenore Blum, Head of the Department
of Mathematics and Computer Science at Mills College
and the "Math for Girls" program developed by Nancy
treinberg at the Lawrence Hall of Science. The
experience gained through these prograMs was the
cornerstone upon which the activities of the, network
were built. These programs have demonstrated that
the cycle of stereotyping and math avoidance can be
broken:through the development of programs which
provide supportive environments, experience doing
matbematics'and exposure to role models fOr young
women.

The Women in Science Program at Mills began
with the development of a pre-calculus course which
prepared students for the calculus sequence in one
semester, no matter what inadequacies xisted in
their backgrounds. This was doneby reamlining
the traditional College algebra course o emphasize
the concepts which would be necessary f culus
and by a system of peer-taugh workshops which
provided students with tho,computational and alg raic'

skills which they were missing due to inadequate
mathematics preparation in high school. In addition,
internships in industrial and research organizations
were developed to provide students with the opportunity
to see how the concepts they' were learning in the
classroom could be applied in the actual "world of
work". A dual-degree engineering program with

Al
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Stanford laiversity, the University of California,
Berkeley and Boston University was developed. A

Curricular/Career Model Project in cooperation with
Mills' Center -for Career Planning and funded by
the Women's Educational Equity Act, has been devgjop-
ed. The Curricular/Career Project coordinates
career information through a series of audiovisual
presentations, panels .of women im scientific and
technical fields, guest speakers and seminars with
material learned in the classroom. An unexpected
outgrowth of the internship program and the Curricu-
lar/Career Project has been the development of non-
credit "mini - courses" in which volunteers from

'industry conduct short courses for students in order
togive them specific skills necessary for use
during' internships.

The "Math for Girls" program at the Lawrence
Hall of science is a class held once a week for eight
weeks in which _girls from 6 to 14 are encourve0 to
explore mathematical concepts and applications
under the tutelage of young women graduate students
in anon- threatening environment. This year,
Lawrence Hall,of Science has received funding .fron;
the U.S. Office of Education, Title IV for the
"Equals Institute", a teacher training program in
sex-fair Mathematics instruction.

The'Mills programs, programs developed at the
Lawrence Hall of Science and the series of confer-
ences all provide students, parents, scientists
and educators with a variety of models and approaches
for encouraging young women to prepare for and pursue
careers in scientific and technical areas. These
model projects will continue to develop, to institu-
te new programs and to conduct research on way to
overcome math avoidance and sex-role stereotyping
through the establishment of a Consortium for,Women
in Math and Science which has just been funded by
the Carnegie Corporation. This funding will permit
the Bay Area Netbrk for.Women in Science to
establish a resource center, develop and dissemIte
information and assist other institutions, in deyelop-
ing prpgrams tourther mathematics and science
education for young women.

The Consortium will maintain the, momentum of
Network efforts and strengthen And expand both
program and research activities. It will be estab-
lished on the Mills campus in,,the Spring of 1978.

.The Consortium will act as .d coordinationagency
and research base for projects and studies, and
will include a nationwide disseminat4on prOgram
for students, educators, legislators and the gen-
eral public. Initial activities will focus on
consolidating Network activities. A Consortium
resource center and switchboard will be located on
the Mills Campus. A booklet describing Network
activities will be produced. Pre-collegieate

of the Consortium (including in-service

mia Berkeley under the direction of Nancy
reinberg. Collegiate activities (including con-

sulting

the direction of Lenore Blum.

and pre-service programs for teachers, counselors,
parents and administrators) will be based at the
Lawrence Hall of Science at the University of Calif-

sulting services) will be'based at Mil/s!tollege
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The explosion of technology and its appli-
cation in recent years has resulted in an
expansion of assignments for the members of
the engineering technical team. Many of these
assignments have direct relationship to'public
welfare and safety.

Today, numerous engineering technologist
graduates are functioning in capacities
historically associated with the engineer.
Near term attention needs to be directed to
developing national and state policies that
protect the public and at the same time allow
the engineering technologist to perform the
range of activities for which he or she is
reasonably prepared by virtue of education
and experience.

4
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SESSION' 3.3
REGISTRATION

AND CERTIFICATION OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

GRADUATES
Francis V. Cannon, Jr.
Dean of Engineering
Milwaukee School of Engineering
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

ClassiCally, legal registration accompanied
by licensing has served to identify to the
public those members of a grouping or
profession who meet certain minimum educational
and experience criteria.

How is the capable engineering technologist
to be identified for the public? Should
engineering registration and licensing oppor-
tunities be extended to include engineering
technologists or is a seRarate registration
and licensing category needed? These questions
and others are touched on by the presentors in
this session. Hopefully, the thoughts and
discussion shared in this session will move us
one step closer to resolution of the issues
surrounding registration, licensing and
certification of engineering technology
graduates.

FRANCIS V. CANNON, JR.

Dean of Engineering Ed Professor, Electrical
Engineering, Milwaukee School of Engineering;
B.S.E.E., M.S.O.E. '63; M.S.E.E., Marquette '69;
Reg. Prof. Eng.,- Wisconsin; Regional Chairman,
Engineering Technology Committee, ECM, Member,
ASH AdHoc Engineering Manpower Committee;
Member, IEEE, NSPE, ASEE; Teaching Interests:
Electrdnics, Automatic Control Theory;
-Engineering Economy, Student Projects
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p 1
REGISTRATION OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGISTS:
19. SOME 'CURRENT, OBSERVATIONS

The purpose of registering engineers is to
"safeguard life, health and property, and to pro-
mote the public welfare." The EIT examination is
primarily an academic test'of knowledge of the
basic and engineering sciences. ECPD accredited
technology programs contain these basics, in their
technical core curriculum. The Engineering Tech-
nologist must meet the same quantitative and
qualitative criteria of professional performance
before being licensed. There is no professional
reason for eliminating qualified technologists
from becoming registered professional engineers.

Engineering registration- boards are faced with
increasing numbers of engineering\techhology grad-

uates desiring to become registers' 1 as professional
engineers. According to a. recent projection, in

1982, American colleges will grant 35,000 bacoa-
laurate degrees in engineering. At the same time,
over 11,000 studentS will receive biccalaurate
degrees in engineering technology; therefore, one
out of every four "engineering" graduates will be

.
a BSET or BET.

Should a four-yearengineering graduate with a
baccalaurate degree be permitted to take the exami-
nation on engineering fundamentals? If he is

allowed to take%the .examination and passes, should
he be Classified as an "Engineer -In- Training ?" If

.he is allowed to take the examination bn principles,
and passes it, should he be registered as a pro -

fessiorfal engineer assuming that he meets
exaprience criteria?

Perhaps if the two-track concept had beer(
'adopted ie 1955"as recommended by the ASEE Grinter I
Report, we Auld not be faced with this p b ;

butengineering propmwr moved toward
scientific and theoretical curricula es
"squeezed in pore mathematics and sc nce a well
as,- humanities and social sciences; they squ ezed
out design, english composition Ind public speak
ing; an they shortened the credit hour requiremen

by 10% in addition. de

Much of thesb changes in education p gr
were e without the benefit of input from
engineer in practice or industry representatives.

11( -"the new c icula, heavy in science and mathematics
with appli ourse work eliminated, did not feet
the practice-oriented requireMents of industry.
Only about 20% of engineering gradpOes follow
reseaceS-oriented careers. The greatest.demand is
for practice -orietted graduates. This is the
vadthim that the engineering technologist is Unit
:ing.

70

Robert C. Thornton
Chairman, Evigineering Technology Devision
Northrop University
Inglewood, California

I

The engineering technologist is more than a
itechnician. In fact, many engineering technology
1programm leading to the four-year degree closely
resemble regular engineering programs, and the
basic science and engineering science content is
such that the graduate is qualified to pass the
EIT examination. It is precisely the growth of
engineering technology, the quality of technology
Pprograms, and the fact that technolobists are
assing the EIT and becoming registered; that is,
raising questions or creating concern MI academic
circles.

While educators argue the question, industry
hardly differentiates between engineers and.engi-
neering technologists. Technologists are being.
hired to do the same jobs as'their engineeriMg
counterparts, jtitles are the same, and differences
in starting salaties are so small as to be negli-
gible. As far as the employer is concerned, he is
hiring an engineer at the hardware level, and as

D.E. Irwin
2

asked, "When technologists perform the
same work as engineers who obtained registration
doing this work - on what basis are technologists
denied registration?" -

R. John Miner
3

surveyed fifty-five states and
territories' boards regarding the current policies
with respect to BET applicants: "Of the forty-
eight boards responding to the questionnairg, all
but two indicated that a BET is eligible for' full
P.E. registration under one or more of the ,

following provisions:

Experience only 9 states
Education and Experience 8 states

, Experience and Examination 38 states
Education, Experience and
.1 Examination 42 states

the U.S. Civil Service Commission recently
modified their GS ratings' so that engineering

technology, graduates could qualify for profession-
engineering positions under the alternate

.method of qualifying. "Candidates who have tom-,
Al

pleted all the requirements for a bachelor's
degree in Engineering Technology (BET) including
60 semester hous of courses in the phyiical,
mathematical and engineering sciences and in
engineering as listed in the basic tequirements 0
abdve,. in an accredited college or a program
accredited by the Engineer's Council for Profes-.'
sional Development (ECPD), and whopass the ELT
examination, mdy be rated eligiErifor.certaTri

%
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engineering positions at GS-5. Eligibility is civil, electriCal, mechanical,'etc., as that
4fmited to positions that are within or closely branch of professional engineering" and the other
related to the specialty field of the Engineering licensed professions (manufacturing, traffic,
Technology Progiam." quality, etc.) as "that specialty branch of pro -

% The only requirement for'. taking the EIT exam- fessional engineering", (so-called TITLE Regis-,.
ination in the State of California frit* the past tration).
40 years is filing the application and payment of Article 4,460 of the board rules provides the
the filing fee, (Professional Engineers Act 1977) credi for Engineering Technology:
Engineering disciplines now licensed by the Board ( 1. The board may give one-half year of
of Registration for Professional Engineers are: - -exper ence credit for eaCh year of study completed

Agricultural Engineering in an approved curriculum leading to a degree in

Chemical Zngineering
engineering technology except that the maximum 4f

Civil'Engineering such experience credit shall be two years per

Consulting Engineering
applicant.

Control System Engineering
2. The board has approved the curricula

Corrosion Engineering
leading to a degree in engineering technology

Electrical Engineering
which has been accredited by the Engineers' Coun-

' Fire Protection Engineering cil for Professional Development.
A

Industrial Engineering
Mote -Graduates of ECPD accredited

Manufacturing Engineering engineering and related science degree programs

Mechanical Engineering receive credit fqr each year of study.

Metallurgical Engineering In order td- (safeguard -life, health, property
andpublic welfare" was 4e justification for.

Quality Engineering

theNuclear Engineering
p§sage of our first registration laws and is

Petroleum Engineering
-still the only, justification for having such lapis.

Safety Engineering
In no way should-licensing be a device to protect

Structural Engineering the "professionv 401" to enhance the prestige of the

Traffic Engineering engineer. The question that should be asked 'is,
"Are technologists in the performance of their
jobs accontable.for their work, subject-to a code N,
of professional ethics and as responsive to
4health, welfare and safety' as engineers?"

To my knowledge, there is no record that any
technologists who have been licensed have failed
to "safeguard life, health, property and public
welfare." The record indicates that they have on'
the contrary performed professionally, that they
are perhaps even more responsive to concerns of
"health, welfare and safety" as a result of their
training in applied practice and awareness of
materials,-processes, product development, quality
control and testing. Their course work in the
humanities and social sciences make them just as
sensitive to public responsibilities as engineers.

Considering the large number of "registered
professional engineers" who have achieved that

6701. "Profesional Engineer" within status by routes which required neither alwritten

the meaning and intent of this act refers to a
examination or a college degree, I find

ficult to-hderstand the rationale of those
i,t1Ar

person engaged in professional practice of renx
oppose the registration of technologists "for the

daring service or creative work requiring educe-
good of the profession" or "protection of health,

lion, training and experience in engineering
sciences and the application of special knowledge

-.welfare and safety." Thdy have not'proven their
case that technologists are not competent and

of the mathematical, physical MO engineering
should therefore not be licensed._

sciences in suct professional or creative work.
6704. In order to safeguard life, REFERENCES

heilth, property, and public welfare, only persons
registered under the provisions of this chapter

1. NSPE - Long Range Objectives for Engineeri

In addition, ceramic and aerospace have beef ap-
proved by the board, but not implemented,by the
Department of Consumer Affairs.

Quality and Manufacturing were open under the
"grandfather" clause until October 1, 1977 and
January 1, 1978 respectively. All branches re-
quire at least six years of professional engineer-
ing experience acceptable to the board, and suc-
cessful completion of fhe EIT'nxamination or

, eligibility for a waiver of it. Since 1175, the
board has acceptebhapplications for registration
initheof'r the eleven approved new technical dis-
ctplings Each newapproved discip ne had a
"grandfather" period not less than on year.

The Professional Engineers Act de
"Professional Engineer" (6701) and the reason for
registration (6704):

Education Revised 9/15/77.
shall be entitled to take and use the titles

1, "consulting engineer", "professional engineer", 2. "Needs of Industry for Four-Year Techriblo-

or "registered engineer", or any combination of gists", D.E. Iroiln, Corporate Education
such titles, and according to registration with Services of General)Electrit.
the board the titles "civil engineer", "structural

3. "Professional Registration - Engineers Only",
engineer", "chemical engineer", "electrical engi-

R. John Miner, Assistant Professors Electrical
neer", "industrial engineer", "mechanical engi-

Electronics, University of Houston.
neer", "Aetallurgical engineer", petroleumengi-
neer", "engineer-in-training" or the titles in
sucheother branches as the board may establish.

A distinction rn tefminology exists. between

0
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Robert C. Thornton

I

Education: Loyola,University, Cos Angeles, B.A.E
1970

Military Service:

J.S. Army Air Corp, World War II
U.S, Air Force, Korea

.Industrial Experience:

AiResearch Manufacturing, structures
Western Air: Lines, modification and
overhaul

Noirthrop Aircraft, materials and
process engineering

Lockheed Aircraft, structures, tooling

Publications:

"Modern MAterials and POCesses for
Aircraft".

Materials Notebook:
Part I Metallurgy
Part 41- Engineering Materials
Fart III Materials Evaluation

s
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Entry Level r Job Assignments
Job assignments fqr-baccalaureate engineering-

technology graduates parellel those of the bac-
calaureate engineering graduates. There are obvious-
ly extensive variations in job titles and job fun-
ctions for all type of technical personnel. This
interface betWeen bdcalaureate graduates in engi-
neering and engineering technology has become the
focus of concern both by ASEE as well as many
technical societies.

,

Initial or entry level Job titles, as well as
job functions and responsibilities, are often quite
similar for both. This should be expected at the
entry level since both types of individuals are
beginners and require maturing experience prior to
advancement jnto more challenging activities. Their
academic programs when considered fran the view-
point of, technical content are generally more
similar than they are different. This interface
ocdurs'particularly in those industries where
employment includes immediate job responsibilities.

The smaller company or one that utilizes
fewer engineers is often more concerned with the
immediate productivity of the new employee and might
in fact favor the employment of a'qualified engi-
neering technology graduate in certain types of jobs.

Larger industries may be more highly structured
with job descriptions, job titles, and classifici-

N talons which are more jpecific and which might ,

alkstriminate more sharply in hiring practices.

All industries are looking for predictable,
productive, performers with potential for advance-
ment into areas of greater-technical 'responsibi-
lity and/or to management g the technical activi-
ties. The beginning yetrs and early experience
produce for both engineering and engineering tech-
nology graduates involvement in practical day-to-

.day problem solving activities.

Satisfactory pekormance on the job can lead
to advancement either within the technical discipline
or into supervisory or other technically related
functions+ In any event-further development includ=
ing academic study becomes a necessity. 'Continuing .

s

education i
7

'(the form of credit and/or non-credit
programs i a common characteristic oethe success-
ful young member of the engineering profession.

. ,

Aft .4

4.

THE ENGINEERING
"TECHNOLOGIST:

JOB ASSIGNMENTS
AND PRACTICE NEEDS

Richard J. Ungrodt
Vice President - Academic Affairs
Milwaukee School of Engineering
Milwaukee, Wisoonlin

The Four Dimensions of Job Assignments

The career progression of engineers has been
documented and reported over the years. Reports
show that a large percentage are advanced out of
their technical specialty into various related
functions. The interface between engineers and
engineering technologists is also evident in this
type of career progression. there are four dimen-
sions to the job assignments involving the develop-
ment and career growth-of any member of the engi-
neering profession. The four dimensions include:
(1) theoretical knowledge, (2) practical skills
(3) job functions and (4) rate of career growth.

Figure I illustrates a simple two dimensional
model of the technical manpower spectrum which is
commonly utilized to identify the various members
in the spectrum of the engineering profession.
The factors related.to theoretical or practical
knowledge have continually shifted over the past
few years as more and more scientific and technical

subjects have become incorporated in the' educational
programs of both engineering and engineering-tech-

nology students' Thi; trend has progressed to the
present day at which we find some rather sophisti-

cated state-of-the-art subjects taught requiring
consider'able theoretical background in math and
science which were not present just a few years
ago. The change in-academic content of engineering
technology curricula follow the changing needs of
industry and its new technical developments.

The third dimension of a job assignment relates
to the nature of the function performed on the job.
This job function classification was first identi-
fied in 1955 by the Re tions-With-Industry Division
of ASEE in a brochure titled "Description of Design,

Manufacturing, Sale's Engineering Positions in Indus-
try .for the Guidance of Engineering Students".

'Fig re 11 illustrates those functions. in three
sim led categories -.research, design and
deve opment; production and manufacturing; and sales
and management. Although these designations are
overly simplified they permit the classification
of various members of the technical manpower team
who ate involved in many different work activities.
These engineering positions range from management
of the technical enterprise to the research and
development of innovative ideas, and fran the
production and manufacturing of devices and systems,
to the application, maintenance, sales and servicing
of those complex technical devices and systems. The
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individuar,schoite of a particular position will be
controlled to a great extent by the personal attri-
butes and characteristics, personality, personal
_motivation, and interests of that individual as they
patch the job functions of the position chosen,

Myron Tribus in March 1975 presented a some'
what similar view in identifying the various job
functions in the engineering profession. He called
them the "Ings", tqe "doing" or 'engineering" face
of a cube representing technology. Figure III is

found iniens paper "The Three Faces of Technology
'end the hallenge to EngineerjmgCducation". Thef

three sidet,of tht cube were used to illustrate .

the-ICS, the-INGS, and the-TIONS of technology.
(Dr. Tribus credits J. Herbert Holloman with
orginating the-three names for the faces of the

cube. The "doing" or "engineering" face identifies
job functions ranging over a wide spectrum from
the highly sophisticated and technical job functions
to people oriented job fu ctions as well as service

type job functions.

Job functions thus provide the third dimension
to the two dimensional chart of theoretical know-
ledge and practical skills. Figure IV illustrates
this third dimension and thus will allow for the I

appropriate identification or-classification of the
various members of the technical manpower spectrum
who have similar job functions but might. have
differing entry level enducational background Thus

the interface of engineering graduates and en '-
neering graduates and engineering technology
graduates working in similar professional 'engineer-
ingfunctions can be better visualized and understood.

The fourth dimension of any job assignment
relates to the rate of career growth of the indlpi-

dual. A careful review of high performers in the
engineering profession indicates that they step
progressivly through a series of four distinct
career, stages while many others stagnate along the

way., Dalton,, Thompson, and Wilson interviewed 150
engineers over a two year, ,period -and found key

differences not ly in the way engideers did thibls

in each stage, t in the specific things or func-

tions they per ormed. The four stages are'identified

by the authors as:

Stage I - Responsibility to a Mentor

Stage' II - Taking Responsibility on Oneself

Stage III-- Taking Responsibility for Others
Stabe IV - Responsibility for the Organization

The first stage, "Responsibility to a Mentor"
is characterized by the Learning required of all
entry level professionals. During this apprentice- .

type stage the young professipnal works under fairly
close supervision and must acquire technical.,
organizational, and personal knowledge. The mentor
relationship is particularly critical in terms of
motivating and teaching the necessary techniques . ..

and developing the habit to get things done.

Stage III, "Taking Responsibility on Oneself"
usually occurs when the experience, performance,
and understanding of the young professional warrants
an advancement to the level of job function. 'The

74

greater responsibility assigned with. less close
supervision allows greater decision making freedom

in planning projects. A key career decision which

faces the young engineering technologist or engi-,
neer at this timvis the dilemma concerning speciali-
zation versus generalization. Some specialization
is almost necessary to obtain the visibility and
exhibit the performance whiCh will establish the
confidence of management in the young professional

as a knowledgeable person. Generalists on the

other,Kand develop a broad background which Hope-
-.fully:Will permit them to integrate the work of

'others and thus be assigned the management-of the
ovef.all project.

Stage III, "Taking Responsibility for Others"
may be reached in a short time by some, while
others may never advance to this stage during their

entire career. The individual now begins to act-

as mentor for others and increases contacts out-
side of the organization. The leadership skills

involve a new orientation toward teaching and
sharing ones knowledge with others. This stage may

lead to additiohal responsibilities in areas such
as marketing or the financial aspects of tht
technical endeavor.,

Stage IV, "Responsibility for the Organization"
Is'attained by relatively few technical-professional

people. At this stage in their careers they have a
significant influence over the future direction of
the organization, and will be involved in wide and
varied interactions both inside and outside of the

organization. One of their major concerns, will be
identifying and developiAl people with potential
to_fill key positions in the organization in the '1

future.

The various stages of career,growth can be
considered as a fourth dimension of the engineering

manpower spectrum. Although a strong relationship

exists with job functions, this fourth dimension
relates primarily to time or rate of career growth.
The time. required to attain a particular career
stage is not only time variable, bu is distinctly

individual. and personal. t is base on the ability

to become a predictable, productive erformer, on

the individual's developed skills in, erpersonal

relationships and on psychological adjustments
neces's.ary to successfully advance through the

various cagier stages.

Changing Job Assignments
One major company has indicated the transition

from the use of engineers to engineering technologists
in certain positions. Their internal document in-
cludes a paragraph headed "Transition from use of
engineers to technoldgists" and reads as follows:

"The extent of the need for baccalaureate
technology program graduates will not be
Clearly determined until a constant flow
of technologists becomes available to
employers. The present supply appears

to be increasing significantly. The need

for technologists became evident when the
supply'of engineers normally employed at.
thetechnologist level disappeare4.
,Increasing demand for engineers over the
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past decade along with the relatively
fixed or decreasing supply, made it

. necessary to utilize "regular" engi-
neering graduates for the growing
number of ,positions in engineering

planning, design, research, develop-
sent, and operations. Today, more and
more positions in manufacturing,

purchasing, quality control, field
engineerin4, production, construction,
operations, sales and services, formerly

r performed by regular engineering graduates',
are being opened to technologists as'
employers learo to separate these
_functfons and attivities from creative
engineering planning, development,
and design."

As more baccalaureate engineering technologist';
become available, more industries will utilize their
,services in those unique areas where they can best
function.

Practice Needs - Registration
, The practice needs of any individual are 'highly

personal and psychologically complex." The varidus
social or psychological needs are cop= to many
workers. however professional persons also-exhibit
the need for professional recognition as well as the
need to serve others. The recogn tion of the pro-
fessional has been characteristic fforded by
membership ranks in technical/professional

societies
and also by the license to practice. Licensing has
been generally under the control of the state
through the peer group, the only really knowledge-
able individuals who are in a position to judge
the professional competence of the practitioner.
In the United States the registration procedures
for engineering graduates was developed in the
1930's and now utilizes two examinations which are
strictly academic in nature and a.third requirement
of experience obtained over a time period during
which thelindividual is to accumulate experience
of.such a nature and level as to be acceptable to
the peer group. Academic tests are easy to admin-
ister,-however, critical evaluation of "progressive
.responsible experience".which also demonstrates
professional attitude and ethical conduct is not
as objective as academic exams. Thework experience
kr...not generally acquired under a closely controlled
internship. The current procedurel for critically
reviewing the nature of the professional experience
and the required development of professional atti-
tudes and professional responsibility leaves much
to be desired. Licensing procedures vary from state
to state with some rather arbitrary criteria being
required in some states.

Practice Needs - Certification - ICET
Certification .of engineering technicians was

initiated in order to keep the two-year engineering
technicians as close to the engineering profession,
as p :cible and thus to distourage their involvement
In un,n activities. Thus the Institute for
Certificatigo of Engineeripg Technicians (ICET) was
esta, -shed in 1961 by the National Society of
Professional Engineers. ICETyhas established three
certification grades which are associate engineering

technician, engineering chnician, and senior engi
neering technician. Th Institute's Board of Trustees
consists of four registe ed Professional Engineers
and four Senior Engineer g.Technicians. The engi-
neer members are appoint by the President of the
National Society of Professional Engineers. The
technician members are selected by the Board itself,
from among those qualified in the grade of Senior
Engineering Technician. Alf-applications for y
certification are reviewech for appropriate action
by the Board. All Rules of Procedure must be
approved by the Board of Directors of the National
Society of Professional Engineers.

Practice Needs - Certificatfon - ETCI
As the four-year engineerjng technologists

came on the scene the ICET included procedures for
our-year graduates to be initially certified in
the second, category as Associate Engineering Tech-
nicians. As baccalaureate engineering technology
graduates were advanced in industry, the interface
with baccalaureate engineering graduates became .

evident. Many became registered by reason of both
examination and experience. This trend has pro-
duced concerns in both the National Council of
Engineering Examiners as well as in NSPE.

NSPE took action to establish another certifi-
cation prOcedure for the baccalaureate graduates of
engineerihg technology even through the ICET/pro-
cedures already recognized this group. In dUly
1976 the Engineering Technologist Certification
Institute (ETCI) was established by NSPE. It is
also governed by eight trustees - four of whom are
appointed.by.NSPE. The Rules of Procedure for ETCI
must also be approved by the Board of Directors of
NSPE. -ETCI has established two certification grades -

. Associate Engineering Technologist and Certified
Engineering Technologist. At the present tame
there has been no mass movement for certifitetion by
the ETCI.

The nature of the job assignments given engineering
technologists is such that they have the opportunity
through individual performance and productivity to be
advanced along parallel paths with other members of
the profession. It is, logical therefore that they
are motivated to seek full professional recognition
when they warrant such recognition. Until such time
as this opportunity is legally removed, it is not
likely that Eq.' will be popular with the technologists.

Conclusion %.

The progression in job assignments of any motivated,
dedicated, professionally competent person is basic-
ally an individual challenge. Technical competence
'is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to
.reach full professional service and status, There
must be certain personal characteristics; quality
of character and personality which will unmistakably
establish the trust and confidence necessary for
advancement into new and challenging responsibilities.
It is important that individuals so motivated recog-
nize the many facturs which affect their progression.
Sonie of these includer-lhe need to be organization -.

ally acceptable, to be both physically and emotion-
ally acceptable, have drive, being professionally
energetic, dependable, a predictable performer, and
mentally endowed with a high degree of intelli ence.

1111
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Recognition by the' other members of the pro-
.

fesion of the professional growthand'development
of tie individual 1; always desired by that indipi-

dual. To'quote Herbert Hoover: - "But the profds-'

sional himself Tooks back at the unendtng stream

of goodness which flows from his ktccesses with

satifications that few professions may know. And

the verdict of his fellow professionals is all the

accolade he wants".
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Richard J. Ungrodt is Vice'President for Academic

Affairs at the Milwaukee School of Engineering

where he has served for 31 years as teacher, de-

partment chairman, and administrator.

Current activities in ASEE include Long Range Plan-

nig; Committee, ,Projects Board, and Committee on

Accreditation Processes. Previously served as

Chairman of TCC and related, committees. 1972re-

dpient of James H. McGraw Award.

Currently serving as Director for ECPD representing

the Society of Manufacturing Engineers.

Serving ECPD on the Executive Review Steering

mittee, the Accreditation PlannineCommittee, ana

the Special Task Force on Valed Engineering Pro-

fessions._

President, Milwaukee Chapter, Wisdbnsin Society of

Professional Engineers.

Advisor to the University of Petroleum and Minerals

in Saudi "Arabia.
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S.

TECHNOLOGIST. AND TECHNICIAN
CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS

,background

The National Society of Professional Engineers
is well-known for its many decades of contributions
to the growth ot engineering-as a profession.
Engineering registration has become'virtually
synonymous with NSPE. HoweverNSPE's acclivities
for two decades to promote the use, recognition,
and quality of, the entire engineering team are not
so well known. In mid-1961 NSIE founded, the
Institute for the Certification of Engineering
Technicians (ICET). And in 1975, following four
years of careful, extensive studyi-NSPE established
the Engineering Technologist Certification Insti-
tute (ETCI). ETCI certification will be avail-
able for the first time to an entire graduating
class in the springof 1978. ICET has grown to
become the largest program of its type in the
world with more than 60,000 certifications being
completed and $ignificant recognition of this
voluntary certification being experienced by more
than 50% of those who have been certified. In
order to explore some of the ramificationsthat
certification has for the future quality and utility
of practicing engineering teams and educational
practices, the evolution of certification in ICET
and ETCI should be first understood.

Technician Certification - ICET

Ttchnician certification criteria initially
paralleled those used in engineering registration.
Education, experience, and professional engineering
endorsements were used to certify technicians in
one of thfee levels 7 Associafe Engineering Tech-
nician, Engineering Technician, and Senior Engi-
neering Technician. On January 1, 1973, an exam-
ination was required for certification unless a
degree in bngineering technology had been earned
froth a program that hed been accredited by the
Engineers' Council for Professional Development.
Figure 1 shows the requirement for certification
in the various levels,

Note that individuals with baccalaureate degrees
in engineering technology are permitted to certify,
directly into tee Engineering Technician level.
This was permitted following a study conducted by

Ithe NSPE that showed BET graduates being assigned
something akin to .advanced technician duties when
employed in R&D settings and'qUasi-engineering

responsibilities when employed in production set-
tings. in both instances the assignments tended to
be somewhat different from either traditional engi-

Joseph M. Snerponis, C.E.T.
Direetdr of Educatiee Sort/loos
National Society of Professional Engineers
Washington, O.C.

- .

neering or engineering-technician functions. 4'But

since the functions had been documented on neither
the technician nor the engineer levels, the BET
tended to be placed in both. The trend was to
involve the BET graduate in the Mole of functional
system or sub-system managenent and coordination

. roles.' Compounding the ambiguity surrounding the
role of the BET was the educationally unspecified
target in the manpower

in s e
spect um and the varied

treatment of the Bia
t

tpj engineering registion
laws. In short, BE graduates found themselves

accepted in the manpOwecmarllet place but without a
functionally defined identity and with the door to
professional engineering registration open in many
states.

Considering carefully the National Council of.
Engineering Examiners (NCEE) recommendation to the
states- that BETS not be permitted to register as
professional engineers, NSPE accepted the responsi-
bility to define an identity for the obviously
valuable BET graduate: Two additional studies con-
firmed and further delimited the nature of the BET
role in the market place and the Engineering:Tech-
nologist Certification Institute (STCI) was estab-
lished to provide the BET with a job-related defini-
tion as an engineering technolpgist with a logical
role in accomplishing engineering team functions.
Implicit in this decision is.-the belief that the
technologist performs a valuable function different
from the'technician and engineer and that faulure to
define this function operationally will unnecessarily
penalize individual* with BET degrees once the NCEE
recommendation is implemented.

Technologist Certification - ETCI
ETCI certification for technologists has two

levels - Associate Technologist and Certified Tech-
nologist. The criteria for each is described in
the following excerpt from the ETCI brochure:,

Certification Criteria for the AT grade
will be a baccalaureate degree in engineer-Os<
technology earned through a program that-
has been accredited by the Engineers'
Council for Professional Development (ECPD).

Certification criteria for the CT grade
will be a baccalaureate degree in engi-
neering technology earned through a program
that has been accredited by ECPD plus five
years of engineering technologists experience

a4
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accumulated after the date of the ECPU
accredited baccalaureate in technology

nee. Experience will be evaluated by
end t of two PEs or other approved
'supervisory or professional level persons.

Note that the BETdegree from an ECPD accredit-
-4 ed program is presently required for either level

but that an examination is required for each level
'beginning in 1980. This difference anticipates
development of a strategy to appropriately define
operationally the job task responsibilities of
the technologist as a basis for the certification
examinations. Work on this complicated, technical,
and extremely sensitive project. has begun and is
Approaching the stage whelv extensive input frail,

industry, educations technicians, engineers, tech-
nongists, and other affected parties 0/11 be
Sought. Hence, during the period up to 1980 ETCI
will become a major forum for communicating infpr-
mation relating to technologist job functions and
responsibilities. A framework within which this
forum can be implemented has been designed, opera-
timely tested and widely accepted on a national
basis in technical and administrative segments of
A major segment of the national economy.

A Framework for Certification

Certification systems for techniellans and
ischnologists must interface on a very specific
AM functional level With engineering registration
if the engineering team is to perform in the accep-
table to optimum range of effectiveness. To the
extent that the interfaces lack precision, perfor-
mance of the team deteriorates with a resultant
loss of quality and productivity and increased
costs in engineering output. On the humanistic
sib,-- personal satisfaction is also directly
related o the degree of precision with which
team members are functionally interfaced through
job assignments. Engineers employed in technician
functions are not adequately challenged, become
dissatisfied, performance deteriorates, and turnover
is probable. 'On the other hand technicians assigned
to genuine engineering duties would most likely be
uncomfortable and perform marginally with few
exceptions. Technologists by reason of their
education are prone to both over aid under assign-
ment. Therefore, the strategy for certification
of technicians and technologists must consider the
diversity encountered across technical fields and
industries in assigning duties' and responsibilities.

14g as developed and is currently in the
process of field testing a job-related certification
system in ifie field of transportation engineering
technology. Examtiitions are prepared on an indivi-'
dual basis on "work elements" that the technician
indicates he has mastered and his supervising

engineer or certified teohni.e4Aa endorses as having
been actually correctly performia in accordance
with elements necessary to document capability on
an acceptable level with realistic flexibility.

In effect a separate sub-teit,is available
for each work element and the technician is ex-
amined anlyeen work elements he requests, perfor-
mance of which has been verified by supervisor

endorsement. The system encourages certification
in multiple technical sub-fields and provides a
basis for career planning, studies; work-assignment,

manpower Oianning, and many other important activi-
ties. Most Importantly .it documents what an
individual has demonstrated the'ability and- know-
ledge to do on-the-job. Simultaneously it delimits
man operational basis the realm of technican
duties and responsibilities thereby providing a
basis for the necessary interfaces with technolog-
ists and engineers in an engineering team environ-
ment. Technicians, engineers, educators,, and
employers have reacted very favorably to this
approach to certification. For example, the work
element inventories have been welcopEd by educe- ,

.tors for use in planning curricula and continuing
education courses. The same strategy will be
utilized for deVeloping-technologist certification
examinations. The major difference will be in
the degree of specificity of the work elements.
For example, technician work elements in transpor:
ation ,pre-divided into six sub-fields; the tech-
nologist sub-field will be broader because df
their systems-coordinator orientation. Figure 3
-illustrates this on a hypothetical basis because

the7technologist committees will just begin their
work in the near future.

Sub-fields of technician responsibilities
within the transportation field are much more
specialized than those of the technologist or
engineer. Also, technologist fields tend to be
more specialized than engineers. This is betause
increasingly theoretical education enables one to-
define and design solutions for problems that are
not routine. Technicians, in contrast, ar est
prepared for troubleshooting and efficientl
utilizing established procedures and'technid s
in more specific technical environments. Con-
sequently, in transportation ICET's research has
,identified 522 job elements or tasks in the
transportation field, and these-are Classified
into six sub-fields. There is some overlap in
these job elements across sub-fields. It is
'logical to expect that when technologist job
elements are 'specified they will be fewer and
more general than for technicians with fewer sub-'
-fields. Generality of job elements and sub-fields
will be most evident in the eagineer category.

.

Implicatiqns of Job-Based Credentials

ithout job definition in these specific
terms confusion as to the appropriate roles of

technicians, technologists, and engineers will
continue in education, practice, registration
laws and procedures, and personnel practices.

Certification is a logical procedure for
establishing the competency of technicians and
technologists on a job-related basis. The approach
being utilized by ICET and ETCI does not encroach
upon'the academic freedom of institutions or pro-
fessors,but complements the educational process by
documenting specific abilities that have been
proven b rformand. This is beneficial to the

e/ele
certifi ndividual because it is meaningful to
employ s in nationally defined terms. For engi-
neering, registration remains the most appropriate
`credential because of the complexities of inloring
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public health and safety and the attendant liabi-
lity. A true'team approach based upon documented
specific competencies of all team members can im-
prove engineeringt#rodUcts during design,. produc-
tion, and utilize ion thereby best serving the
public. NSPE is?ictively pursuing this worthy
objective throUgh its ICET and ETC11,0rogram3. J

' r

$

a figure j

.

Hypothetical Sub-Fields Of Technical Fu ctions of teZhnicians,
Technologists, and Engi s

4' 41" . 7
'Technician '

,4" ,t Technologist Engineerr
1. Transportati n '

-

.,.

\ ....1.

Transportation

Traffic ,...ire-Construction Civil
Design Constructio
Surveys
Construction --- 2. Environmental/
Materials.---7 3. Structura
Maintenance Supervisor 4. etc.
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14r. Snarponis has served six years as Executive Secretary of NSPE's
Institute for the Certification of Engineering Technicians and has also

been the Executive Secretary of the Engineering Technologist Certification
Institute since it was established in 1976. Prior to his association with
NSPE, he was the Director of Career Programs at Hagerstown 'Junior College
and a Research Associate with the Pennsylvania Department of Education.
In a private consulting capacity Mr. Snarponis has completed more than
forty research projects primarily in,the field of vocational-technical
eddcation and has authored numerous articles on the interfacing of

education and industry. He studied business administration at the
Pennsylvinfa State University and earned a B.S. degree in business' education
from Bloomsburg State College and a M. S. in education research from Bucknell

University. Currently Mr. Snarponis is a doctoral candidate at the American

University. The author is a graduate of the Systems Engineering Management
School of General Electric's Missile and SpaCe Division and was a Ford
Foundation fellow during his M. S. work.
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. INTRODUCTION

SESSION 3.4 A

a MANAGING VITALITY

1.1

or
man Resources

ISM G roil Products Division
San Jose, California

A,

ELEMENT$ OF THBAIORKSHOP PROGRAM

Managing vitality, causing an orginization The following'topic areas will*be explored
and its people-to generate the power today through lecture, process and discussion. .

which will make tomorrow's success possible, Many of the topics will lead to exercises
is an important managerial function. .Con- and,group participation events which will
tinuing education is an activity'which- help assure that the participants gain some
support* vitality improvement but the goal u*able concepts, tools and techniques. 410

cannot bereached by simply adding courses .

and.educational programs. A vital organi- '-=-. Vikeity
zation'atarts with a mission of

v
importance--

''a chalbenge. Second, increasing vitality of the group will identify vitality
7, requires.design, and implementation of by using examples froi their own experience

,- organization d work environments which

(
\40 challenge people, suppdit human growth and

.,: provide payouts for both individual and
organization. Third,.increasing vitality
requires that individuals accept responsi-
bility for-enhancing.their own capability
and applying their skills to the goals of
the enterprise: Fourth, work should be
organized in ways which build learning into
theprocess--learning for both the organi%

"Ization and the people

t

/
The Managing Vitaliti workshop will start

f ,

by building anmnderstanding of what
vitality is. The group.alsoyill work at

t identification of the devigd'oheracteristics
df environments and organizations thatlan
be-utilized to enhance vitality. Both the
positive and negative aspects of work '

envirosudents will be discussed and group
participation in simulations or exercises
will enhance understanding of quality work - Asse'ssing ways * enhance vitality
environments. A broad spectrum of *vitality both organizational and individual
enhancing techniques, organizationsnd, ,

individually based, will be, explored and 7 '.. - Obsolescence- -Kinds, causes, and
wont will be expected from the cures .*participanti. * . .i

.

anddiscuss activities which enhance or
destroy vi ality in organizations and people.

)

In the con wet of this program, vitality is
seen, as th power an organization or indi-
vidual generates today to assure survival
and success tomorrow. Participants will try
to identify the components of this power.
For example, :is it problem-solving capa-
bility, energy, creativity, or commitment.
Can we measure this power? In addition, the
group will identify ways to sample and
analyze the organizational climate to deter-
mine the existence of vitality inhibiting
or supporting conditions through identifi-
cation of norms or unwritten rules. Ways to
identify,sample and analyze organizAtibn
c4mate:

..

. 4
,

a Identify evidences of the vesence or
Jack of vitality .

IMSge, strategy and expectations as
contributors to vitality

4 Work

Discussions wiliCsove* the aspects of work
which lead to learnin', growth and psychic
income. The negatives will also be identl-
filed by drawing on participants own task
experiences. Some concepts of job redesign
and organizational change will be reviewed.
Trends in the nature of work and 'our values
about work will be covere0 and the group

The workshop should benefit anyone who
manages professionals; ihydne who designs,
administers (teethes in learning programs
for the adult professional; anyone who'
wishes to increase his or her own vitality
through discovery of amore challenging,.
rmwarding'growth-oriented way of liTring and
working.
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wialAtaliry to determine how, uthey affect
vit ty. What we know about work_011 be
presented through the following:

- Work inputs and outputs
..

- Psychological requirements and
priorities

-- Job design and development

- Group dynamics and organizational
- design.

°

Human Growth and Learning

In order for the individual and organiza-
tion to maintain and exten0 effectiveness,
there must be learning andrgrowth.' grjakil
is represented by an increase in calinflity
which makes it possible to do something
tomorrow that the individual or organiza-
tion can't do today. Some concepts of
earning both for individuals and organiza

tions will be explored. These will include:

- Bridging concepts

- .Experiment and feedback

- Hermispheric dominance of brain
function and its affect on learnin

- Unlearning--Opening the possibili
fcr new learning

Continued Education -

How continued formal study blends with and
supplements growth through living and work-
ing will be explored. The participants will
explore the reasons why people.engage'in
continuing education. Some concepts of
course design, fields or areas of importance
to adults, and interfacing between organiza-
tions and educational institutions will
also be covered. This discussion will .

include:

- Finding out what is needed

- Self assessment and oppoirnity
assessment .

- Career phases or stages

- Managing personal change

- Teaching career/life management
techniques.

Strat4g4 and Tactics
s

A stir tegy provides an overall theme and
direc On for an organization or an indivi-
dual; lOstrategy is part of the goal aetting
proCkss. The group will examine how differ-
ent Itrategies and wayi of intervening to
create change result in different outcomes.
Discussion of strategy and tactics,will be "
used to tie all the workshop subjects
together. Topics covered will include:

- Modeling er defining a good orgaZ;1-/
tion

. ,

- Communicating organization values an
and goals

- Human resource management- -Four
concepts

- Managing organizational-chang0

Delivery systems

- Organization based courses versus
university based courses

- Intensive versus semester programs
(Program packaging)

Career/Life Management

The importance of taking responsibility for
what happens in our lives and engaging in
processes of continuing assessment and
planning will be covered. SOme examples of
assessment processes will be sampled by the
participants including:

84

CONCLUSION'

Rapid technological and social change both
raise the priority fprlearning how to
increase and enhance vitality, manage
change and create lifelong growth and
development. This workshop is designed to
give the person who is responsible for
managing and making an organization success-
ful, an understanding of the issues, a
strategy and some tools and techniques. For
those who provide continued education, it
should assist by building an understanding_
of work cli , techniques for extending
and enhanci

mat
ffectiveness other than con-

tinuing education and the relationship of
these to educational progrars

SUGGESTED READINGS.

Steele, Fritz and Jenks, Stephen. The Feel
of the Workplace. Reading, MA7-Kddrian-
Weargi, 1977.

Miller, Donard B. Personal ;;LLILLty Reading,
',MA, Addison-Wes ey, 9 .

O'Toole, James F. Work.Learningrand the
American Future, San Francisco, CA,
'3O-FEW177ffaiE77-T9-77.

Jourard, Sidney, M. Health Personality. New
York, NY. Macmill7F-Tublishing company,

' 1974. .
1
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Francis, DaVe and Woodcock, Mike. Peo le at
Work. La Jolla, CA, Uniirersity ssocr=
rag; 1975.

Samples, Robert. Metaphoric Mind. Reading, .

MA, Addison-Wesley, 19787--
4

41.

'Don began his professional career with a B.S. in

mechanical engineering from the University of
Rochester. Later he earned a M.B.A. at Columbia.
At Columbia he was assistant to the dean of
engineering. Joining IBM in 1952, his many
assignments have included general management of
development laboratories, engineering education,
personnel research and director of personnel.

Ainember of ASME, SAM, IEEE , ASTD,
e
and ASEE, he

has carried on extensive professional activities4
He is on the board of CES and is a fellow of the '
Society for Advancemenpof Management.

He is the author of a bOok, Personal Vitality,
and a workbook recently published by Addison -
Wesley.
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OBJECTIVE I,

The seminar is intended to provide yon
with4ideas and some practice in the.
following areas:

Define the goals of your CES'enterprise.

° Identify customers and segment the
market.

ArtematiCally diagnose customer heeds.

Gain involvement and commitment of the
customers in the CES prbgran.

I
Develop a program planning and priority
system.

o Sell your plans to your'own management
and/or boards.

$EMINAR FORMAT % J.

The focus mill be on each individual
confe'tee developing ideas and action
plans for his/her own, CES program.

The Seminar leader will present one
approach to the Market Analysis and
Strategic Planning tasks-based on personal
experience. This approach will be used
as a means for stimulating discussion
about other approaches and for generating .

new ideas. We intend that each conferee
Should pail as much from the othe
conferees andifrom his/her cam i ea \

generation as from the seminar 1 ader.
.

.

Each conferee will develop ideas and plans
for market asarysils in his own CES
organization. ,These ideas will be
critiqued by the seminar leader and
other conferees.

SESSION 3.4B

MARKET ANALYSIS
FOR CES PRODUCTS

Ray A. Swenson
Dean of Methods, Planning and Results
Sell Systems Center for Technical Education
Lisle, Illinois

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

You 'should attend if you are:

A. A Director of a CES organization.

B. You believe there is a real need for
CES pfograms.

C. Your organization is in business
to meet that need.

SEMINAR LEADER .

Ray Svenson, 'Dean of Planning, Methods and

Results, Bell SysteM Cepter for lechnical
Education, Lisle, Illinois.
Ray has spent the last 51/2 years doing the
tasks listdd in the objective. Other
background includes 4 years systems
development at Bell Labs, and 6 years at
AT&T Headquarters on 'the Engineering staff
in various systems planning and methods
assignments. Academic background includes
BSEE, Michigan Tech. And MSEE, California
Institute of Technology.
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AWORKSHOP

SESSION 3.4C

PERSONALIZED CONTINUING
ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

OVERCOMING IMPLEMENTATION
BARRIERS

Are you starting a new personalized edu-
cation program for practicing engineers? Or
planning a new program using personalized edu-
cation techniques ? -lie you running into improve-
ment barriers in as existing program? Maybe you
are merely curious to learn hOw personalized
education has begn, is being; and can be employed
in programs for practicing professionals. If one

or more of the above describe your interests, you
will want to attend this workshop.

Each 41ternoon, Wednesday, January 25, and
Thursday, January 26, from 2:00-3:30'p.m,
members of the CES PCEESIG Mill lead a general
discussion of questions post frequently asked
about personalized continuing engineering edu-
cation (PCEE) such as:

Who is using PCEE?

Why is PCEE being used? Where is PCEE
used?

When is PCEE used and when should,PCEE
not be used?

What are examples of PCEE?

Where can PCEE materials be obtained?

Is personalized learning used for
'business education?

What is criterion referenced instruction?

Ibb What is contract learning? What is
career management?

What are the barriers to implemen-
tation of PCEE by universities?
By indnaltry? By technical societies?
By private educational -enterpreneurs?

These discussions will be led by the folloth
/ing charter members of PCEESIG:

Joe Biedenbach Dean GriYfith
Jay Gilbert 011ie Holt

Ziggy Shelton

Dean j ith
Dir r, Continuing Education Studies
LI emit,/ of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas

IMPLEMENTATION IN UNIVERSITIES'

On Wednesday, January 25, from 3445-5:30 p.m.
workshop participants will address the techniques
by which barriers to implementation of PCEE in
UNIVERSITIES can be successfully overcome.
Creation of totally new academic organizations,
evolutionary development of existing organiza- .

tions, and consortium development will be high-
lighted in this session. Workshop participants
will have ample tlime to present their implemen-
tation concerns for discussion and'for alterna-
tive solution suggydrions.

IMPLEMENTATION IN INDUSTRY

On Thursday, January 26, from 3:45-5:30 p.m.,
workshop participants will address techniquES by
which PCEEhasbeen successfully implemented in
INDUSTRY. Solutions to the problems of creating
learning environments, learning strategies,
learning centers, and new learning media will be
discussed.' Workshop participants are encouraged'
to share their implementation problems and/or
successful solutions at the workshop. Special
emphasis will be placed on Magers ceiterion
referenced instructional system and the modifi-
cations necessary to adapt it td different
industrial environmentit, especially in high
technology organizations.

Participants at these workshops should be
prepared to define the clientele they wish to
serve, as well as the yypical "behavioral
objectives for which.eheyare designing person-
alized instructional.
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Dean E. Griffith is Alumni Visiting Professor of
Engineering at Clemson University,'on leave from
The University bf Texas. at Austin, where he is Di-
rector of Continuing Engineering Studies. Dean is
a:director of the Texas Association for Community
Service and Continuing Education, a piefessiOnal
member of the National University Extension Asso-
ciation and a charter member of tNe,gontinuing
Education for the Professions Sectibtn, NUEA. Dean
has served on the National Continuing Education
CoMmittee of the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, on till' Projects Board, ASEE, and in
'various positions for the Continuing Engineering

Studies Division, ASEE'including a member of the
Board of Directors, and Chairman of the CES Task.
Forces. Dean is chairman of the Continuing Person-
alized Engineering Education Special Interest Group
and is a member of the Long Range Planning Commit- ,

tee, ASEE. Dean's personal interests are reflected_
in his Clemson project: "Increasing, the Margins of
Excellence in the External Master of Engineering
Program."
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SESSION 3.4D

TRAINING
MEASUREMENT AND

EVALUATION

Kim Smart
Training Manager, Tests and Measurements
Bell Systems Center for Technicsal Education
Lisle, Illinois

KIM L. SMART

I

Education: B.A..Capital University, M.S. and Ph.D

Ohio University. Major: Experimental Psychology.

Member of American Psychological Association,
Midwestern Psychological Association and.American
Educational Research Associatiol4 ,Currently:
Training SUpervisor-Tests and Oiasurements, Bell

Systpm Center for Technical Education. Responsi-

bilities.include student evaluation, course
follow-up evaluation, testing and attitude assess-

ment. Before joining the Bell System, held posi-

tions constructing and administering civil service
examinations, and in educational research for a
branch of the U.S. Dept. of Defense,
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO HOST THE MEC IN YOUR
.REGION?

If your organization would like to t the College Industry Education
Conference in, some future years the selection committee of the five
divisions sponsoring the conference ould like to hear from you. Professor
George Maler at the Untyersity of Col do is currently the chairman of the
long range planning committee and site lection committee. The College
Industry Education Conference is held eac January and we earnestly soliciate
proposals for being the host of this conference.

t; 1979 COLIAGE INDUSTRY EQUCIktliaCONFERENCE
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Ron Anderson worked in various training organiza-
tions in the Illinois Bell Telephone Company and
is presently an Instructional Technologist for the
Bell System Center for Technical Education, an
American Telephone and Company school

located in Lisle, Ill. He has ublished articles
on media and learning in the N PI research journal
Improving Human Performance and is the author of
the book SeliainiialitTfiloping Media for Instruc-
tion co- published by Nostrand ReinhoTaind ASTD.
flrierves on the Board of Directors for the ASTD

WAIItaiiivision and is a member of the Curriculum

cal for the NAVA - Indiana University semi-

ual miners on effective communications.

SESSION/3.4E

MEDIA SELECTION

R. H. And lison
Instructional Teohnoloilist
Sell System Center for Technical Educe lion
Lisle, Illinois

r.

This workshop deals_with the use of media as
a technique for distributing continuing .

education programs for engineers, scientists,
technologists and so.'forth in industry.

The decisions necessary to determine what
types'of media to use in'particular situations
is at best a difficult one. This workshop will
attempt to get at some of the problems that
confront an individual when they decide to
develop their instructional program utilizing
media.. Some of the major topics that will be
discussed in detail in the time allowed will
include:

1. My views of the way instructors
and instructional technology
developers usually make decisions.
The pros and cobs of the success
of these techniques will be
amplified.

2. A proposed alternative method for
making media decisions based on
actual lesson needs and the
capabilities that exist for
differept media. The pros and
cons of-these different media will
be presented.

3. Several learning exercises for the
workshop participants utilizing
different media techniques will be
employed.'

4. A discussion of some of the major
issues that must be addressed and
solved when an individual decides
to prepare audio visual materials
will be discussed in detail.

The program Ipiwt, will be such that the
narticipants wilThade a great' deal ofinter-,
change of ideas among themselves to get the most
from the time spent.

1978 COLLEGE INDUSTRY EDUCATION CONFERENCE
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The Bellingrath Home in
Bellingrath Gardens,
Theodore, Alabama, near
Mobile, was built in 1935
of handmade brick and
wrought iron lacework
over a century old. The

exterior is a mingling
of French, English, and
Mediterranean influences
while the interior re-
presents a blending
English Renaissance and =
Colonial American decor.
It houses the Bessis

Morse Bellingrath
Collection of antique
furniture, fine china,
priceless silver and
rare porcelains. The

Home is open to the
public and visits are
made in small groups in
.the companY of a hostess
and/or one of the former
Bellingrath servants.
This picture was taken
when the azaleas were in
full blow which is
usually during the
latter,part of February
td the middle of March.
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GROWINt PORT CITY an aerial
view of Mobile, Alabama, is
dominated in the foreground by
its $10 million Municipal Auditorium-
Theater complex. The 34-story First
National Bank Building towers over
business district in upper miter
and the Alabama State Docks fringe
the west bank of the Movile River.

96
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Senior Bowl elate annually fills spacious Ladd
Stadiumwith spectators ,and attracts national
attention through network televised half-time
show. Held each January', the game pits top
college Anior football players of the Sou h
against the best the North has to-offer. he
Senior Bowl Game is the first professions
appearance for the playell.

41,

PURE WHITE SANDS AID
SOFT SURF

of Dauphin Island, south
of,Mbile, is a favorite
playground of many
vacationists who travel
South during the entire
year.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO HOST THE FIE
CONFERENCE IN YOUR REGION?

If you would like to host the Frontier's In Education Conference in you
region at some future date the executive boards of the Education Group of
the,IEEE and the ERN Division of ASEE would appreciate your proposal.. Prof -
essd'r Lois Greenfield, College of Engineering, University of Wisconsin at
Madisows the site selection committee chairman for the next several years.
She would appreciate hearing from you and indicating your interest for being
tie host for future FIE meetings. As ybu'know this conference is becoming
very attractive to. many educators in. the field of education and it would
be a good activity for your institutipn.

1978 COLLINE INDUSTRY'EOUCATION CONFERENCE
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Co-Sponsoring Groups: ,Engineering Techno-
logy Division, Relating With Indlistry-, and
International Division

Industry Continues to face,the training
problem for the Engineering Team namely,
the EnOneering Technician, Engineering
Technologist, and the Engineer.

1. Training programs for the new graduate
starting on the job.

2. Training programs for the team member
already on,the job.

. 3. Training Programs for the team members
ten or more years since graduation.

Industry attempts to keep eering
Team motivated to keep up wi the ad-
vancing technologies.

Industry has planned programs for the
Engineering Team members who have reached
a point in time where the need foi up-
dating arises.

Industrial training programs are important
and Ghoul be considered a vital part of
the Engin ering Team of today and tomorrow.

Dr. Franci
Institute
will addr
uing kduc
gineering

co Treirino from the Monterey
f Technology,. Monterey, Mexico,

as this session on "The Contin-
tion for Professionals in En-
in Mexico."

Dr. William Sn the Director ofA-Person-
Imel Research from ockwell International,
Will present "How Do We Assess the .Effec-
tiveness of Engineering Training Programs."

John W. Anderson, Corporate Vice President,
HoneyAll Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, will
present "Do Engineering Supervisors Suffer
Adolescence.

It is hoped that this session will meet
the needs looked for by Industry in train-

) ing the Engineering Team.

I

SESSION 4.14

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
PROGRAMS

Kenneth C. Briegel
Research Supervisor
Honeywell, Inoorporated
Minneapolis, Minnesota

4

..
Kenneth C. Briegel, Past ChairMan of the
Board of the American Society of Certified
Engineering Technicians. Served-as Nation-
al President for two years. ,Graduateof
University of Minnesota. Honeywell Research
Supervisor, Technicians Laboratory. One of

the first fourAlWor Engineering Technil
cians to serve Allkhe Institute for the
Certification Of engineering Technicians
Board of Trustees. He holds ICET Certifi-
cate #2. Served two terms as Chairman of
the ICET Board. U.S. Navy technicial,,advi-'
sor in WW II and Korean War. Presently
ithairman of Region VI of the: ngineering

chnology Committee for ECPD, Chairman of

e Engineering Technology Division, Amer-
ican Society for Engineering Education
(NSEE). A member of the Board of Trustees
at Northwestern Electrpnics institute and
is also active in civic and church activities.
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Introduction
,

Mr ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS
'SUFFER

OBSOLESCENCE?

ny

Mark Tin is generally credited for the obser-

"

vaticn-that everybody%talks about the weather but
ndbody does anything about it. It is my opinion-
that his remark can be ratger,easily paraphrased .

to apply to techni.cal obsolescente of the engineer-
ing workforce; Certainly everybody related-with
engineering has talked about it at one time or

% . another, but I submit that relatively little has
been done in an effective manner to reverse the
broad trend towards obsolescence. In the case of
engineering superiisors I fear that not even much
talking is being done about their obsolescence and -

less is being done to combat it.'w.

I think,one can persona ze this situation by
comparing the relationship f the supervisor to
his employer with that of either spouse to his or
her mate. When a husband and wife team have lived
together for-several ytars an obsolescence is very
likely to set in. The characteristics of that
obsolescence are very subtle. Each party is likely
to think that improvements have been made, adjust-
ment have been accomplished (at least by one
partner) and yekthe,effestiveness of the relation-
ship tends to be running down hill. To counter
this type of personal obsolescence-the first and
major step is to recognize that a deteriorating
situation exists. Then reasons for the obsoles-
cence have to be analyzed,,a willingness to change
has to be demonstrated by bothparties, and actions
are necessary in order t6eliminate the staleness
that has developed. No doubt this aQalog Could be
continued rather extensively into thE factors of
marriage which include emotional, financial, and
physical elements. I think I've carried it far

,4
enough to show that a meaningful parallelism
exists and to remind myself to get back to the. -

specific subject covered by the title of my talk.

Definition of Obsorescence

As one-refers to technical obsolescence of an
engineer, One generally thinks pf the inability of

` the individual to utilize some of the current tech-'
niques or advanced technical theories to attack a
problem or to develop a concept, The definition of
obsolescence of a supervisor` however is signifi-
cantly broader.. I describe it as that character-
istic which makes the total performanct of a super-

100,
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John W. Anderson
Corporate Vice President
Honeywell, Incorporated
Minneapolis, Minnesota

visor less effective than one who is a younger
competitor. It includes those elements,of per-
formance which can be lost through disuse or
Improper use. It also includes those elements of
performance which have not been acquired. It can
be said, I believe, that obsolescence is not only
caused by a person who is falling behind in the
parade in which he is marching but because he is
not marching in the proper parade at all. An
engineering supervisor must recognize that his is
a multifaceted job and he most take action to
.expand his abilities in all segments. A super-
visor must take advantage of the opportunity of
experiencing growth in all the responsibilities of
his job.

job Description of a First Line Supervisor

It is recognized that there is a large school
of thought which states that the description of
one's job, the responsibilities for which a person
is to be accountable, should not include personal
characteristics. The theory goes that any person's
superior should be interested only in the results
accomplished and the environment that's created.
He should not be toncerned about those personal
characteristics which might be important to bring
these things into being. To me, however, the des-
cription of the position of a first line super-
visor is made up of near-equal amounts of quanti-
fiable characteristics and supjective elements
which are heavily judgmental.

The position of a first line supervisor has at
least the following seven elements of responsi-
bility:

1. He must be a technical leader of his group
(this does not mean that he has to be the tech-
nical expert of his group).

2. He.must be skilled in planning, scheduling,
and a control of events against time.

3. ie*must be able to (rice measurements of the
risks involved in the assignment that he has been
given and'to devise methods whereby those risks
can be controlled at contingency plans provided.

4. He must develop skills in human relationships
with his subordinates, with his peers, and with
his botses.

1978 ,COLLEGE iNDUSTRif EDUCATION CONFERENCE
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5. He has V) be responsible for thatfinancial
aspects of Rim assignment (create bffdgets,
develop,subgoals for his subordinates, and review
progress against these goals and budgets).

6. He must devise programs which will develop
his people to the maximum of their capabilities.

7. He must recognize that he is a part of
Management and.as such is the primary representa-
tive of management's policies and points of view
to the non-supervisory personnel.

Venturing into that dangerous realm of
personal characteristics of a,supervisor, It is
my conviction that a fully qualified first-line
supervisor has to have or to develop character-

. istics in the following categories:

1. He should be'a leader without being a dictator:

2. He should earn the.iespect of his subordinates
(be respected for his talent, for his integrity,
and for his knowledge).

3. He must demonstrate confidence in himself, in
the programs for which he is responsible, and in
the company for,whoa he works.

4. He should be a self-starter.

5. He should be innovative in the apprpacheaiLhat
he takes to people, to planning, and to bechnlpel
problems.

6. He must develop skills of interpersonal rela-
tionships (downward to his subordinates, sideways
to his peers, and upwards to his superiors).

7. He must be a team builder (an extension of
interpersonal relationships), 300

ar

408. He shduld
do" attitude.

demonstrate enthusiasm and a "can

Training 1

From what has been said in the last two sec-
tions; it probably appears as though I am discuss-

ing management by objectives rather than obsoles-

cence. I believe you agree that a good under-.
standing of the responsibilities and character-
istics of the job is necessary whether one is con-
sidering management by objectives or a program of
fighting obsolescence. If both the individual and
his supervisor recognize the impOrtant elements of
the job and the important characteristics of the
person in the job, a major step has been taken
towards combating or avoiding obsolescence.

Fighting obsolescence, aswith career develop-
ment, is an individual, personalized matter. Each

of us comes to, job-situation with some basic
training, a set of experiences and his/her indi-
vidual personal traits. Where one oes from *ere
is primarily up to the individ . I don't deny
that luck(and timing are se ngly important.

Health also plays an important role. But,'even
Including these semi-uncontrollable factors, your
future is primarily in your own hands --- with itt
roots in your personal ambitions and dedication.

Just like the married couple, however, an indi-
vidual and his boss must be conscious of changes
going on in them and around them. Experiences on -

the job, therefore, are extremely important.
Assignments are obviously an important part of
gaining of experience. Too many employers and too
many employees allow a person to remain in the
same assignments because it is comfortable to the
individual and efficient for the employer. Obso-
lescence is frequently t sure-fired output of such
a procedure. Someone said once that the only
difference between a rut and a grave is the depth
of the hole. It is mandatory that the individual
realize what is taking place. It is incumbent on
him to do something to cause a change in his
course.

It would be possible for us to take any of the
elements of the responsibilities of the first line
supervisor and discuss the importance of training
towards the avoidance of obsolescence of the indi-
vidual. I'd like to touch briefly on just one:
The tethnical leadership of the first line
supervisor.

It is my observation that training programs
which are designed to fight obsolescence are
generally directed at the non-supervisory indi-
viduals in a given team of employees. It becomes
apparent relatively quickly when a given team
lacks up-to-date capabilities or the specialties
of new technologies that their output become
pedestrian in character and non-competitive in
the marketplace. The remedy for this situation
generally is to hire some specialists or to have
a crash program to.train existing employees in
new skills. Too often, i believe, the real cause
of the difficulty is overlooked -- the technical
competence of the first,line supervisor. Although
these methods of offsetting obsolescence in a non -
supervisory workforce may be reasonably effective,
they have self-defeating elements as related to
most first line supervisors. First of all, it
appears to the supervisor that the technical capa-
bilities of his subordinates are more important to
his employer than those that he holds. Secondly

and more insidious is the fact that he now is even
less confident Of his capabilities of his true
leadershipof his own group. The apparentness of
his obsolescence become intensified in his own
mind and in the eyes of his subordinates. Respect

for him, I believe, is reduced. His ability to
Measure risks and to provide plans to offset the
problems associated with risks have deteriorated
further.

Fortunate for industry many of the individuals
who are chosen as first line supervisors have
strong personal characteristics. They are self-

starters, they do have pride in their position' of
leadership, they fight the characteristics which

I've described. Some join their subordinates in
the improvement programs; some do studying on

their own.
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I believe, however, there are better ways of
accomplishing continuing education for the super-
visory workforce, Since each is expected to have
all the personal characteristics listed above apd
to be capable of handling the responsibilities

also listed above, he generally must fall in the
category of possessing the powers to walk'on water
and to leap over tall buildings without a running
start. The point I'm trying to.make is that all
types of training of supervisors have to be made
as short-cut as possible. There are so many new
skills which he should acquire that abridged or
summery courses would appear to be logical and
sufficient to extend his knowledge in the new
technologies. It is extremely important, however,
that he is knowledgeable enough to maintain his
self-confidence, to measure technical risks with
which he is involved, and to encourage innovative
concepts with regards to problems that face his
group.

All available methods of delivering this.

special technical training should be explored and
considered for use. Local universities do conduct
live and televised courses which are refreshers or
extensions into new.technologies. I personally
would have found video-taped courses very useful
during stages of my career. I believe the number
and the quality of these tapes -are being increased.
Providing a tutor as a supplement to a Videotape
has proven'to be a very effective method of
delivering technical training. It is important
that the methods used be flexible so that the
supervisor can vary the pace but structured
enough to, be a discipline.

The output of the continuing education on,this
one part cif a supervisor's job, namely, his ,

ability to provide technical leadership has been
demonstrated to have a significant and rapid im-
pact on the individual, on his subordinates, his
associates, and his employer's business. If he
and his employer develop training programs to
ensure his being generally4up-to-date technically,
he will 'continue to be a leader. If not, he will
fol low someone else's lead or do nothing.

7
Training in this one segment of my list of

responsibilities is not the panacea of all poten-
tial weaknesses of first line supervisors. Other
elementt ih the list have to be attacked also. My
primary objective has been to point out that we in
industry seem to be #ore concerned with the non-
technical trghants of a first line supervisor's
job in an engineering department than we are with
the technical content of his position, I 'do not

believe that the emphasis on other elements of his
responsibilities should be changed. I am merely
suggesting that this one has been overlooked for
too long. I not only deserves, but must receive,
attention fot an organization to maintain its
viability and competitive edge.

Supervisors of engineers and/or technologists
can and do become obsolete in a number of fashions.
It is extremely impOrtant to recognize that his
Obsolescence is generally multiplied throughout
the group of people who report to him. If the

102
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obsol ce of the first line supervisor is not
propeArtemmea, the total output of his group
can be seriously.reduced both in quality and in
quantity. It is a challenge that-be and his
superiors must recognize1and attack.

John W. Anderson's current position is
Corporate Vicedft4sident at Honeywell. Inc.
One of his assignments is the promotion-of
continuing education for professional
employees.

, Since joining Honeywell in 1941 as an
engineer in a Special Projects Group, he
has served in a multiplicity of positions
in engineering departments and general

*tpanagement.
From 1970 through 1976 he

as Vice President and Group. Executive of
Honeywell's Aerospace and Defense Group.

Anderson received BS degrees in EE,
and Mathematics -from the University of
Michigan in 1939. He did graduate work
at MIT for two years while working as a
Research Assistaat.
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SESSION 4.2 -
THE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ROLE.IN

'CULTIVATING NEW COOPERATIVE,

4

EDUCATION EMPLOYERS

William T. Rom) Padgett
Director of Cooperative Education Program
Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama

The title of this session could imply that
there is a great need for more co-op jobs in the
field of engineering. Is there a need to develop
more engineering cooperativ'e education employers?
Can the colleges and universities supply the
current demand for engineering co-op students?
Engineering co-op positions are going unfilled
across the country, so perhaps there is another
meaning to the title!

There has always been and always will be a
need for more "quality" co-op employers. What is a
quality Co -op Employer and how do they come into
being? It will be the purpose of this session to
explore the answer to that question.e4

Whena facet"Of cooperative education is
discussed, it is always best to have input from an A
experienced employer as well as from an experienced
college/university coordinator. This session will
bring together the thoughts and ideas of the
Director of Cooperative Educations at North Carolina
State University and the Coordinator of Cooperative
Education at Georgia Power Co. Together they have
had years of experience in the field of Cooperative.
Education and their presentations on "The College
and University Role in Cultivating New Cooperative
Education Employers" should be most interesting and
informative.

After the formal presentations, time will be
available for the conference participants to
question the speakers and to add their thoughts and

' ideas to those presented by the speakers.

Mr. William T. (Tom) Padgett has been Asso-
ciate Director of Cooperative Education at Auburn
University since September, 1973,, Prior to that
he served as Research Associate in Electrical
Engineering and Assistant Director of Cooperative-
Education at Auburn University. From 1963 to
1967 he was employed as an electrical design en-
gineer with General Electric Company in Syracuse,
New York and in Portsmouth, Virginia. He re-
ceived the BEE in 1963 and the MS in 1970 both '

from Auburn University. Mr. Padgett is a member
of the Cooperative Education Division of ASEE,
the Cooperative Education Association, and the
Alabama Cooperative Education Association.
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INTERFACING INDUSTRIAL AND
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHIES OF

COOPERAVIVE EDUCATION FROM THE .

INDUSTRIAL POINT OF VIEW

In order for a University o Employer to deve-
lop a good Cooperative E catio Program, I felt -

that it would b o re w oth of their .phil-
osophies in o der to interface the two. The educa-
tional institution's cooperative philosophy is, of
course, stated from an industrial point of view.
Industrial Philosophy

Why should industry want to participate in a
Cooperative Education program? It identifies h%gh-
ly- qualified students before these students have
graduated. This gives industry an opportunity to
train and develop these individuals for permanent
positions with thdt industry after they graduate
from college. Hopefully, after these students
have spent same time with an industry as,a co-op
student, they will want to remain as a permanent
employee. If this holds true, recruiting and
training costs will certainly be lower than if the

Richard A. Johnson
Coordinator of Special Projects
Get& Power Company
AthirCta, Georgia

Students appear to appreciate a strong com-
pany communications program. Ideally, communica-
tions should be established between the students
and their supervisors. Additional programs could
be offered to the students through company-spon- \

sored information programs, company magazines,
dinner meetings for the students, and in-house
student publications. Communications give the
students a voice and also a better insight into
the operation and function of the organization.

Last, but not least, applicable salaries and
benefitslshould be offered to the students for the
work they have completed. Raises should be given
to the students upon their return each subsequent
quarter/semester. These should be viewed as an
incentive to retain the students as well as reward
them for a job well 'done.

What consideration should industry extend to
company did not have a co-op program. For industry, the educational institution? Encouragement should'

cooperative students are a continuous source of be given to school officials to visit students on

qualified.and proven candidates to fill permanent, the job in order to see that the students ire

professional positions within the corporate struc- applying academics to the world of work. Briefings

ture. by company officials, on their organization, co-op

What should be industry's obligation to the philosophy, etc., for the sch l's faculty and

'students? One of the most important should be thot staff ipould be supported as a means of strengthen-

the work assignment must be related to the students' CI ing the relationship between th two associations.
academic pursuits. This gives the students an Company information may be made vailable to the

bpportunity to apply what they are learning in school by placing them on the c any's mailing

school to a real work situation. It also gives 'list for bulletins, newspapers, and other publica-

them an opportunity to find out whether or not they tions. Also, if a policy has been written govern -

wouldwould have the aptitude or desire for this type of ing the company's Cooperative Education program,

a future permanent vocation. The students' job it should be furnished in order that they may

experience should be structured to increase the review it and find it consistent with their policy.

difficulty and/or responsibility upon each recurring A combination and fulfillment of the above promotes

quarter/semester. This tends to challenge the . a better understanding for the company by the

students as well 'as maintain their interest. . institution.

Another industry obligation should be to make One very important obligation to the school is

certain that the co-ops' supervisors schedule . for the industry to appoint a contact person or if

quarterly or semester evaluations before the stu- , possible a full-time coordinator for their Coopera-

dents complete their work assignments and return to) tive Program. For smoothness of operation as well

_school. At the same time the students should be as consistent, application of educational and indus-

allowed to complete work reports. This gives them trial policy, an appointment to this area is essen-

an opportunity to inform the industrial and anllege tial. Schools, as well as students, appreciate

coordinators of the content of their experience. having someone upon whom they can depend to answer.

It also'grants them occasion-to subfnit ideas for - Now that we have covered some industrial philosophy

improvement in the assignment. really, the evalu- let's consider the Eddcational Philosophy.

ation and work report should be given together in Educational. Philosophy From the Industrial Point

conference with the students and supervisors. This ^ of View

creates a communication flow between the co-ops' What is the need for the institution to take

supervisors and the co-ops, which hopefully will be part in a Cooperative Education Program. Initially,

beneficial to both. it would seem the instiltdtion would keep better
,.,,
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informed of industry's needs by the input -received
from the student through their work experience.
This, combined with the industry contacts developed
through the program, would increase their effect-
iveness in meeting industry's requirements for the
right type of graduate. By meeting this need,
companies could quickly become interested in the
institution and develop other programs, i.e. fund-
ing, furnishing employees as visiting professors,
and bringing the institutionsefaculty into their
work environment for project assignments and train-
ing program, thus making the co-op program profit-
able,and essential to the well-being of a dynamic
academic - institution.

Over'a period of time students that ate
employed by a particular company would relate their
experiences to their peers. They would describe
the program and this could possibly create addi-
tional interest in the institution. Through the
student working with members of industry, these
members may have sons or daughters of college age
and direct them.to the Cooperative Education
student's college. Thus, a recruiting tool for the
institution is created-.

What about the institution's obligation to
industry? As stated earlier, by having a co-op
program the institution would keep better informed
of industry's needs. To carry it a step further,
it would seem that the institution would want to
review its curriculum design to discern if it has
industrial application. It has been brought to my
attention that many schools have varied their
curriculum design to meet industry's needs. This,
of course, is well received by industry. Corpora-
tion recruiters would then seek out that particular
institutions' graduates for permanent employment.
The institution would then have a continuous flow
of students because the job market would be avail-
able to latter.

Encouraging open communication by the institu-
ti,pn-for company officials to tour facilities, meet
faculty, staff, etc. should be done. Again this
strengthens the relationship between the two groups
By this method; industry better understands the

operation of the institution's program and some of
the problems they there encountered.

Earlier, I suggested that industry have a fyll-
time coordinator. For the same reasons, thiS'ILY
also a valid recommendation for the institution.

The institution should set requirements for
employers to meet before allowing them to co-op any
of their students. They should possibly require a
visit to the company by co-op officials. Co-op
assignments should be discussed in detail in order
to determine whether that particular industry meets
the standards set by the school. A joint decision

*should then be made by the institution and industry
to determine if their cooperative education philo-
sophies match, and an agreement can be reached to
institute a program. The educational institution .

certainly has an obligation to the students. They
should make certain that the work assignment esta-
blished by industry is related to the student's
academic study. This is necessary in order for the
student tot'receive the most effective benefit, i.e.
academics applied to a real work situation.

Students should'be obserAllon a regular basis
at their work locations, Some ccsnpanys' sponsor

Nthe institutions co-op officials, and atcompa them
iogwhile tour%the industrial work locations. is

is essential to let the students know that both
industry and school officials are :interested in
their well-being as well as their progress. After
completing their work assignment and returning to
school, students should be counseled, with regard
to their experiences, by the school's co-op repre-
sentatives. For the students' sake, it is impera-
tive that the schoQi, which has an established
program, convey the cooperative education philo-
sophy to the company beginning a new program.
Training, academic application to the work assign-
ment, regular evaluations, and communication with
the students are part of the philosophy.

Upori review, interfacing the two philosophies
is not too difficult if a, sincere effort is made by
both parttef. In order.to develop a good program
it should be student-centered.

Foremost concern by industry and educators
should be for the development of the students
through some of the previously suggested programs.
oint communications, by way of company/school
publications, company/school visits would enhance
this developmental endeavorl, With industry and
education joining forces in cultivating a program
with the students' interest at heart, the improve-
ment of all three is assured.

Mr. Richard A. Johnson is currently Coordinator of
Special Projects for the Georgia Rower Company head-
quartered in Atlanta, Georgia. He is responsible
for their Cooperative Education Program, Engineer-.
In-Training, Educational Assistance Program, and
Exit Interview Program as well as Career Counseling
and policy writing. He received his AA degree from
Manatee Junior College fn Bradenton, Florida and his
BBA degree from Georgia State University in Atlanta.
He is currently pursuing a Juris Doctorate Degree.
Mr. Johnson is a member of the Cooperative Division
of the ASEE, the Cooperative Education Association,
and the Georgia College Placement Association.
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'TOE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ROLE IN
CULTIVATING NEW COOPERATIVE

EDUCATION EMPLOYERS

Abstract

"This paper discusses the various steps involved
in developing a cooperative education program with
new employers. It includes a brief background on
North Carolina State University and its cooperative
engineering education program from which the variots
procedures discussed have evolved. The procedures

or steps covered include the program employment
needs, identification of potential employers, the
initial contact and follow-up, application infor-
mation, the selection process and the work period
evaluation.

Background

North Carolina State University isthe Land-
Grant university of the state of North Carolina
located in Raleigh, the state capital. The Univer-
sity consists of eight schools (Engineering, Forest
Resources, Textiles, Physical and Mathematical
Sciences, Humanities and Social Studies, Agricul-
ture and Life Sciences, Education, and Design) the
first five of which have cooperative education
programs.

The co-op program in the School of Engineering
was started in 1968-69 with the first placement of
students in the summer of 1969. It has grown to
the current enrollment of 275 students with over 85

employers. Approximately two-thirds of the students

are placed in North Carolina and one-third out of

state.

With this brief background of the school and
its cooperative engineering educatipn program, let

us look at the task of cultivating new cooperatiVe

education employers. For the purpose of this .

discussion, the term "cultivate" is interpreted as
including the finding of new employers and the
following development of the program with the new
employers fox' the mutual benefit of the employers,

the students, and the University.

Program Employment Needs

Before seeking employment opportunities it is,
of course, necessary to know the types of employ-
ment opportunities needed which in turn are depen-
dent upon the curricula included in the co-op

program. At N.C. State, the engineering curricula
include electrical, mechanical, civil, materials,

nuclear, industrial, chemical, aerospace and agri-

cultural engineering. Also included are furniture
manufacturing and management and engineering oper-

ations. With this large number-of engineering
curricula, it is obvious that a wide variety of
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employment opportunities aie needed. However, the

bulk of the student enrollment is in civil, elbc
trice', mechanical, chemical and industrial engi-

neering.

In addition to satisfying the curricula needs,
geogiaphic considerations are often of importance

to the,students. These employment opportunities

must be developed predominantly throughout the
local state. In addition to these, many opportuni
ties should be provided in other states in the
region and even in some distant states.

Identification of Potential Employers

How are the potential employment opportunities
identified? First, one should cal4i on personal

knowledge of the area and regir::-Second, there
are a variety of sources available such as the
f_ 1lgwing:

1. The yellow pages of thaqhtal telephone
2

directory.
2. Telephone directories in other cities

usually available in libraries.

3. Directories of manufacturers published by

most states.

4. The Thomas Register.

5. Advertisements in professional society

publications.

6. Co-op offices in the areas of interest.

7. The student being placed.

8. The school placement office.

The above sources are especially helpful in
the starting of a co-op program but are used less
frequently as an employer file is built up. Distant
geographic placements usually will require using
these sources, especially other co-op offices and
'the student requesting placement in that area.

The Initial Contact

Best requite at M.C. State University have
been obtained by making the initial contact by
telephone. Preferably the general manager or"a top
level administrator should be the first contact.
If the top management is favorably impressed, not
only is time saved but also the chances for estab-
lishing a successful program are enhanced. If

the organization does not already have an estab-
lished program or the management is not -familiar
with the plan, then the job of selling the idea
should begin there with top management where even-
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twiny it must be approved. If the employer has
a program or has been considering /6i-then fur-
ther discussion will be referred to the co-op
coordinator or the personnel department for imple-
mentation or future planning. There are occasions
of course when it is advisableo initiate talks
with the engineering manager, the training director,
or the personnel manager especially if one of these
is an acquaintance, and it seems more appropriate
to start there. If it is known that the organiza-
tion has s coop program, then the coordinator-
should be contacted directly. In any event the
initial contact should be as brief and concise ea-
possible-to convey the concept and potentiaPadvan-
Cages with the follow-up discussions giving details.

Generally the initial contact when made by--
letter is not as effective as the telephone contact.
Frequently, if the letter is sent to a top manager
of a company that does not have a co-op program, it
will b!e immediately referred to someone else for
handling and may be forgotten or at best take much
longer than the telephone-contact in which discus-

in a few mt:::S. Also the lettei contact does not

sion equiv to several letters may take place

hive the personal touch nor the of
answering questions that immediat ly arise' in the
employer's mind.

The third partfpontact shonld be used only
for special situations. One suck'xampie would be
that of the student *ho lives in a distant state

and desires to work.in his or her hometown, In

this case, the student may be asked to contact and
visit prospective employers in his_qr her hometown
when at home for holidays' such as Christmas. When
doing this, the student should be given brochures
explainiythe program` brochures should be
left wit each employer contacted with instrucT
tions that the co-op office will contact the
interested employers with full details when the
student returns. Thus the preliminary interview
will have *taken place with those companies or
employers interested. This method is especially
effective when contacting companies with co-op
programs.

An alternative to this method for a distant
placement is to have the student's parents mail
eight or ten addresses and telephone numbers of
prospective employers in their area to the student
at school who in turn gives them to the co-op
office for the initial telephone contact. The
co-op office then follows up as usual.

i Still another use of a third party in assisting
in a distant placement is through a school co-op
coordinator in or near the student's"hometon. This
usually will not meet with reluctance especially
when the job market is good and that/Co-op office
being called upon has more job opportunities than
students. The coordinator at the distant school
may be asked to assistlnactually placingthe
student, if that se aeOropriate, or simply be.
asked to give the names and telephone numbers of
potential employment opportunities.

4/ Follow-Up

After the initial_contact, the follow-up is
very important for the success of establishing a
co-op program with an employer who does not have a

co-op plan and is not familiar with it." If the
employer expresses an interest during the initial
contact, then a brochure and any other relevant
4nforsation should be mailed giving clear details
of the- operation of the program. The material
,should not be voluminous but sufficient to give a
basic understanding of the objectives sought and
the responsibilities of the school, the detudent and
tke employer. In the cover letter, offer to
answer any questions that may arise and if feasible,
offer to visit the employer to discuss details of

i

the program with

to discussing the various
members of the staff if he

desires. In additib
aspects of the co-op program, it is also desirable
to give the employer a copy of the school catalog

containing the various curricula offered along with '

course descriptions. Also such a meeting affords
the school coordinator the opportunity to learn
first band the needs and interests of the employer
and the nature of the type jobs that the co-op
students will have there.

The school coordinatgr should learn the employ-
ers needs and interests,)The nature of the business
as determined.by a plant tour if possible, and job
descriptions either verbal or written.as In bro-
chures used by employers for recruiting. This is'
most helpful when the coordinator returns to the
campus so that he may pass it on to the students.
Such information is usually the only basis for the
'student to know whether he or she may be interested
in that particular employer. Company brochures
and written .job descriptions should be made acces-
sible to prospective co-op students In an orderly
file. As the program grows, co-op student reports
nay also be added to the file. Some employers

the school copies of the co-op reports
the student for the employer, and the

re are also good to include in the file for
pr ctive students. These latter reports fre-

nti are much more descriptive of the job than
e written reports turned in to the co-op office

by the student upon returning ftom a work period.

For an employer considering the starting of a
co-op plan, it is helpful to provide a list of
other employers who are participating. Frequently
it is possible for the employers to exchange ideas
and thus enhance the beginning of a new employment
opportunity. Along this same line'of thought, new
co-op employers should be encouraged to join the
local and national cooperative education organiza-
tions such as the state association, If there is
one in the state, and the CED and .the CEA at the
national level.

A cordial invitation should be extended to the
employer to visit the campus and meet the dean or
deans of the schools of interest and any department
heads of the fields of interest. The clog* the
school-industry relationship, the greater the
chance to develop and maintain a good and lasting
program.

Applications

The applications for co-op positions should
provide the employer with such information about
the students that will enable a decision to be
made regarding the suitability of the candidates
based upon the backgrounds and accomplishments of
the applicants. The application should include a
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resume or employer application for a schedule
shoving the periods of school with courses and
periods of work, a co-op calendar, and a copy of
the courses completed with the grades. Also with
these items a cover letter should be included \

stating the student's full name, the curriculum
and classification, the starting date and the num-
ber of work periods scheduled with the 4ptal months
of work experience that these periods give. These
are all essential items that the employers need for

42tima

their plannin . The cover letter also serves as a
letter of(ndation which many organizations
require.

Selection Process

Useally the selection process begins with Mote
than ode student applying for each job opportunity
and each itudent applying, for a maximum of three
opportunities at the same time. This process per-
mits the employers to consider the students they
believe to be the best qualified for their needs,
and it also permits the students to consider the
employment opportunities in which they are most
interested. Interview by the employers either at
the plant or on campus are encouraged for the
mutual benefit of both parties. After the interviste
are completed, the employers make offers to the
students of their choice'and the students must
either-accept or reject within a reasonable time.

Thus, if a student has submitted three applications
and receives three offers, he must make a choice
of one and reject the other two. In this case,
the student accepting gets his first choice and
that employer gets his first choice. The other
two employers would either get no student or a
second choice student or perhaps a first choice
student from subsequent applications. Such a pro-
cess is somewhat Cumbersome and entails more work
on the part of the coordinators than if the student
submits only one application at the time. However,
it is felt that better ketches are made by the
former process since both parties have-the chance
for more than one consideration. Also a fringe
benefit is that the students gain experience in
having interviews and learn first hand what several
potential employers have to offer in the way of
careers.

Work Periods

During the work periods, telephone contact
with the employer coordinator is made to determine
how the co-op students are performing. If the
coordinator does not have close contact with the
students, then it is advisable to talk directly
with the student's supervisor and the student. If

there are problems that are apparent, then a visit
to the work, site should be arranged to discuss

the situation and attempt to resolve the problem.
Very few problem in the engineering program at
N.C. State University have arisen requiring such
action. Of course visitations are desirable to
maintain good relations and mutual understanding
whether there may or may not be problems of concern.
Weever, because of the expense and time involved,
visitations are usually limited to those students
on their first work period.

110

c ,--
Evaluation

About two weeks prior to the end of each work , ,

period, evaluation forms are mailed to the employers
for each student with the request that the immedi-
ate supervisors 411 out the forme. Also it is
requested that the supervisors go over the evalua-
tions with the students prior to their return to
campus. Thus if questions arise about the evalua-
tion, the'student may discuss them,with the

.supervisor., The supervisors mail a copy of their
evaluations to the co-op office at school.

When the students returdito the campus from
each work period, they are required to complete a
written work report, turn it in to the co-op office
and arrange to review it and the employer evalua-
tion with the school coordinator. At this time
the nature of the job day be determined and also
the degree to whibh the student was satisfied with
the work period. Elements of dissatisfaction are
discussed with the employer coordinator usuallIrby
telephone. Frequently the problems with dissatis-
faction may be resolyed by placing the student in
a differint department with a new supervisor or
simply giving the student more responsibility if
this seems to be the best solution. If it turns
out that the student does not fit into the type
work the employer has to 'offer or if the stugent's
interests are not what he or she originally thought,
then a new employment opportunity is usually sought:

tp
Summary

When all of the elements, which have been
very briefly touched upon in this discussion, ate
carefully considered andifollowed with a lot of
good "common sense" thrpwn in, the chances are
very good that the employer will benefit, the
student will benefit and the the school will
graduate a student with a much better and,hroader
education. In summarizing, let us again look at
the elements discussed in a one-two-three fashion:

1. From the curricula included in the co-ops
program, identify potential employment opportunr:-
ties.

2. Contact the potential employers, and -r

through discussions, establish the objectives and
the mutual benefits (f a good co-op program.

34 Once the program is agreed upon, place
students by attetpting to Match the employers
needs with the students who are interestecrin those
needs.

4. Maintain good communications so that the
student's educational and career interests are
enhanced as a result of meeting 0 employer's needs.

The fourth item above perhaps may be consid-
ered the heart Of the cooperative education process.
rn other words, when the employer's aped. are ,

satisfactorily met in the student's chosen profess
sion, the mutual benefits to the student, to the
employer, and to the school are realized.
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Dr. John V. Mamma is Associate Professor of Ceramic
Engineering and director of the Cooperative Ingi-
nearing Education Program at N.C. State University
in Raleigh, N.C. He received the B.S. and PhD
degrees in Geological Engineering and Ceramic

Engineering' respectively at N.C. State University
ald the M.S. degree in Metallurgical Engineering
at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City, Utah.
He served in the Navy in World War II in electron-
ics, has had 13 years of industrial experience, and
since 1956 has been with N.C. State University in
research, teaching, and cooperative education. He
is a member of several honor societies and profes-
sional societies.
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SESSION D

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
NEWCOMERS BREAKFAST

4 Robert L. Heyborne
Dean, School of Engineering
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

At this meeting, the Cooperative Education -

.Division will hold its annual business meeting
and conduct the necessary business required to
meet the needs of the membership and to keep the
organization viable. Some of the activities
that 'will be conducted are the dissemination
of awards, summaries of the projects that are
being conducted by the Division, and the
general housekeeping business required of the
Division. In addition,.howevee, it is an
Opportunity for those people who are interested
in cooperative education to discuss informally
with their colleagues some of the problems,
successes, and failures that they are having at
their particular institutions and within their'
own companies.

Although this is primarily a business meeting
of the Cooperative Education Division, it is open
to all participants of the conference, and we
earnestly invite you to particip if you so
desire. We would be happy to haCe ou attend
and learn more about the Cooperative Education
Division, its goali and objectives, and how it
might help meet your needs whether you work in
industry or at a university.

Robert L. Heyborne is Dean and Professor of
Electrical Engineering at University of the Pacific
in Stockton, CA. He holds, the Ph.D. in Electrical .
Engineering from Stanford' University and has more

than thirteen years of teaching experience, plus
approximately ten years of industrial experience.

Dr: Heyborne's American Society For Engineering
Education activities include service as Chairman
of the Pacific Southwest Section 1975-76, Chairman
of the Rbcky Mountain Section 1968-69, Chairman -
Elect of the Cooperative Education Dlviiion 1976-771
Member of the Board of Directors of the Relations
With Industry Division 1974-77, Member of the Board
of Direotors of the Cooperative Education Division
1973 - present. -He is also A member of the Institute

\of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE),
'American Geophysical Union (AGU), Internatianal
Scientific Radio Union 'IASI), Sigma Xi, Sigma
Tau, and Phi Kappa Phi. He has received numerous
awa;drfor excellence in engineering teaching.
and in 1912 was named the "Engineer of the Year"
by the Joint Council of the Professional Engineer-
ing Societies of the San Joaquin Vallye.
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SOLICITATION FOR PAPERS
FOR

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON EDUCATION

e

r

The scope of Tranucfrons is:

Educational methods, educational tschnologY,
ulucational materials, aod educational

/1/4.....rdpnWprnent programs, as welt u, the history
technology, the impact of evolving research,

and the active at:binge of ideas on issues
. pertinent to electrical engineering education.

See back cover of any issue for
minuscrip or at requirements'

Send Is to:

etrius T. Paris, Editor

or

.4. Thomas K.Itylord, Associate Editor

School of Electrical Engineering.
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
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SESSION E

CONTINUING ENGIIIIEERING STUDIES
DIVISION

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
CAREER MANAGEMENT

Donald B. Miller
Manager 0 Human Resources
HIM General Products Division
San Jose, California

In our era of pervasive and rapid change,
it has become increasingly evident that

managing one's several careers is a life
long task. Because of an explosion of -'
opportunities and a reduction in the need to
work, just to support life, it is now
possible to increase our psychological income
fromiork. Career Management includes career
and life planning activities as well as the
management of experiences and the design of
meaningful jobs. Career management is thus an
important and growing field.

In engineering the need for understanding
how to plan, organize and wage one's career
is even greater than for other professionals.
This is true both because of the pace of
technological change and the potentia) for
individual career shifts. Career changes in
engineering are closely tied to continuing
education, and life long learning. Education is
often the vehicle for.change., Understanding
career management both at the college level and
for the working adult has thus become a
Continting Engineering Studies Special Interest
Group Activity.

The group was launched first as a part of
the activity directed at personalizing
catinuing study. At the Orlando CIEC meeting

0 it becade a separate activity because of the
broad interest: At Orlando there was an
overflow interest in the career workshop
sessions. At that session the tie-in between'
education and careers was discussed from
several perspectives.

At this CIEC meeting the Career Management

444.

group will provide the attendee the opportunity
to personally experiende using some of the tools
for career assessment and planning. Forexample4
small groups will work out life lines, write )

scripts for a day in the future, analyze their -----
strengths and Waknesses, and work on balancing
their lives between work and other activities.
The session will also include a, program for
those who would like to understand the impfit
of secondary education on the selection of an
engineering career.

Special interest groups are a way of
bringing together those-with common challenges
for a vital exchange on specific topics. The

vitality of a special interest group depends
on participation by those who share the interest.

Join the CAREERS group both to gain help in
managing your own life for greater success and to
learn how you can help others to improve their
lives and careers.

Oa
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DONALD B. MILLER

Don began his professional career with a
B.S. in mechanical engineering from the
University of Rochester. Later he earned
an M.B.A. at Columbia. At Columbia he was
assistant to the dean of engineering.
Jointng IBM in 1952, his many assignments
have included general management of
development laboratories, engineering
education,, personnel research and director
of personnel.

A member of ASME, SAM, IEEE, ASTD, and
ASEE, he has has carried on extensive
professional activities. He is on the
.board of CBS and is a fellow of the
Society for Advancement of Management.

He s the author of a book, Personal
Vitality, and a workbook recently
published by Addison-Wesley.

A
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SESSION F

CONTINUING ENGINEERING STUDIES
DIVISION

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
INTERNATIONAL CONTINUING EDUCATION

The Continuing Engineering Studies and Inter -
national" Division& of the American Society for

Engineering Education, along with the University
of Mexico and UNESCO, are sponsoring an Inter-
national Conference on continuing education for
the professions. The conference will be directed
primarily toward people in industry, government
and universities who are responsible for developing
continuing education programs in engineering and
science. Those in technical education and related
areas shou
The host i
Mexico, Meal
scheduled dates.

-4

find the conference of interest.
ution will be the University of
ity. April 25-27, 1979 are the

Participants will be continuing education
directors in business, industry, government
installations, and universities who develdr4
promote and conduct continuing education pratrams.
With the conference location in Mexico Clef, an
international mix of directors iaexpected.
Promotion of the conference has been through ASEE,
UNESCO, UPADI, PAHO, and the University of Mexico,
Inquiries have been received from Africa, Europe,
South America, Asia, and the Middle East.

Presentations will be made by parsons working
in the field. The first day will consist of four
addresses in the areas of adult learning, motiva-
tion, program development, and marketing programs.
The second day will be spent in group discussions.
Special interest groups of directors from univer-
sities,4frog' professional societies, from industry
and /or government will each collaborate on program
ideas, need analyses, costs, enrollment patterns,

instructors, learning evaluations, and others,
The third daf will be an exploration of unique
continuing education programs from around the
world.

The UNESCO International Wo Group on
Continuing Education of Engineers, Technicians,
which is a co-sponsor of the conference, has also
joined forces with the CES Division of ASEE in
publishing information on research and articles
in continuing engineering education. Among ASEE-
channels, it takes the form of a column in the
quarterly ASEE/CES division newsletter. Inter-
nationally the material is gathered into a small
newsletter that is currently being distributeeto
200 individuals in 69 countries. The newsletter
gets even wider circulation by the newsletter

John P. Kiln
Deportment of Engineering i Applied Science
University of Wisconsin - Extension
Madison, Wisconsin

recipients, and workinggroup members, who are
encouraged to pass it along to other interested
parties. Content consists of abstracts of Ph.D.
dissertations, government and university related
research, publication articles, monographs,
hardbacks, conference proceedings, and inter-,
national articles in continuing engineering educa-
tion and related areas. Subscribers are requested
to provide input, and many have, done so. The
December 1977 issue of Articles 6 Research in
Continuing Engineering Studies is the fourth one
which has been milled internationally.

John P. Rlus...Chairman, Department of Engineering,
University of Wisconsin--Extension since 1967.
Professor of Civil Engineering. Degrees frog Mich-
igan technological University and Ph.D., University
of Wisconsin. Fulbright scholar 1966-67 for teach-
ing and research in Finland. Chairman current
UNRSQLInternationat Working Group on Continuing
Educatlion of Engineers. Member ASCE, AgEE, APWA,
AAAS,Wi head of Sciences, Arts and Letters, NSPE
and WSPE. National and international lecturer.
Authoref,40 technical and continuing education
papers and publications; most recently: co-author
"Engineers Involved in Continuing Education - -A

Survey-Analysis" (An ASEE Monograph, 1975);
editorial director of "Continuing Education for
Engineers--A University Program" (A UNESCO case
study, 1974).,..
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SESSION G

CONTINUING ENGINEERING STUDIES
DIVISION

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP.
ITFS

Morris E. Nicholson
Director, Continuing Education
In Engineering and Sciences

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS)
is a special, broadcasting system established
by the Federal Communications Commission where-
by a television signal is transmitted from an-
educational institution to fixed locations
within its broadcast range. The system provides'
two-way audio communication between the orig-
inating institution and the receiving locations.
Each institution may broadcast on four channels
Simultaneously.

Epgineering colleges represent the ldrrgest
post secondary users of ITFS. The ITFS special
interest grouleformed spontaneously to provide
a forum for discussion of topics of comMon,
interest. Topics which will be discussed at
this meeting will be: ITFS vs. videotape,
educational programming, student attitudes, mar-
keting strategies.

All who operate instructional television systems
are invited to attend this meeting. Those who
are contemplating construction of ITFS systesm
are particularly invited.

MORRIS E. NICHOLSON

Morrie has been involved in Ifilltiction Television
Fixed Service (ITFS) since 1970. His principal
reponsibility is to plan the acadethic program for
the UNiversity Industry Television for Education
(UNITE) network. Since T973 he has been Director
of Continuing Education in Engineering and Science.
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CASE WESTERN-RESERVE UNIV RSITY'S
INSTRUCTIONALTELEVISION N

Case Western Reserve University's Instruction-
al Television Network (ITN). began operation in the

Fall of 1972. The'CWRU-ITN was designed to bring
graduate courses to an off-campus audience of people
who are employed full time. These employees become
eligible to receive credit for ITN courses when the
organizations they work for become:emitters of the
ITN, and set up appropriate viewing faciliti2s. At
that time,mal of our class sessionirwere televised
rive from our two specially-built classrooms. Our
signal was cabled from the classrooms to the top of
the highest building on campus then micratravedto
WYTE.JFV, Cleveland's PBS station, where it was re-
transmitted over one of our two ITTS channels. In
our first.semester of operation (Fall 1972) we
enrolled students for a total of approximately
1040 credit hours, and our programs were received
live at 8 company lekations.

In the five years since we began operation,
we have changed from a 100% broadcast to a 100%
videotape operation. As we will see, it is more
accurate to say that shipping videotapes of class
sessions allows us to meet needs of our users which
were not being met by dive broadcasts. In the Fall
of 1977, we enrolled students for a total of ap-
proxiMately 1300 credit hours, and our videotapes
(aluout exclusively 3/4" cassettes) were shipped to
30 locations. The rest of this paper will trace
the steps in this change, and identify the factors
which account for it.

One feature of our live broadcast operation
was the provision for a direct telephone line from
each receiving location back into the campus class-
room. Students watching the 'class session could
participate directly by simply picking up the tele-
phone and talking. On the surface, this feature
seems highly desirable; indeed, some would hold that
it is more than desirable: that it is actually
necessary for effective teaching. In practice,
however, it turned out that it was rarely used
spontaneously: the instructors who wanted feedback
from their Network students had to work very hard
to generate and maintain a useful level of communi-

cation. 'In general, the Network students seemed
even more reluctant than their on-campus counter-
parts to-interrqptrthe.class in order to ask
questions. pirhaps Netwcirk students did not want
to be responitible for their company's being iden-
tified as the source of all thefoolish questions.
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ET ORK (ITN)

James L. Rogers
Director, I.T.N.
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio

Whatever the cause, the answer-back capability
simply was not used to the degree that anyone
expected it would be.

A second feature of our live broadcast
operation was the provision of back-up videotape
in case of technical difficulties. Especially in
the first year of operation, when equipment was
being broken in, and personnel were learning what

t to do (at both the transmitting and receiving

ints), we taped each class session so that we
d respond to a tape request from any location.
ever, the Same tape which can be used 'to see a

cl ss missed for technical reasons can be used
to see a class missed for any other reasons,"and
we noticed a slow but steady increase in tape
requests attributed to a student's missing the

, class because he was out of town on company'
business. When the number of such requests from
any single location hexane a significant percent-

-age of the number of classes broadcast, we would
call the company's ITN Coordinator to see if they

(would rather receive tapes in lieu of the broad -"
caste: And gradually, over the_1972-77 period,
more and more companies opted for the tapes.

It goes without saying that these changes
would not have taken place had there not occurred
at the same time noticeable improvements in tare
quality, playback performance, and reductions'

in the cost of playback equipment. Had the industry
not overcome the incompatibility problem (one
manufacturer's tapes would not play on another
manufacturer's deck), we. would still be broad-
casting live.

Not only did the early ITN member companies
'change over to videotape during the 1972-77 period,
but most of the companies which joined the Network
after our first year of operation chose videotape
from the outset. As videotape playback devices
became more commonplace, it becaule easier for a

company joining the network to meet the equipment
requ)rements for student viewing without substan-
tial additional investment.

As the tapes became more widely used, two
features connected with their use became evident.
First, the stop, rewind and freerir-frame tapa-
bilities of the playback devices contribute to
the t_e students' ability to learn from videota s,

3
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by allowing replay of any segment and freezing of
any display.. Second, students in the same class
who view the tapes in groups help each other in
clarifying and explaining- points in the lectures

and discussions. Interrupting' an instructor's

live lecture can have undesirable cons6guences
which do not accompany interrupting a videotape of
the smme lecture. Furthermore, there are limits
to both the number of interruptions, and to the
duration of any one intekruption, which an
instructor can tolerate is live class. These
limits pre fag less stringent when a small group
of violent' is watching a videotape. The peda-
gogic effectiveness of group viewing can be maxi-
mimed by including in the group someone who has
already been exposed to the material (and can,
therefore, act as a tutor), as the Stanford
University experiments with "tutored videotapes"
show.

illIthi
Table 1 summarizes the relative ad es

of the broadcast and tape delivery media. le

each case must be decided on its own merits, our
member companies have opted for videotape,
largely on the basis,of its scheduling conven-
ience and flexibility. For them, this one
feature of videotape outweighs whatever advan-
tages accompany the broadcast option.

The demands on an employee's time (attrib-
utable to trips, project dea2.172, commit-
Sects to visitors, etc.) whi e it isible
for him oeher to view a regularly sched
live broadcast, are a function, in part of the
employee's level of_ responsibility in the organ-

ization. Since the.CWRD ITN offers only graduate
courses, our students are more likely to be
affected by these demands than students using a
service which offers, sal, only undergraduate

courses.

PROBLEMS

BROADCAST
With Direct Telephone

Back to Classroom

VIDEOTAPE PLAYBACK

With Freeze-Frame Pause Control

The student misses the
class

1

The student views the tape when he re-
turns to his work location, ,

SCHEDULE CONFLICTS

The student is out of town (sick,
occupied with visitors) and
misses a class.

The student is assigned to
another location for"an ex-
tended period of time

'

The student misses the
class, and may have to
`drop the course

. -
.

-

Copies of the class tapes are shipped
to the student at his temporary loca-
tion (assuming the availability there
of videotape playback equipment) for
the duration of his assignment.

PEDAGOGICAL DIFFICULTIES

A student whip is watching the
class alone wants clarifica-
tion of a'point in the lecture

,

The student Picks up
the telephone and
interrupts the class
proceedings to ask his r/
question

t-

The student stops the tape, rewinds, and
replays the unclear segment. If re-

viewing the segment does not clear up
the point, the student cells the
instructor at his office during sched-
uled "telephone hours."

.

A student who is watching the
class in a group wants clari-
fication of a point in the lecture

same as above

At .

The student stops the tape, and explains
his difficulty to his dolleagues; the
group may replay ttip segment together.
If they cannot resdIve the issue as a
group, the student an call the
instructor (as above).

.

PROCEDURAL REQUESTS

e°
The student wants the material
held on the screen (until he ,

can copy it, for example)

The student picks up
the telephone and
interruptsthe class
proceedings to ask the
instructor to hold the
material 4

o

.

The student pushes the PAUSE button,
anok the screen is "frozen" as long as
the student wants to refer to it.

r- 1

TABLE 1. BROADCAST-VIDEOTAPE COMPARISON
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JAMES L. BOGUS

Jim is Director of the Instructional
Television Network at Case Western Reserve
University, where he also holds an Associate
Professorship in the Department of Systems
Engineering. Computer Engineering and Infor-
mation Sciences. Be received the BA and MA
degrees from the University of Michigan, and
the Ph.D. from CWRU.

Prior toloining the faculty at CWRU in 1972,
Jim held positions with Burroughs, Xerox, and
RCA. Be is a member of ACM, AERA,.and ASTD,
and serves on the Materials Development
Committee of AMCEE.,
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SESSION H z

CONTINUING ENGINEERING STUDIES
DIVISION

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
MEDIA PRODUCERS/USERS

The Packaged Learning Group consists of a
number of individuals who are interested
in the production and use of packaged
educational materials.

This organization Ifts evolved from a
special-interest group of videotape
producers and users, and has expanded to
include other forms of packaged instruc-
tion. These materials include video-
tapes, movies, filmstrips, slides, audio
tapes, and instruction manuals.

Through the able leadership of Mr. Al
Ackhoff, this group was organized, has
net several times, and has grown to
include many interested persons. Some
of the projects carried out. or supported
by this group have included:

preparation of lists of packaged
learning producers

Circulation of catalogs of programs

evaluation of programs

. study of cost-effectiveness of
continuing education -

. assistance in preparation of
continuing education directors
,handbook

. publication of newsletter including
listings of available programs.

In the future, the Packaged Learning
Group will endeavor to help those
interested in producing or using these

0

Neal P. Jeffries, Ph.D.

Director of Education
Center for INhundleturing Technology
Cincinnati, Ohio 6

kinds of materials to maximize their
effectiveness. The group Welcomes anyone
interested in learning more about
Packaged Learning.

B.S. Purd ,niv ity;
M.S. - Mass chus is Institute of

Tech olo
Engineer tangord niversity
_Ph.D. ver ity f Cincinnati

Pro ect E ineer U.S. Air Force
Pro am nager - General Electric Co.
Resta-FM Associate and
Associate PrOfessor University of

Cincinnati
Manager of Education - Structural

Dynamics
Research
Corporation

N\ Member of ASEE, ASME, SME
Publications: Textbook, Two Patents,

Several Papers
Areis of Interest: Engineering Educa-

tion; Production
Management; Manufactur-
ing Processes
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CALL FOR PAPERS

ANNALS OF ASEE ENGINEERING EDUCATION JOURNAL

The December issue of the Engineering Education Journal is called the
ANNALS. This publication has one primary purpose, which is to attract,
lltublish and stimulate the writing of high quality articles that are of long-

ing interest to engineering educators. Through the existence of the
nals, ASEE hopes to increase the incentive to do research in engineering

araTion, to publish the results, and to provide a means by which the quality
of the research can be jydged. A more complete statement of purpose appears
in Engineering Education, December, 1975, p. 227.

Articles may pertain to any aspect of engineering education, including
educational research, learning, theory, teaching methods, review of ongoing
projects, administration, organization, guidance, finance and tbchnical re-
search as it applies to education. All articles will be reviewed by experts
in engineerins, engineering education and appropriate allied disciplines,
such as psychology, education or sociology. The criteria for selection are
based on the significance of the subject to engineering education, the quality
of the treatment, including the author's knowledge of past work in the area,

, and long-listing value.

Articles may be of any length appropriate to the subject, but on the
average are expected to be about 4,000 to 5,000 words. If a paper is accepted,
the author must be prepared to submit originals of all illustrations, and,sub -
mit five copies by June 15 of each year.

Editor, Annals

knerican7511ity for Engineering Education
One Dupont Circle, Suite 400
Washington, D. C. 20036

3
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SESSION. 5

EFFECTIVE ANAGEME'NT OF HUMAN
RESOURCES

O

S

PAPER NOT

'AVAILABLE

AT TIME

OF PRINTING

ah

Robert L. Heyborne is Dean and Professor ofr
Electrical Engineering at University of the Pacific
in Stockton, CA. He holds the Ph.D. in Electrical
Engineering from Stanford Uni4ersity and has more

than thirteen years of teiching'experienCe,'Plys
approximately ten years of industrial experience.

orne's American Society for, Engineering
ation activities include service a$ hairman

of the PacificSouthwest Section 1978-76, Chairman
of the Rocky Mountain Section 1968-69, Chairman--
Elect of the Cooperative Education Division 1976-77,
Member of the Board of DirmtOrs of the. Relations
with Industry Division 1977, Memberof the Board
of Directors of the CUOperative Education Division
1973-present. He is also a wafter of the Institute
of ElecOcal and Electronic Engineers(IEEE),
Atherican GeOphysical Union (AGU), International
Scientific Radio Union (URSI), Sigma Xi, Sigma
Tau, and Phi Kappa Phi. He has received numerous -

awards for excellece'in engineering teaching,
and in 1972 was named the "Engineer of-the Year
by the Joint council of the Professional Engineer-
ing Societies of the San Joaquin Vallye

4

Robert L. Neyborne
Dean of Engineering
University of Pacific
Stockton, California
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EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN
RESOURCES

126

Dr. B. J. Shell'

an.

Dr. B. J. Shell
President
Northrop University
Inglewood, California

Dr. B. J. Shell received his Ph.D. from Michigan
State University in Civil and Sanitation Engineering,
He worked in private industry as Vice President for,
a construction firm in Arizona prior to entering
the educational field.

He taught for several years at the University of
Arizona. In 1966 he accepted the position of Asso-
ciate Dean of Engineering at Mississippi State Uni-
versity. He also served as Director of the Engi-
neering and Industrial Research Station.

From 1970 to 973, Dr. Shell served as Dean of Engi-
neering at Ca fornia State Polytechnic University,
Pomona. He al served one year as Acting Vice
President for Ac emic Affairs.

Since 1973, be has held the position of President
of Northrop University in Inglewood, California.

Dr. Shell has received numerous awards and citations.
from many enginliiong societies andoBrganizations
for his contribu ns to'the betterment of the
engineering profession.
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SESSION 6

MEET THE EXPERTS

m

- CIEC MEET THE EXPERT
t
SESSION OBJECTIVES,

The "meet the experts" program at the College
Industry Education Conference is designed to giye
the individual participants an opportUnity to
talk to some well qualified people concerning their
individual problems at their institutions or -

industrial organizations where they, are employed.
The people who "volunteered" to act as experts
on various phases of cooperative education, engineer-

, ing technology, relations with engineering, and
continuing engineering education all have had a
wide experience in their particular field.

The participants of the 1978 College Industry
Educatiog Conference are encouraged to ask questions
of theselindividuals on an individual or small
group basis throughout the entire session. No

formal presentations will be made. The session
has deliberately been unstructured and tables with
refreshments have been provided so that an informal
atmosphere can prevail throughout the session.
The conference participant are encouraged to_go
from table to table if they so desire during the
time allotted to ask questions and,to get informa-
'tion from many sources. Even to act as
"experts" themselves.

Although these experts have not been asked to
write up an article concerning any ideas they have
on their particglar topic. We have enclosed their
picture and a short biographical sketch in the
proceedings so that the conference participants can
recognize them throughout the conference. We
encourage you to make use of these people to help
solve your problems and we ceftainly hope that
through this individual "one on one" experience at
the College Industry Education Conference we are
helping meet your perceived needs.

411 44.
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THE INSTITUTIONAL CO-OP SCENE
Willard
Assist n of Engineering

. Purdue Un kg at Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Indiana

Table 1'

iF

Willard D. Bostwick is Professor of Supervision and,
Assistant Dean of Student and Administrative Affairs
at the _Purdue University School of Engineering and
Technology at Indianapolis. He was a member of the
cooperative education faculty at Speed Scientific
School, University of Louisville, from 1965 to 1976.

Prior to joiping the University of Louisville, Dr. Bost-
wick held positions with Halliburtion, Illinois Division
of Highways, and the Illinois Deportment of Labor.

Dr. Bostwick has widely diversified experience in
operating and planning cooperative education programs.
This includekworking first-hand with ovoluntary and
mandatory co-op programs; 'academic and non-acade-
mic credit' programs; quarter and semester- calendars;
engineenng and technology curricula, as well as par-
ticipating in the re-organization and extablishment of
new co-op programs.

He is a member of the Executive Board and Chair-
rnarn-Elect of the Cooperative Educatitin Division,
ASEE, and a member of the American Institute of
Industrial Engineers. Professor Bostwick received the
B.S. Degree in mathematics from Northern 1111.nois
University and a Ph.D. in educational administraflon
from the University of Kentucky.

THE INCIUSTRIAL.CO-OP SCENE
Richard S. Rico
Polanager, College Relations =
Diamond Shamrock Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio

,Table 2

Richard S. Rice Is Manager of College Rela-
tions at Diamond ShamAlk Corporation, a diversi-
fied chemicals, plastics, and oil and gas company
with operations throughout the United States and
World Headquarters' in Cleveland,- Ohid. He has been
with Diamond Shamrock for the past 16 years and has
held various management positions In the employee
relations area of the company.

At present one of Mr. Rice's A:esponsibi titles
is the administration of Diamond Shamrock's Plan of.
Cooperative Education. Thew are approximately 70
engineering and bu'siness Students in this'program.
Work assignments are provided at various types of
facilities throughout the country. The co-op pro-
gram has been in operation for many years and is
well established and highly,regarded. Mr. Rice Ilas
broad experience in the planning and operation of
co-Op programs in business and industry_,

He is a member of the Executive Bard of the
Cooperative Education Division, ASEE, and is a mem-
ber of 'tile Education Activit.Ies Committee of the

ellisaufacturing Chemists Association. He received a
8S8A Degree from Bowling Green State University.

4
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Table 4

4
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THE NATIONAL CO-OP SCENE
Alvah K. Berman
been, graduate Pleeengent Services
Northeastern University
Beaten, Illasseekusette

Ille

Dean Bannon has been involved in the Cooperative
Education community for twenty-five years. During
*Asthma he has served asavainnan of 01), a nrustine

of the National Commislien for Cooperative Education
and on numerous committees of CIED, ASE and 'the
Cooperative Education Association. In 1970, noting
a community of knout among the kuroriginal Divi-
sions participating in the College -Industry -Educatiom,
Conference, he prorated the concept of a mid - winter
meeting with the Division Executive Boards, resulting
in the first CIEC in i976. Heserved on the 'CED
committee that developed the criteria for ECPO occm-
ditation of cooperative education programs in engin-
eering and has beenihe editor and publisher of the

Krekrief since its founding' in 1969.. Dean
Borman received a B %EE as a co,optlugent at North-
eastern University ip 1936 and an M. Ed. in 1967.
He hat served as a Coordinator kg* electrical engineer-
ing students, Director of Graduate Cooperative Educe..

tion and as Dean of Graduate Placement Services. liis
office is now respafeible for the career Goidwye,
counseling ark placement assistance of all sonars,
graduate students and alumni of Northeastern Univer-
sity.

THE PLACEMENT OF ENGINEERS
Cherfres, A. Markers' .
Director of terser Planning. and Isietasmont
Son DiegeState University

Tan Diego, California

nb

Illee,tinen involved for the past ten years as career counselor,
researcher, writer, and center director in college end unieer-
sityCareer Planning and,Placesset Centers. Prior to that, his
professional life was devOted to work in both student and indus-
trial personnel positions. Author of MIER 00016JUN3: Dreamt,
and Reality.
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CAMPUS RECRUITING OF ENGINEERS
Marilyn Randolph
Pacific Telephone Company
Alhambra. California

Marilyn Randolph

Southern California resident for tweniy years.
Graduate of UCLA, Bachelor of Arts degree in
Languages, 1969 entered Pacific Telephone's
Management Dkvelopment Program September, 1969.
Jobs held include:

Marketing Service Consultant
Asst. Switching Manager for Electro-Mechanical

Switching Systems
Installation Supervisor
Personnel Manager

'WOMEN IN-ENGINEERING
Donna Frohreich .

-Engineering Administration
University of the lincific
Stockton, California

L

to

Donna S. Frohreich received an A.B. (with Distinc-
tion) in sociology and a M.A. in education from
Stanford University. From 1968 until 1974 she was
assistant profes"sor and coordinato of programs
for *men in engineering at Purdue University.
While at Purdue she developed an extensive plan
for attracting and retaining women engineering

students. She initiated the "Director of College
and University Programs for Women in Engineering."
111,1974 she was named Dow Outstanding Young Fac-
ulty Member from the IllinOis-Indiana section of
ASEE. Ms. Frohreich is currently assistet'pro-
fessor and coordinator of cooperative education in
the School of Engineering, University gf the
Pacific, Stockton, California. She also coordinates
the NSF "Women in Engineering" program conducted by
University of California Extension, Davis. Ms.
Frohreidh is chairman of the RWI Women's Action
Group.

iS
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GUIDANCE
Harris T. Triads and Steven R. Cheekier
Purdue University
West Lafayette, ladies@

Table 7

a

Harris T. trAviS is,an Associate Professor in
Mechanical Engineering Technology and serves as
an administrativerassistant of minority affairs to
the Dean of the School of Technology at Purdue
University, M. Lafayette, Indiana. He received
the B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering from
Tennessee State Universitrin 1960, the M.S. degree
in Industrial Engineering, from PurdueUniversity
in 1972 and the Ph.D. degree from the University of
Illinois in 1976. From 1960 to 1972 he worked at
the U.S. Naval Avionics Facility in Indianapolis
Indiana. During this period he served in several
capacities; as an engineer, project engineer,
staff consultant and supervisor. He is a member
of ASEE, Phi Delta Kappa and a Danforth Associate.

, _ - 7

DR. STEPHEN R. CUSHIER

Stephen R. Cheshier was born in Logan, o, on,
February 21, 1940. Be received the B.S.
Physics from NMmphis State University, the . .

degree in Electrical Engideering from Purdue and
the Ph.D. degree in Technical Education from the
University of Illinois.

After 12 years in naval avionics, he has bien
on the Purdue faculty since 1971 and is currently
Professor and Head of the Electrical Engineering
Technology Department at Purdue.

RECRUITMENT OF ENGINEERS AND
TECHNOLOGISTS

Rielsard J. Ungredt
Vies President, Academia Affairs
NIMwoodusa defied of Engineering
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Table 8

4.

Richard J. Ungrodt is Vice President for Academic
Affairs at the Milwaukee School of Engineering
where he has served for 31 years as teacher, de-
partment chairman, and administrator.

Current activities in ASEE include Long Range Plan-
ningiCommittee, Projects Board, and Committee on
Accreditation Processes. Previously served as
Chairman of TCC and related committees. 190 re-
cipient of James R. 'Wm, Award.

serving as Director for ECPD representing
the Society of Manufacturing Engineers.

Se ECPD on the Executive Review Steering Com-
tee,the.Accreditation Planning Committee, and

the Special Task Force on Allied Engineering Pro-
fessions.

President, Milwaukee Chapter; Wisconsin Society of
Professional Engineers.

Advisor to the University of Petroleum and Minerals
in Saudi Arabia.
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Table 9

,

°

ADMINISTRATION OF.E.11. PROGRAMS
Lyman L Francis
Professor, Engineering Technology
University of Missouri -Rolla
Rena. Missouri

4/Zsiti-

1

A

Ronald J. Young
Provost
Wentworth institute
Boston Massachusetts

LYMAN L. FRANCIS I
Professor of Engineerin
Director of Engineerin
University of Missouri
Past Chairman of the En
Committee of the Engine
Professional Developmen
facturing Engineers rep
Board of Directors. Ch
Member of ASEE, SME and

g Technology and
echnology at the

- .Rolla.
gineering Technology
ere' Council .for
;, Society of Manu-
resentative to ECPD
airman ECPD Council.
AS ME.

Ronald J. Young; a Mechanical Engibeer, has
advaneed over the years from Instructor to Provost
at Wentworth Institute of Technology in Boston,

Massachusetts. Os industrial experience includes'
Marine and Mechanical Engineering, consulting and

editing. He has been active in the Profession by
presenting papers, writing articles and as a panel-

ist. 'Among his professional society affiliations
are the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
the American Society for Engineering Education and
the Society of Plastics Engineers. He is a member

of Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi and Sigma Xi.

CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Howard R: Shelton
Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico

132

IN INDUSTRY
Mr. Shelton is currently head of the University

Programs and Management Training Division, Sandia
Laboratories, and is responsible for developing
programs of continuing education for engineers and
scientists at Sandia Laboratories through university
related programs and specially-developed in-house

programs. He is the Sandia Laboratories' repre-

sentative to the American Society for Engineering
Education and served as national chairman for the
Continuing Engineering Studies Division, 193-714,
and has been active in the division activities for

the past 10 years.

Mr. Shia-ton was co-chairman of the Engineering
Foundation Conference, "Maintainiqg Professional
and Technical Competence of the Order Engineer- -
Engineering acid Psychological Aspect," held in

Maine, 19Y3, and a co-editor of She ASEE monograph

on the same subject.

He was co-chairman of the 5th Annual Continuing
Engineering Studies Division meeting held in

Albuquerque, New Meitico in 1970.
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111Vri UNIVERSITY CONTINUING EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

Charles S. Elliott
Wayne State University
'Detroit. Michigan

Tab!el l

\\Iirupd.
Z- INDIVIDUALIZED CE PROGRAMING

Chuck Elliott is currently invqlved in Continuing
Engineering Education programs, off - campus credit

extension programs, conferences,and seminars,
minority student programs and liaison with industry.

His Ph.D. degree is from Michigan State University
and BME from General Motors Institute. He has

beep North Central Section Representative for the

Continding"Engineering Studies Division of ASEE

and is currently Vice-Chairman (Chairman-Elect),

of the North Central Section, a member of the .

National Publications Committee of ASEE and Chair-

man of the Member Education Council of. the

Engineering Society of Detroit.

Dean Griffith
Visiting Alumni Professor of Engineering
College of Engineering
Clemson University
Clemson, South Curolina

Table 12

t

Dean E. Griffith is Alumni Visiting Profeisor of

Engineering at Clemson University, on leave from

The University of Texas at Austin, where he is Di-

rector of Continuing Engineering Studies. Dean is

a director of the Texas Association for Community

Service and Continuing Education, a professional

member of the National University Extension Asso-

ciation and a charter member of the Continuing

Education for the Professions Section, NUEA. Dean

has served on the National Continuing Education

Committee of the American Institute of Chemical

Engineers, on the Projects BoWrd, ASEE, and in

various positions for the Continuing Engineering

Studies Division, ASEE including a member of the

Board of Directors, and'Chairman of the CES Task

Forces. Dean is chairman of the Continuing Person-

alized Engineering Education Special Interest Group

and is a member of the Long Range Planning Commit-

tee, ASEE. Dean's personal interests are reflected

in his Clemson project( "Increasing the Margins of

Excdllence in the External Master of Engineering

Progrhm."
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OPPORTUNITIES IN INTERNATIONAL
ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Morten R. Barra
Director. Engineering Foreign Programs
Universky of Wisososin
Medici" Wisoonsin

Table 13

Merton R. Barry, Professor, Department of General
Engineering, and (1960 to present) Director,

International Engineering Programs, University of
Wisconsin-Madison. B.S. and M.S., University of
Wisconsin. Post-graduate study in Switzerland and
the Netherlands (Fulbright). Active in ASEE since
1955. Has served ASEE as Chairman, International

Committee and International Division of ASEE, and
is currently Chairman, Joint Committee on Inter-
national Activities (JCIA); Secretary- Treasurer
of Council for Public and Specialized Services;
and as a mamber of the World 'Congress 1975 ,

Steering Committee. He is a member of U.S.Nat'l
Committee for IAESTE; U.S.Nationai Committee foe'
UPADI and the UPADI Education Committee; founding
member of WFEO Committee on Engineering Education
1970-74. Member of NAS/NAt Panel on the of
U.S. Engineering Schools in Technical Ass tance.
Professor Barry is currently a member of e U.S.
National Commission for UNESCO and member of the ,
UNESCO Advisoty Panel on Engineering and
Technological Education.

;ACCREDITATION IN THE INTERNATIONAL
SCENE

David Refes-Guerra
Executive Director
Engineers' Council for Professional Development
United Engineering Center
New York, New York

Table 14
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DAVID R. REYES-GUERRA

David R. Reyes-Guerra is the Executive .Director of
the Engineers' Council for Professional Development.
He is a civil- engineer with industrial experience
both in the U.S. and the international scene. Prior
to joining ECPD, he was a facialty member at the
University of Illinois. He is a graduate of the
Citadel and Yale University.. He is active in inter-
national education and serves as a consultant in
managenent, engineering education, and professional
practice both here and abroad.
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INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION
RESEARCH

Merles L Albertson
C. E. Deportinestt, Coloreds lite& University
Fort Collins. Colernds

J.
1

:f

Maurice Lee Albertson is a Professor of
Engineering at Colorado State University and a
registered professional engineer in Colorado."
Co-author of. Fluid Mechanics" For. Engineers he
has thirty years experience in fluid mechanics,
hydraulic engineering, water resources research,
and international development engineering.
Recipient of the J. C. Stevens Award, Croes
Medal, and Emil Hilgbrd Prize from the American
Society For Civil Engineers. Since 1959 he has
been the coordinator for the United States
contribution to Asian Institute of Technology
in Bangkok,,Thailand. He Ms been 'a consultant
for several AID projects, UNESCO programs and
received the 1970 Centennial Professor of
Engineering Award from Colorado State
University.
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DON'T FORGET

so"

1978 ASEE ANNUAL CONFERENCE

UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
JUNE 19-22, 1978

VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA

1979 ASEE ANNUAL CONFJERENCE

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
JUNE 25-29, 1979
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA

to

.
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SESSION I

CONTINUING ENGINEERING STUDIES
DIVISION

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION4 LUNCHEON

Raymond J. _Page received his BSME and MSIE
degrees from. Purdue University. His industrial
emplOyment has been with Sylvania Electric ComPany,
National Cash. Register Company and National Gypsum
Company. He has taught at SONY at Buffalo, Cornell
University and general Motors Institute where he is
currently Director of ContinUing Engineering Educa-
tion. In this position, he is responsible for
providing technical programs to General Motors
Units.*,

He has been active in professional society
activities for several years. He was a member of
the ASME Policy Board Education and served as the
National Chairman _of it's Continuing-Education
Committee. His ASME offices also include several
at the4ection and regional level and a term as
Vitt President. ,He has been active-in the CES
Division of ASEE since it's formation and is
currently Chairman.

I

Raymond J. Pegs
Director, Continuing Engineering Education
General Motors Institute
Flint, Michigan

The Continuing Engineering Studies-Division
of ASEE invites all of the participants of the
College Industry Education Con rence who are

81.interested in Continuing Educa to attend
thjsjuncheon. This session will

%
llow people

-to meet formally and discuss some of their
problems and renew acquaintances with people
who have similar jobs.

At this particular meeting also, the awards
for the CES Division will be distributed for
the 1976 year. Morrie Nicholson, Chairman of the
CES Division Awards Committee, will have several
people up for recognition at this time.

Anyone who is attending the conference is
encouraged to participate in this session and
we think you will find it very informative to
learn what is going on in continuing engineering
studies at the various engineering schools
throughout the United States.
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ANNOUNCING
AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

CONTINUING ENGINEERING EDUCATION
APRIL 25-27, 1979

UNIVERSITY-OF MEXICQ
MEXICO CITY t

The Continuing Engineering Studies and International Division of
the ASEE, along with the University of Mexico and UNESCO, are pleased
to announce an International.Conference on Continuing Education to be
held in Mexico City, April 25-27, 1979 for industrial and university
personnel interested in continuing professional development in engineer-
ing. Those in technical education and related areas would also find
the conference of interest. MANX YOUR CALENDAR!

Topics to be discussed include needs analysis, adult learning,
marketing and advertising programs, participant motivation, program
costing, unique programs around the world, and others. Speakers have
been contacted and will be coming from industrial, government, and edu-
cational agencies throughout the world. If you would like to receive
a final program please contact John )(lugs, General Chairman, 432 North
Lake Street, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.
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SESSION

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION DIVISION 'it.

BUSINESS LUNCHEON

NO.

a

JI

The Cooperatiie tion Divilion of the'MkEE
will'bold their anti siness luncheon during
thit session.- Various inations, and election
of officers of the division will be held.

, ..,

dMiyone who is interested in cooperative education
or would like to knci more about cooperative Mu-
_loct:liVn should plan to attend this luncheon. It

. .
be an informally openaced.luncheon and will

3 allow participation from the audience on the vari-
AP-

pus problems facing the cooperative education divt-
sion will be discussed. You are encouraged to

*'
participate if you would like to know more about
'cooperative education.

ROBERT L. HEYBORNE

Robert L. Heyborne-is Dean and Professoof Electri-
cal Engineering attUniversity of the Pacilic'ih
Stockton, CA. He hdlds the Ph.B. in Electrical
Engineering from Stanford University and has more
than ten years of industrial experience in addition
to his teaching. Dr. Heyborn's American Society for
Engineering Education Activities include service as
Chairman of the Pacific-Southwest Section, Chairman
of the Rocky Mountain Section, three years as a
Board member of the RWI Division, and five years as
a Board member of the CED Division. He is a member

of the ASEE Acdreditation Processes Committee. Dr:

Heyborne-is a past chairman of the California Engi-
neering Liaison Committee, a member of the IEEE,
American Geophysical Union, Internattonal Scien fic

Radio Union, Sigma Xi, Sigma Tau, and Phi Kappa
He has received numerous awards for excellego
engineering teaching, and in 1972 was named The
"Engineer of the Year" by the Joint Council of the
Professional Engineering Societies of the San
Joaquin Valley.

Sr
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CALL FOR 'PAPERS

1978 Conference on

Fr.ontiers in Education
Dutch Inn, Lake Buena Vista, Florida
October 23 - 25, 1978

Hosted By Collegei-of Engineering of
University of Florida
'Florida Institute of Technology
Florida Technological University
University of South Florida

The Education,froup of the IEEE and the Educational Research and d6 Division of the ASEE, with the
participation f the Colleges of Engineering of central Florida, a ased to announce t1e 1978 Conference
od Frontiers in Education, to be held October 23-25, 1978, at the Inn, Lake Buena Vista, Florida.
The name of the Conference is the theme of the Conference, Frontiers ducation. The pdi-pose is to
bring together persons concerned with education in schools, in colleges and universities, and in industry
and government to discuss new developments and new directions. in engineering and other post - secondary
technical education. -

Papers are invited from a wide range of areas i

Engineering for Non-Engineers
Engineering and Society
Pre engineering Studies
Guidance and Counseling

Continuing Educatioh for Engineers
Off-Campus Instruction

. The Role of thejelcher
Graduate Research
besign of Learning Experience
Technology in Education
Computers in Education

One of the basic purposes of this Conference is

iltecaction, as opposed to passive listening to
other types orinteractive sessions are invited

Authors' wishing to present papers should send a
of the paper to:-

* Program Chairman
Professor Andrew Revay

Program Chairman, FIE '78

Department of Electrical Engineering
Florida Institute of Technology
Melbourne, Florida '32901

nfluding, but not necessarily limited to: those listed below

New Methods in Education
Evaluationof Education
Student Self-Appraisal
Grades and Grading
Cost Effectiveness in Education

Management Science/Techniques in Education
Frontiers in Graduate Education

Community College-University 2+2 Articulation
Laboratory Education

Role of Consortia in Education

to provide maximum opportunity for personal involvement and
lectures. Proposals for workshops, panel discussions, and

synopsis (typically 200 to 500 words) describing the scope

General Chairman

Gene Chenette
ti

ProfessOr, General Chairman
Department of Electrical Chairman

. University ofi Florida
Gainesville, Florida -32611

4 / .

Deadline for submission of synopses.T1 January 15, 1978 Speak wit.; be notified of acceptance by March
15, 1978. Final drafts will be due June 15,1978, and will be publishid in the Conference Proceedings
Persons wishing to Oopose workshops, panel discussions, or other special sessions should also contact
Professor Revay no later than January 15, 1978.

%4
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SESSION 7.1

HOW DO CO-OP EXPERIENCES
COMPLEMENT

ENGINEERING CURRICULUM

The pro's and con's of how or, even whether
co-op experience complement curricula have been
debated for years by the,enproyerkthe 'faculty,
and. the student: Cooperative4ed cation is pur-
ported to be student oriented. exists to serve
the student. Of course, the empl yer would also
like td say that his interests, both current and
down the road a few years, are very well served.
He believes that strongly enough to lay out sup-
porting dollars in significant qua atities. The
faculty would argue the virtues of the program as
their efforts to teach are augmenimd by industrial
experiences had by motivated students.

A noted educator once said, "when cooperative

education is treated as a basic concept for re-
lating ,heory to practice in education, and when
flexible arrangement and varied procedures are
evolved, rather than a rigid set of operations,
the resulting program is more likely to become a
very successful one." _

rr
Our speakers in this session will present new

views based on new datamith national'and'inter-
national flavor.* The principle and program of
cooperative education knows no borders or bounda-
ries. iogineering and technology, the social and
economic impact, is not confined to the United
States. There is a need fbr all of us to share
views and information. As an outcome of inter-,

change with our speakers, we should all have a
better understanding of how co-op experiences com-
plement curricula.

Cliff S. Barton
Assistant Dean of Engineering
Brigham Young University

-mom., Provo, Utah

s

Cliff S. Barton its Assistant to the Dean in
the College of Engineering Sciences an0 Technology
at Brighain Young University, Provo., Utah. -He is

in charge of developing Industrial Relations which
includes Cooperative Education programs. 'He is
also chairman'of the University Cooperative Educa-
tion Committee which develops policies and proce-
dures for campus operation.

He has served as chairman of the Depart t

of Civil Engineering for several years. He s a

member of several national societies and'has een
national President of the Society for Experime al

Stress Analysis. He has been on the faculty of
ReAselaer polytechnic Institute whete he also
received his PhD in Eng)neering Mechett-i-el He -s

published numerous papers and has been an employee
of, al well as a consultant to several industries.
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IjOW DO CO-OP EXPERIENCES
COMPLEMENT

ACADEMIC STUDIES

June Moors
Assistant Coordinatoi, Cooperative Engineering Programs
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee

$

The sources of information for this paper are
views with co-op students, faculty, and

employers o are correspondents in tie University
of Tennessee Cooperative Engineering Program. -Ap-
proximately one hundred current co-op students were
asked the title question. Faculty members were

iasked the question, "What is the degree of com-
petency in engineering skills' which the faculty
hope the engineering graduate comprehends?" Co-op
employers were asked the question, "Does the
engineering curriculum at the co-op level satisfy

the Leds of industrY?"

All of the students who discussed the subject
have completed the co-op work experience. The .

students are readyto commence the senior year.
Almoet,without exception, their ages are in the

early twenties. I hive chosen to present the
stu4ent's opinion, because the co-op is the missing
comOBbent at association meetings; student views
are n9t rehdfly available to CIEC participants.
Also, co-op experiences are fresh, and can lend
a unique viewpoint to the subject unikr considera-

tion.

A general statement which needs to belemade is

that all of the students interviewed agreed that
thsquestion is, "How do the co-op experiences..."
and not, "If the co-op experiences...." Without

exception, all of the students interviewed agreed
that the co-op work experiences were beneficial in
the classroom., 'There were none who would not have

retraced his or her steps through co-op educalOn.
The coverage 0 the subject matter,in thie paper
is not intended to be a comprehemsive.study. The

most frequently expressed views of the three groups
are offered simply to stimulate thought.

Student Viewpoint

Many students stated that th'e theory which is

taught in the classroom is employed primarily When
the work assignment is within a 'research and de-

velopment area, Students who have been plated in
productibn or manufettuning areas feel thai seldom,
if ever, do they need theoretical material. This

is one of the =1St interesting points revealed
from 'the interviews. It is a significant observe-

wtion, as it, %lehrly indicates which students will
more often findal torrelat4on between work ex-

,

perience and the academici.

Problems an engineering student must solve in
the classroom generally have one answe which may

be obtained from the back'of the book. ngineering

' 142 It

problems on the job, however, may have many
answers. Therefore, the work experience is a far
reaching experience which adds dimension to a
course. A student is able because of the work
experience to comprehend 'unstated fattors which
are pertinent'to, and which develop, the book pro-
blem. For the co-op this situation is a decided
advantage over non-co-op classmates.

Co-op students become at4mainted with the
necessary business.and legal aspects of the engin-
eering profession. Co-ops learn how economics,
inventories, schedules, environmental impact
studies, contract negotiations, leases, and cheAs
of command, to name only .a few, play in the pro-

fessional engineer's life. The necessity of sell.
ing one's ideas, not only to other, engineers, but
to finance and business repfesentatives, adminis-
trative people, et cetera, is a rude awakening to
some%co-op students. Discovering the total sphere
of engineering caused some co-ops to seek out
courses in legalistics, written skills, business
administration, and in the humanities. The "need

to know", increased interest in academic courses
cfor the co -op.

. An incentive td ttudy was a benefit which was
repeaeedNovet and oyer by co-ops. Having worked
on a project which incorporated in it the aspects
of an.upcoming class,delightedthe student. Most

co-ops expresses an eagerness 0 schedule courses'
which have a direct bearing upoh the work assign-
ments. The cciurss_workAs made easier by "die
doing of the, thine" especially computer related
courses. The seudentioft6 times has had computer
training at work far mnd above that of academic'
requirementi. Being introduced to a course sub-
ject at work allows the student to determine the
"meat" of the course, and the student is able to
weed out relativel; unessential aspects. Study,

iherefore/is accomplished in an efficient manner.

There was for some students a lack of son-
.tinuity of course material due CO thm alternation
schedule; however, that drawback was overshadowed
by the fact.that the alternation allows the student
to return to school with afresh mind. Almost all

of the students mentioned this fact. Seloksk
students indicated that they-would have dropped
out of school, if not, for the co-op program. One

student in particular, stated that he had dropped
ih and outmpf college until the co-op program Was
introducedjo him. Now td the work periods are

completed, he hopes to.end school through
,
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the senior year to obtain the degree. Scho61 is -

that disagreeable to him.

s The necessity of dealing
problems and challenges eac ered at work con-
tributed to the student'slessertiveness and self
confidence in the classroom. Thus, the ability of
the student to generate a rapport with the pro-
fessor was enhanced -- a decided advantage. The

student learned at work how to approach "pro-
fessionals." One student in the last work period
was given a challenging project of solving a pro-

\
dnction dilemma. The solu ion which the student
would devise would be utili ed. The apprehension
of the responsibility placed upon his shoulders,
caused him to want to checithis findings thorough-
,ly before submitting the plan to his supervisor.
The student telephoned from the work site to his
professors am.ema#10Eis14all contacting four of
them, to check out opoiaed solution. .The
response he received and the ihterest generated
by the professors for the co-top were distinCt ,

advantages for the student when he returned to
campus. The incident not only made the professors
aware of the calibre of the student, but served
to gaip faculty support for the co-op program.

Sy

his own with

The co-op believes himself to be a better
student than he would have been othempase. Studies
indicate that this is true. He has Allirned to

organize his thoughts. He has found at wooer the

absolute necessity to thiAk. Important to him,
also, is the learned -stork ability to attack
a prohlam-Air-rglifeal, ard sly manner: The

student is then'able to atta k course work with
the same:strategy. Studs comprehension, the
student says, dome easier th that approach.

Co-ops feel that they are aheidof the game.
Work experience introdudts equipment, procedures,

# processes, analysei, and a view of the state of
the ast which is ahead of that offered in the
classroom. The hands-on experience is far reach-
ing. Students generally, have to crowd around
one piece'of equipment in',the school, laboratory
in'ordet MA:observe it; it is necessary to share
lab space with cl smates. The co-op at work,

however, has a work station to,himsel?, and he wil,1
have.ample4opport ty to gain skill in the use of

many devices. In try will have the-latest-in
engineeringitools and equipment. Educational

institutions simply cannot afford to completely
stockahe laboratory. The co-op student fully ,

appreciates the opportpnity to observe and to use
the latest sOphisticaged engineering tools. A

non-co-op may never ha;re the experienge,of becom-
ing acqUainted with such devices.while a student.

The last most commonly expressed work ex-
perience complement to the academiu was a re-
inforcement of a fact that has long Veen identified: 4

a co -op can define career goals.

Faculty Viewpoint
.

A large number,of co-ops expressed the view
that theclassroom had no direct correlation with
the realities of.the work,experience. This was

somewhat disturbing., and prompted the question to
the faculty about thepurpose of the engineering
curriculum. 'Fie answer could perhaps- explain the

attitode of the students' op this crucial point,

f-

1

or at least offer an expl tion fer it.

Problems which confro the engineer are new
problems of the most deman ng nature brought
abdut by an ever changing w rld. The faculty is
concerned with teaching stud nts to solve problems
using an engineering appro This approach
means using engine ng ski s and techniques, and
applying,anginee ng logic and reasoning to obtain
an engineffin exult. The courses which are
taught are s cifically designed to have the
broadest application. A specific engineering job
cannot beotaugbt to the student. There is no
feasible way to deteiline the engineering pr.:oh/ets
which the student will face in his career. Cre-

ativity., logic, and scientific reasoning tbgether
4irith engineering skills, practices, and tools are
the attribdres and techniques which the educator
is pledged to develop with the student. The

engineering curriculum is pilEdicated upon the
fa that a college education only prepares the
englneer to learn and adapt. .Th#
creatively apply engineering practices will ul-
timately determine the quality of the engineering
education,aalieved by the s&dent:

Howeverbroad Or general the foregoing state-
ment may be, it is the crux of the purpose behind
an engineering curriculum. The curriculum is not
designed however, to acknowledge, or deal with,

the pr cal engineering experience gained by a,
seasoned p. This fact would account for the
co-op ha g some difficulty with correlating work
experience and the alassrodm.

Other consiabrations which influence the ,

development of an engineering curriculumshould
perhaps be stated here, although they are not to
the point of this Writer's inquiry. However,
they d6 restrict the faculty in placing all de-
sirable course work in the curriculum. The
academic administration must schedule courses
Which will be coipleted within a definite time
period. Credit hours required for,a degree is a
competitive number. Schools try to stay within
a reasonable range of one another in courseload.
Students simply will not enroll in a college which
heeeignificantly higher requfiements for gradua-
tion than some similar school. There is an em-

phasis on preparing she student for graduate
school. This fact has a strong influence Upon
curric *um development. The faculty also want to
incorporate job flexibility,into the schedule to
allow the student as wide a'job market as possible.
It goes without saying that the guidelines pf the
Engineering Council for Professional Development"

are foremost. All of the foregoing considerations
restrict the administration in developine% cur-
riculum specific enbegh to Please the individual
professor or the'individual.student. There is an .

on-going debate among the' academicians as to the
effectiveness' of the curriculum.

Employer Viewpoint

In attempting to answer the question put to
the lac lty as to the purpose of the curriculum,
one is ed'nafurally to consider whether the co-op
studen 4is adequately prepared for work assignments

by th typical engineering coursewdrk. Dfscussions

with nurber of U.T. co-op'employers revealed

4P
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that most employers need students to have com-
pleted the introductory engineering courses be-
fore successfully using the student in engineering
related co-op assignments. Some math, basic
statics, graphics, and perhaps chemistry are the
uinimum classroom work usually required.. Some
computer Inizwledge ttof increasing importance
to employers. The success of a co-op program
for an employer depends almost entirely upon the
ability to adapt work assignments apOropriate to
the level of the student, and the enthusiastic
4111ingness to work with and develop the young
student's skills.

Industry participates in cooperative educa-
tion to secure "hand trained" graduates. Of equal
importance to, them is the fact that they are con-
tributing tthe excellence of engineering educa-
tion, and'imany employers hire co-ops in greater
numbers than they can reasonably be expected to
hire as graduates.

Summary

The co-op student enthusiastically endorses
cooperative education. The opportunity to gain
practical knowledge of his profession and to der
velop professional traits and attitudes during
the schoOl years is fully appreciated. He does
not by the end of the. junior year realize course -
work, generally, toihave a significant correlatimi
to the work experience. He will find, however,
that the senior year will deal with many specific
skills with which he has become acquainted on his
vork assignments.

The engineering administration must develop
an engineering curriculum which will address the
needs of the entire engineering-student body. The
curriculum is not geared specifically in the early'
years to recognize ths prabtical engineering skills

dopind Cloning in the co-op through the progressiveg
This situation caupes the co-op

s t to have a unique advantage over the non -
co-op which the faculty clearly recognize.

The co-op employer's conscientious selection
of assignments gives the student the opportunity
to comprehend broad applications of his'education,
and allows the co-op to benefit an employer at
graduation with highly developed pratical engineer-
ing skills.

The results of'the survey confirms that the
student, the edutator and the emplaer participate
in cooperative idopetion 14-Cause Alia both self-
serving,*.and at the same time mutually contributory

to all three participants.
NIg

:
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JUNE Q. MOORE
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,

Attended the University of Tennessee, 1950-52

EmploYMent:

The University ii:x1rnessee
Engineering rinent StAtion, 1960-67
Secretary

I

e.

Office of the Dean of Engineering, 196)-74
College Bookkeeper .

Cooperative Engineering Program, 1974-present'
AssiitantOgoordinator

Memberships:

American Society for Engineering Education
Tennessee Cooperative Education.Association
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THE STUDENT; THE PROFESSOR AND
INDUSTRY-

ALL WIN IN THIS EXPERIENCE

The experiential learning program to be ibed
is concerned with an institutional effort has
been going on for some years aimed a( coupling
the university's role and that of the production
and service sector with the expectancy of in-
creasing the quality of the teaching learning
process and of the performance of graduates in
industry.

One important point to keep in mind is that this
program1106 evolved in a media with character-
istics which, in some cases, may prevent its in-
discriminated transfer to other ones. Nevertheless,
it'ishopedthat the irimense majority of the com-
ments may find an echo.

The Engineering Practice School (EPS) at the Ins-
titute Tecnologico de Monterrey is an educational
method in which a group of 8 to 12 students: un-
der the advise of one or more essors, intern
themselves in a'manufacturing or ice industry
to define, solve problems and, when ssible, im-
plelment solutions to projects of mutual interest
to the industry and to the group, resulting in
improvements in processes, products ad/or ser-
vices.

IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDS:

It is felt that one of the reasons the rogram
has continued to operate is due to the roper
identification of needs. Following is 4 repre-
sentative list of these'needs,

Institutional 'needs:

Output indicA which pretend to measure the
quality of the educational process are very
,starce.

'There are too few innovative inethods,aimed at
deyelopfng social and professional skills
in students and professors.

The educational process must relate itself to
the pi-eductive and service sectors.

Upgrading the image t graduates and profes
sors have in sot' ty is a continuous pro-
cess.

Santiago Chuck
ti Dean of Engineering

,Monterrey Institute of Technology
onterrey, Mexico

Students' needs:

Graduates should be able to do engineering
work immediately upon graduation and also or.

haVe the capability of going on to graduate
work.

Students are extremely eager for "real world"
experience.

Graduates should be able to become researchers
and university professorS; besides being
engineers.

Professors' need,:

*A planned effort to improve the teaching igo-
cess must consider abilitils developed in
engineering practice.

There is a strong desire to evaluate oneself
with reSpectto the ability to perform
eng g practice.

The main ivity is teaching, thus the lack
of suffi i t research must be compensated.

The faculty is predominantly young, mostly
with graduate work experience and hardly
no industrial experience.

Industries' needs:

Production or service activities predominate
greatly over development,-and this, over
research.

Production technology predominates signif-
icantly'over engineering technology.

Engineering 'know -how" is brought in from
abroad thus resulting in a weak engineering
infrastructure:.

Continuing education efforts are limited.

Most good engineers have become or are
becoming managers.

There are always more problems that can be
solved.

Once having developed aleeling.for the areas
where improvements are neededI it was felt that a

ti
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corresponding feeling Should be developed willh
respect to a view of the university's role ift the

PROSPECTTVE:

leappears as though the rate of change of things'
will continue to form part of the conditions
under which evolution will keep on taking place,
this shadowing the boundaries between the diffe-
rent stages of the profess.

So it is felt that the university will be called
upon to integrate itself, to a greater
to the working environment; to catalyze in-
tegration of technological, economical, political
and' societal efforts, harmoniously.

It will this become increasingly difficult

to contain persons in an embryonic stage;
to isolate this human energy from more
involvement, from more active integration
to societal struggles; to the shaping of
society.

The need for personal satisfaction will be
a greater one; to contribute, to achieve,
to be rewarded.

Another challenge to be met lies in socie-
ty's influence onotechnology which will be
felt strongly thorough the types and

amounts of products and services which can
,be marketed in a complicated array of value
systems.

With this general 'VIM of what the future could
look like, it appears logical to pre-Cent the
steps being taken at the-Moment to move from
the present situation'to the future One.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

The general objectives may be classified as pro- .
cess objectives, those that extend beyond the
experience period, and as product objectives, f
those which are terminal. -

In the process category there are the learning ob
jective and the development objective. In the
product one there is the service objective.

/Process:

Learningt)ective: To obtain solutions, that
meet engineering standards, to'prob/ems im-
bedded in a working environment, exercising
social and professional skills.

Development objective: To develop the ability
tonenage the learning process while obtain-
ing solutions to problems in a "real world"
environment.

4

product:

Service objective: To obtaialclient satisfac-
tion virthe proposed solutions to the stated

4 problems.

To"reach these objectives there exist institutio-
, nal policies and procedures which-thread the

routes.

146

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES:

The policies refer to students, professors and
industry; the procedures to recruitment, selec-
tion, training, operation and evaluation.

Student

recruitment: publicity, personal contact,
EPS image,,academic credits. ,

selection: academic performance, skills, se-
mester level.

training: types of problems, know the pro=
fessor, the industry and the group.

operation: working norms.

evaluation: solution, skill performance.

Professor

recruitment: personal desire, persuasibn,
'rewards.

selection:' academic performance (student
rating and quality of extension work), per-
sonal development program, institutional
objectives. ,

.pcdping: group management,
-4iition, solution plawn
'''11iion of experience to

operation: workinuonas, deadlines, c115-

leas defi-

rting, inte-
classroom.

sure.

evaluation: skill development, client sa-
tisfaction.

Industry IP
recruitment: per 1 promotion, EPS image.

ousselection: ptevi ience, interest
shown, types of problems presented, reputa-
tion.

training: ptoblem statement, interactift
'With the professor, interaction with life
student, contract statements.

operation: working space, support resources`
(economic, material, human), information

eOlaRge.
evaluation: degree and quality of support,
destination giyen to the proposed solutions,
general attitude towards the program.

In order to insUre that the program stays in the
-right track 'and is accomplished at the right

time,,there are priorities and programs. ,

PRIORITIES ANDPROGRAMS:

The priorities are looked upon from the point of
view of the student, the professorand the indus-
try with respect to obje6tives, activities and
time.

Objeditce Priorities:

'student

learning

deveiopMent

service
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Program Priotities:

willing client

willing professor

willing students

n stated problems
-2

n
-1

group "iegration 0 a
n
o

execution

n results 0 -6

student professor industry

.

0

0 . 0

n closure
2

o] .o
. '

'carry-over

learning objective predbmdnates'in the stu-
t, the development one in the professor and
service one in industry.

The execution activity must start at,a given
point in'Aime which sets minimum times for group
,integration and this one'in turn for the state-

sent of the problems. The final results'aust 'be
reported at a given time and there' is a limit ta
closure. The elapsed time between execution and-
results is 6 weeks. .

Functions and responsibilities are required
order to implement the program, thus a certain
degree of organization is neededl

ORGANIZATION:

Functions and responsibilities must be performed
by the students, Jy the professor, by industry
and by the adniniitration.

Student

The student must performAe following func-
tions:

- Do a diagnosis to identify the client's
real problem. .

- Seek, locate, and analyze information "
relevant to the problem.

- Manage his activities to obtain results
taking into account existing time and
resource limitations.

Analyze,'create and evaluate alternative
solutions to the problems.

.*

- prepare and present written and oral re-
_4.ports.

Sell his ideas via the proposed sabtions.

It is expected that the student, while performing
the above functions, develop and apply social and
professional skills such as.:

Social skills',

1. discipline and order,

2. self confidence,

3. responsibility,

4. decision making,

S. work capacity,

*b. human behavior awareness,

7. creativity and innovation.

Professional skills;

a. engineeringliknowledge,

b. engineering judgement,

c. 'acceptance of challenge and new situa-
tions,

d. analysis, synthesis and evaluation,

e. economic criteria.

For example, toerform thefunction of analyZ
ing, creating and evaluating alternative solu-
tions to the problem he must develop and apply
mainly 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7,/a, b, c, d, e. All of"

these functions must le performed within an ethi-
cal framework.

Professor - _

The professor should do the tollowing:

- Promote the sale of the EPS.

- -Submit himself to the training program.

- Define,'.ointly with the industry, the
project to be worked en.

- Advise the students on the definition of

the problems.

-'Integrate the working group.

Design, jointly with the industry, the
work program.

Menage the activities leading towards ob-
taining,results.

Advise on partial reports and edit the
final one.

Evaluate the students.

Advise on the implementation of the pro-
posed solutions.

A

IIntegrate the experience to the classroom'.
.

Follow up activities with industgy 1111

It is understood that while performing the above
functions the professor must put id practice the
same Social and professional skills as do the
students.

Industry -

The'pdustry must: .0
-

Define, jointly fessor, the

project 'to be won

Contract the problems to. be solved.

Accept a work pi:6gram and name thei146-
presentative. -

Provide an induction program for the stu-
dent and the professor.

Provide resource' support and information.

Evaluate the partial reports.

Decide on the proposed solutions.

I.
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- Associate dean for research -

The associate dean for research is 1m charge
of the overall planning, coordination, ope-
ration and control.

The specific function; are:

Organizational planning, promotion and
pyblicity.

Proposal writing and contracts.

Student insurance, registration and pay-
ment.

Organize the training piogram.

Design the budget.

Supervise the accounting.

Visit the groups periodically.

Provide support services (copies, paper,
etc.)

Expedite receipt,collection from industry.

Expedite professor's payments.

Follow-up activities with industry.

Department chairman -

The department chairman is directly responsi-
ble for the performance of each professor
with respect to his own development, to the
service rendered to the student and to the
'service rendered to the industry. In parti-
cular, the functions are:

Service planning and promotion.

-' Planning the training program.

- Project definition.

Know the project's evolution.

- Know the project's results.

Professor evaluation.

- Follow -up activities with industry.

- Follow-up activities with professors.

Curriculum directors -

The curriculum directors are responsible for
the activities related directly with the stu
dents, such as:

Academic-planning.

Student recruitment and selection.

Group integration.

Project selection.,

Know the project's results.

Follow-up activities with industry.

Follow-up activities with students.

The administrative models for the operation of
an EPS vary according to the professoes'experi-
enie and availability, t number of,EPSs can-
tracted and the institute tines. Six
models have been put into operation. The models
are:

A

1. One professor and
When:

one EPS; recommended

a. The professor has directed an EPS be-

.lcie

b. The professor has over 2 years academic
experience.

c. The professor has experience in direc-
tion and/or execution of projects,

2. Two professors and one EPS; recommended
when:

a. Two professors desire to participate
half of the time simultaneTtly, and

i. the two work under close and coor=
dinated collaboration,

ii. at ledtt one professor possesses
the characteristics mentioned in
Model 1,

the two are responsible for all of
the projects of the EPS.

b. Two professors desire to participate
'one during the first half of the pe-
riod and the other during the latter
part, and

e. the two possess the characteristics
mentioned in Model 1,

ii. there is a week between periods
when) both work simultaneously,

iii. the premation and presentation
of the Deports are the response
bility of both.

3. TWO professors and two EPS's in which the
first are interchangeable; recommended
When:

a. one professor meets the requirements
- -of Model 1,

b. both professors show ability for
murek\collaboration,

c. botKpwofessors are responsible for
both EPSs.

4. One professor and a graduate studenemana-
ge one EPS; recommended when the profes-
sor is Model 1 type and the student is an
outstanding one.

S. The professor manages "n" professors who
in turn manage "n" EPSs; recommended
when the one professor is of Model 1 type.
The coordinating professor advises the
inexperienced professors and supervises
that quality, standards are met. -Each of
the professors is responsible foithe
report of his respective EPS,

6. Threerofessors and two EPSs; recommended
when at least one professor possesses the
characteristics of Model 1.
In this case, the three professors are
responsible for both EPS's.
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RESULTS:

During the 10 years this program has been in ope-
ration, 80 EPSs have been held in manufacturing
and service industries in Mexico and one in Gua-

temala. These have been in Architecture, Civil,

Mechanical, Chemical, Electrical and Industrial

,Engineering.

The following table shows data for the last

mmtmers:

No. of NO. of % of

Year EPS Students Graduates

e : 73 6 70 26

74 6 . 71 26

75 10 124 35

76 14 150 32

77 23 246 50

Three fourths of the EPSs have been held du-
ring this period and also the greatest impact
on graduates has ocuired here. The number of

professors that have participated exceed the
number of EPSs held in any particular period
by no more than three.

Ilpe of proyects:

The types of projects that have been.worked on
vary greatly in nature, difficulty, degree.of
creativity and innovation required and implemen-
tation characteristics. A sample of these pro-

jects are:

design of civic, recreational, residential
and tourist developments;

analysis and design of elements and struc-

tures;

mechanical analysis of elements in a system;

design of an automatic conveyor;

process optimization;

waste recovery;

computer interface design;

simulation of a control system via a digital

computer;

localization of new hospitals;

reassignment of users to clinics;

teller's cash limits;

optimization model of financial investment

in a bank;

- production process planning and control;

,optimization of product mix, transport

routes;

- engineering economy studies.

in_the order of SO percent of the projects have
been concerned with production, optimization and
engineering economy problems.

Learning Objective:

The accomplishMent of learning objective is

based on unstructured op ions from students.

They have seated living the experience of:

relating and unrelating theory to

liVing tomorrow now;

human interaction in practice;

defining a real problem;

obtaining relevant information;

solving a real problem;

getting to know myself;

doing engineering work;

- applying my innovation ability;

- not being afraid of the "real world";

prattice;

meeting a challenge and reacting positively

to it;.

valuing experience.

Some insatisfactions have also been mentioned such
as too short a time to solve the problems and the

lack of complete knowledge as to what the industry

does with the proposed solutions.

It can be concluded that solutions are being ob-
tained to "real problems"; they are meeting engi-
neering standards (both of these based on the
knowledge that solutions are being implemented) and
the students become aware of the skills needed in

engime)ering practice. Also, rather than develop-

ing skills, it,is a measure of the effectiVeness
of the learning process of the engineering.edu'=\
cation service; it is a performance index.

"9ege.14ment objective:

The measure of success in the attainment of the
developments,objective is based primarily on the

professor's and also on the department chairman's

opinion. Professors' have said they experienced:

becoming aware of the abilities of our fu-

ture graduates;

observing industrial people change positi-
vely their ideas with respect to academi-
cians;

relating til) people in the industrial environ

ment;

solving engineering problems in the "real

world";

exercising managerial abilities;

relating theory to praftice;

becoming aware Oftit)le importance of human

relations;

feeling loser to the students;

a positive change' in activity;

the demands the industrial environment makes
on engineers.

Department chairmen have said they:

observe professors more self-confident;

see them more motivated towards their work;

pereeive a greater acceptance of challenge
and new situations;
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- have increased their capacity for decision
making.

Within the whole context of this experience, pro
fessors have felt some of their expectancies
were not met, such as:

- some projects do not turn out as challeng
ing as they first appeared to;

there is limited access to upper level mane
-gement this having to rely on a chain impaEi
of the work performed;

it is'hard to correctly estimate the time
.table;

there is an inherent limitation imposed by
the time span to get to the bottom of each
problem.-

It has been concluded that the learning process
is being managed effectively, judged by the stu-
dent's opinion and the degree of learning the
professor obtains. The proposed solutions to the
problems are being implemented, judged by the con
tin uing contact with industry and by the consult-
ing activities that have resulted.

Service objective:

Clients have manifested, in various ways, their
feelings with respect to the program. In gene-
ral, the positive ones have been quite clear,
such as:

the problems were solved to oursatisfaation;

we managed to recruit personnel;

it was an economical service compared to the
results obtainedi

problems were approached which otherwise
would require a great programming effort.

Others have stated that they have had the oppor-
tunity to:

familiarize the student with the company's
products; -

familiarize the engineers in industry with
new techniques, methods and knowledge;

collaborate with the institute.

There have been three cases in which a certain
degree of insatisfaction has been perceived but,
unfortunately, it has not been possible to deter
mine if it was due to the results obtained; to
the way the program was operated or to the profes
sor's conduct. In one of these cases, it took
six years before another EPS was held in that
same industry. TWo had been held there pre--
viously.

The conclusions after these years of experience
are that clients have implemented, in an over-
whelming majority, the proposed solutions. Old
clients clearly prevail over new ones. Some EPSs
are contracted with one year in advance and there
is a growing pressure by industry to run the,pro
gram during the semester. In general, the re-
quests for service exceed the offer of EPSs and
this has occurred even. in years of economic
struggle.
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Secondary results:

Other ry effectshave ocurred. Certainmy4s
that found their roots in academia in our
environment have sort of dried up, such as:

young professors are in academia because
they cannot do engineering mork;

industry will never provide access to impor
tent problems;

engineering graduates have quite limited
ability to do engineering work;

in order to work on industrial problems as
a consultant one must be an expert (have
many years of experience).

FUTURE:

In order for the university to integrate itself
to the working environment to a greater degree,
certain changes are visualized.

The types of problems will tend to go from
engineering to development to research (EDR)
with increasing economical, political and
societal impacts. .

A greater, balance between manufacturing. and
serviee-industries will find its way.into
the program.

More teams.with multidisciplinary Character-
istics will emerge, not being composed all
of engineers.

Increasing time will be devoted to this type
of learning in the curriculum.

801,..,of the graduates and also of the engi-

neering faculty who experience this activity
should be the goal.

The EPSs will increasingly be held in a
greater variety of geographically located
industrial centers.

An increase in simulated experiential learn
ing emanating from authentic-involvement
activities will find its,way into the class
room via case studies.

There will be an increased involvement in
s. ution inplementation_by students and

f rs through grea'tereoamsdonof
time " ted to this activity.

- There will also be an increased involvement
in solution implementation through consult-
ing activities of professors.

University industries where students and
professors participate directly will be
created.
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SANTIAGO :rimer

At the Institute Tecnoldgico de
Monterrey

Dean of Engineering and Architecture
1975 -

Project Director for Off - Monterrey
Campuses in Central Mexico 1973-1975

Professor and Chairman Chemical
Engineering 1967-1973

M.S. Gas Engineering, Illinois Institute
of Technology 1966

B.S. Petroleum and Natural Gas
Engineering A 8 I University 1963

10.
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COOP!RATIVE EDUCATION,
EDUCATION FOR TOMORROW

THE CHALLENGE FOR TODAY

Herman Schneider in 1906 at the University of
Cincinnati begin a Program which pnade real life
experience the laborapry wherein students could
apply their learning tai. activities which rein-
forced their education. They learned by doing.
Today the real life world into which our students
go is one using highly sophisticated technology.
To identify the change from the time of Herman
Schneider, one must move from the horse and buggy
to the SST. In communication, we change from
telegram and written documents to satellite TV
which puts action world-wide into our living rooms.
We see events through our eyes and interpret them
from within our "cultural perspective. Other
peoples do likewise from their cultural reality.
The result is like unto the tale of the seven
blind men reporting upon the reality of an ele-
phant from their,observations. Can we in
cooperative education provide sight for today's
'blind' men?

Ortega y Sasset in "%evolt of the Masses" foresaw
the Problems in change in qiiigure with the coming
of mass communication, mass consumPtion,.mass
Production, mass entertainment, mass education
and was concerned with Its impacron culture
through the levelling of society to the least,
common denominator. He did not concern himself
with the problems of communication, the mis--
understanding which would come with the shrinkage
of the world in time and distance, as he did not
foresee the impact of television jnd air trans-
portation at the speed of sound. He did concern
himself with tne problem which society would face
in providing a system to produce the creative,
innovative individuals carable of leading society
forward. We seem to have succeeded in the areas
of technology, Today the press is highlighting
the similar success in copmunicative
skills. The ethical fabric of odr society is
likewise being questioned. What can industry
and academe lo to help remely.these deficiencies%
Can Cooperative Education rrovide the system re-
quired to answer this need/

'Concern aboutschange and rate of change was
focused by "Future Shock". iust as plans were

being implemented to assist in handling this
Problem, energy and resource scarcity may have
slowed rate of change or redirected the impact
of "Future Shock".
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William p. Smith
Professor
Illinois Institute of Technology
,Chicago, Illinois

Leaders of the industrial complex are looking at
the societal responsibilities of the private
sector. Reginald N. Jonesl, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, Seneral Electric Company
stated "Peal strategic Planning involves a care-
ful, analytical examination of all the major
factors that enter into the business process -
and the external factors are probably of greater
importance than the traditional internal factors.
Social obstacles, political constraints, and
competitive counterpressures must be anticipated.
Issues must be surfaced. Alternative futures
must he imaginatively constructed. Alternative
Plans must be Prepared to match the cpntingencies.
And hard choices must be made, because investment,
made today will determine the character of the
enterprise fbr years to come."

Educators are examining the content of curricula
to impritte the education of future graduates.

Can Cooperative Education provide some program
modification'to help in meeting the needs of the
industrial and trading society which is rapidly
developing at the international level?

One.s tem is proposed and ...identified by the
acronym IECEP - International Exchange Coopera-

',tive Education Program. The content is ope which
is cooperative in the traditional sense of
Industry, Education, Student. It Ts additionally
cooperative in that program succill require
cooperation between educational institutions,
cooperation between operations within the business
organization, andfcooPOrkion between governments.

The guidelines2 of ECPD (Appendix ) will be used
to define the professional level of this programAr.
and will influence the design and implementationl''
of IECEP (Chart ).

This treatise, deals with the organizatioN1
structure of tECEP, its Program elements, t e
timerruirements, and the scheduling.of the
Prog elements. Some Potential benefits to
each party of the traditional coop triangle
beyond the usual benefits will be considered as
well al responsibilities and possible Problems.
71nally, an assessment of costs and return on
investment will he examined.
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IECEP was cohceived os.a follow-on of the Program,
initiated by 10e Office of Cooperative Education
at Illinoii Institute of Technology and initially
funded by a coon expansion grant from the U.S:
Office of Education, Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare. Thig program known as 'Early

4 4 Identification of Minorities with Potential for
Success in Engineering' but popularly shortened.,
to 'The ITT Early Identification Program'.

4.

The succesi of this program has begn dependent
upon a total delivery system operating through an
eighteen month.period. The pUrpose is to make '

. 'the high school student aware of. a challenging

opportunity, to generate an awareness of the
effort which is required for success, to attain
a motivational comm to complete the Program,
andto show alt ative Da hs to achievement.
Rhe identificatio ,sates occurs during
the fifth semester o high school. Initial
indoctrination occur during three Saturdays of
the sixth semester .f high school. .,Enginebring
DrinciDles are explained. STall teams then are
assigned a mission to design, build, and test
an object using the engineering principles
which they had learned. Duritig a seven to nine
week summer course, selected students learn
survival skills, engineering design, and develop
a strong motimetion base using small group
dynamics. TEFSaturdays. diming the senior year
of high schocil ame used to reinforce the students !

in mathematics education in areas which had not
presqouslyadequately been covered in high .

school. ,Iqdividuals admitted to I inois'
fnstitute of Technology then went to coopera-,
tive educati or received scholar iDs with

' illsubmec irit fo experience.
It is the p ipipation in al .elements of the.

programwith tracking of the individual through-
out by.,a representative of the IIT staff which

° has made the program successful.\

A recent development in the Privhte sector Of
U.S. indiiStry has been the structuring of con-
Panies'So that the presidents or managers of
divisiohs 05product lines ha4e become respon--
sible foe Performance world -wide. This structure
has cpntipped on down toethe production,
engineering, and marketkng managers under these
gerral managers igithat all manufacturing plants
Aprld-wide come unAr tHe.produetionmanager. "11

' _Likew*, marketing: and engineering functions
are world-wide'in operation. Examples of
comnanies,raving this international structure
are Continental Group, Eaton'airporabion and

Caterpillar Trost& Company as well asonnaller
organiziltionssuch.as'Danly Machine Company,
Illihois 'tool Works'and Woodward lovernon..,

These companie's are mentitned because Impy
Parfitipate in cooperative-education a have,an
interval structure which can facilita50 the

. , concept of IECEP. Many companis are head-
quarterbd in the Unitbd States bdt there are a
number of onerations here which have headquarters

" countries so that this program wj.1.l wort
Botherother countries Is well. Futuremanagers,
bartimilary in technically sophisLiciteiccapital

..
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intensive organizations, will be first good
engineers, next good financial managers, and
finally beople-culturally-sensitive. IECEP will .-
provide items one and three ant the experience
in coop should provide knowledge in the manage- °
ment of money matters.

The need for work permits by forgign nationals
and the difficulty attendant with the obtaining
of work permits, indicated'the need for a
unified development among two or more schools
and, several industries in order to effectively
present a national need and atain Federal
baCking for such an innovative program. The
opganization of IECEP in Chart 1 illustrates such
47 Anified development.

e s

Membership Categories
Mkiversities

Industrial Organizations Public & Private'
Booster and Service Orgabizations
0.

IECEP Incorporated Not-for-profit

( Board of Directors

IECEP

Executive Sy,ff

Area Coordinators
North America

-South America
Europe
Africa
Asia

'(Part of I

Local

University -Industry
Councils

eration 5ptic Program Qperation
Maintain liaison with
nap for, Coordination

ORGANIZATTON CHART CHART 1

An assu9ion has been made that major initial-
success can most easily be achieved in technologi-
cally-criented universities located in major urban ..,
industrial centers in. such universities as
Illinois Institute of Technology. Participation
of other interested universities is invited and
developinent.win,proceed as repiddy as the pro-
gram can be implemented starting small' and growing
with experience. An orgnizatiop-th operate
IENTP shOwn on Chart 1. The anticioate input

'and resoonsihilities of each class of membership
along with tip internalfttructurp and rpspon-

.

siblities delineated in Annenlix R.
. °

."

,
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS RELATED TO TIME. REQUIREMENTS

Saturday Summer Work School Time
Program Program Time Credit Scale

mos. flours

Program Desciiptionfof/Program Elements
Elements I.

3 mo...

-^
.

3 Imo

5 mo

--

4 mo

Fall

,

.

.

a Identification and initial appointment
.a,

.
,

school 6th semester-Basic engineering project
'

3 Sat.'

---
Spring

Summer

.

Spring

.

6 weeks c
.

Engrg. reject, motivational reinforcement, Career,
'survival

(-

d

'''.4a1.1
ct

e

*

.

. . skills
Senior eau" high school reinforcementtutoring in

. mathematics -'

'

/ ..
.

Indus al s ectfon and 'assignment in pre-coop work
, assignment

,, .

11

c

-
.

.

,

ik .

, - .

"'
.

.

z .

.---

orsign
Stuame
Saturd

ars
.

---

....+...._
17 hrs

Summer,

Fall -
-.a-

17 hrs Spring

Summer
.

Fall

401
Spring

0

4.....
17 hrs

3 hrs.
9 his Summer

12

3 hrs Fall f

......-

g

....

50 Saturday seminars with foreign studeAt learning
agout foreign cultures and possible problems and
adjustments reqyired in, another land. .

.. .
,

Foreign assignment for fifteen monthi to include
bqth industrial work and academic experience
in order to gain igimdepth an understanding-of

the foreign culturWto which the student is
sent.

.

38 Saturday seminar, sessions with another group of
foreign nationals helping them to understand the

....._

U.S. culture , .

,
.

17 hrs Spring t
8.45-

3 mdr

Summer

Fall

6 hrs
Spring

-

Summer

.

5 114

--

17 hrs Fall
hi

3 hrs Spring

9 hrs Summer h
2
24 Saturday sessions witha third group of foreign .

nationals which will completean acquaintanceship
with from thirty to sixty individuals

-----
17 hrs .Fall

- .

CHART 2
4P

TV-program elements through which a student will-
progress from early identification in the fifth
semester of-high school through to graduating `"...
fro: college are shown. Am accompanying time
scaleis shown in Chart 2. Any particular
foreign language-interests of the candidate can
be ildentified during the selection process.

An initial determination of the particular
engineering discipline which the candidate will
pursue can be'made during the summer between the
junior and senior year of high school. Program
elements are described and amplified in
Appendix C?
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A projected implementation schedule is given in
Chart 3. The various participating universities
will have different rotational schedules. Some
colleges overate on Semesters whereas others
operate on:quarters. The specifics of each
institutional program frill require some modifi-
cation of Chart 2 as well as Chart 3. These
variations must be known in order to present
an understandable, program to foreign schools
and foreign governments. One representatfVe
should speak for IECEP when there are negotia-
tions with the federal government, the United
Nations bodies and other organizStrons which
are functioning within some areas common to
the various divisions of the IECEP structure.
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40= PROJECTED FOR FIRST PROGRAM SEQUENCE

Time Frame Minimue Goal

May 1978 10 Schools

Septelber 197t 10 InBustries at ach School

. February 1979 110 'Candidates at e h School

----rme 1979 60 Students in each Program .

111 June 1984 -40 'each Pre -Co-op Employees

June 1981 30 Selectees.ieComeAtion

June 1983

December 1985

10 US Students in Foreign ,
10 Foreign Students in US

10 US Students Graduate
10 Foreign Students Graduate

IMPBEMENTATION SCHEI$)LE - CHART 3

A full time staff will bevequired during the
initial stages of development to provide. for
funding and to insure Information services such
as keeping records of all Trogram-tartidipants;
publication of Periodicipeports and newsletters'
to all participants. Specific infoymation will
be needed by all meMbers and by financial donors.
The staff must provide the feed-back needed for
a successful program. Evaluation of Programs at
the individual schools must be made and good
development ideas should be shared with other
universities. .

' A verbal survey by the author indicates that a
number of competent individuals actiee coonera-
tive education,.both from industry and from
education who are about to retire or have re-
&ently retired, are interested in working in this
progfam for a nominal retainer,tlus-extenses.
Overhead should be kept at a minimum unoter these
circumstances. It appears that the Program can
succeed with an effective bootstrap operation.

The impact of IECEP when fully operational, must
be considered. As students enter this program,
what will be the impact on the image of the
- typical' "introverted engineer whose interests are

in things and Physical Phenomena"? What changes
must be made in course presentation and in'
curriculum to meet the needs of ,this new
sophisticated technical stutent who is equally
Interested in the ethical, societal, and 0
cultural impact of hiss action within his pro-
fession?

Ot a broader base, is society ready for a Global
Citizen? Can society afford not -to refine its
hummn,resources.to Provide more than a geographi-
cally limited specific product oriented
specialist? R. C. Krone4, Corporate Vice
President., Personnel, McDodnell Douglas, ob-
served "Personnel staffs havehad to serve
o anies that were_growing and divesting,r

ersifying and Consolidating, going overseas,
and facing threats to their home markets, often,

1978 coL.i.ein 'INDUSTRY

all at the same time. The average company work
force has become more diverse in terms of
cultural background, interests, aspirations,
and expectations." He later continues, "We have
set up very detailed, carefully designed inven-
tory control systems for our raw materials. parts
and processes, etq But in the past, we have not
Paid much attention to the one asset most vital
to us - our personnel. I believe those days are
past because of fhe strengthened awareness now
of the value of the human resources of our
enterprise."

Abe,

One may question the cost of such a program as
IECEP. A recent figure of the Welfare Budget .*

was quoted as $544000,000,000. Whet expenditure ,,
is too much to support an organizAion dedicated
to the development -of human resources Prepared to
meet the future needs. What amourf should be

spent t6 prepare the human resource to Provide jobs
for' many now on welfare?

IECEP is proposed. as an answer 5Ofikeginald H.
Jones in his address. Meeting the Future Un-:
surprised. "Managers of the'future will have to
feel comfortable in the world of ideas, well,
read, articulate, and capable of relating their
busrfteN4' rettonsibtlItiet ta the witer-streAM-Wr

human experience". "BUsiness management today
is in need of thdughtful, analytical, and crea-
tive academic research to guide its effortsirc,
adapting tqia world economy whose, shape is
Present onry dimly seen."

International exchange cooperative education - a
system of education designed to prepare the
46chnical leaders of:tomorrow. The challenge
*today is to commit today for education for tO

APPENDIX A

Criteria for;Coo m Education Program

Cooperative education is many things to many

reotle. The definition which is used in this
discussion is tit recommended by ASEE-CED for
use as a basis for evaluation of coop programs
during,accredition inspections.ly ECPD. The
criteria reported by Alvah Borah are listed:

1.1eThe institution should, in an officialkoubg-
cation, identify the cooperative educatice!
orogram and the requirements which must'

1

e

fulfilled by the students who enter and m.. ples

the Program.
2. The institution must maintain a formalized
alternation of teriods of full-time work
eXberiences of approximately equal length during
the alternation phase. --
3. The Program must include .at least one year of
institution-supervised work experiences in .. (

several industrial Periods for engineering, and
engleeering technology Progrins for thelbacca-
laurate degree and six months for tN0 associate"
degree.
4. Admission of students to domerative educa-

, tIod programs must be the responsibility of the

.EDUCATION CONFERENCE
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educational institution.
5. 'The student must be enrolled in'the do-op
program during the'periods of employment and
evicledkeof c000trative education' participation,
progress, and employer evaluation of the student
must be a matter of permanent institutional
record.
6. There should be a productive academic
tionship between the faculty of the college and
the grop supervising the experience periods of
the CO.-OD student. This is usually,interpreted
as-meaning that coordinators should have'facUlty
aPpointmemikand p:iycipate ip academic affairs.
7. The instftuti ,should conduct an orientation
of students prior to pladement of the student in
.industry.
8. Work assignments should be related to
academic and career'goals.
0. Provision shOuld'be made for progressively
more responsible positiong and increase in
quality of work experiences.
10. tork experiences should be coordinated-with
academic progress by the institution "as to con- '

tent, direction and quality. This involves
periodic visits to emaloyers by institutio61
representatives.
11. 'Participating employers should detignate a

representative to be respbnsible for the coopera-
. tive education program.

12. Coordinators at tie eduCatiOn institution
'should keep the studenPa'informed pf'the evalua-
tion ortheir work experiences and, performance.
/3: There Should ke evidence of marked commit-
ment on the part of the sponsoring institution,
on,the part of the participating employerls an
on-going relationship within the cooperati
education framework. The cooperative work
exoeriesce period Should le much more than in-
cidental employment - it should be a part of-an
industrial training act;vity, recognized as an
acceptable mart of e profegsional employee
develOpment program.

ele

APPENDIX B

Input and .Pespbnsibilities Which May Be
of Each Class of Membership in IECEP AA Noted

A. Universities

ti
1. Develop industrial commitment within the urban
-denter in which.theeniversity is located.
2. Establish the in/lkal contact with local high

.

schools and perfcirm the initial screening and
selection of candidates for the program.
3: ,Coordinate and condudt the various program
elements at the local level.
4. Advise TECO' headquarters,staff the name
of the individual responsible for tA local pro-
gram.
5. Local representatives keep IRCEP staff in-
formed, of local lai,ogram status. 1

6. At `time that an individual cbmPOnV has em-
'iployed Its first provamtrarticipantilestablish
liaison through IECEP headquarters w the
foreign university in which Student will .0tke thd
foreign academic program.

6--

156 ,

B.' Industry - Private and yic -

1. CoMmit to employ a pair of students in the
program of Cooperative education. One student
will be.
other

loved'in the 'United States and the
of the pair being concurrently

4f-a'forelgn locatio
2. Inform the local eduCationa institutions and
IECEP headquarters staff of the identity of the
students and schools in7.614ed.
3. Select' the pre-coop candidates and make final
selection of the student and alternite for,-
'oreign assignment.
4. Appoint individual responsible for operatdon 6.
of the localcooplork assignment.

C. Servicefand Booster Organizations

1. National headquarters will work with IECEP
staff to provide and establish Communication
channels with local chapters of the organization.
2. Local chapters of.the booster or service
organization help IECEP coordinator to lo to
housing and community acceptance of the fb ign
student. Members of the local chapter can assist
the student to arm customs, history, ethics,
,and. other cultura ac ivitieg which will in-
crease the unders andin and inter-cultural
communication abil tie of.the student,

Assist publiciti g the IECEP nfograii within
the local community.'

D. IECEP Headquarters -'

1. Assist in coordination between academic
isst itut ions.

24 Provide a-i4trresmAtative in each majors
geographic area who will inspect and evaluate the
individual programs.

Coordinate travel arrangements soffa
1 individuals making overseas travel might

advantage of charter fares. 7

4. Evaluate erogram operation at
' institutions to improve quality 71
of program.
5. Suggest possible solutions to
arise in program operation.

Maintain liaison with nati
booster ologiizations.
"7. Publish periodic news bu ns on, program
operations.
8. Provide central liaison with .S, Government
and appropriate U.N. Mies.
9. Assist in funds development for the local
university participating'in IECEP.
10. Prepare program guides and standard public -

relations materials. ,

'11. Assist in emergency action as needed 'for
student assistance when in foreign experidce.
12. Provide arrangements for grolp mddicr,

insurance;
13. Coordinate workitermits.
14. Other responsibintite ad Jeogram -needs

eness

Iems which
. '

al service and .

indicate.
I

....
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,/ARPENDIX C

Program Elements as Noted on Chart 2

A. ;dentification and initial-spoointme t

4.

A-

foreign consulate representatives speak; consider
succeeding in,Ispite of barriers; develop cultural
sensitivity as "The Silent Language" Edward Halls
Phone power - how to sell and answer objectives:
visit' industrial operations; program evaluation by
students,'

The university, with the.help of.the 1 al in- '

dustrial council, will publicize the e stenos of
the program in the high schools.. Recommendations
of. high school teachegp and counselors, applica-
tions from interested students and candidates that
otherwise come to the attention of the screening
committee will be reviewed for"final selection.

'Items whiCh may be,included in the final IECEP
, action are:

1. High-,-scholarsh

2. Participation in extra- cular activities
3. Shows leadership notential '
4. Has two years of mathematics and one year,of

science

5. Has good language skills
64, Evidence of good ethical standards
7. Evince traits, of perseverance, self-

discipline, intelligence, integrity, skills,
steadfastness, tact, guts, etc.

Number recommended,lor initial appointment is
twee per company committed to the alternation
of -one team of exchange students.,

B. Spring program ip to determine the aptitude
and interest of the student in engineering! It

provtde the school representative an opportunity
to learn more about the student and help in
further screening. Estimated cost is'
$5,000/12p candidates = $40/student,

.

C. The summer Program betweenthe,junlor and
.4pnior yearof high- school is to provide motive-
' tional reinforcement coupled with indoctrination
into the total program ooncept. The suit

-experience is also to develop the.in ividuai,experience

fqrilkompletion o the pro- .

the design pf the programPi% o encolage
initiative, innovative thinking, budget concepts, 0

. interpersonal sensitivity., This program is the
students program.

- A type program of six weeks would include items
such'as:

1st Week ' -

''i . lo,

' Program orienta ; organization of group 0
structure f slimmer: develop an understanfd-

ng of erence technique and the methods
eadershfp; develop insight as to

tow one sees and interprets what one sees: begin
to look at skills and interestjor life-time r
career; determine values one has; setting goals
immediate aqd long-range; expanding Options:
Program evaluation by. students. ..

I2nd Week

Toastmasters sessions for appreciation 6f speak-
ing skiils;4nalyze study skills such as nots
t1,404, listening, report writing, test taking.
review, etc: learn of information.sources; hay

°
_
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3rd W ek

Practi terviews to develop' interviewing skills;

cretin fu ures; study'of international organiza-
tions and their functions; perform investigative
reporting; learn more of engineering bXvisiting

various campus engineering faculty; visiting.
industrial operations to learn more abOut
engineering applications: visiting international'
banks and learn about natiOnal jmd international
monetary operatiO4s; presentaiAns from function-
ing engineers about their careers: program're-
view and feed-bask by Students.

4th Week

Continue withr the development of the knowledge
of the students concerning the degr To which
each one can iMpact his or Sir futlIkgrowth and
development - Begin prat-tide 'interviews,

5th Neel,-

An engineering project will be assigned. The

first two days will be used in study of the
PrInciples which will be used, One day will be
needed in the 'calculation and design of Projebt
such as a recoverable rocket. One 'day willl be

used to 'ld the. object assigned. °The final

day will be ed to testing .the object built.

6th Week

Interviews with t e companies on C6DUS. ,A
tentative selecti of six students per company
1411 be ma but n results Published. Two
days will e used to prepare an exhibit to be

. viewed by parents on Awards Night. Some time
during the six weeks students shoUld be tested

-to determine Mathematics and english achieve-
'ment, levels. Otber'tests such As s6atial
visualization, etc. Should be administered.

. . .0' .

All Students win be eMployed for about fopr or
five weeks to gain insight into the busand4s
world. The selection.will be mutually deter-

, mined by he student and the companies.,
_

. , .. ,

, It is recommended that 'the Tricia before -the.'"
,start of the summer prograt, the parents of the
,urticipating students will be called in 4nd
given an orientatIon\lof the summer Program. ,MV-,Mid-

summer the parent; should be again assembled tol.
. receive a status report. ;The'dparents will again
be together on'AVands -Night. ,The parent involve-

is an importan reinforcement forthe
involve -

en

en't in future carger,develotmeni and fcireign
ignment or in case of failure to be selected.

.. - ,.1

O. r
s.,

men
st

it
'4 ,IPArI

Fourteen Saturdays during senior year of
high school.. 1These Saturday sessions will be used
to provide tutolling to lemove anV-areas of weakness

.
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. in mathematics achievement.

E. Initial Summer WorkExperiences. Admission
to college shoUld have been accomplished.
Experience indicates that six or less of each
original ten will'be admitted and come to the
university. - All admitted students should be
employed by one of the, participating companies.

During the summer, about two hours in each two
weeks should be used for company orientation to
ipc ludinfortetion eoncernink the foreign
operation to which the exchange coot/ to be
selected will be assigned. By the start of the A
first coop Work period, three studentakhould
have been chosen'for each foreign assignment.

7#

F, The selectee And alternate will begin to
attend the foreign student Saturday seminars.
These seminars will be run by,the students with

eacrstudent reporting on the home country labor
laws, customs,.educational system, standards
making, procedures, monetary system, history,
governmental organizations national policy, .

:
Qp

an discuss problems in ediusting to thee United
nse system, etc. Foreign students n meet

States culture and customs. Gt.OU01161ant tours
may be conducted during some evenings. Individuals
should be asked to speak to local Kiwanis, Rotary,
and Lions Clubs. %The group can attend meetings t
'of county boards, city councils and park dis-
tricts as well as be spectators in, judicial pro-.
ceedings to provide insight into the working of
United States society.

GJ Foreign Experience. T1e two students the
exchange team move to the other country. The
initialassigpment will involve )eight months work,
then three or four months school, followed by two
or three months more of work experience,. then
home. Foreign cultures may have two ir .more
strata of society with the work culture being
rather markedly different from the academic
culture. Therefore, bothenvironmenla should be.
sampled for better understanding of T7e total
culture.

H. Further seminar participation at home wit h a

sessions and a third group of foreign national
new group of foreign students for thirty si

for twenty four weeks to cdmplete the fifteen

months will result in, each exchange coop having
been exposed to.thirty to sixty foreign students'
in residence in the United Staths of America. In
addition to theses the students will have had is

'many contacts oeifseas.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:

1. An Executive Speech Reprint, "Meeting the,
Future Unsurprised", Reginald H. Jones, ChairMan /.
and CEO, General, ElectricTospany, April, 1977,
2. "Academic Accreditatiod of Cooperative
Eduction," Alvah Borman, CIEC Proceedings 1977.
,3. "Minorities in Engineering{ Programs, Secpnd
Annual Report", September 1, 1476, Illinois
Institute of Technology.
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4. "Changes in.the Personnel Function", R. C.'
Krone, Corporate Vice President, Personnel, -AL

4 Technical Idea Exchange, September, 1977. .
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W.R.Smith, BS Ch E Purdue dniv. t37, AUS

(Ret), Logistician. Mr. Smith was with Internatioaal.
Harvester Company 14341-60. The last foUr 11earst he

served as, Manager of Training and Public Relations
at the Farm Eouipment Research and Engineering Cen-
ter. In 1960 he became Dir. of Coop. Ed et III
and in 1966 also became responsible for centralized
placement. He was Executive Secretary for the Natl..
Conf. on Fluid Power 1961-1976.1He conceived of and *

in .1973 'iniiiattd'the Early Identification of Min-
orities in Engineering at III. He i a member of the
ANSI B-93 Committee and ISO TC-131 USTAG Committee.
'He is on the Board of Direttors of several small
businesses...He is one of the.founders of the Illinois
Wiscorisin Cooperative Education Council, helped io
organize the Chicago government College Pelations
Council. and is active in placement activities. He'
is a member of ASEE, MC11, and IgPA.
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SESSION 7.2

DE ELOPMENTS AND TRENDS.
f IN FOUR-YEAR

ENGINEERING' TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

Moue, L. Pritchett
Heed,Pelechenleel Engineering Tesknelege
Purdue University
West Lafayette. Indieni

Four nationally known leaders i Engineev'ing

Technology Education will, giVe,a fif minute..

talk that will present the facts and to
support the developments and show the t ds in
Engineering Technology Education in the region
of the United States. To insure a
structure and content of both, the paper nd the
presentation each presentor has surveyed these
educational institutions in his region that offer
onp or more Bachelor of Engineering Technology
programs.- The questionnaire inelitivided into

major areas of concern: -administration,.
funding, faculty, students, and student Olacement
and follow -up.

Each speaker will give a fifteen minute
presentation; after which the session chairman
will mediate a panel to answer questions from .-

the audience.-

.

SAMUEL L. PRITCHM

Sam is.Professor.pnd Head or the Department of
Mechanical Engineering TeChnology at Purdue

University. Sam joined the Purdue, faculty in
1962 as Assistant Professor of Technical and

App e

$64

d Arts in the School of Industrial Engin-
eer : When,the School of Technologywas formed
in 1 , Sam was.appointed,the Lafayette Section

Chairman of the pepartment of Mechanical Engin-
eering Technology. and in 1974 was appointed
Head of thepepartment. .Sam's tetchnical,interests
are in fluid power and heat power add hai been
most active in the fluid power movement since
1964:1-12m received a B.S. from Indiana State
University in 1949 add ah,M.S. from Indiana
University in 1951. He belongs to the FtUid Power
Society and the American Society of Mechanical ,

Engineers at well as several other professional
and technical sotieties. .

A
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DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS "
IN FOUR- YEAR'

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
IN THE WpTERN STArES:

-

Int 'duction

Twenty-three four year Engineering Technology
programs were identifi in the Western Region
Colleges and Universities. States of location

* were Arizona, California, Colorado, Montana, New
Mexico, Okrahome-, Oregon, Texas and Utah.

A detailed tenrpage questionnaire was mailed
to the 23 institutions in August, 1977. By the
closing date of October 3 a total of 19 survey'
forms had been submitted_for a gratifying__return -

of over 82%.,.Ihis Unusually high response is pre- .N

sumed to be a reflectiori of the interest in

Engineering Technology 4y educators in this field
and by the engineering deans involved.

Engineering Technology educators responded in °

an optimistic manner to inquiries concerning
future trends. A large majority anticipate
enrollment to inckease andlplacement demand to
exceed bachelor graduates. They also reported
placement in discipline-related positions at 40ove
90 percent.

.

Four institutions reported plans to.affer a
Masters Degree in Engineering 'technology without
specifying a time schedule. Reasons for consider-
ing the progrims of 'service varied, apparently

reflecting local/regional differences.
. *
.

Iliewell-known-disinclination of industry to
honor educator definitions of technician, tech-
nologist and engineer was displayed. An average.
of 50 percent of the bachelor graduates (technolo-
gists) were found to have job titles including, the

'noun "engineer." This negative correlation
between the employer and the educator appears to
be a clear trend. 1C 4

11. 0 s
Administrative features and Programs

....

411 1 TK6 returns were studied to ditermine if
there was an administrative differentiation post
4ible to 5fiow any significant result in program
characteristics. It appeared that administrative
structure differences produce no detectable trend+ '

in programs of the Western regiop. trine programa
were in (c.) a school of engineering or (b) a

school of engineering and technglogy. In these
two structures little 06J.difference seems In,

.

exist so we hake gombined,them.' There were t
X

.160

Winston O. Purvine
Presiderit emeritus
Oregon Institute of Technology
IChmmilath Falls, Oregin __/

.

programs as (a) separate school of technology or
(e) an institution of technology only. While
there are some apparent administrative differ-

.

ences, these did not appear-to affect placement,

graduate salaries, or future program expectati6ns
in a significant way (non-corputer analysis).

Table 1. Administrative Structure

"How are your. major technology. .programs structured

administratively?"

a. Part of a Separate School of
' Technology .. ...... . . . . -

b. Part of a Schbol of Engineering

and Technology
c. Part of a Schoo gineering. . .

d. Part of a Schoo of Science or
Applied Science 0 ,

e. Other Technology Institution
. , . ."z 3

Total Return
(' and e'=, TO b,and c = 9.)

Responses

7

'5

4

There were four queries'related tothe inter-
face between Enginee4ag-and Engineering Tech-
nology.' The first revealed that 6 technology
programs shared faculty with the engineeringlbro.
grams while 13 did 'not share. Facilities sharing
was in effect tween 10 engfneering technology -

programs and gineering provarns."Wheo asked if
it is desirabl to,share.faculty, 11 responded
affirmatively, hile 14 felt the sharingkof facili-
ties was desirable.

The 2 + 'ilngineering Technology.prOgram with

an Associate Degree-awarpled in the overall*
bachelor's schedule wa$ found in 10 institutions.
Two had a variation of the 2 + 2 prtgram. Seven
offered a 4-year program that did not include an
Associate Degree as an, integral part. Analysis
Of the program characteristics failed to show any
correlation between program nature as 2 + 2 or
straight foir and differenceilin gradyate
saTAries, placement gr other factdrs- . *

On the subject of accreditation, ECPD 'd
approval of Engineering Technology was shown to be
valued. Seveateen of the responding institutions
had such accialitatipn. 'The other two responded
that they desired ECPD accreditation.

h
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Enrollment *as reported by 17 of the 19
institutional programs. Students enrolled in
1976-77 tdtatled 8045 and graduates totalled 1475.
Table 2 records the enrollment and-graduate
figure's for )7 programs. In this usage a program
is the total offering of an institution.- The

discipline instruction'is shown in total for all
reporting,.

N, fable 2. Graduates and Enrollment 1976-77

'Technology -
ii, Graduates Enrollment

Electronics ..... , .. . 669 . . . '. 3403
i Electrical . .. 28 . . . . 231

CoMputer/lystem 16 : . . . 116
Civi) .(and Survey) 82 . 2 . . 586

Structural- . 3 - . . . 28'.

Conitructipa .70 . . . . 187
Mechanical ' 154' . . . . 579
Manufacturing .. 93 . . . . 508
Mechanical Power : 23 . . . . 147

MechanicalitOesign T5 . . . . 118
. .

Air Conditioning 25 . . . . 70
Metallurgical

..
' ' 1 . . . . 20

Industrial 1. .' 2 . . . 14

Welding , 14 . . . . 57

Design (and Graphics) . .'''. . 22 . . . . 337.

-Aeroniutical. . . . . : ... 14 . . . . 90
Fire Protection l'SiFiti: . :ir-.-7.-.--174
General -

Petroleum
*Misceilaneo4

151 . . . 834
10 . r. . '134,

65 . . . 412
ITTS- 8045

*Bia Medical, Solar, Radiation-Nuclear
'and Environmental'

Table 3 indicates the.range of courses
including required laboratories. The span ranges
from below 20% to the 81 to 100% grouping.

. .

Table 3. Required Laboratories in Courses

"Approximately hat percentage of your engineering
technology cou em include required laboratories?"

4

Maltt
A.' 0 to 20%
b.. 21 to 40%
c. 41 to 6,0%_

d. 61 to 80%

e. 81 to 100%
Total

Responses

1

3

1

9

5
'Tg

:Table 4. Use of Calculus in Engineering Technology

oN`rnter'

a.'Not required and not utilized
b. Required but seld6m utilized 8
c. Not required but needed 0

d. Required and frequently'utilized . 11

Total 1T.

A question. was directed to offeryig4
technically. - oriented Masters Degree. .It was

phrased "do you have, or plan to hive." Four

institutionsaffirmed plans to do so in the
future. The need it-will be designed 10-fill was
listed as'follows:

,l. Upgrade technologists' in industry. .

2. Add additional interdisciplinary expertise
plus additional work in the major field.

3. Compair'aided manufacturing.
4. Upgrade community college teachers.

On the subject of industrial advisory com-
mittee use, 14 indicated use and S'stated they

S 114 no such committee. The rating supplied by the
14 users appears in Table 5.

Copp programs were covered: Fourtepn institu-

tions'have coop: Thirteen give academic credit to
students pn coop. None of the institutions made'
coop mandatory for their students. The percentage
of program studenisenrblled in coop ranged from
1 to 95%. 'The average percentage enrol Ted was.

4 with 3 percent the m4dian.

Few issues,have raised more discussion than
that of'the place calculus should occupy in
engineering technology. All nineteen-institutions
stated the use-in their programs as shown in
Table 4.
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Table 5: Effectiveness Rating
of Advisory Committees

"TY Yes, rate their effectiveness in each of the
following areas by circling a descriptor."

Very
Effec- Effec- Ineffec- Not

tive tive . tiye Involved.
a. Curriculum

planning. . . 0 . . 0 . . 1

b. Providing
loans or

scholarships. 111 5. . . 3 . . . . 3

c. Providing Coop
stations. . 6 . . 4. . . . 4 . . . .' 2

d. Placement of
graduates . . 5 .'. 7. r . . 0 . . GI

e. Recruiting
students. . . 0 . . 4. . . . 3 . . . . 5

f. Providing
equipment . . 2 . . 4. . . . 4 . . . 2

g. Providing
field trips
or training
materials. .

h. Providing
employment for
faculty . : 0 . . 7. . . 4 . . . . 1

Fundrng

The question of financial support brought
responses that were unrelated to either the type
of institution as to public or private or the
kind of structure in administration. Twelve .
replied that a recurring line in the 'annual bud-
get provided for capital equiprent2et the "one-
shot nun-recurring" money.was reported to averagei,

64% of'capital equipmentpurchasei but the median'
percentage was 90. One explanation for this is
tight budgeting of equipment funds-with'equipment
purchases being made from unexpended account

, '
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balances late in the budget period. That is o ,

say that budget balancing is one feature of,prac-
tice in management of.equipment outlays. Only 5
responded that the capital equipment was annually
depreciated with replacement monies provided. It

is regrettable that this realistic management
tool is so little used but gratifying that as many
as 5 have achieved this goal.

All 19 programs reported that they have funds
for student assistants as papegraders, tutors,
lab attendants, etc., The adequacy of,such.funding
was not provided. Also, all 19 have a, budget
allocation for faculty travel. Both of these areas
are difficult to assess. What is one man's
adequacy is either too low or too high to some
others.

The controversial paint of funding equity
° between Engineering Technology and Engineering
counterparts was included in the questionnaire:.
Only.15 of the 19 respondents commented. Twelve
felt t4sy received equitable funding in engineer-
ing technology.' Thtre were three who said "No."
We can presume that some of theeducators not.
,responding felt a lack of comparable.information. I

Engineering Technology Faculty Characteristics

The first area of investigation was that of
opinion of minimum educational background for ET
'faculty. Table 6 records the results.

Table 6. Minlmum Educational
Background for ET Faculty

Degree
a. PP
b. M.S. *: .

c.,B.S.
d. A.A.S.

Numbet

. . 12

- 6

1

Total 17

Table Required Professional Development

Number
Form Using

Academic Training T3
Degree Oriented. . . Ti
-Non-Degree Oriented. 5

'Industrial Work Experience. 16
Suntnem 14

During School Year 6

Publishing Articles or Textbooks 6
Consulting 10
Participating in Conferences or Workshops 10
Other (Depends on, Individuals). . . . 1

j

Twelve programs provide paid sabbatical
leaves for professional development. There are 10
allowing unpaid leaves of absence for the purpose.
Only three use faculty swaps. The various pro-
visions for professional development illustrate
the concern for faculty improvement as a general ,

attitude.

"All things considered (e.g. backgrounds,
teaching loads, salaries, and promotions) do Au
feel that your technology faculty members are
triaated as fairly as engineering faculty members?"

was asked: Fourteen responded "Yesq and 3 said
"No

Teaching loads were a subject of concern that
brought 19 responses. ,University programs seemed
somewhat inclined to provide lighter loads.
Table 8 displays the findings on loads.

Table 8. Typical TeachingLoad

.

(Each institution to use its own scale factor,
10* lecture to lab)

,The questionnaire asked "Do you feel that it
will continue to be desirable in the 'future to

haveengineers'as technology teachers?", Eighteen
answered in the affirmative. The same number
would have no hesitation in hjring a qualified
technology graduate as a faculty member:,

11
Less positive were the responses on profes-

sionallicensure with 11 agreeing licensure was
important for a technology teacher. Fifteen were
positive that licensure,should not be a require-
ment.. All 19 returns gage, answers on these
issues.

Professional development foi. faculty is being
required by of the 19 respondents. The use of.
achievement in professional development is more
varied as a ars in'Table-6 and Table 7.

' !fable 6. Professional 'Development is Required .

for the.Following (in 17 Institutions)

Use Number
-TN---proinW&

Tenure 9 .

Pay Raises 15

a.

b.
c.

Loads

12.contact hours or less
13-16 contact hours
17 or more contact hours . . . .

. ,

Number
. . 4

9.

6

The interpretation of lab hours ratio to
lecture hours was next requested. ,The range of
answers shows the lack of uniformi-ttin.fable 9

in Teaching Loilds
*

Table 9. Lab Hours

" "In establishing teaching loads how do you weight
. labOY

a.

b.

Weight
Same aselectures
One and one-half hours equivalent
to ohe lecture our ..... . . .

Two lab hours equivalent to one
lecture hour
Less than one lab hour equivalent
tO one lecture hour .

Oth r--three lab ,hours to one lecture

197$ COLLEGE INDUSTRY
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c.

d.

,

Lur
Total

. *

Responses
2

6

10

0

Tenure ippepred to be provided in 17 of he
19 respondent programs. The average perce age
of tempofary as opposed to tenure track w 19
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with the median 15 percent. Three programs
reported no "temporary" faculty. When the focus.
was shifted to "desirable percentage of temporary"
the average preferred was 15 and the median 10 per-
cen;:

The respondents were next directed to the area
of faculty recruitment. Six found it difficult to
recruit temporary faculty while 13 did not. As to
the recruitment of permanent faculty 5 felt it
difficult and 14 did not. The problems'encountered
'are set forth in Table 10 below:

Table 10. Hiring Problem Rankings

"Rank the following hiring problems as you have
experienced them in hiring new faculty,"

_The overall four-year retention rate in ET'
programs was estimated with the average 66 and Ihe
median 70 percent. This lead to the "discipline-
related placements." Average petcentage of 91
with the median at 95 percent shows the high
placement Prdiscipline- related employment.
Generally, we can say that placement is an
indicator of the ET program effectiveness. Not
that improvement isn't needed, but such placement
records are consistent with basic goals held for
engineering technology. The number and percentage
of-placement is fine and these are reinforced by
the salary levels reported. Table 11 tecords
ayerage placement salaries of $12,742 per annum.
Starting salaries for new graduates range from
$8000 to $19,000.

Table 11. ET Graduaduate Starting Salaries
Major
Problem

Some
Problem

No

Problem - Average Starting Salary Number Reported
. $10,000 1

. 7 . , .3 11,000 1

11,400 1

12,000 5

: . 4 .8 . . .7 12,200 1

12,900 1

13,000 3

. . 6 .9 . . .4 13,200 1

13,800 1

14,000 1

6 . . . .9 . . .4 14,400 1

14,700 1

15,504 1

0 0 19 average 12,742 Total W
median 12,900

1. Candidates salary
requirements .....

2. Findingcandidates
with correct
academic background.

3. Finding candidates
with correct indus-
trial experience . .

4. Finding candidatgs
with a technology
orientation .......
Candidate does not
like geographic

.location

Student Characteristics

Qualifying scores were requested and pro-
duced inconch.sive results since no pattern
emerged. The second inquiry on student admissions
was two pronged. The first resulted in the esti-
mate that an average of 56 pirtent met engineering
college entrance requirements, with the median at
40 percent. The second showed an average of 16
percent, a median of 10 percpt, of technology
students 'as transfers, from an engineering program.

Fourteen percent of headcount studeflts are listed
as part-time.

Average age of students in engineering tech-
nology was 23 years. Program enrollment'of wo
averaged 4 percent. Minorities enrolled avera
12 percent.

Recruiting, Retention: Placement and Follow-Up

Of all students enrolled, 69 percent were
from the state of location with 11 percent out -of -,'

state amd international combined: it

The "future trend expected" in enrollment
showed the optimism of engineering techablogy
educators. Five anticipated a "great increase"
in the next decade. Twelve expected some

increase" a total'of 17 looking for enrollment,

increase of some dimension., One each marked "nb
change" and "some"decrease." There were no takers

in the "great decrease" category.

The survey form asked "About what percentage
of your ET graduates have 'engineer' in their
first job title?" Comments range from "too
many" and 2 percent to 95 percent. The average
was 50 percent and the median -55 percent. This

highlights an issue of controversial nature.
Educators have supplied program objectives and
differentiated titles for graduates and advised
recruiters. Business and indOstry have generally
paid little attentioh. Various internal considera -'

°°tions dictate the employer policy on payroll
titles. The trend in consulting firms has been
otherwise due to professional staff considerations.

The optimism exhibited by ET educators when
addressing future enrollment trends can be based
on the graduate placement situation. Experience
shows that good placement leads to increased
enrollment. In'Table 12 the supply and demand
picture is shown.. There is a close correlation
between future enrollment prediction and this
picture:
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Table 12. Placement Situation

4.

"Check the descriptor that best describes your
placement situation."

a.' Supply-of grads much less than demand . . .10
b. Supply of grads a little less than demand . 6

c. Supply and demand are about equal 2
d. Supply of grads slightly exceeds demand . : 1

e. Supply of grads greatly exceeds demand. . . 0

Tolal T

' In the placement effort, 18 program state
the have a formalized placement process Ind 17
r ort a formah4zed follow-up procedure.' There
re program improvement benefits from a full
ollow-up program and 17 of 19 utilizing this

dice is evidence of agood trend.

Alumni participation is a common need in
col e and university management, and shows up as
a specific ETneed as only 7 programs report
active involvement by alumni. Activity seems
tasic to securing alumni donations as, also,
seven'receive such favor.

Summary

Engineering technology educators view their
placement of graduates and probable enrollment
expansion as evidences of success. The favorable'
situation in these two program areas are grounds
for optimism. There are differences in administi-a-
tion and other organizational program aspects,
but' none of these seem todsinaftlit.pr.e.the success

indicators. Various kin nstitutions and
various program approaches seem to have little
effect. The common ingredient--program quality- -
can only be Judged inthe area of instruction con-
forming to the technologist position needs of
each program's placement area. Here, again,
placement is the gauge to this aspect of EIFECTIVE
MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES.
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Bachelor of Engineering Technology Programs
by State arid School, 1975-76; Western Region

(All institutions were sentquestionnaire;
asterisk denotes rely.)

,State Institution City

Arizona

California

Arizona State Univ. Tempe
*Devry Institute Phoenix
*Nbrthern Arizona

University Flagstaff

California Maritime
Academy

*California State
Poly

*California Poly
State University

*Cbgswell Poly College
*Northrup University

Colorado *Colorado Tech. Coll.
*Metropolitan State

College
*University of

Southern Colorado

Montana *Montana State Univ.

New Mexico *New Mexico State
University

Oklahoma *Oklahoma State
University

*Oregon Institute
of Technology

*Oregon State Univ.

Oregon

0

Texas *Devq>institute
Lama niversity

*Le Tourneau College
Texas Tech. Univ.

*University of

Houston

Utah *Brigham Young Univ.
*Weber State College

Vailejo

Pomona

San Luis Obispo
San Francisco
Inglewood

Manttou Springs

Denver

pueblo

Bozeman

Las Cruces

Stillwater

Klamath Falls
Corvallis

Dallas,-
Lamar University .

Station
Longview
Lubbock 4'

Houston

Provo

Ogden

7 Founder Ind President of Oregon Institute of
Technology 1947-1976 and is no./ President
Emeritus. The institution was named Oregon
Tethnical Institute until 1973. After four
years In private industry joined Oregon State
Department of Education in 1936. ,Served as

Assistant State Supervisor and State Supervisor
of Trade and laciustrial Education to 1947. Very.

active in ECPD ,Engineering Technology-accredita-
tion and committees, ending with Chairman Region
VII Engineering Techdology in October, 1977.
Was active in regional accreditation with the
Higher Commission of the Northwest Association
of Seccdary and Higher Schools. Served in ASEE
as Vice President and Chairman, Tecpnical Colkege
Council and on many committees. .J 'P --
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DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS
IN FOUR-YEAR

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
IN THE EASTERN STATES

Introduction

The data summarized herein is drawn from
the replies of 13 Eastern institutions having
A combined enrollment of 3173 students in eight
technology curricula. These breakdown as fol-
lows: Electrical 1369, Mechanical 839, Civil
459, Construction 200, Enviionmental 147, Manu-
facturing 55, Biomedical 54, Industrial 50.
Questionaires were mailed to 24 institutions.

Although some of the individual responses
to specific questions in our survey may be
surprising, on the whole, the status of the
Engineering Technology programs is typical of
all undergraduate career oriented programs.

There seems to be little doubt that the
technology graduaVea are gaining acceptance
in industry. The availability of technology
programs provide a viable alternative for
students who are technically oriented but who
are not willing or unable to undertake the
previously existing curricula in mathematics
and physics or engineering. In most institu-
tions, the freshman year of the technology
program can serve as an exceillOit preparation'

for entering conventional science or engineer-
ing programs with the credits earned for fresh-
Man English or Liberal arts courses directly
transferrable.

Administrative Features

William F. King
Dean of Engineering Technology
Lincoln College, Northeastern University
Boston, Massachussets

None of the schools responding have, or plan
to have programs leading to a technically
oriented master's degree.

About half of the programs are adminis-
tered as separate ScHbols of Technology with
the other half as part of Schools of Engineering.
As might be expected, the Technology programs
which are administered as a part of a School
of Engineering share their faculty with.the
.Engineering programs. The same proportion
share laboratory equipment and facilities.
Similarly, those respondents who currently
share faculty and facilities believe it is
desirable while the others do not.

About half of the programa are on the
"two plus two" format and half are currently
4 year 4011graes. The majority of the programs
are ECPD accredited, and those which are not
feel that accreditation would be desirable.

Three curricula details were solicited.
These related to the percentage of courses
which include required laboratories; the ex-
tent to which calculus is utilized; and
whether the programs include cooperative
work.

On the average, about half of the en-
gineering technology courses given by the

schools responding, included required lab-
oratories. One school reported under 20%
and one aver 80%. One fourth of the tech-
nology curricula utilize co-operative work.
A11 of the institutions having coop give
academic credit for the work experience;
however, co-operative work is mandatory in
only 2 of the 13 schools reporting.

Calculus is required in all of the
programs and all but one response indicated
that the calculus was utilized frequently
in their course Work.

The final question relating'to adminis-
,

trative features and programs concerned the
use of industrial advisory committees. Eighty
per cent of the schools have such committees
and find them to be most useful in curItcuium
planning, graduate placement and providllg
field trips or training materials. The

industrial advisory committees were leas
effective in providing financial assistan .

The responses to the four questions
regarding funding indicate that the engineer-
ing technology programs kre treated similarly
both as compared to each other and to other.
programs in the same institution.

Twenty per cent of the programs have no
recurring budget line item for capital equip-
ment or faculty travel. Only one reply con-
sidered laboratory capital equipment adequately
funded and only one other reply felt that the_
technology program was not funded on a basis
comparable to the engineering counterpart.

I
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Engineering Technology Faculty Characteristics

In regard to faculty characteristics,
nearly all of the respondents agreed that

technology faculty should have a Master of
Science degree combined with several years
of industrial experience. Two thirds of the
responses indicated that professional licen-
sure was important but should not be required.
Two of the responses indicated reservations

regarding Utilizing technology graduates in
faculty assignments and two did-not think that
continuing professional development was impor-
tant. Most of the others would require con-
tinuing professional development for promotion,
tenure and pay increases. V

The types of continuing professional

development most preferred were conferences
and workshops, industrial work experience,
consulting and academic training (in that
order). Most institutions encourage pro-
fessional development by3eans of paid sab-
batical leaves. UnpaidTeaves of absences
and faculty swaps Were also vehicles for
develeopme2t. Only one respondent felt that
technology fectilty were not treated as fairly
as engineering faculty members in general.

Typical teaching loath; were reported to
be 12 hours or less, with four schools report-
ing 13 to 16 hours. Laboratory assignments
were weighted among the several institutions
such that the average ratio was 1 1/2 hours
lab is considered equal to 1 hour of lecture.

About half of the administrators reported

difficulty in hiring temporary faculty, this
is, faculty who would not ultimately be con-
sidered for tenure. Only one third.reported
dif iculty in recruiting permanent faculty.

riIr

Th major problem areas in hiring new
facul

f
Center around salary requirement's

and inding candidates with a technology,
orientation. There are some problems in
finding candidates with correct.industrial

experience but practically no problem in
connection with geographic Vocation.

'Student Characteristics

According to the results ,of the survey,

the average qualifying SAT math score is 500
and the average qualifying SAT verbal score
is 450, with a low of 400 in bot cases and
highs of 5/5 in math and 480 ver al. Using
data from institutkons which su plied both
enrollment data and SAT scores, the weighted

9 average student scores were 526 math and 466
verbak.

Correlating these data was theinforma-
tion,concerning the percentage of students
who would meet ciiteria for entrance into
engineering B.S. programs. -Fh-rs4 of the .

eiit schools who responded to thlrquestiv
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indicated that over 802 of their engineering
technology freshmanlOtuld have entered
programs had they chosen to do so.

The volume of transfer students averages
about 142 of the student body except for
schools which operate an upper division only.
About 202 pf technology students are are

.....J
time with a low of zero in three echo is and
a high of 66% 111 one school. The av age age
of technology students is nominal for four-
year programk given a high school graduation
age of 18; although one school reported an
average age of 28. This incidentally, was
not the school which reported the highest
percentage of part-time studentp. Females 0
and minorities constitutes approximately 102
of the engineering tichnology student body.

,

1

Recruiting, Retention, Placement and Follow-up

A high percentage (822) of the technology
istudents reside in the states in which they

are_studying, although no data was avat*able
regarding the breakdown between dormitory and
commuting students, Most respondents expect
a modest increase in enrollments over the
next ten years. Four years retention rates
averaged 69% and 842 of the graduates are
able to find program related positions. The
avixage salary of four-year graduates is
estimated to be $14,000 per year with a
high of $18,000 and a low of $11,000. Sixty-
one percent of the engineering technology
gradUat ave "engineer" in their first job
title.

Almost all of the reporting institutions

have formalized placement processes and two
thirds have a formal follow -up process. The
majority of responses indicate that the supply
of graduates is about equal or slightly less
than therdemand. No one felt that the supply
greatly' exceeded the demand. About half of
technology program alumni participate in on-
going departmental. activities and more than
.half contribute

I
to alumni fund raising.

ft

of her they weie originally
eering Technology ,urricula
eting a need both at the input

'

artd output sides of e proceet. In addition,
they provide anothe vehicle for transmitting
the fundamental be fits of an undergraduate

ege 6 eriemt 18.411 oo frequently, stq-
dents and facu F too, olkrlook the general ."

growth and development aspects of earning
the first degree. We become so concerned
about the intimate details of programs that
.we forget' the troader long range goals in-
trinsip to' the process.

The successful student must learn how to
learn In order trope with the side diversity
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of teaching styles. He must develop the
self - discipline required to funqtion in a
relatively unsupervised setting. And, of
course, we hope he acquires some skills that
relate to his field of specialization.

t
Speaking from personal' experience, the

greatest confusion exists not between engi-
neering and engineering technology but letween'
engineering and industrial technology/The
historical basis for the industrial technology
degree varies, but there are very few indus-
trial technology programs which even come
close topthe typical engineering technologies
In terms of analytical level and technical
content: 'Alto, it is more difficult to con-
trast enginee*ing and engineering technology
programs where the engineering students have
been expbsed to co-operative work experience,
particularly if an attempvis being made to
highiighrthe applied science emphasis of the
technology curriculum. -

Judging from discussions with on- campus
recruiters, it is clear that the awareness of
industry regarding technology graduates is
increasing. However, it is equally clear that
it will be some time before typical job speci-
fications will include the technology graduate '
in his proper place.

a

a

4

C

.1.

WILLIAM F. KING, Director of Lincoln College
and Associate Dean of Enginee4ng isrespon-
sible for bOth day and evening programs of-
fered by Lincoln College. He received his

B.S. and M.S. degrees in Electrical Engineer-
ing from Northeastern Uoiversity and has been
aide:sober of the faculty since 1961. He is a

registered professional engineer and has had
industrial eiperiefice with RCA; AVCO, and
Minneapolis Honeywell. His service at

rn

North-

nIl
*easte includes teachi d administrative

..- 1
t- appointments in the Depa ent of Electrical

. Engineering and he was an Associate Dean of
Facuity prior to his present appointment.
Dean King is the father of six children and
enjoys'photography, music, and amateur radio

as hobbies.
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DEVEL4MERITS AND TRENDS
IN FOUR-YEAR

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
IN THE SOUTHEASTERN STATES

Introduction

Twenty-three colleges and universities in ten
southern states identifiedasofferink follir-Year
engineering technology programs were surveyed. The

institutions were located in the states of Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, North Caro-
lina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and West
Virginia, Appendix A. Equivalent full-time (EFT)
enrollments ranged from 45 to 1687 with.a median
and average of 240 and 314 respectively.

Eighteen-institutions, 78%, responded to a
detailed ten-page questionnaire. The responses
represented the status of the programs as of August
1977 The high 7ercentage of return for a lengthy
questionnaire, and several letters which accompan-
ied the returns, are interpreted as demonstrating
the great interest on the part of engineering
technology educators in various key questions
related to their programs.

In the presentation of the results of the
questionnaire which follows, no attempt was
made to'statistically analy/e the data in detail
by considering such factors as administrative
structUre, total and major enrollments, major
fields, and whether the financial support was
private or public. A cursory examination of the
data collected did not reveal any si ?nificant
trends.

Administrative Features and .Programs

There are in the southern region a variety of
administrative structures as shown in Table 1.
There is no consistency in designating the units
within an institution offering the four-year
engineering technology programs. In compiling
these data, "college" and "division" are used
synonymously with the designation "school." At ten
institutions which offer both engineering and
engineering technology on the same campus, the
engineering technology programs are either in the
School of Engineering (c) or the Schools of Engin-
eering and Technology (b). Five others are a part
of a separate School of Technology (a) and one is
a separate institution (e).

168.

Table 1.

, -

Walter 0. Carlson
Executive Director/Dean
Southern Technical Institute
Marietta, Georgia

Administrative Structure

Responses

a. Part of a Separate School of
Technology 5

b. Part of School of Engineering and
Technology 2

c. Part of a,School of Engineering, 8

d. Part of a School of Science or
Applied Science 2

e. Separate Institution-

There were four qubstions related to the
sharing of faculty and facilities (laboratories,
equipment, etc.) between engineering and engineer-
ing technology programs. Of ten institutions which
offer both, programs, eight share faculty and all
ten share facilities. One engineering technology
program is planning share to a limited extent
faculty and faciliti with engineering programs
on other campuses. e one primarily engineering
technology institutio shares faculty and facili-
ties in one Grogram w th its'related engineering
institution., Nine re plows indicated that it is
desirable to share faculty and eleten felt that ;t
was desirable to share facilities. '.

The nature of the technology programs vary
among the eighteen institdtions. Eight institu-
tions offer only a four-year program which does
not include an associate degree as an integral
part. Seven institutions which teach all four
years, offer 2 2 programs an4 three others
offer only the last two years.

'ECPD accreditation of engineering technology
programs was apparently of importance to most
institutions with ten' institutions responding that

,their major programs were ECPD accredited and six
others reported a disire to have their programS
accreditled. Two respondents indicated that they
were not interested in ECPD accreditation.

All institutions responding provided data on
EFT enrollments and baccalaureate degrees con-
ferrsd for 1976-77. As shown in Table 2, the
total enrollment was 5,863 and 1,120 degrees were
conferred. Erirollments and degrees in industrial
technology reported are not included. Electrical
and electronics engineering technology programs
have by far the highest enrollments. There were
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no indications, however, that for these programs or
any others that the supply of graduates meet the
needs of industry. In contrast to engineering
programs, the specialized nature of many engineer- ''

ing technology programs has resulted in a wide
range of programs offered.

Table 2. Graduates and EFT Enrollments 1976-77

Ert BS Degrees
Technology Enrollment Conferred

Aircraft 48 . . . 12

Apparel 29 . . 1

Architectural 498 . . . 51

Broadcast 16 . . . -

Civil . . . . 4 . . . 834 . . . 131

Computer/Compufer Sytems . 1S4 . . . 27

Construction . . . . . . 298 . . . 46
Kiectrical/Electronics . . 1867' . . . 234
Ehvironmental 110 . . . 10

Forest Products . . . 2

Industrial 347 . . SS

Industrial Safety 10' . . . 2

Land Surveying 25 . . 7

Materials Joining . .i. . 20 . . 5

Manufacturing . . . . 87 . . . 15
.5-

Mechanical . . .. . . . . . . . . 8 3 9839 . . . 18S
Mechanical Drafting & Design . 162 . . . 19

Mining 104 . . .

Operations 94 . . .

Printing

Textile
Programs andOr Degrees Not
Designated* . 200 . . 289

Totals 5,863 1,120.

*Some programs and/or degrees are not designateA

66 . . .

23

2

4

The percentage of engineering technology courses
which include laboratories span a wide. range ofjau-
centages for the responding institutions'from less
than 21% to over 80% as shown in Table 3 The
responses indicate that .laboratory experience is
generally considered to be of importance in
engineering technology programs.

Table 3. Required Lapratories in
Engineering Technoldgy Courses

* Range, Percentage if Courses Responses

.a o to 20 1

b. 21 to 40 4

c. 41 to 60 4

d. 61 to 80 V 6

e. 81 to 100 3

Total 18

While the percentage of engineering technology
students participati.ig in coop programs is relative-
ly'low, twelve of the respondents offer such pro:
grams and eight of the twelve give academic credit.
Ope institution,requires all students to coop,
while for the others participation varies from less
than 1% to a maximum of 10% Although the
'respondents were not queried on percentages of
enrolled students employed full-time, several

miiported a relatively high percentage.

1

.

Calculuris required by all but one responding
institutiorf; however the frequency of utilization
apparently varies with a majority finding it is
frequently used. The responses are shown irt -Table
4.,

Table 4. Usefulness of Calculus in ET Programs
4.446

a. NOrrequired and not utilized
b. Required, but seldom utilized
o.'Not required, but needed
d.-Required and frequently used

Responses

0

S

1

12

Total 18

Three institutions have or plan to have tech-
nically oriented master's degree programs in
technology. The other fifteen have made no plans
at this time. The needs to be fulfilled by exist-
ing or planned programs are

1. Provide specialized technologists for water-
treatment, environmental technology, urban systems
planning and construction management.

2. Junior and senior college technology teach-
ing.

3. Industrial and government positions.

Industrial advisory committees are utilized by
over eighty'percent of the institutions. Only
three do not utilize committees; however, one is
planning a committee in the near future. Table S I

gives measures of-the effectiveness of the comm4t-
tees in nine areas of interest.

Very .

Effec- Effec- Ineffec-
tive- tive tive

a. Curriculum
, planning . . 3 . 10 . .

b. Providing
loans or
scholarships . 1 3 . .

c Providing Coop
Stations . . 8 .

d. Placement of
graduates . . 4. 7

e. Recruiting
students 0 . 9 .

f. Providing
eqiipment . 3 S .

g Providing
field tripk
or training
materials S 7 .

h. Providing
. employment for

Faculty . . 0 1
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Funding

Financial support for all of higher education
is a major Concern today. The questionnaire. did Years
not attempt to take a detailed survey of.financial
tatters of 'nterest to engineering technology a. None
administrato , but rather asked general nonquanti- b. One Year
tative questi s. No attempt was made to corre- c. Several Years
late responses to'whether the' institution is , d. Five or More Years
private or publi nor the administrative structure.

Only three of the responding'progtams do not
. receimelreeurring annual budget .for capital equip-
ment. In only two' cases is capital equipment
depreciated with annual replacement monies provided.
THe average and medial capital equipment purchases
funded from "one-shot nonrecurring money" As ,

approximately 40%.

Table 6. Industrial Experience Expected'
..for Technology Faculty ,

Responses

0

1

13

4

Total 18

The proirams of he` eighteen responding, report-

e that no funds re.provAded'for student assist-
ts and one did t have a budget allocation for

, faculty travel. For . een programs which area
part of or could make a comparison with engineer-
ing programs,ninefelt'thal their programs were'
funded equitable with their engineering couterparts
considering the.differencein missions and consid-
ering the number of studepts involved.

< '

dl

Engineering Tethnol y'Faculty Characteristics

Fifteen respondent felt that the minimum
educational Backgroun for ET faculty should be the
masters degree; however, two would consider the
bachelors degree plus extensive, applicable indus-
trial experiences One indicated that approximately
half the'faculty should possess the doctorate, but
should be industry oriented. Three respondents
accept the bachelors degree,as a minimum require-
ment.

It is interesting to note that twelve respond-
ents indicated that it will be desirable in the
future to continue to have enginetrs astechnology.
teachers. Three did not agree; one indicated that
it depends on several factors including education;
and one indicated that a BET graduate with an MS
in engineering may be acceptable. Seventeen Jok

respondents would not hesitate in hiring a qualified .

technology graduate As a faculty member, but one
indicated that in addition a degree.in engiAbering
would be desirable.

While fourteen of eighteen respondents feel that
professional licensure is important for technology -

teachers, only four feel that licensure should be a
requirement. Industrial eZperience is an import-
ant requirement for technoldiy teachers as shown in
Table 6.

Eleven respondents indicated that they. require
continuing professional development for technology
faculty; and seven do not. For those haiting the

requiremenf, its uses are given in Table 7.

Table 7. Uses of Continuing Professional
Development

Use Responses

Promotion 12

Tenure 9

Pay Raises.. 9

Continuation 4

None of the Above 5

Professional development takes on a number of
forms as shown in Table 8. Individual institutions
utilize a variety of forms for faculty development.

Table 8. Forms of Require /Experience

Number
'Form Using

Academi*raining 10

Degree Oriented . . . . 6

Nondefree Oriented . . 8

Industrial Work '

Experience 13

Summers 11

During School Year . 7

Publishing Article or
Textbook 6

Consulting 9

Participating in
Conferences and
Workshops 16

Public Service 1

Fourteen of the eighteen respondents encourage
faculty updating through one or more of the
provisions shown in Table 0. '

4

Table 9. Mechanisms for Encouraging
Faculty Updating

Mechanisms Responses

Raid sabbatical leaves . 10,

Unpaid leaves of absence 8

Faculty exchanges 4

Reduced teaching loads 1

170
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Considering all things (e.t. backgfounds,
teaching loads, salaries And promotion), thirteen of
sixteen respondents feel that their. technology
faculty members are treated as fairly as engineer-
ing faculty members.

Teaching loads with weighting laboratory hours
in comparison with letture hours are of continual
faculty interest. Typical equivalent-loads vary
widely as shown in Table 10. Scale factors for
the conversion of.labOratory hours to equivalent
lecture hours were left to the discretion of the
respondents. In Table 11 the wide variation in
weighting of laboratory teaching are shown for
seventeen respondents. It is noteworthy that two
of the six institutions designating a full-time
teaching load of 12 or less equivalent hours., weigh
laboratory hours the same as lecture hours .fr

Table 10. Typical, Faculty Teaching Loads

Equivalent Contact Hours

12 or less
13 - 16 .

17 or more

Number

. 6

. ...... 9
3

Total 18

.... .

Table 11. Weight of Labs in Establishing
Teaching Loads

ht Responses

Sam as lectures 4

One and one-half hours .

equivalent to one lectOMe hour . 5

Two hours equivalent to one
lecture hour . . . . . . . . . 8

'Total 17

\

Eight of seventeen resporidents have from ten to
fifty percent of their faculty on temporary,
nontenure tracks iflevep 5f fourteen respondents
'think'that it is desirable to have from five .to
fifty percent(median 20 percent median) of their
faculty on a nontenure track.

Difficulty in recruiting temporary faculty is
experienced by nine respondents, while seven have
no problems. In a similar fashion for permanent
(faculty, ten have difficulties while seven do not.
Some of the, problems and the degree of these '

problems encountered in hiring new faculty are
shown in Table 12 Problems with respect to salary,
academic backuound, industrial experience, and
technologyrorientation are encountered by most
institutions, whil= geOgraph'ic location in most
cases is no a oble

V

Table 12. Problems Experienced in Hiring
Faculty

Problem Major Solve No

Candidate's salary requirement . . 7 . . "7 . .

Finding candidates with current
academic background . : . . 2 . .12 . . 4

Finding candidates with correct
industrial experience 6 . .11 . . 1

Fi'fiding candidates with a

technology orientation , . . . . 5 . . 8 . . S

Candidate does not like
geographic location . 7 . . . . 0 . . 2 . .16

1
Student Characteristics

,An attempt was made to obtain quantitative data
(SAT scores,ACT scores, high school rank and grade
point index) on beginning technology freshmen, but
the responses were fragmenta* and no useful infor-
mation was obtained.

The approximate percentage of technology fresh-
men who would meet engineering entrance require-
ment was estimated by fourteen respondents to vary.
widely from eight to one hundred percent, with a
median of fiftyyercenL,..Fourreen,respondents
reported transfers from engineering programs
Estimates of transfers varied from five to twenty-
five percent, with a median of 6 percent. Four

indicated no transfers

Most programs have part-time students enrolled
As estimated in Table 13

.

Table 13. Part time Enrollment by Headcount

Percentage

0

1 . 1

10 . 3

20 1

30 . . 4

80 . . . 1

Total 18

Responses

It was estimated that the average age of
students in prograMs as reported by eighteen
respondents varied-from 19 to 30, with a median of
23. All but one prograit reported female enroll-
ments varying from two toten percent, with a
median of three percent. Four programs have
minority enrollments of 40, 50, 80, andOS%. Of
the other' fourteen, one program reported no
minorities, whqle for the others the percentage
ranged from two to ten percent, with a median of
five percent.

Recruiting, Retention, Placement and Follow-Up

In the south in all but one special purpose
program with only five percent state residents, the
percentage of state residents varied from 65 to
98", with a medianof 900. All respondents were
bullish on the prospects of increasing enrollment,.
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over
increase

I

t decade. Seven project a great
d eleven project some increase.

There was no significant difference in
- retention rates betiven the three programs offering

Only the last two years; median 75%, and a median ,

of 70% fpr fifteen programs offering all four.
years.'

A very high percentage of ET graduates, median
95%, have discipline-related placements at or near
graduation. In one case the percentage was at a
low or iv and in the maximum case, it was 100%.
Athigh percentage of ET graduates have "engineer"
in their first job title. The range is from 10
to 90% with a median of 70%.

The optimistic outlook for future increasing

engineering technology enrollments is to a great
extent predicated on existing demands by industry
for graduates. Six respondents report that the
supply of graduates is much less than demand, ten
,report that the supply is a little less than

4demand, and only two report that supply and demand
are about equal. In po case was the supply
reported to exceed the demand.

Starting salaries for four-year engineering
\technology graduates reflect the demand exceeding
3upply.' Reported salaries ranged from $8,500 to
,$25,00G per annuiduring 1976-77, with a median .

average starting salary of $13,200, In Table 14
minimum, average and maximum starting salaries are
tabulated. Although overall averages are given
for each of the three categories, they are not
weighted.

Table 14. BET Graduate Annual Starting
Salaries 1976-77

Average
Median'

°

Minimum Average Maximum
Salary No Salary No. Salary No.

S 8,500
9,400
9,50b

,9,600
10,000

10,800
11,000

11,400
11,500

12,000

10,865
lo,goo

All but two responding institutions have a
formalized placement process. Ten havesa formal-
ized follow-up procedure for their graduates,
while eight do not.' As many WTumni groups partci-
pate in ongoing departmental activities as those
who do not. Alumni donate money for.only six
schools, while for eleve) theydonot. This would
be expected because engineering technology programs
are relatively new, and it takes a long time to
develop alumni ,interest inAonating money to'
schools front Which they have graduated.

Summary k

Engineering technology educators have demonstra-
ted that they are very much interested in the
present and future status of their educational
programs. While, in some respects, distinct
differences exist in programs, the similarities
far outweigh the differences. An optimism prevails
for the future based on the fact the demand for
graduates exceeds the supply, an0 that 'it is

expected that the demand will continue into the
`foreseeable future. This also demonstrates that
the graduates and employers of these-graduates are
well served by existing programs.

,

Significant differences do exist in adminis-
trative structures; however there is no evidence
that this is a significant factor in the results
achieved. A wide variety of degree programs are
offered, but they best serve the students and
industry in the community in which the institution
is located. There is also a wide variation from
institution to institution in defining equivalent

,teaching loads and the extent to which calculus
is used in technical courses.

Distinct similarities and strengths exist an
that laboratory experience is an essential
component of engineering technology programs,
faculty have had and continue to maintain appro-
priate industrial experience, and that needs of

1 $10,000 2 $13,000 1 employers are continually evaluated as inputs
1 11,500 .2 13,500 1 toward progfam improvement.
1 12,000 2 14,000 1

1 12,500 1 14,700 1 It is felt that the results of this survey of
4 13,000 1' 15,500 1 four-yeardengineering technology education in the

' 1 '13,100 1 15,600 1 south, together with similar surveys from other
3 13,460 1 15,900 1 ' sections of the country, will provide faculty and
1 13,500 1 16,000' 2 administrators with useful information in future
1 13,700 1 17,000 3 program planning.
3- 14,000 1 17,800 1

14,200 1

'14,500 1 18,000 1

15,000 2 19,000 2

16,000 1 25,00b

13,050 16,706
13,250 16,000

1_
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APPENDIX'A

Bachelor of Engineering Technology Prograis by
State mnd Institution, Southern Regiod, 1976-77.
(All listed inst }tutions were sent questionnaires;
an asterisk denotes no response.)

State

-, Alabama

Institution

Alabama A &
*University of Alabama

Florida -Embry Riddle

*Florida A & M
Florida International U.
Florida Tech. Inst.
(Univ. of Florida

*Univ. of South Florida

Georgia Georgia Southern ,

Savannah State
Soutlern Techhical

Institute

Kentucky . Western Kentucky

Louisiana Louisiana Tech
Southern A & M

North

Carolina University of North
Carolina at C.

South
Carolina Clemson

*South Carolina State

Tennqssee Memphis State .

1 University.of Tennessee

Virginia Old Dominion Univ.

*Virginia Polytechnic ,

Institute

West

Virginia Bluefield State /
Fairmont

City

'Normal-
University

Daytona Bch.

Alma
Orlando
Gainesville
Hillsborough

Statesboro
Savannah

Marietta

Bowling Green

Tech Station
Baton Rouge

Charlotte

Clemson
Orangeburg

Memphis
Martin

Norfolk

Blacksburg

Bluefield
Fairmont

,s

WALTER 0. CigLSON

"IN

Dr Carlson received his B.Aero.E. and his MS and

Ph D in Mechanical Engineering from the Univers'ity ,

of Minnesota. He is a registered engineer and has
worked for the Radio, Corporation of America,
General Electric and W.Donnel1 Aircraft Corp. and
has consulted wit-other companies. 'Dr Carlson is

a member of the Policy Board, Education of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, a member
of the Boa;(1 of Directors of the Engineers' council

for Professional Devlopment member, of the Lang

Range Planning Committee Vice chairman of the

Technica,1 College Counc-il f the American Society
of Engineering Education, ad hoc visitor for ECM
'and.the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools. Dr. Carlson joined the Si_hool of Mechan-

ical Engineering at Georgia Tech as professor in.-
1962 and became Dean of Southern Technical
Institute in 1971, became Executive Director/Dean in

1976.
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DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS
IN FOUR-YEAR

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
IN:THE MIDWESTERN STATES

.1

4

Intrdduction

Twenty7five schools from the mlawesteril re-
gion of the U.S were chosen from John Alden's
1975-76'survey which appeared in the April, 1977,
issue of "Engineeringlplucation." This represents,?.
(according to Alden's survey) all- of the four year
engineering technology programs in the region that
had any graduates -that year (1975-76).- These
schools were located in the states of Illinois,
Indiana, Kansaf, MichiganMinnesota, Missouri,
Ohio and Wisconsin. All offered four year bache-
lor's degree programs in engineering technology
and each reported having graduated 4 year students
during_ the reporting pear. Ohio led the list with
seven schools, followed by Indiana. and Michigan
with four each. The schools surveyed are listed
in the appendix.

A detailed questionnaire containing over 50
questions was prepared by a panel of technology
leaders from around the country. Items for inclu-
sion were carefUlly discussed and, modified so that
the data gathered would be meaningful and relevant.

Twenty-one of the twenty-five schools responded
(84%) indicating that the technology leaders res-
ponding felt this to be aworthwhile endeavor. The

questionnaire was mailed during the busy start up
weeks of the fall semester which makes the response
even more gratifying.

Most of the respondents were Deans .or Directors

of Technology programs rather than Heads of specific
departments. 4

I. Administrative Features and Programs

The first part of the questionnaire (about 20
questions) dealt with administrative features and
program descriptions.

Table 1. Administrative Structure

"Hot? are your major technology programs structured
administratively?"

2.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Part of a separate School of
Technology
Part of a School ofEngineering and
Technology
Part of a School of Engineering
Part gra School of Science or
Applied Science
Other (College of Industry, Dept. in
Liberal Arts University)

174.

N total

7 33%

Steven R. Cheshier
Head, Electrical Technology
Purdue University
West Indiana

Thus about half of the programs were either in
Schools of Technology or Schools of Engineering
and Technology.

Only about a fifth were departments within
Schools of Engineering. .(One program within a
School of Engineering indicated that a change of
structure wasbeing considered.)

Several questions were asked concerning inter-
fading with engineering. Nearly half (10/21 or
48%) said that their technology programs share
faculty with engineering. Fifty-five percent
(11/20) felt tfiirtuth sharing is desirable. About

two-thirds (14/21 or 67%) indicated that they share
physical facilities with engineering, while 90%
(18/20) said that sharing facilities is desirable.
Several voluntary comments were made in these areas.
On the issue of Owing faculty,.....One said "under
no con4tidhy," while several others said that
under certain conditions (e.g., the faculty member
being aware of the differences in program objec-
tives) sharing would be desirable.

Wen asked theanature of their technology
programs, 62% (13/21) replied that their's is a
2 + 2 program where they teach all four years.
Another 24% (5121) are operating four year programs
that°do not include an associate's degree. Two

schools (9%) have upper division programs only and
one school had a 3 + 1 structure.

About half of the schools surveyed (11/21 or
52%) said that their major technology, programs are
ECPD accredited. Of those that were hot 'accredited

70% (7f10)replied that theyAesire accreditation.

'It was not fully determined why the 3 schools
do not desire to seek accreditation, although one
school indicated that the criteria are not rele-

vant to technology programs.

Enrollment was reported for 19 specific four
year program categories. Students enrolled in
1976-77 totalled 5197 while there were 1597 gra-
duates.

Table 2. Graduates and Enrollment 1976-77

Program Graduates Enrollment
4 19 Electronic 1075 2454

Mechanical 167 810

4 19 Electrical 150 789

4 19 Civil 34 173

Manufacturing 34 128

2 10 Automotive if 97
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frogram Graduates Enrollment

Computer 15. . k . . 84
4.1 Aviation. . 1 7 84

"Electro-Mechanical 20 80

Construction 7 50

Mechanical Design 10 40

Fire Science 1 25

General/Undecided . . ,55(General) 316

Miscellaneous* 14. .- . . 67

' 1597 5197

*Industrial,..Environmental, Food'Science, Produc7

tion Management, Architectural and Biomedical
o

One school, with programs in Electrital, Me-
chanical, Architectural, Biomedical and Manufactur-
ing did not report numbers.

It is interesting to pull out the three major
categories from Tible 2:.. Elecprical: (including

Electronics andAtilf of the Electro-Mechanical),
Mechanical (including Manufacturing, Production
Management, Mechanical Design and hajf of the
Electro-Mechanical), and Civil (including Architec-

tural and Construction).

Table 3. Collapsed Major Program,Categories -,

1128La--D
Electrical 4
Kindred

Mechanical S
Kindred

Civil & Kin-

dred

Graduates
1235(77% of total)

222(14% of total)

43(3% of total)

94% of total

Enrollment
3283(632 of total)

1036(20% of total)

238(5% of total)
88% of coral

Thus, in the Midwest, nearly two- thirds of the
enrollment and three fourths of the graduates are

in Electricity/Electronicsoo

It may be significant that 79% of the Elec-
tronics graduates and 65% of the Electronics
enrollment were reeorted by Bell andHowell Schools.

Table 4 deals'with the utilization of labs in
engineering technology programs.

Table 4. Required Laboratories in Courses

"Approximately whet percentage orhoer engineering
technology courses include required laboratories?"

242118.1.1' '

Responses

a. 0 to 20% 2 (9t)

b. 21 to 402 3 '(14%)

c. 41 to 602 4 (19%)

d. 61 to 802 3 114%)

e. 81 to 100% 9 (44%)

21

Thus nearly half require labs in over 80% of their
courses.

Co-op programs were dealt with in a series of

severalquestions.

hearly,half of the schools (10/21) or'48fhave

8 Co-op programs. About the same number-of schools
(9/17 or 53%) grant academic credit for Co-op.
When asked what percentage of their students were
participating in Col.op, the range of respogges was
from 0% to 15% with an average overall resirinse of

7%. None of the sthools indicated that their Co-op
program is mandatory.

All of the schools are requiring calculus
although 382 'aid that it is seldom utilized. The ..

remaining 62% (13/21) replied that calculus is* ,

not only required but is frequently utilized.

Master's Degrees in Engineering-Technology

are receiving a great deal of publicity in the

literature. 14 percent (3/21) of the schools either

have, oroare planning.a technically oriented \

Master's Degree. The three schools were Western
Michigan University, Bradley Univertity and
Southern Illinois University (Carbondale). The

needs expressed had to do with technical upgrading
of industrial personnAl or management preparation.

The remainder of Part Qne of the questionnaire

dealt with in trial advisory committees. Just

over half of he schools_ (12/21 or 57%)use an

'advisory committee.

Table 5. Effectiveness Rating of Advisory Committee -

"Rate their effectiveness in each of the following
areas by circling a descriptor."

Very Not

Effective Effective Ineffective Involved

a. Curriculum 0

planning
b. Providing 1

. loans or
scholarships `--\

c. Providing 0 3

Co-op
stations

d. Placement
of grads .

e. Recruiting 1

students
f. Providing 0

equipment
g. Providing 3

fielgktrips
or training
materials

h. Noviding ' 0

em$loyment

1

'for faculty

The only two areas in which advisory committees
seem to be quite helpful are curriculum planning
and providing field trips or training materials.
They seem to be somewhat effective in the areas of
student placement and faculty employment.

II: Funding 0

Six questions dealt with the area of funding.
Sixty percent of the schools (12/20) indicated
that they receive a recurring line...in their annual

budgets for capital equipment (capital equipment
meaning items over $100 in cost and intended most

often for lab use).

Only 15% replied that their lab equiPment is
depreciated annually with updating money being

proirided. This is a,major difference between
equipment purthabes'In industry and,in universi-

ties. Apparently in universities, equipment once

purchased is inte%ded to,last forever. It is

encouraging that three schools (the 15%) are imple-,

frenting the "living lab" concept.

8

0

7

6

1

3

5

2 1

1

4

9

L
4

2 3

5 4

6 2,

1'

3 3 40,
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When_asked "What percentage of your capital
equipment pbrchases (items over $100) have been
funded from one-,shot, non-recurring toney?",'the
average percentage reported was 67%.

Surprisingly, all schools reported that they
have funds for student assistanti as well as for
faculty travel. It was mot determined ). these
funds are adequate but there rarely 4f-enough
money in any categhy of university )funding so
the answer to that may be guessed.,

After considering all of the variables, 69%
(11/16),said that they feel they are funded as
equitably as their counterparts in engineering.

The information gathered in these funding
questions seemed td present a positive picture
of technology funding, with the only negative

Of the schools requiring' development, 92%

require itfor promotion, 62% for tenure and 69% -
for merit pay raises.

When asked "what form does the required
experience take?", the responies were varied.

1 Table 7 summarizes them:-
.

Table 7. Required Professional

Form
. . bing ......Academic Train/

;
Degree oriented' 50%
Non-degree oriented 50%

(4)

(4)

IndustriAl Work Experience
Summers 75% (8Y
During School Yeat 25% (2)

area being the provision n-a monies for the replace-
_ ment of outdated equipment.

III. Faculty Characteristics

^"'he respondents were asked "What should be
tffe minimum educational, background for ET faculty?"

Table 6 summarizes the results:

Table 6. Minimum ELcational Background
for ET Faculty

Degree Responses
a. Ph D 0% (0)
b. M.S. 80% (16)
c. B.S. 15% (3)'

A.A.S. (1)

.

Ninety percent (19/21) held the view that it
will continue to be desirable in the future to
have engineers as technology teachers, although
the same 90% said they would have nol.b.Esitation

im hiring a qualified technology grade/At as a
faculty member. (One said, "if he had a good

\,
'degree.")

: Professional licensure has been hotly debated
around the country and one aspect of the issue

,

brought asplit response am g educators. When
esked,if they felt that 1 censure is important for
a technology teacher, 48 (10/21) said "yes".

,Thus just over half felt that it is not important.
When asked if it should be a requirement for a

, Nchnology. teacher71nly 5% (1/21) said that it
should be. '

Technology Trograms are frequently distin-
guished from engineering programs in that they
require industrial experience'(often in lieu of a
Ph D.) of their faculties. None of the respondents
felt that less than several years of industrial
"experience would be appropriate. Sixty-seven
percent (14/21) said "several years," while 33%
(7/21) said "five years or more" was the correct

. amount of experience..,

The area of professional development for
faculty members.illicited some interesting
responses. Nearly two-thirds (62% of 13/21)
replied that they are requiring continuing pro-
fessional development for their technology
facultie.-
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Publishing Articles or Textbooks .

Consulting
Participating in Conferences or
Workshops ,

Other

Development

Number Using
62% (8)

92% (12)

38% (9) .

542 (7)

62% (8)

8% (1)

Paid sabbatical leaves,gere provided as a
vehicle fdr updating by 65% o?"the schools While
unpaid leaves of absence were available in 45% of
the schools. One school pays only the'difference
between the academic andindustriil salary.
Ten percent utilize faculty swaps as an updating
method. (Several others said they were going to
try swaps.) .

When asked "All things. considered (e.g.,

backgroundsliteathing loads, salaries and promotions)
do you feel that your technology faculty members are
treated as fairly as engineering faculty members?":,
71% (12/17) replied "Yes." :This closely parallels
the response given to the question about the
equities of funding between the two types of programs.

Teaching loads are alway'l,a of interest
to faculty members. Teaching loads ( th labs
scaled to their appropriate lecture equivalents)
varied quite a let. A full time teaching load was
12 contact hours or less for 32% (6/19) ofthe
respondents. Another 42% (8/19) indicated that
their loads were between 13 and 16 contact hours
per week. Finally, 26% (5/19) had teaching loads
of 17 or more contact hours.

Only 9% (2/21) weighted labs the same as
lectures in determining teaching loads. Labs
were weighted one and one half lab hours to one
lecture hour by 24% (5/21), and a full 67% (14/21)
counted two lab hours as equivalent to one lecture
hour.

4

When asked what percentage of the technology
faculty were temporary (not tenure track), -the
respondents said about 1B% (range 0-100%, median
7%). When asked, what percentage is desirable, they
replied about the same 17% (range 0-70% median
10%)%.

Just over half (58% or 11/19)replied that
they find it difficult to recruit temporary faculty.

A slightly greater number (65% or 11/20) found
it hard to recruit permanent faculty members. When
asked what-the recruitment probl?ems were, it appears
that tIe greatest problem (by a small margi0 was
finding candidates with relevant industrial exper-
ience. Thg least significant problem was selling
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candidates onthe geographic area. Table 8

tabulates the responsea: ,

Table 8. Hirtng Problem Rankings

Major
Problem

.

1.,Candidates salary 38%

'requirements
2. Finding candidates L 29X

with correct academic
background

3. Finding candidates 48% 48% , 4%

with correct Indus-

.. trial experience
Finding candidates 43%

with a technology
orientation

5. Can4idatejaoes not 5%

_ like youf7geographic
location -

Some ' No

Problem Problem
3$% 24%

The respondents repOrted thpt they are averaging

ahout 52% (range 20-90%, median 40%) retention
(overall 4 year rate for.beginners continuing
through to graduation). -

Eighty -six percent (range 5-100%, median 9D%)

of the graduates, were reported to have discipline
related placements at or near graduation,. This '

is a major strength of technology programs,.

52% 19% The starting salaries reported for the 4
year ET graduates were als6 very encouraging.

9%

33% 7) 62%

IV.' Student Characteristics

Very.' f tle information was gAheted about
qualifying a ore:pverages for beginning technology
freshmen. The,wieTages reported were: SAT

Math =,538, SAT'-Verbel = 438, ACT = 20, High

School Rank = 69th percentile, and High School
Grade Point Index . 2.8/4.0. The number of
respondents providing these test data varied from

2 to 6 schools.

' The technology respondents stated that .about

54% (rangq 10-100%, median 40%) of their freshmen
would meet engineering entrance requirements and
that 19% (range 1-75%, median16%) had transferred
into their programt from engineering. 1

There-are apparently a large number of
evening programs in the region since the schools
reported that 24% (range 0-90%, median 10%)
of their,etudent headcount is part-timyr The
average age of the technology student was reported
to et 22. Only 4% (range 0-10%, median 4%) 'ore
reported to be females and 8% (range 0-25%, median
5%) minorities. There obviously is a lot of work I

to be done in this area.

V. Recnruiting, Retention, Placement and Follow-up

A'full 80% (range 25-100%, median 90%) of
the siiidents were reported to be from the home

state of the institution. It would appear that
technology atudentS have more regional.sllegiances
than.do e ineering students.

projec enrollment taends paint a bright
picture for the future of technology. Twenty-four
peroent4(5/21) feel that, there will be a "great

-'increase" in technology enrollments in the next
decade. A fuli 62% (13/21) believe that there
will be "somejncrease." Only 9% (2/21) indicated
"no.change" anticipated, while 5% (1/21) fOresic
"some decrease" in enroflitents. No one sees a
"great decrease."

Retention of students is always an important
consideration. With grealter.competition for

students occurring because of the declining birth
rite, retention will become even more inpowtint.

Table 9. tT Graduate

a. Salary pet' year

b. Minimum annual salary

c. Ma mum annual salary

Starting Salaries
Average Median

Reported Reported
$13,600, $,14,000

(range $10,000-16,000

11,600. 11,000

(range $8,000-13,000)

17,300 16,60Q

(range $13,000-249000)

When asked"What percentage of your ET
, graduates have 'engineer' in their first jOb

title?", the average was 55% (range 0-90%, median
60%). This is not surptisiAg since industry
and academia use the title 'engineer' quite
differently.

The placement'situation appeared to be very

healthy. Ninety-five percent of the respondents
said that the demand for graduates equals or
exceeds thesupply. Table 10 tabulates

responses:

Table 10. Placement Situation

the

Responses
a. Supply of grads is much less 25% (5)

than demand
b. Supply of grads is a little 40% (8)

less than demand -

c. Supply and demand are about 30% (6)

equal'

d. Supply of grads slightly 5% (I),

exceeds demand
e. Supply of grads greatly exceeds 0% (0)

demand

Part of the reason for the successful placement

reported must be that 90% (19/21) have a formalized
placement process.' Tormalized follow-up procedures
were also used by 90% (19/21) of the schools.

Alumni seemed to be exerting minimal influence
on technology programs (at least in a formal
way). 'Only 20% (4/20) :Of the schodls said that

.their,alumni actively participate in some way in

ongoing departmental activities. Finally, 22%

(4/18) said that their alumni typically contribute
money to their programs.

Summary

It is-clear from these data that engine?'ring
technology programs throughout the Midwest are

enjoying success. Strong areas reported included
funding for equipment, student help and travel;
fac%lty qualifications, student quality, anticipated
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/
program growth, find placement and salaries of
graduates. Posefible weak areas reported were the
licensing reviirement diaagreement, the ineffec-
tiveness of /industrial advisory committees, the

difficulty /in recruiting faculty, the lacksof-
females ad minorities, the modfrateli low
retentiOn of students, the laCh of alumni involve-
ment,ithe frequent application of the title
"engineer" to technologists by industry, and the
fait that only about half of the programs were
atcredited. In spite of these weaknesses, the
'overall picture reported is indeed a healthy one.

Appendix .

-

Bachelor of Engineering Technology Programs

Surveyed (by State and School, 1977, Midwestern RegiOn)

.t State Institution City

IlliAois Bradley University Peoria
DeVry Institute Chicago
Southern Illinois U Carbondale

Indiana (*)Indiana University- Fort Wayne
Purdue University
Indiana University- Indianapolis
Purdue University

Purdue University W. Lafayette
(*)Purdue University Calumet'"

Kansas ate University Manhatten

IX
Wichita State University Wichita

Michigan7- Andrews University

Lake Superior St. Col.
Wayne State University
Western Michigan U.

Kansas

Minnesota Southwest State U.
St. Cloud State U.

Missouri,

Ohio

Missouri Institute
of Technology

Missouri Western College St. Joseph

Berrien Springs
Sault St. Marie
Detroit
Kalaaazoo,

Marshall
St. Cloud

Kansas City

Cleveland State U. Cleveland
Franklin University Columbus
Miami University Oxford
Ohio Institute of Tech. Columbus

(*)U. of Akron C&T College Algron

( *)University of Dayton *ton
You4atown St. U. Youngstown

Wisconsin Milwaukee School of
"Engineering

*denotes non-respondents
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'Milwaukee

1

Stephen R. Cheshier was born in Logan, Ohio, on
February 21, 1940. He received the B.S. degree in
Physics from Memphis State University, the M.S.E.

degree in Electrical Engineering.from Purdue and
the Ph.D. degree in Technical Educafion from the
University"of Illinois.

Froi 1958 to 197b he was ipv6lved in many
levels of Naval avionics including maintenance,

administration, quality control, test and evalua-
dot; and developthent, primarily in the areas-of.
electronic communications, navigation, electronic
countermeasures, radar and anti-submarine warfare.
He also taiht 5 years in the Navy's Advanced
Electronics School (Class B) at Memphis, Tennessee.

' Dr. Cheshier is a member of IEEE, ASEE, Eta
Kappa Nu, Sigma Pi Sigma, Phi Delta Kappa, Phi
Kappa Phi, Chi Gamma Iota and Kalipa Delta Pi. He
pi' faculty sponsor and midweasNcoordinatoefor Tau,
Alpha Pi (Engineering Technblogy National Honorary).
.He.has been on the Purdue faculty since 1971 and
'is currently Professor and.Head,of the Electrical
Engineering Technology Deparfment at Purdue.
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This_pession opens the door for you to
consider a new approach to higher edu-
cation. The concept is popularly known
as the "open university" or the "univer-
sity' without walls". Though it has ex-
isted in one form or another in the
social sciences and in liberaratudies
it-has not until recent yeits atAempted
to address engineering.. These Offening
remarks are intended to givi an over-
view of several aspects of the develop-
ment of-engineering educatidn which are
pertineneto understanding the reasons
for the apperent popularity and growth
of the 'open university". Possible
acceptance of this concept by our pro
fession is still in the questionable
future. "' .

The process of education for the en-
gineering profession has undergone many
metamorphoses over.the years. At one.
time one became an engineer by being
apptenticed to one who already was an

; - engineer. Engineering was learned
through a hands on experience. Intui-
tion played a very Jwmportant role.and
theories metre few. Plivsicists and math-
ematicians provided the necessary scien-
tific and calculating, know-how for the
engineers to ,carry out their projects.

With the growth of engineering science
as well as the basic sciences academi-

a diens developed within the p fession.

,Programs of study were deve ped a1d in-
creasingly,thedietical know edge was re-
quired to efficiently practice. engineer-

: ing. .The engineer needed-to know the
,why of things rather than the how. With
the delielopment of academicians engineer-

AB. ing school were created within the un-
iversities. Eventuallx, the faculty in
engineering integrated.with other facul-
ties. Qualifications gor faculty, ad-
incement and recognition eventually
ParalXiled those in the rest of the un-

' iversit/.

Slady, field experience, such as iurvey-
ang, disappeared. 'The onelto7one all en:-

SESSION Et.,1

OPEN.UNIVERSITIES
CHALLENGE FOR

ENGINEERING
R. Reses-Unerre

41V

En tive Director

Engineers' Council fOr Pisfessionileevelopment
United Engineering Center
N ew York-New York

compassing relationship between the
master (professor) and the apprentice
(student) has virtually disappeared ex- -

cept for some limited doctoral cases- -
most of which are in research and theory.
The requirements of resi ency courses and
hours necessary for a d ee became the
same as those for the un versity commun-
ity. Graduate programs follow the format
determined by the graduate school.

The engineering profession through-the ac-
creditation process has retained the con-
trol of the requirements needed to become
an engineer, However, they are tailored

',within the framework,of an undergraduate
college education.

Though engineering is credited with ini-
tiating cooperative programs, the students
who choose this route must extend their
education bver,a longer period'than those*
who follow the regular program.' Only a

-
handful of engineering schools have an
"engineering year abroad" or a "field term".

Teachfhg meth eve become almost uni-
versal t1 olle$es:. lectures, demon-
stration*, s on laboratories. The
&colleges of engineering have experimented
and many have adoptdd new teaching tech-
niques such as video systems for lectures
and demonstrations; self-paced courses in-
cluding both lectures and laboratories,
and live twozway video lectures. The work
in extension and continuing education work
hasiproliferated.' Short courses to bring
practitioners tdedate with new advances
'are becoming more and more prevalent.

Industry and professional societies have
entered the field of education and offer
a variety of courses. However, very few

--"'of these are accepted kit credit towards
a degree by the university community un-
less thpy are made a part of the particu-
lar university' extensioneprogram.

With the .growth of research laboratories
and the ever accelerated change in labor--
atory equipmentmany universities find
themseltreAin serious Afitculty in keep-
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ing their lipboratories up to date with
the demands of the prqfession.,Industry
an goverhment--one dithe major employ-
ers Of engineers--provip in many in-

, ?' stances opportunity for their employees
to .learn on the job with,equipment'and
faculty taken'from the industry itself.
This has become almost a nedessity in to-
day's accelerating world. Especially
since the equipment found 4m industry may
le different than that found at the uni-
versity.

Universities are recognizing the value of
self,- teaching and life time-experience.
In many academic:areas a person is given
credit for his or her knowledge and such
is'verified eithet through examination or
other proof of`tOMpetency. The student,
therefore, is not required to take courses
for which he already has the prove neces7
sary knowledge. Proficiency exam
placement testing, the college credi
grams of'the American College Testih Pro-

. gram and the EducationarTesting Sery ce
are obtaining increased acceptance.

Correspondence courses offered world -wide
by many Universities for college credit
have increased in popularity. A variatio'n .

of4these are the television courses offer-
ed through commercial an p lic
sion. New satellite omm nications are en-
abling these courses provided in a
multi- national framework. HOWever,up to
now I know of no university which offers an
accredited program in engineering that does
not require at least two years ofresiden-
cy, demands that all laboratory 'experiences
-be obtained in a college setting and that
the major option be covered atthe institu-o
tion granting the degree.

Several innovative educators are experimen-
ting with new methbds to educate an et-
gineer which waive many of the residency
requirements and use different combina-
tions of experiences to cover the labora-
tory, design, and other course vequire-
ments. Their efforts have not yet re-
ceived the acceptance of the profession or
of the educators. Many Of them offer, as
proof of the excellence of their program,
the record of professional attainment of
their "graduates" in comparison to the
graduates of regular programs. most of
these offerings-are popular with persons
already in a working environment who can-
not take the time to attend college. To
those individuals programs provide
a unique opportunity r access to higher
education.

Whether or not these programs will be ac-
cepted by the profession remains to be -

, seen. This session will acquaint you With
the methods and success of three such
"open uniVersittes"..
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DAVID R.,RE1g12,9611A-1-

David R. Reyes-Guerra is the Executive
Director of the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development.'He is a civil
engineer with industrial experience boPh
in the U.S. and the international scene.
Prior to jointg ECPD, he was a faculty
member at thellniversity of Illinois. He
is a graduate of The CitadelsandYale
University. He is active in internation-
aleducation and serves as a consultant
in management, engineering education and
professional practice both heie and
abroad.
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A mamma;
In recent years it has become clear that

°alleges and universities must find ways to be
more responsive to the educational needs of in-
dividuals Empire State College of the State
University of New York represents a serious and
significant effort'to individualize the educa-
tional process, and to recognize the fact that
learning is a lifelazg activity. The college
has been given a mandate to develop methods to
permit the direct support of ihdividual under-
graduate study. This paper presents a brief
description of the several components of the
Empire State College process.

The E.S.C. process is based on the premise
that an educational systemmust start with the
needs, interests, and goals of tha individual.
From these, an individualized degree program Can,
be developed for each student which can address
the objectives and expectations of ;the college,

build Upon the prior learning of the student, and
move the individual toward his or her stated
goals.

EMpire State College opened in the fall of
1971, and todate more than 12,000 students have
enrolled and more than 3,0b0 have been graduated.
The college offers B.A., B.S., B.P.S., A.A., and
A.S. degrees. It operates year-rdund and addits
students monthly. It h no traditional "campui:"
instead, faculty servegstudents fram a state-wide
network of over 30 locations. These include re-
gional learning centers of 13-16 full time fac-
ulty witha variety of backgrounds, plus part time
faculty and academic administrators; learning

units with 1-3 full time faculty, who coordinate'
the work of many part time support people, and
special programs designed to meet the needs of
specific etUdent audiences.

Empire State College offers no courses.
Credit at E.S.C. is accrued over units of time,
through a contract learnisg procedure. One E.S.C.
credit month is,equivalent to four college seme-
ster-hour credits. Associate degrees require a
total of It-months study, while Bachelor
require 32 months. Alcazxlidates for Bachelor:17l_ .

degrees Must spend a minimum of 8 credit-mcnths:,
of study at 'the college; 6 credit-months are re-
quired for Associates Degree.

7- EMPIRE STATE COLLEGE:
.INDIVIDUALIZED

- LEARNING

_Jag Gilbert
Associate Pressler
Empire State College,
Lower Hudson Regional Learning Ce ter
Suffern, Piesafork

Empire State College of'S.U.N. has became
the first non-traditional college to be fully ac-
credited by a regional agency (Middle States). A
more let description of the educational phil-
oeopt Empire State College. can be
found in Engineering Education'.

DEGPEE PROGRAM

The organizing framework'for study at E.S.C:
is the individualized student degree program.
Within this framework, prior learning is assessed

,

and study plans are designed. The degree program
is worked out between the student and a faculty
member, and will reflect a response to the,basic
question: "Will this degree program address col-
lege Objectives, es well as move the student in
the direction of his or her stated goals ?"

a

The degree program contains two sections: the
concentration, which details learning b within a
well-defined context; and general learning, which
may support the concentration as well as provide
educational, intellectual, or professiOnal breac&h.°
The concentration ses those Lesrnings nor-
mally contained wi a traditional "major," but
it may, unlike mos "majors," be cast in broader
terms or be in quite different ways.
For example, concentrations may be designed to
cover a field or area in a disciplinary, inter-
disciplinary, or multi - disciplinary manner. But
they get also be designed around a particular
theme, problem or lorojeot, or be designed to sup.
port preparation foir professional practice. Sim-
ilarly, general 'earnings in the degree prograze
are designed to provide breadth throughtliberal-
studies. They may be addressed through discipli-
nary study of the arts, humanities, social scien-
ces, natural sciences; and mathematics. However,
they may also be organized around the framework of
themes, problems and/Or projects.

All degree program 'earnings, beth.concentra- -

tion and general, are classified in two categor-
ies: those whiCh were completed prior to enroll-
ment, and three which are to be completed by
further study. For the former, appropriate vali-
dation and doctmentation is assembled; the latter
are carried out through contract learning,

When the degree program has been prepared
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(indluding student goal statements, prior learn:T.
ing documentation, and contract learning plan),
it is submitted for approval to the faculty aca-
demic review qommittee at the,studenf's local
learning center or unit. The review process de-
termines that the proposed degree program( ad-
dresses the stated goals of the-student,'amecon-
foims to all'Ecard of Trustee general require-
ments for S.U1N.Y, degrees. Upon completion of
the approval process, the contract learning plan
constitutes the "requiremente of that individual
for degree completion,

. _

ASSESSI6ENT OF PRIOR*LEARNING

Assessment of prior -learning is an integral
part of the EpS.C. process. ,146.cecoognizes the

fact that significant college level learning can
occur outside of'formal college settings, and
that acadeadc.tredit cante,awarded for such
learning.

At' E.S.C.. "assessmentlof prior learning is

not an. independent process; it'is carried out ,

totally within the context of the degree program
assembled ty the individual A student will not
simply present a series of learnings and ask,
"What-are thereaorth?" Applicability and value
will be determined by the tonal goals of

-the indi ror example, a given individual
with a parti

.

professional background may
express goals whidh include further work and al-
vanomeantwithin.that professidh. Contract learn-
ing, both in concentration and general areas,
would then be designed to build upon or to broaden
the ccapeiencies preeenteeas prior learning. The
amount of contractlaudy to be acne to complete
the degree portion of the student goals would then

determined, as a certain metier of credit- -

If the sane-individual with the 'same profess-
ional hackgrounclexptessed go .which included
a career change;-the results Of assessment might
be very different. The contract learning necess-
ary tot report a career change goal would be
different fraa, and would probably take more time
than that nedoessary to support the goal of ad-
vanoement within the profession. Thus, the study
time necessary for degree completion would be
greater, and hence the identical set of prior
learnings meld not, in the context of the degree
program, appear, to be "worth" as much credit cam-
sexed to the former case

Validation of prior learning must satisfy

did INV:Tur, and evaluation of the level of
ts: documentation that the learnings

learning that resulted. Documentation and eval-
uation may,be evidenced byNthe following, as appro-
priate: transcripts of completed college courses;
certificates of completion or. other evidence from

etary institut,ions or organizations; written
is offetandardized examinations; and licensee

or membership in trade or "rofessional associa-
tions. In.-addition, written evaluations of pro-
ducts or performance may be sought from colleagues
.or supervisors of the student; from faculty
of E.S.C.' or other college, or from other
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appropriate persons of demonstrable competence.
Such evaluations may describe learnings which
occurred in the past, or-they-may discuss the
results of interviews or oral examinations. In
any case, the signed evaluation will include the
identity and brief vita of the writer; the pro-"
fessional relationship, if any-,-of the-writer to
the student; a description of"the content ex-
amined and/or competencies identified; a discuss-
ion of the level of resulting learning; the
method of observation or examination; and the
specific outcomes supporting the conclusions of
the writer.

aliTRAcr LEARNING

All credit-bearing academic work at E.S.C.
is described and carried out, using learning con-
tracts. Their use permits the college to struc-
ture individualized study of variable time and
depth. A learning contract is a written agree-
ment, developed jointly between a student and a
faculty member, which describes the nature and
amount of work to be corpRleted in a designated
time. It includes

a. An initial description of the intended
scope of the student's general plans;

b. The specific goals arx pu*ses that
the work is supposed to lish,
and the time stipulated fo the work;

O. 'A description of the learning activities
to be carried out, including all re-
sources to be developed or Iliad;

d. The criteria which will be used to eval-
uate successful completion of the work
or achievement of the purposes. .

Learning oontracts can be organized around
frameworks comparable to those available for
degree program design: exploration of afield or

area; specific disciplinary, interdisciplinary,
or multi-disciplinary study; or thematic,problem,
or project oriented study. A wide variety of
learning resources can by considered including:
human interactions; work and field experiences
in businesses, industry, hospitals, governmental
and social agencies, and public and private com-
munity organizations; packaged modular materials;
college courses and laboratory work; research in
libraries, museums,'galleries and concert halls;
and media material of all kinds.

EValuation of the results of the learning
vities can include elements which are oral,

salrItten, or performance-based; which are product.
or process-focussed; which are objective or sdb-

,,

jective. The important point is that, in all
cases, these elements relate directly to contract
goals, and result in evidence that provides pub-
licyepresentation of the etudent's accomplishr
sent. In addition, ongoing student-faculty
dialogue, which may be written into the contract
as a series of checkpoints, serves as a continu-

'4.ng evaluation of progress during the course of
the contract work.
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The primary educational advantage of contract
-learning is the ability to involve studs 8 in the
organization of their osn work, and to t them
to become dapable of self - directed, earning.
Planning a =tract is, in'itself,, a learning ex-
perience. Students must think about their own .

galls, the relevance of the area being considered
for study, the objectives of the college, and per-
haps, the cbanging 'deeds of a profession. Where
curricula.' content is nbt inatiplly'pTescribed, .-

thipersonal involvement of the indent in defin-
ing obectives and developing learning activities

the ebalitt to develop entire organized
his or her own study over time. In

addition, the guidelines oontaineckinwell -pkewW
=tracts prtvide a firm "structure" for..s14Pnts,
enabling them to) assess their own Progress agLy
carryout the learning activities.

Amore extensive discussion of con
learning can be taand in reference 2.

STUDHRFS.

Data assembled by the E.S.C. Offi Cf s

Research and Evaluationl\indicape that college
has attracted as students individuals th a wide
variety of backgrounds and interests. air ages
range from late teens to late sixties, theedian
ale in the late thirties. Apsecadzetely twd-thirds
are married; work full time; live within 25 miles
of their °enter or unit; and report "definite'
learning Objectives when they enroll. Most E.S.C.'
students have had same prior college experience,
and most live in Nei; York State. The student
population is About evenly divided between men
and women.

- %

After a brief admissions Orientation with a
group; ptudents normally. engage in study indepen&
eft-ofether students. They work with a mentor; or
with a reocxirce.person as appropriate to their
oontraot learning activities. However, a variety
of "one-time" group-study activities do occur

---1=hout thmoollege, feiigned to respond to

t and faculty interest and availability.
These may take the form of seminars, workshops,
or residencim, and may be center -based or state-

, wide.

E.S.C. recognizes that there are certain
times when students need or desire an intermisa-
ion from study, and so p students the

=ity :tem withdrawal. A student
n° ty for withdrawing;

upon re-enrolling, the expected date of completion
' of the current contract is merely advanced to

include-the withdrawal period.

The author has served as mentor to a variety
of students with degree program concentrations in
enginsering.and techn.toal These students
have included a mechanical superintendent
in major construction; an analytical chemistry
technician for amediumrsize manufacturing com-
pany_ a quality control laboratory supervisor; an
'assistant engineer for a coUWty highway department;

- a computer system specialist; and a variety of

"3'

technicians in large corporations working in the
physical aciences, metallurgy and materials,
and chemistry.

RDLE Or THE FACULTY MEMBER

The E.S.G faculty are called mentors. The
role of the mentor is modified somewhat from the
role of a traditional college facultymeater4.
Although the elements of the job descriptions
sound similar, the emphasis will be' different:
In each case, faculty are usually responsible
for'arrisiing stunts, identifying and develop-
ing learningsresources, deVeloping curricula, pro-
vi4ing instruction and evaluating Outcomes.
At E.S.C. hoWever, student advisement is a
major part of the job. Students usually meet
with their mentors in face-to-face conferences
to discuss work planned or in progress, and aca-
desaiet occurs, continually as an inie-
gzal Offtt of the student-mentor interaction.

The mentor must not.cnly assist students in wasp-
blingjearning contracts that are academically
soundind have clearly stated Objectives and
expectatione, but myst insure that each contract
UCNVS the student in the direction of his or
her long range educational and.career goals
as expressed in the degree program.

It is probably not possible to describe
"the" way in which a mentor works with students.
At certain times; it is appropriate for the
mentor to serve as thep4hary learning resource
for students; helping to design learning con-
tracts,- suggest resources; formulate problems,
answer questions, and evaluate outcomes. At
other times, the mentor may serve the managerial
function of bringing together the student learn-
er with outside resource persons who canlassist
the mentor and student in the planning and eval-
uation of learning Contract or degree'program
.design activities. There appears, then, to
be a spectrum of functions, with one end, per-
haps, being labeled "tutor" and the other end,
perhaps, heinglabeled "facilitator." The
mentor's function may therefore be described .

by different points along this "spectrum" when
working with different students, or with the
same student at different times.

Mentors carry an assigned student load,
and normally meet with students by appointment.
Given the, diverse E.S.C. student population,

appointment times of mutual crInvenigne are '

rarely regular. Mentors have net and worked with
students during the day, during evenings and
weekends, and at a variety of locationsves
necessary and 4aptpropriate

CONCLUSION

This paper has briefly' described the way
in whichone college has been structured to
give the individual MtUdent maximum control and

e responsibility over his or her own education. .

To support individualization of learning,.the
college has redefined the r9le of the facility
member, tered perceptions of syllabus
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and oarriculus design, and expanded recognition
of where and hoe learning'takes place.
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those'enterirg the university will finally grad-

uate. The background of students is very varied
and ranges from those without anyeducational
qualification to post doctoralteSearchers-anon
teachers in Universities - includingour'own.

have been offered

The 60,000 stu-
spare time by

means of specially written course books, television
and radio programs produced jointly with the British
Broadcasting Corporation as well as specially manu-
factured-home experiments and computer exercises.

The paper charts some of the developments in
course design that the authors perceive and discuss-
es possible future problems.

The Open University

Aims and Methods 1

The Open University was designed to offer a
full p of University level. edUCation tb work-

ts studying at hare. To do this the Uni-
,versity has developed a range of courses each of
which employs a number of instructions). media.

These Include: text, the leading medium; tele
sion, nationally broadcast; radio; tutorials,
times by telephone, usually in meetings at 700 cent
tors throughout the country; week-long summer
schools, particularly for oourses involving experi7
mental work; kits for experiments to be performed
at bane; a nationwide =muting service; a system

of continuous assessment based on written work moni-
tored by a net of tutors spread throughout the
country and on computer marked multiple- choice

questions; ii nationwide sys .f proctored final

examinationg. The University s no educational

prerequisites on its studen actively encour-,

ages those who have few or no ificatiods at

entry.

Students

The mean age of Open University students is
about 35 years the'range being from 21 to over 80.
They currently Progress through the University at
a rate which, an average, allows than to complete
the requirements for an ordinary degree in 6 years

or an homonyms degree in 8 years. Students ney work

faster, and a few have Ccapleted a full honors
course in 4 years, a rate of progress comparable
with that asked of full-time regular students.
Present estimates are that about 60 per cent of

4
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In technology courses there is a good repre-
sentation of people with occupations lice drafts-
man and conputep-prograrmers where higher educa-
tion was not necessary for entry but may aid pro-

motion. People intending to change careers or
broaden their career prospects are common too.
Included 1,11 this group are members of the armed,1,

fproes and women intending to resume employment

raising a family.

Commencing in 971 with 25,000 students, the
Unidersity has a t enrollment of 60,000.
Total registration i united to budget, same
30,000 students being turned away each year.

Courses Offered

Courses offered by the University are admi-
nistered by Faculties of which there are six:
Humanities, Social Science, Education, Mathema-
tics, Science and Technology. Between them the
Faculties currently offer 113 course titles, 19
of these being administered by the Faculty of
Technology and a further 12 are interfaculty
course involving technology. (Those available

in 1980 are sham in Appendix I).

In common .with most UK institutions the Open
University offers courses which are individually

rather long. All are equivalent either to about
6 x 3-credit hours (called a 1 credit course) or
to 3 x 3- credit hours (called a 15 credit course).
The total course offering made by the university
is equivalent to About 500 3-arei.!'t hourcourses.
because the univtreity is commifed to replacing
all courses after roughly six years of operation,
the number quoted repreSepts a steady state of
the university with new courses being replaced
at the rate old ones are discarded. The univer-

sity will reach this state about 1982.

Each course takes 32 weeks and is available

once a year beginning in February. The demands

made of students are considerable. As an ex-

ample idealized week in the Foundation course

T
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in Technology would consist: of a specially written
coursaunit of about 30 to 50 pages, readings from.
a textbook, a 25 minute television program, a 20
minute radio program, an experiment to be conduct-.
ed at home using a kit E6mided.as part of the
course or an exercise on a computer terminal locat-
ed in the nearest town. In addition every 3 or 4
weeks each student has the chance to attend a
local tutorial dealing-with current work. Such
tutorials are run by the University's 6000 part-

, time tutors who normally work in local universi-,
ties, colleges or inchnstrIT It iaArrottis tilt=
that students submit their'writtah assignment-8,
winch are marked to schemes set by the University's
course teahs. In Science, Technology and Me:theme-,
tics it it cannon also for students to answer a
nutter of multiple Choice questitnetwhich are
marked by computer. All Foundation': courses have
a one week compulsory residential surmerschool
about 2/3 of the way through the course, which is
held at a conventional university.

Course Production

Courses are designed and developed by project
groups called-course tease ,who have act:airman=
usually a senior acadenic specializing in the
comrse topic who has a managerial responsibility

the production and has k leading role in edit-
and maintaining academic standards. The team

exist' for the two to three year period when the
course is being designed, developed, produced and
run for its first year. Course tease are staffed
by full time neuters of the University's central
academic staff, often with the addition of staff
from other universities either an tecorncent or
more usually as part time consultants advising on
particular aspects. In addition to academics, a
typical course team will also comprise: two or
three BBC producers who will often have academic
qualifications in the subject; a professional
editor for all the written material; a full time
tutor from among the academic staff who takes re-
sponsibility for tutorial aspects of the course,
an educational technologist whose task is tq keep
the course team aware of developments in distance,
teaching =Abode and comment on the effectiveness
of draft material. Once a course has been pro,
'dined, and lessons learnt fram the first .year in-
corporated; the than is reduced in size. it then

,Oorks to maintain control over academic standards
by monitorincithe work of part time tutors and by
devising assignments, narking schemes and examina-
tions. All courses have a final examination which
is sat the country at the same time,
and is marked ither by menbers of the course team
or by a selected small group of tutors order courser
team supervision. In line with UK practice, the
pass standard is set by external examiners, aca-
denics prominent is the field who dare recruited /
from other universities. This habit of external
consultation is seen as an essential feature of
Open University work, nuch of its written course
material also being sent to cutside academics
for criticism and evaluation.

Feedback

In addition to providing course s,team advisor
the Institute of Educative TeChnology which is a
seventh "faculty" has a staff of researchers who
help course teams collect data about the effectivd-
ness of their strategy. In addition a survey re-
search department is developing standeutinethods
of capering the performance of different course

..
teams. In essence the methods are twofold. In
the first case students and part time staff are
asked to report on their an opinions and experi-
ences with the materiel These data which came
fronnOarious forms of survey are particularly
suited to highlighting uneveness and difficulty
among different aspects of one particular. part of

, ,,course 'and the length of time necessary to com-
plete various parts. The second method.involves

, assessing how much students have learnt. .Course

\\\"

aims a> objectivei are made the subject l

,dIf aesignment questions for students'throughout
the year and in an examination at the end. Often
ft is only the'answprs to these final exeminationa
whidh throw light on the qualiA of the overall
course design.

186

Teaching Technology at the Open University

How to Teach TecHhologi
A

From its inception, the Open University re-
cognized that to teach remote, adult students
who may have had no previous experience of
vaned educationwouldrequire teaching ma of
exceptional, qualiPrecedent in the fiel
available in the ry of correspondence
from which student dropout rates have always
disastrously high for a reason which has well
described as "Thelonelinlessof the long distance
learner". Carepounding this pradlem, there is the
need' in science and technology to give students
'faboratory and practical eXEerience.

The University's general response to the
distance problem has been to build a sense of corm-
mmity through tutorials, counseling sum-
mer shol, even blite discuss' of work
assessments. Lege;TCruall are also a
student newspaper, clubs, student represeptaticn
on university government. In science and techno-
logy the specific response has been to write
course material in whioh,tbexe is constant refer- '
ence to aspects of his studies for which a student
can see application at home or work. The problem
of hands on experience is'net by home experimental
kits which nay include signal generators, CRTs,
sound Treasuring equipment or microcopputors. With
such equipment students do not need do experiments,
but may work an smallRrojects in which they de-
sign, make aid test their as special equipment.
By, using television programme to back-up sameof

these projectelatudents are again made to feel a
closer invo40Vment with the people who teach them.
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Trends

While it was clear from the outset that good
teaching material for our students had to be more
thane clear textbook presentation, the differences
required were not at all clear. N3 a result there,
has been a distinct change in teadhing style since
1970.

In the early days of course' producticn

erable effort:was made to analyse the esse
.of each subject; and to break it down into its con-
stituents so that each might be taught as thoroughly
zwIpossible. The result of this approach was to
produce excellent individual course units, for ex-
male in production modelling or electridity and
masnetiam. These ynita taught lt well but the
relationship between theory and 'ty was not
always as clear as authors had hoped. Material
of this type differed from standard texts mainly in
the upe of a free writing style addressed directly
to the student; as if he were there face-to-face,
and in an emphasis pn explicit statements about
the- skills and urw imarstanding a studentahould have

an complethen of his study., Another early device
was the use ofire-text questions for students to
monitor their own understanding of each point Made.

Overall course integration proved difficult
in theiaselPlenrses unless they were structured
so formally as to be mere textbooks. Ate next
stage in course development was therefore the in-
troduction of major case studies that described
real examples like the electricity supply industry.,
and which had the objective of intswating theory
with its licatimubenteadhing simple electri-
city or thinmodynamics. These studies also put a
Baba context behind technological skill.

A third stage in this progression was the de-
sign of courses in which case studies formed an in-
tegral part. The oourses commonly start b' detail-
ing a particular situation or problem and then
formal theory is introduced and when it is nec-
essary to understand thd case bundled. So, in
one course students are asked whether solar cells
have the potentAl to drive a full size power
station and why it took so 16ng for the techniques
of chinese- porcelain manufacture to come into use
in &mope. The appropriate branches of soliChstate
theory, semiconductors and maniocs, are then
introduced to illuminate the set problem. Ina
different discipline, human factors, students are
given all the details of an aircraft accideni.
They are then provided with almethoplogy to ana-
lyze the accident and the human factors theory
necessary to understand what udght have happened.

It is, we believe, through this oantinuing
search for styles Of presentation that are corer
fortable for an adult student working at
someines called habitabilitythat the Univer-
sity's dropout rate has been held to a reasonable
Level. Of the first years, intake 43% have grada-
uted and 35% are still Studying. We expect a
final graduation figure of just under 60%. .

The search for improved Presentation and
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'study patterns continues. A fourth and recent
stage in course production has been the introduc-
tion of student project work., Starting with small

structured projects that all students ,work through,
the trend has developed to a point where in the
next yean-er so the Faculty of Technology hopes to
all students the chance to conduct alinal.year'
project equivalent to 18 credit hours of work in a
subject of th,ir own choosing.

Plans for the project course, if course is
the appropriate word, are incomplete but a pilot
scheme with a small number of students till mar
mence shortly. item are considerable problems
in divising good projects in sufficient,numbers,
in providing suitable guidance, and in ensuring
adequate' assessment.

Currently it is expected that students will
Abe provided with ac some general material

an "how to do my project" and that same clearing
house will be set up to link tutors and students
with common interests; "Ln.the longer, term we
hope that students may Be able to carry a subject
and tutor with them from a previous course.

Ultimately all students studying prinarily
technology may complete a pojeCt. ,The scale of
operations then will beformidabfor,we contem
plate a demand for the devising, monitoring and
assessing of thousands df projects 'each year.

Strenghts and Weaknesses

Because its structure is so different from other
institutions,", the Open University has a pattern
of strength endue:Maness very different to that
net elsewhere. The Prime strength of the univer-
sity lies'in the great care that is taken in
.course preparation. Because a course may have nary
thOusands of students throughout its life the re-
sources expended may be very high. In some cases
as many as 1000' staff hours rosy be deviated to pro-
duaingutterial for one,hour of student study;
coomudnly over 100 hours are spent for each sttr
dent hour. Even so, the cost of eh Open Univer-
sity degree is probably only a third to &sixth of
that at a conventional institution, depending
on whether one includes the social value to the
community of the student who remains in fulltime

employment. The other great strength lies in the
course teams and in the mutual criticism to which
team members submit their work. S also

arises by collaboraticrowith other 'tutions

aver particulat courses.

Adifferent kind of strength comes from the

use of broadcasts. By the use of television it
is possible to present tb students the views and.
ideas of outstanding people and alsoiso show
situations they could not expect to exit in the
course of their study. The medium also allows us,
especially through computer graphics, to illus-
trate merry ideas in a way not possible with black-
board and chalk.

Finally an important strength is the commit-
ment by staff, both fulrand part-time, to what I
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is still 'a revolutionary idea in British education
and a student group who show emtraordinary tenacity
in their search for a widened experience of life.

Tigre are also weakneisee inherent in its dis-
tance earning method. Sane are general, sane
specific to the Open University itself.

Most serious is surely the lack of contact
*Open student and student.and he-tile-en student
and staff. This is inevitable: to increase the
contact hourstothcee at a conventicnal university
mould require fundincrweil beyond what can be ex-,
pected from the most beneficent government and even
were the funds available workimg students do not
have the time to travel frequegtly to their tu-
torial =tors. Against the lads of contact must
be pet the maturity of the stWente. Adults seen.
Able to maintain their firmness of purpose, even
when isolated, in a way that could not be expected
of the young deeps-based student.

Our other big weakness arises from the size of
the Open Mayers* and the oasolexity thought nec4
essary in course production. The high visibility
of the course material to the world at large de-
mands exceptional standards of quality. One re-
sult is'that it takes three years to design and pro-`'
duce a course. It is thus a very slow matter to
change courses or` to change the pattern of onuses
offered.

0

However others may see the balance of strength
and weakness in the distance learning methods
practiced at the Open University, our view is that
this represents a good alternative for students who
suet combine their with work. This view is
confirmed by the fact same'10% of fresh UK
graduates now come Open University.
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APPENDIX I .

Titles.of Technology Coursed Available in 1978

Fandaticn courses

The Man-Made Wbrld: A Foundation Course
1

Second Level Courses

Intrt:ductica to EnginIinq Mechanics

Systems Behavior

Systems Management

Man-Made Futures: Design and Tedhnology

Envircnmentar-Oontrol and Public Health

Instrortation

Food Production Waters

An Introduction to Materials .

Electromagnetics and Electronics'

Art and Environment

The Digital muter.

Modelling by Mathematics

Watistics: AO Interdisciplinary Approach

Elementary Mathematics, for ScienCe and Technology

Mechanics and. Applied Calculus2

Science and Belief: Fran Copernicus to carvrin;

Science and the Rise of Technology Since 1800
2

Urban Development2

Biological Bases of Behavio..2

Solids, Liquids and Gases2

Images and InforMation2

Principles of Chemical Processes2

Technology for Teachers2

Third Level Courses

Telecommunication Systems

Systems Mbdell4g

Materials Under Stress

Systems Performance: Human Factors and'Systems
Failures
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APPEMDC I (cont.)

6
idaterialis Prom:Being,

Ozntrol of 7bchnology

People and Organizations2

1. Full credit course

2. Coucses produped by other faculties with
elsmistafice frai the faulty of technology

m,

U

4

Geoff Peterti has been With the systems
group at the Open University since it,was
fdunded in 1971. He worked on the,techni-
cal faculty's 'original foundation course -
"The Man Made World" and has sirice,mainly
contributed to courses in the systems area.
'He was chairman and general editor of "Sy's-
teMs Performance: Human ractdis and Systems
Failleer." - A joint technology - sqcial
science faculty course:

." His recent publications include "A.
Systems Behavior" (Published by Harper &,
Row) and "Catastrophic Failures", "Systege
and,Failures" and "Airtraffic Control - A
Man Machine System" (Published by Open. A .University Press).

He is currently on study leave at,the'
University of Southern California Systems
Management Center.
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I. The Way It Was --- Some Background .

History tells us that there are few things
that can be counted upon to endure. Among those
few things which can be counted upon fs the fact
that social organizations will change to net the
needs of society. A good deal of this change will
be resisted by the present order 4 social organi-
zations. The amount of resistance encountered is
directly proportional to the level of perceived
'threat wh ch, the new idea brings with it. Something
within the ke -up of man, causes him to cling un-
reasoningly to the common and familiar and to

`Desist vigor that which threatens the status
quo. A familiar statement by John Gardner in his
book Self-Renewal sums up this attitude:

"A common strategem of those who wish
to escape the swirling curonts of
change is to stand on high moral

\ ground. They assert that the old way
is intimately bound up in moral and ,

spiritual considerations that will
be threatened by any change....
The new thing will usuallY look
barbarous compared to the old.
The era that is being born will often
look less spiritual and less laden with
the deeper values. The society that
has tered the art of continuous...,
rem I will not let such impression,
d stort it's judgement. It will reject
the notion that nothing is morally
=worthy unless it has been around for
a long time."

The external degree is one of those areas of educa-
tion where chaq2e has been demanded by social con-
ditions and has betn greatly resisted by established
organizations.

Historical Overview

A brief'overview of the evolution of intern3.3
and external education will b helpful in under- )
standing how we arrived at the present forms of
education and will take a good deal of the mystery
and suspi4ion out of the discussion.

In the United Statehe evolution of educa-
tional process and procedures began with the estab-
lishment of Harvard College in 1636. The process
of education as established there lasted'for 250 '

years and regarded the degree as an award given to
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tudeRts, all of whom completed in look-step fashion,
a set of course studies pursued in the same way and
in the game sequence. No leeway was given for
electives or other academic alternatives.. Students
were, however, allowed to make use'of literary'
societies and other external ways 9f enriching
their education. (External, that is, to his main
curriculum of study though not always external to
the institution.) The curriculum was classical and
religious.

4n the last quarter of the nineteenth century
Charles W. Eliot, the president of Harvard Univer-
sity, established the elective system in which
students had a larger freedom of choice as to
which classes they took. However, this innovation,
though common-place today, took thirty years of
hard-fought academic battles to establish. But,
many traditionalists die hard. Six decades later
Albert Jay Nock said, referring to.the elective
system, "The worst calamity that ever befell'

American education was Eliot's refusal of the m
presidency of a textile manufacturing company. "

Following the bold innovai4Onlby Eliot,
other innovations appeared on the American educa-
tional scene which today seem so commonplace that
we think that they have been around forever.- Some
of these innovations included the ideas 9f giving
credit for courses, grouping courses into majors
and minors, requiring a minimum number of credits
for graduation,- grade points and grade point
averages, etc.(2) The result of all these changes
was that American education became more and more
open and more and more accessable to a larger
number of individuals who wanted to commit them-
selves to fulitime study at an institution of
higher learning. Another effect was the creation
Of/more and more.degree titles to reflect the
diversity of the educatibnal programs studied by
these students. For example, in 1877 there were
eleven different degree titles, Today there are
approaching 2000 different degree titles used in
American education.

,

Following World War II the large number of
adrilts in the form of veterans and others who .

wanted a college education but who could not spend
full time on campus led to the establishment of
the extension degree programs. At first the ex-
tension degree program was merely another way of
satisfying all of the requirements laid upon all
other, students.
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Eventually, however, it was seen to be'ridicu-,

lous to equate sophisticated adults with high school
graduates. Adult degree programs began to be devel-
oped which recognized the matunitS, and sophistica-
tion of this new type of student.

The acceptance of adult degree programs did not
come, however, without a good deal of criticism.

Schools of business were among the first to
recognize the urgent need for a different approach

_-.to education of adults. Many business schools
Worked with-extension divisions of their universi-
ties to establish programs specifically designed
for adult learners. Most of these programs, how-
ever, still required physical attendance at the
university classes. Throughout the 1960's more
and more universities began to realize the need
for developing programs which recognized the sophis-
tication and learning already possessed by adults.

,st

By 1970 a variety of schools had organized
programs for individuals, primarily adults, which
did not require attendance at the university at
all. Since the study and learning was external
to the campus the degree became known as an
"external degree'.

Once the thinking of educators had been opened
to the possibility of new processes and procedures
for learning, an avalanche of ideas came forth.
Among these was the granting of degrees by institu-
tions which were not primarily educational, luch as
government bureaus, business or professional, associa-
tions, etc. (e.g., the U.S. Department of Agri-,
culture Graduate School); the elimination of same
or all of the admission requirements to establish
open access to education; granting credit and/or ,
degrees on the basis of evaluation of learning
regardless'of how acquired; teaching by non-faculty
persons' or part time teachers; the use of modern

education aids such as TV,'audio and cassette tapes,
programed learning, computerized instruction, etc.;
recognition and credit for 'informal learning, and
learning through experience.

As indicated by Dr. Houle, "These bold sugges-
tions makeit clear that alwatershed has been
reached... Proposals now being made go to the very
heart of the System,of higher education and call
for radical changes in its structure and piptesses.
Even in relatively conventional, andwell-established
situ where there is no thought of undertaking
thefixtreme proposals just suggested, non-tradi-
tional curricula are being developgd."(2)

The North Central Accrediting Association
indicates that. today every American university and
college has'at least one non-traditional program.

The historical message is clear. American
education is a dynamic institution which responds,
however slowly and reluctantly, to the educational
needs of society. External degree programs for
adults have emerged as a mirth needed and logical

extension of American educational delivery systems.
It is here'to stay. It is the wave of the future.

(---\

American educational protesses and procedures
ha Kat developed to their present state in a
vacuum. Edu ational innovations from Europe have

kid
had a profou effect on American education. Most
of us have he of the Open University of Great
Britain, -Nit not all of us perhaps realize that the
University of London established over 100 years ago
a program which allowed their students and graduates
to pursue education external to their university.
In fact, the external degree approach to education
has found a stronger foothold in the European
countries and has been more readily accepted there
than in America. Many European countries have
national open universities for the benefit of their
citizens.

..

Fer of the educational innovations in America
reported above came about without vociferous
criticism from some part of academia. Those indivi-
duals for whom the currents and winds of change
became too,strong 'reverted to name calling, label-
ing as "degree mills" those institutions who had
accepted innovations too quickly and implemented
them too vigorously.

Agassiz, a well-known 19th century philosopher,
said that every great innovation goes through three
stages. First, people say it conflicts with what
they hold most holy and sacred; second, they say
that it has been discovered before, it ig,not new;
third they say that they have always believed it.
In like manner, many of the staunchest critics of
educational innovations have, in time, become
staunch supporters of these same innovations.

Studies andsReports on None- Traditional Education

During the 1970's there have been several
studies which have, in some major or minor way,
contributed to the understanding of non-traditional
education and particularly to the external degree.
The first and perhaps the most well-known and well-
done was the Carnegie Commission on Non-traditional
Study. Funded by the Carnegie Foundatioh, the

mission on Non-traditional Study was c posed of
26 ofth 0 outstanding educators in erica.
The find v of this commission are clear indicated
in -their o books, The External Degree an Diversity

Design (Jossey -Bass, 1973).(2,3) "The fundamenta
recommendation of this report js clear. The oft-
stated American goal of full educational opportunities
should be made real2istically available and feasible
for all who may. benefit from it whatever their
condition of life. jColleges and universitieS,would
work toward the absdrption of the external degree
into their normal process of degree granting, instead
of keeping it as an ancillary part of their total
program."

F /4

While many universities have heeded the find,
ings of the Commission on Non-traditional Study,
a great number of universities have been reluctant
to move in the direction of be external degree.
This, in spite of the fact that s arate studies by

el
the U.S. Office of Education and t Educational
Testing Service showed that over 75 of adult Amer-

icans want additional higher education and feel that
the traditional university route is unable to deliver
it because of barriers of time, place, cost and
irrelevant courses and arbitrary requirements.
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The early 1970's saw th'e Completion of a number
of studies which called'for the establishment of
new institutions with new processes and proCedures
to meet the expanding educational needs of adult
Americans. A number of institutions Were created
to meet this need. iA'few of these are discusied
in the next section of this report.

II The Way It 1s. - -- An Overview
there have been a large number of institutions

created during the 1976's specifically to serve
the educational needs of adults. Some e estab-
lished within existing universities,lkt were
new institutions created outside of e6f g schools
and for the specific purpose of serving mid-career
adults. 'A few of these will be discussed to give
the reader an overview of the types of ,institutions
external to the mainstream of education which
exists in Americe,today.

The onps to be discussed will be New York
Regents External Degree Program, Empire State
College, Union Graduate Schooj and American Inter-
national Open University. , The first,two deal only
in undergraduate degrees; AIM) deals in all levels
of degrees, and Union Gfaduate School deals at
the doctoral level only.

Before embarking upon a description of the
external degree as it exists today, the reader
should be cautioned that attempts to equate external
degrees in process, procedure or outcome with
internal degrees can be a frustrating and fruitless
experience. This is not to imply that one is better
than the Rhie: --rig degree deals with a clientele
with a different set of needs, aspirations and
objectives. As in every Other aspect of life mis-
matches Can produce. some unfortunate consequenCes.

ThALis, an "internal" oriented sutdent in an
"effErnal" program, or an "external" student in an
"internal" program would produce, at the very
minimum, a sub-optimal educational exper4ence.

The Repents External Degree Program it

The Repents External Degree Program is a truly
"external" degree program. It is an undergraduate
program run by the New York Board of Regents which
evaluates a student which it has not directly
taught. It has no campus, no resident faculty and
no students in the traditional sense. It publishes
its requirements for the degree and awards the
degree to anyone who can meet the requirements.
There are no requirements for admission, residence
or age, and the methods of preparation are not
prescribed, The-degree requirements can be satis-
fied in a variety of ways. No classroom attendance
is required and no instruction is provided.

Within the first two years of its creation in
1971, more than 2500 people had earned Regents
external degrees, and well over 7000 others were.
working toward that goal. The Regents External
Degree Progrem received regional accreditation only
recently with the Middle States Accrediting Asso-
ciation. However, since the inception of the pro-
gram, they have been accredited by New York State
Education Department, a nationally recognized
accrediting agency.
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From 1971 to date there have been over 18,000
graduAtes. The Regents External Degree Program
operates only at the undergraduate level and does
not offer engineering and other technical, degrees,
'Anyone cap. -use the Univeriity's'servites. The
cog is minimal compared to residency based progrims.

Empire State Cq3lege , y

Empire State College in New York has been inp
existence since44(turn of the decade.and has
issued many thollands of degreenoin art, science
and professional studies at the undergraduate
level. 'Empire State bases its system of education
on its advisors who help the student tailor a
degree program to the specific need of the student.
The student body ranges from those of traditional
wllege age to individuals of advanced years. Each

IlLstudent has a '"mentor" who is responsible for
directing and advising him or her. Prior learning,
regardless of how it was attained, is evaluated
and credited.

,Overseeing the student's mentor is a cannIttee
ofthree Empire State faculty members who review
the student-mentor relationship to ensure that
EmpireState's standards are upheld. Overseeing
the committee of three faculty members is an Office
of Program Review And Assissment whith acts as a
final check before the granting of a degree.

Empire State University has a formally
developed set of study-unit requirements that
must be fulfilled by the student. Many of the
study-units requirements can be met through
prior learning or life experience by passing oral
or written exams. EmOere State's program requires
a minimum of one year's study in residence in the
program. A final oral examination is required by
the University after all other requirements;are
completed. Anyone in the U. S. can mend.; The
cost of the program is minimal to New York state
residents. It is accredited by Middle States
Accrediting Association.

Union Graduate School

Union Graudate School (UGS) is an out-growth
of the Union for Expeeimenting Colleges and
Universities, a grow d of colleges and universities

whiCh banded together for the purpose of providing
bachelor level programs for individuals who wanted
to study at-any of the universities And get credit
at the "home" university, i.e. -the university at
which they were matriculated.

The UGS program is only for individuals who
"clearly cannot obtain the kind of advanced train-
ing they require within any conventional doctoral ,

program."

Participants begin by attending ahlour-week .

.residential colloquium and are expected to spend
two additional weeks attending Jmini-colloquia"
or similar meetings. During the first four-week

- session, the participants discuss their study plans
with the staff and other students and develop a
sense of goal and direction and an awareness of

. the steps to be taken and the effort to be
required.
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After the four-week colloquium, a guidance
committee is formed madi uprof a UGS facLlty.ad -
visor, two adjunct professors whb live ar the

student and chosen by the t subj ct to UGS

approval, and two studen peers. owing the

establishment of this le rning comm ttee the
candidate spends six months or more in planning
the degree program at the end of which a learning
contract is evolved and signed by all concerned.

A large part of the program is spent in plan-
ning and productin a "project demonstrating ex-

cellence". This phject may be a traditional dis-
sertation or any other type of project which makes
a "si9nificant-contribution to our culture".

When the project demonstrating excellence is .

eompleted, the committee decides on its accepta=
bility. When it is approved the student applies _

for tWdegree. The program requires'a minimum
of one year and can take a maximum of four Wari
to complete. The total cost* is about tree,

. thousand dollars per year.

Union Graduate School works only at the doc-
toral level; does not give credit for Aperience, JP

and doew not have programs in ,the engineering
sciences. Union Graduate School is a Candidate
fOr accreditation with the North Central Accredit-
ing Association.

The University also providesan Academic tom-
- cil cap osed of individuals who are familiar with

standpfds and requirements of the University and
which givefinat-epproval regarding each of five

American International Open University
American international Open University (AIOU)c

was created 1 P1972 by a4toup of faculty.from the
graduate schools of Harvard, U. Mass., University
of Pittsburgh, Southern Illinois University (Ed-
wardsville), and the Central Midwest'Educational
Laboratory. AIOU offers external degree programs
at all levels of education from the associate to
the doctorate. The overwhelming majority bf'the
participants are at the Master's onoctoral level
and in a wide variety of fields including engi-
heering.

Once accepted into the program, participants
of AIOU enter into a planning phase or "CAPS" dur-
ing which Counseliag, Assessment, Planning and
Screening are condQcted. The CAPS activities may
last several months. At its completion the
student will have had hisexperience and prior
learning evaluated and possess an approved Master
Learning Plan (MCP) which will guide his learning.
There is no need or participants to spend physi-
cal residency at the qpiversity or other lotation,
but residency in the program is required for a
sufficient time to plan and ipplement4an MLP
and,a droject. .Orientation to the process is con-
ducted via a detailed student and ory hand-

book and through. orientation discurs with a

University coordinator.

Each partieipant works with advisory committees
composed of two (sometimes three or more) indivi-
duals.who have been screened by the University and
accepted as capable of doing the advisory work.
Students are requested to nominate the advisory
committee members with final approval by the '

University. The University provides one advisory

. committee member.

major milesndne events durin the student's tenure

at the Univerilty. Academic %ouncil approve is
required at these points:

1. Approval of the advi Ory committee.

2. Approval of compete ies which the parti-

cipant will be requi ed to master. .

3. Approval of the Master Learning Plan.
4. Approval 'of the prelimihary project.

5. Approval of the final project as submitted
for graduation.

After a candidates's committee,has been estab-
lished, the committee proceeds to define a list of
competencies, i.e., statements of knowledge and
ability which the candidate will be required to
master. These competencies are expected to be

specific and supportive of these general competencies:

DOCTORAL LEVEL COPETENCIES
* A broad understanding Of the field as a totality,.

including a high level of understanding of the
theoretical, practical, and subcategorical dimen-

sions of that field,
* Mastery of at least one branchof knowledge and/or

skill within the fie)d'of a sort that enables one
to function at a high level as a specialists in

that branch.
* Familiarity with research deisgn and methodology

so that one can be competent consumer and critic
of published research studies.

* Acquisition of skills necessary to carry out a
research or action project which can produce new
knowledge, insights, or tools for the benefit of

others.
* A knowledge of the most effective ways of keeping

up with the developments in theory and techniques
within the field of .specializatlico.

MASTER'S LEVEL COMPETENCIES
* Mastery of at least one branch of knowled and/or

skill within the field of a sort that enables one
to function at a high level as a specialist in

that branch.
* Familiarity with research design and methodology
so that one caVI:aa competent consumer and
critic of publi research studies.

* Acquisition of skills necessary to carry out a
research or action project which san produce new
knowledge; insight, or tools for the benefit of
others.

* A knowledge of the most effective.ways of keeping
up with the developments in theory and techniques
within the student's field Of, ,specializafibn.

BACHELOR LEVEL COMPETENCIES"
* An indepth understanding in a field of knowledge
'and /or skill which enables one, to function a);a

professional in that field.
* A familiarity with selected social and physical

sciences,as well as several areas of liberal arts.
* EITHER, possession of the skill and abilityto

carry out, with supervision, a research or action
project which can benefit society and the student;
OR, successful completion ofan appropriate practicum.-
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* Knowledge of the most effective weys of keeping
up with development in one's major field of
interest.

Wien these competencies (the competency list)
have been approved by the Academic Council, the
candidate works with his committee providing them
'with documentation of his backgound and prior

learning, including transcripts and other documen-
tation. The committee's responsibility at this
point is to determine which of the approved com-

petencies are already possessed by the candidate
and which are in need of further 4evelopment.

During this evaluation phase it is the participant's
responsibility to provide to the committee what-
ever documentation is necessary to verify his
possession of one or more of the competencies. .

When the evaluation is completed the committee
will have identified those competencies which are
in need of further development by the candidate.
At this point the committee and the participant
prepare a Master Learning Plan (MLP) which defines
in detail what will be done to master each of the

remaining competencies, what resources are avail-
able to work with, and approximately what time
schedule will be adhered to. Once the Master
Warning Plan has been designed it is submitted to
the Acedemic Council for final apprbval. If

approved the committee and the participant proceed
to implement the plan with frequent feedback be-
tween candidate. and committee. If the Master
-Learning Plan is not acceptable to the Academic
Council, it is returned to the advisory committee

'F. with specific suggestions which are-then ipcorp-
orated into the plan.

The implementation of the MLP will take as
ong as necessary to adequately demonstrate mastery
of the remaining competencies. The amount of time
necessary depends on the work to be done. Can-
didates have spent as little as one trimester at
the University and as long as seven trimesters.
A trimester is four months:

When all competencies have been mastered to
the appropriate level required for the degree
being sought, the advisory committee completes the
final evaluation and verification of competency
possession. This final evaluation is written
on presceibed forms and submitted to the aoademic
Council for final approval. If it is approved,
based on i the existence of sufficient documentation

and Other evidence, the Academic Council will
'notify the advisory committee that the candidate
rmay-begin'the Project phase of his program.

Mthe Academic Council believeS one or more
of the,Competencies are,not sufficiently
mastered, it will so notify the advisory
committee with specific suggestions as to the
Candidate's next steps. The advisory committee
then proceeds to worlOWith the candidate until
all the competencies are mastered at the desired

level.
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'A project is required et els from
the bachelor's through the orate with each
leve) having its own requirements regardit9
the nature and significance of the project.
In all cases the project must be something
which is of social value and a significant
contribution to the` individual's profession
and/or society. The project phase of the
program begins with the submission to his
committee of a preliminary description of a
project which the candidate desires to complete.

Once the Academic Council has approved
the project the candidate workson the project
.under the guidance of his advisory cemmittee.
When the project is completed"to the satisfaction
of the committee and the Academic Council,
the candidate applies for graduation. Sometimes
an oral defense of the project is required
by the Academic Council or by the participant's
advisory committee. Whether or not such a
defense is required dppends in large part on
how closely the committee and participant

worked during the implementation of the project.
Some committees know intimately how the project
was conceived and implemented and do not
feel an oral defense is necessary. Other
candidates work more independently and, in
these cases, an oral defense is frequently '

required. Theoral defense committee is
composed of the advisory committee plus one
member of the Academic Council in the
participant's field of study. AiOU is nearing
the end of a year long self-study in
preparation for application for accreditation.

Evaluation of External Education

How does an individual jusge the effectiveness
of an external degree educational experience?
How would one judge which external degree program
is the best for a particular individual? In

short, how does one evaluate external learning?

External education is by no means simple
to understand and evaluate. Nor is it simple
to administer. In many ways, administration
And evaluation of traditional "internal"
education is much simpler than external
education. In the first place internal education
is common and well-known to most of us, having
experienced it ourselves. Second, internal
education has, somewhat arbitrarily and
artificially, quantified learning into numbers
of-credits within majors and minors each of
which is made up of an accumulation of credits
in designated areas and in specified quantities.
It is easy to count-the courses and add up the
credits to come up with A total. It that total
equals or exceeds the total which defines the

baccaluareate or other degree, and if the course
distribution is acceptable, the degree is awarded.
In short, internal education is focused Primarily
upon the "product" (knowledge) and various
quantification methods to determine its relative

presence.
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On the other handexternal learning
usually focuses upon the "process" as Well as the
learning outcomes of the process. But,
regardless bf the focus, all education, whether
external or internal, is ultimately evaluated
on the basis of subjective decisions6rthe
faculty or advisor. Within,external programs
of learning, evaluation takes place sometimes
by written exaMidation, but more frequently,by
the successful commie:15r certain tasks. Some
external programs att to tailor their,
evaluations to be easily translated into traditional
terms such as credit hours. Other programs
completely ignore the traditional symbils of
evaluation and attempt to fashion an evaluation
which is meaningful to the participant as
feedback on his performance and/or to others who
can reasonably be *acted to be interested in the
evaluation. Some external programs have chosen
to explicitly detail on the transcript what the
individual did during the course of his program,
commenting upon what the individual knows and
can do at the end of his program.

Probably no one today is more aware of the
variety of non-traditional programs from
traditiohal and non-traditional universities
around the world than is Dr. John Bear. Dr.

leer, in 1974, completed an,extensive study of
all forms of non-traditional ed-ucation with
particulay4jttention to.external degree
programs."' Dr. Bear comments that the only
means by which an ind1R4dual can determine the
quality of the external degree experience
short of Experiencing the program itself is to
evaluate the credentials of the individuals
involved, the qualifications of the faculty,
and appropriateness of the process and procedures
used, and to match these against your own
reasons for attending an external university
and your expectations from the educational
experience. Dr. Laurence J. Hollander of the
New York Department of Education agrees with
Dr. Bear in the need-for evaluating the faculty,
process, procedures and others involved in the
institution prior to becoming involved in an
external program. Your motto should be
caveat emptor.

After you make your evaluation you will see
that the external degree is most successfully
completed by individuals who have commitment to
their own learning, have established clear
goals and paths to those goals, and ave the
drive and determination to carry on 'self-directed
learning.

- One method used by.many to get an "unbiased"
and "authoritative" evaluation of external
degree programs is to ask a favorite professor
or other member of a traditional university
what they think of it. Since most traditional

university faculty.and school administrators do not
adequately understand external education and,"based

-upon that lack of knowledge, view the external
institution as competitive with their own, the
opinions of such individuals are likely to be

biased or misinformed. So what is the individual

left with? ,He is left with making hi% own
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decision based upon knowledge of himself and his
goal and whatever information he can obtain
about the external-degree program regarding its
faculty, processes -and procedures.

III Accreditation -- What It 1 and Isn't.

A few remarks shOulil be made regarding the
myths-and realities of accreditation in Aftrica.

AmeriFa is the only country in the world
which does not have a ministry,of education.
In America evaluation of education is done by
a groud of private organizations constituted
for the specific purpose of evaluating
educational programs and institutions. The
number of these agencies is large. Some agencies

deal only in certification for licensure to
practicq a profession. Other agencies deal
specifically in the evaluation of institutions
and programs within institutions. It is these

latter two that will be discussed.

,,,There are two levels of accreditation in
America: institutional accreditation and program

or professional accreditation. Institutional

accreditation, i!e., accreditation based on an
evaluation of the institution as a whole, is
done by a group of regional accreditin§
associations (e.g., Western, North Central,
Southern, etc.). By and large, accreditation
by one regional accrediting association is
accepted/by all the others.

Within a university, the various colleges*
have their own accrediting associations. For

example, engineering, business, nursing,
psychology, etc., all have their own professional

accrediting associations. These associations
deal primarily at the bachelors or master's
degree level and focus their_attention on the
contents of the curriculum and other learning
experiences, establishitcriteria regarding the
number of courses an4 c it given for these

courses.

The conventional wisdom is that the accrediting
associa'4on establishes the standrds of education
and evaluates in terms of these standards.
From this it is reasoned that the quality of the
program is the focus,of the evaluation and that,
therefore, accredited programs are of necessity
of higher quality than non-accredited programs.

A careful evaluation of accredited and non
accredited programs will quickly indicate that
this is not necessarily the case. There art

*schools of high and low quality in both camps.
A commission appointed by the U.S. Office of
Education to evaluate the,effects of accredliatim
on undergraduate education reported in 1976

N.
..,it seems clear that the
accrediting agencies conduct
stOthnical evaluations"
concerned with measuring
physical facilities, faculty'
size, number of ,library books,

etc. The agencies lack '

adequate' indices for measuring
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educatemal quality, and to
the extent that the evaluations

' consider non-technical aspects
of curriculum and educational

\ a
" excellence, their considerations

to be based on unvalidated,
"personal" or i'social".impressions":

Thelaccrediting agencies and the
professional associations also
appear to lack thecapabiliti
to undertake responsible
encouragement end accreditation
of non-traditional programs

A weakness of regional accreditation
is that it has, for most practical
purposes, - Stopped making quality

distinctions.'TThat will be denied,
but we believelt is true and
even axiomatic...

.Professional or program accrediting
associations come closer 'to the evaluation of the
qual.itY of education than do regional accrediting
associations. By stablishing curriculum
requirements and other degree, oriented standards,
the professional accineelting associations help
to assure that ell graduates of accredited programs
have somewhat the same background and understanding
of the subject matter- lot eve here it is
difficult for the accrediting association to
adequately judge the quality of the teaching and,

the quality of the learning
wht is going on.

The mere ability of Students to pass on
examination does not of itself indicate
quality learning. The real evaluation of the
level of quality comes when the individual faces
the necessity to'use whathe has learned in a
real life situation.. VWch 'education fails this
test. Complaints from employers are commonplace

regarding the educational and professional
4, preparation their employees did not receive from'

colleges and universities. What employers want
are individuals that can produce. They want
individuals of cpmpetence ,and ability as well
as knowledge who can tacky real problems and
find real and feasible solutions.

In order to meet this need some
universities have established what is known as
dometency based education. In these programs
coipetency generally means.4that the individual
has the knowledge, ability and attitude to 45
behave correctly in given situations and when dit
felted with given circumstances.

For example, the McMaster University School

of Medicine in Mamifton,.Ontario, is a competency
based university. Here learning is more fn terms
of developing competencies for dealing with a
wide variety of problems rather than from the
more traditional biosystems approach. Their
approach is to involve the students with
experts from the field as well as with experts
from the faculty. The entire program involves
thee deeply in the solution of real problems,
and the result is that hospitals have said that

.%4(

-
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McMaster graduates "go into internship behaving
like doctors while graduates from other places

come into internships behaving like graduate
students."

Regional accrediting associations have had
a difficult time understanding non-traditional
programs. Partly this was due to the fact that
external programs did not fit into the
evaluation procedure useeby the accrediting
bodies. In fact, most of the criteria
evaluated by the accrediting associations is
absent init& external program. These programs
often'have no campus, no buildings, libraries
or classroom facilities. So it is impossible
to calculate such numpers as faculty- student
ratios, full-time faclulty equivalents, hours
of classrooM instruction, etc.

The accrediting association's slowness, in
responding to the non-traditional movement in
AmeHcan education as well as other rigidities
within their policies and procedures caused
Senator Proxmire 1975 to threaten to
introduce legislation to take the accrediting
power away from private institutions and
establish it with the U.S. Office of Education
unless some progress was forthcoming.

Since the early 1970's, regional accrediting
associations have been under extreme pressure
from many sides to bend to the winds of change.
Caught in,the middle between member institutions
who resisted innovalion and outside forces in the
form of lawsuits 1).) individuals and institutions

demanding change as well as pressures from the
U.S. Office of Education for change, the
regional accrediting associations have had a
traumatic experience over the last decade.

,MWth of the resistance to the external
lidutitlbnal institutions from within the
regional accrediting association comes from the
fact that member institutions are almost entirely
traditional universities who view external
universities as a threat to their "standards'",of
education as well as to their market of
traditional students. However, the fact is that
the vast majority of individuals who attend
external universities are not within the
marketplace of traditional universities. The
external student is primarily an individual
who has established aplace for himself in his
career and has no desire to upset the applecart
in order to meet the residence and other
requirements of traditional Universities.
In other words, a clear sighted individual can
see immediately that there is not competition

between external'institutions and traditional
universities for students. As mentioned earlier,
external students would be as unhappy and mis-
matched in an internal traditional university
program as traditional students would be in an
external degree program.

So far as "standards" are concerned,
external learning,is more demanding. The learning
is practice oriented 'and is learned better and
retained longer than traditional classroom
learning.
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IV The!' Way It WilloBi -- A Forecast

External education is here to. stay.
Particularly at the undergraduate Tevel, many .

universities have external programs today, and
more are investigating and implementing such
programs.

The majority of external education today
goes on at the undergraduate level. Only a few
schools have external programs at the graduate
level. However, this is certain to change. As
schools get more experience and feel more
comfortable with the external degree program,
you will see a larger number of institutions
offering external master's and doctoral level-
programs. It is my prediction that by the end Of
the century, external education will be al
commonplace at all levels from bachelor's to
doctorate as is internal traditional education
today.

Further, it seems clear to me that as the
Barriers to education come down and the
openness and ease of achieving education become
more prevalent, there will be a significant
jump in the percentage of the population with
advanced education, and-with advanced degrees

' to certify that education, much of it from.
external programs. With the proliferation
of education it will become'increasingly'
necessary for employers and others in the
positiod of evacuating-another's education to
focus on the indivilluals demonstrated competence
rather than on the possession of the degree.

There will undoubtedly be a. largir number of
institutions designed specifically fed the
delivery of external education. These
institutions may have their own specialized
accrediting association and will resist the
next wave of innovation as vigorously as the
traditional schools have resisted the external
movement. Such is the htstory of organizational
evolution, and there is nothing on the horizon
that indicates that it will be different next
time around,

A Final Word'

Ever since the first degree was conferred
several hundred years ago by papal authority,
there has been a gradual increase in demand for
degrees, until in America at the present time,
a large portion of our population is questing.
for a degree. Most individuals enrolled in
universities and colleges are not there merely

for the learning but primarily to achieve the degree.
So strong is the pressure to achieve the degree
that many students will literally do anything to
accomplish it, as recent history has shown.

Many students view academic requirements and
course assignments as merely obstacles or
hurdles which they must successfully negotiate in
order to eventually finish the course and be

awarded the degree. Muc%of traditignal

e education>>ecome a gigantic game between
professof and students. Both parties to this
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game know very well that the major content of'
courses is learned only long enough to pass the
exam successfully and is never again remembered
or used.

This is not to say or imply that none of .

traditional education is retained and useful.
However, that which is constitutes the sneller
portion of the pie.

.

A recent issue of IEEE Transactions Op
Education (November, 1977) contained an article
by Dr. William S. Byers which showed that the
majority of mathematical education for engineers
beyond algebra wAs never or seldqm used after
graduation. Similar,conditions.exist in other

schoolS. There is a clear heed*for universities
to restructure their curriculaim light of the
needs of the users of their end products. The

gap between successful performance of/the.
university and successful performance in a
career should be reduced or eliminated. In

addition students should be taught how to learn,
how to change with the changing society, and
how to survive in a society in which rapid
change is commonplace and the knowledge which
they,learn today will be obsolete tomorrow.

Universities must learn that the process of
learning has become equally or perhaps more .

important than the product of learning. In

large measure what is learned is less important
than learning how to learn and to continue to
learn throughout one's lifetime.

In many, if not most, external degree
institutions, the process is their most
important product. Participants entering
these institutions are introduced to a process
which facilitates their planning and implementing
of the learning program. The process of
defining and plinning the program is equally
important to the implementation of that program
Since it requires of the participant skills
which will be called upon over and over* again
throughout his career as new situations demand

new learning. Once the participant in an external
degree program has internalized the ownership
of his education and has mastered the skills of
learning, he will be in command of his learning.
He will no longer have to look outside to
agencies and institutions to structure for him
a learning experience to fit him for new career

opportunities. He will have within himself
the knowledge and ability to fearlessly
recognize the need for change and confidently
set his career goals to accomplish the change.

Once set, he knows he can achieve Is goals through

a deliberate process of self-directed larning. He

will kave the knowledge and ability to locate and
utilize those human and non-human resources neces-
sary to achieve the needed knowledge and ability.

Dr. Malcolm S. Knowles, professor of adult
and community education, North Carolina State
University at Raleigh, is credited by many as
being the "father of adult learning." Of his

many years in the adult education field, Malcolm
Knowles said recently, "I have been so impressed
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with the Joy my students have found in self-
directed learning that I want to spread the gospel.
MY motives are the Motives of the missionary - so
bewerd. I'll try to convert ybu." (6) Those of
us responsible for external institutions delivering

self-directed learning experiences to adults share
the influents of Dr. Knowles.
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EUGENE G. STONE

Eugene G. Stone is President of American Inter-
national Open'University, an.institution which he
founded in.1972. Over the last five years Dr. Stone
Has developed AIOU from inception to an institution
with hundreds of advisors and. participants.

Bork and raised in Salt Lake City, Dr. Stone
received his Bachelor's (1955) and his MBA (1958)
from the University of Utah. After three years of
study in quantitative methods and organizational
development at Washington University, Dr. Stone
received his doctorate in 1973.

.He has seven years experience in aerospace
industry as industrial and quality engineer. From
1963, thriugh 1973 he taught business and management
scienceviEst recently at Southern Illinois Univer-
sity at E ardsville. ,While at SIU he participated
in an experimental program-designed to increase
student motivation through self-directed learning.
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SESSION 8.2

WHAT CONSTITUTES
AN EFFECTIVE

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION EXPERIENCE
Lauren°, A. Hill
Director, Cooperative Admission Program
University of the Pacific
tookton; California

COOPERATIVE RDUCATION: A STUDENT PRESPECTIVE
This session will focts upon the factors which
constitute an effective Cooperative Education
Program from the student's point of view. Students
from various CO-OP schools will present a dis-
cussion of those factors, which enchance and de
tract.from a CO-OP progra. Each student will
give an oral presentation outlining key positive
and negative components of CO-OP. Rollowing these
presentations will be a discussion of the ideas
and suggestions expressed by the students.
Questions from the floor will be encouraged, as a
part of this session. tThe overall purpose of the
session is to identify those components of co-
operative education which students perceive as
valuable and enchancing as well as to identify
constrictive criticisms of cooperative education
programs, i.e. areas which can be improved or
changed to strengthen existing programs.

LARRY A. HILL

-Larry Hill, a long time resident of California,
holds the BA and MA in Political Science from
the University of the Pacific. He also has done
additional graduate. work at the University of
Stockholl, Stockholm, Swedin. Mr.'Hill has ser-
ved as Assistant Coordinator, Coordinator, and
Director of the Cooperative Education program in
the School of Engineering at U.O.P. During the
academic year 1976-77 Mr. Hill was a Training
Coordinator for the Western Center for Coopera-
tive Education. He has been active in Coopera-
tive Education serving as Chairman of the Co-op
Sub-committee of the Eaiineering Liaison Committee.
Me has served on the Steering CoMmittee which
formed the California-Cooperative Education
Association.
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PANELIST

Ms. Kerry Robertson
Co-op Student
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

KERRY ROBERTSON

Born in Columbus, OH, Kerry Robertson now refers to
Seattle, WA as her home. Strong interests in mathe-
matics and science prompted Kerry to apply to the
School of Engineering at the University of the
Pacific, Stockton, CA where she was accepted with
President's Honors at latrahme, and began as a civil
-management engineering major in the fall of 1975.
Since that time she has become involved in a number
of organizations and activities, serving on the
Dean's Advisory Committee, the President's Long
Range Planning and Budget Committee, and as senator
and freshmen student advisor, for the School of
Engineering. Kerry is'a student member of ASCE and
SWE, and has twice served as an officer within her
school's chapter. Kerry is currently in her third
year of the School of Engineering's five-year co-
operative educational program. She completed the
first of her Co-og.work experiencesthis past summer,
with the Washington State Department of Highways;
Her work with the planning and designing of Park
and Ride Lots provided exposure to a wide variety
of activities, including technical writing,
surveying, cost estimating and P.R.
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SESSION . 8.3

THCWALLS CAME TUMBLING DOWN:
DISTANCE DELIVERY DISCOURSES

Distance delivery, non-traditional study and
educational technology may resolve some of the,
problems that educators are or will face shortly.

Colleges and university koards which look
,ahead will foresee the need to change their mis-
sions to meet changing societal needs, while main -

taining their'scademic excellence and staying
solvent. Their new mission must meet the chal-
lenges of rising costs, dwindling capital funds
and shifts in student populations. Such post-
secondary institutions will share these desirable
educational goals:

1. provide opportunities for learning without
a residency requirement,

2. allow access to educaticin for all ages from
eighteen to eighty,

3. offer courses of study to meet the indivi-
dual's career or life goals.

4. .use educational technology to improve
instruction.

This session will examine how three organiza-
tions are developing models which address these
problems.

"INDIVIDUALIZATION: AN EFFECTIVE APPROACH
TO OFF-CAMPUS LEARNING", described by Jay Gilbert,
Empire State College, shows an approach to "dis-
tance depvery" from the viewpoint of a redesign
of educational support structures. The primary
intention is to give the individual student maxi-

ar

Isaac A. Margolis
Associate Dean of Technolety
Ryerson Polytechnic Institute
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

mum control and respoasibili ver his or her
own education. To do thli, leges must rede-

.t fine the role of the faculty member, alter per-
4ceptions of syllabus and curriculum design, and
'exparid recognition of where and how learning.
takes place.

.

In the paper, "DEGREG EDUCATION'TKROUGH
RA O ", Margaret Norquay, Director, Ryerson Open
C'4lege, Ryerson Poiytechnical Institute, will
deal with the realities of'pioneering a new Cana-
dian-educational venture designed to meet the
'needs of students whorare unable to take adian:
lige of traditions) educational apprOaches. She
will describe how Ryerson Open College uses Ryer-
son FM station,CJRT (91.1 MHz) to offer credit
and non-credit degree cou0ses to students in
their home environment.

A new learning and technology system deve-
loped jointly by ACESS Group of Community Col-

leges, Goldmark.Communications Corporation and
two other educational groups is described by
Dr. Peter Goldmark in "NEUI COMMUNICATION TECHNO-
LOGY FOR EDUCATION". The objective of the system
is to provide life-long learning opportunties to
adults.everywhere. Dr. Goldmark will describe
how the newly developed Rapid Transmission and
Storage System can, through high quality compre-
sion techniques, transmit up to'60 simultaneous
low-cost, high quality programs per half flour via

standard TV transmitters, satellite, cable TV or
microwave systems. Dr. Goldmark will describe
his experiences in working With the colleges In
program preparation.

a.
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ISAAC A. MORGULIS,

s.-N-"+.1.--
"Ike" joined Ryerson Polytechnical Institute in
1963 as an instructor. In 1965 he became Chairman
of the Electrical Technology Department and was
appointed Associate Dean in January 1970. He
received his B.A.Sc. degree in Electrical Engineer-
ing and M.A.Sc. in Engineering Physics'fnpm the

'

University of Toronto. He has held teaching posi-
tions at the University of Toronto and the Univer-
sity.of Waterloo. '.

He is a past Chairman of IEEE, Toronto Section.
Sinte,joining ASEE in 1967, Ike has held many
executive positions. At present, he is Vice- .

Chairman, ETD; Secretary-Treasurer, ERM Division;
Director, TCC; Member, 'Membership Policy Committee;
and Past Chairman, St. Lawrence Section. He is a
registered professional engineer in Ontario and
has held several executive. positions in that asso-
ciation.

His industrial experience includes ten years in
the domestic electronics field with EMI (England),
Dominion Elettrohome (CAnada), and Canadian General
Electric CoMpany.
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CREDIT EDUCATION BY RAD10
RYERSON'S OPEN COLLEGE

HISTORY

Ryerson Polytechnical Institute has/ a
long tradition of Pioneerin "devel-
opments in ducation. Its ears of exper-

. ience in technical and voc ional educa-
tion provided the prototype for Ontario's
community colleges. Ryerson's education-
al radio station and its continuing edu-
cation division which sends correspon-
dence courses around half the world, have
both pioneered in providing education at
a distance. Ryerson Open College contin-
ued in this tradition. It was the brain
child of the Dean of Arts,' who won the
support for the experiment from the Pres-
ident and the Manager of CJRT-FM, the
educational 'radio station owned by the -

Institute. It was designed as an exper-
iment and we& inspired by news reports
about the launching, of the Open University
in Britain. ' The aim was to find out how
radio with some assistance from tele-
vision, could be used effectively to
teach a university level course and to
assess the potential market for such
education.

Open College offered its first course in
January 1971. The teacher and the office
staff needed to carry out the project
were borrowed from other Ryerson depart-
ments and housed in CJRT-FM. It was .

decided to offer Introductory Sociology
as a first course because the subject
yas thought to be timely lad becaus
a tenured sociology teb.cher was a able
who had some experience writ and
broadcasting for the Canadian broadcast-
ing Corporation. The teacher appointed
was merelyeasked to find out how to run
a credit course on radio. It was to-'be
an experiment that could fail. Trouble
over approving the course for credit
NNW not anticipated since a tenured
teacher was-teaching the same course she
would have given in the classroom. - -It
was only the delivery system that was
different. Public response to the first
course was aufficiently positive to

Margaret Norquay
Director, Ryerson Open College
Ryerson Polytichnical Institute
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

enable the Minister of Educatjen to urge 41,

Ryerson to continue the experiment. From
the beginning it. was a stated objective
of Open College to offer courses in re-
sponse to community needs. Continuous
contact and` consultation have been main-
tained with a wide variety of community
groups, social agencies and educational
institutions so that the corpses selected
for development would be those for which
there was some evidence of demand.

WHAT COURSES ARE OFFERED

Open College offers two kinds of courses:
formal credit bourses, and informal non-
credit. Students registered for the for-
mal courses do assignments,.axe tutored
and evaluated, and get a statement of
recognition or achievement at the end.
Listeners may also register for the formal
courses and receive the student workbook
which contains a detailed outline of all
the radio programs, the assignments and
the required readings. However, regis-
tered lksteners do no assignments and so
do not receive recognition. Listeners
may also register for the informal courses
and receive a general outline of the ma-
terial, but there is no channel of commu-
nication with the instructor.

There are two levels of credit courses.
There are courses which provide a credit
towards a-degree program and there are
short courses designed to fit the needs
of a specific target group wishing to
upgrade its skills. The latter are
'offered in response to specific requests
from the community. University level
courses must be carefully scrutinized by
the relevant faculty and are then approved
by Academic Council, a body which corres-
ponds to the senate in other. universities.
Since most students use Open'College as a
point of re-entry into the post-secondary
educational system, the courses selected(
are those likely to have transferability
at other universities. Other 'factors
which influence course selection are the
adaptability of the material for radio and
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. the likelihood of an enthusiastic response
from the listening audience who contrib-
lite financially to the support of the
radio station.

UNIVERSITY COURSES

A typical university level course will
have the following components;

- an orientation, at which,students meet
thee tutors and broadcast instructors;'

- 48 one-hour radio programs (two pro-
grams a week), each broadcast three
different times;

- 10 to 20 television programs, the
content of hich is determined by Open
College but financed and broadcast
Jby the Ontar o Educational Communica-
tions Adthdrity;,

- written assignments marked by a tutor;

- two study weekends;

a mid-term and a final examination.

The,typical studentho completes a
course gains enough confidence and im-
proves his academic skillsenfficiently,
to continue his studies bTenrolling in a
degree or diploma program in a college or
,University. Five university level credit
courses have been offered to date. These
include Introductory Sociology, Develop-
mental Psychology, 20th Century Biology,
The Canadian Novel and IntroductOry
Economics.

CERTIFICATE COURSES

Certificate level course's are developed in
consultation with potential students.
The first such course wat designed for
volunteers working with disturbed children
and came as a result of a request from
Metro Volunteer Centre. Meetings were
held with over a hundred people from the
professional and, volunteer staff of some
40 agencies to find out what they wanted
to learn through the course. Detailed
notes were taken of these meetings, a
committee of potential students was
struck, and a curriculum outlined, Open
College took over from 'there and employed
appropriately qualified professionals to
develop and present the course. Certifi-
cate courses are of shorter duration than
those at university leVel. They are less
intensive, less costly and can be pro-
duced in less time. However they are
eminently suited for upgrading when a
whole degree or diploma program is, not
needed or required.

204

A typical certificate course would con-
sist of the following components:

- an orientation as above;

- twelve to. fourteen ;0-hour" radio
programs over as ma y weeks;

- 6 to 8 TV programe,

- weekly written assignments marked by
a tutor;

- two study weekends;

- no examination, but careful.evaluation
' on each assignment.

HOW OPEN COLLEGE WORKS

All programs in credit courses are aired,
at three different times each week in
order to provide maximum listening oppor-
tunity for students with irregular work
hours or heavy family responsibilities.
The programs are also put on cassette
and so are available through the library
for students who miss the broadcast.
The radio programs are supplemented by
weekly or bi-weekly half-hour telecasts
and four,days of study seminars held on

II
campus. All students ar provided with
a tutor who marks the as nments, the
mid-term and final examine ions and is
available by phone if consultation is
needed. TUtors meet with their students
on orientation and study weekends and

li

are expected to make detailed written
comments on a17. assignments, so he
reasons for grading are clear. his °

tutorial function is carefully monitored.
All tutors must have a graduate degree
(M.A.) in the discipline offered and are
selected for their nurturing and suppor-
tive qualities.

WHO BENEFITS FROM OPEN COLLEGECOURSES

Open College students come from a wide
variety of backgrounds. The age distri-
bution and educational level of the
student depends somewhat on the course.
Registration is completely open, anyone
can register on the.payment of the re-
quired fee. If a student thinks he can
do the work he can take the course. It's
up to him to decide. Since he studies
at home he'can't hbld up the other stu-
dents if he is ill prepared.

The educational level of students ranges
from those with grade 8 to those with
post-graduate degrees who haven't studied
the discipline being offered. Twenty per
cent of the total student body have not
gone'beyond grade 12. In some courses
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twenty per cent have not gOne further
than grade 11.

The age range is from 16 to 70. However,
a third of the students are between 31 to
40 years of age and nearly all the rest
are *n age groups of 41 to 50 and 21 to
30.

Three quarters of all students are women
and there is a wide occupational range.
Approximately one third of those enrolled
are housewives. Nearly another one third
are professionals or managers. The re-
maining students have included clerical
and sales staff, draftsten* nursing and
teaching assistants, blue collar workers,
actors, journalists, security guards and
portmen.

any of the students are people who have
dropped out of the educational stream
and who for some reason are unable or
too intimidated.to enroll in a conven-
tional educational institution. Handi-
capped persons, people working irregular
hours or\on shifts are able to take advan-
tage of the alternative listening hours
or to use cassette tapes provided through
the library system. A major finding of
the Open College experience has been the
knowledge that a large number of people
feel inferior because they haven't
earned a degree. And an equally large
number have such low self-esteem that
they are afraid to risk exposure in the
classroom. Open College students can
test themselves in private. By the time
they go to a study weekend they will
already havehad feedback from their
tutor and their confidence will halm begun
to build. Open College students are
exciting to teach. They work very hard.
They do all the requited reading and
most of the optional. And during the
breaks at study weekend they want to talk
about the books they have read. Open
College students enroll because they want
to, not to please their parents or because'
they have to put in time. Tutors and
teachers working with Open College stu-
dents often feel that post- secondary
education is wasted on the young. Once
an Open College student gets a credit for
a course, he or she has a whole new self
image and is ready to move on to something
else.

For example, a 51-year old man who worked
as a security guard took the course for
volunteers working with disturbed children.

did very well-in the course,and became
a olunteer for an agency. Six months
later he enrolled in a two-year diploma
codXse in child care at a community
college. He was one of those who had
thought educational doors were closgd to
him.

A 24-year old woman who left school at
grade 10 and was considered an unrepen-
tant drop-out by her father and husband,
both of wham were teachers, secretly
registered in a university credit course.
She was terrified of failure but with
support from her tutor she achieved an
'A', astonishing both herself and her
family. And she went on to earn a B.A.
in an Arts Program in a university.

Not all successful Open College students
continue their formal education, but
many report greater achievement in their
jobs and greater satisfaction in their
personal life.

or example a nurse reported her promo-
tion to a supervisory position as a result
of a better self image and greater insight
into human relations gained from her
courses in sociology and developmental-
pIchology.

A 50-year old woman who took the univer-
sity credit course in sociology reported
that she was thereby enabled to restore
communication with her daughter, a third
year sociology major in a'university.

PRODUCTION OF COURSE

There are several steps to be taken before
a course is ready for presentation: Once
the course has been decided and the out-
line approved by the relevant academic
department, the process of selection for
the production team begins. The normal
production team is one or two instructors,
an editor, and a producer with technical
expertise. Once selected there is an
initial training period to teach the in-
structors the'necessary skills. These
include the techniques of interviewing,
script writing for the ear and broadcast-
ing (speaking a script as opposed to
reading it). During this period the
prospecti ''e instructor has a chance to
find out how much work is involved and
whether he can cope with being edited.
The latter usually means being told some-
thing is unclear and must be rewritten.'

There is nothing occult about learning
to write and speak for broadcast but the -

skills do have to be learned and often
take a great deal of time and effort.
Academics used to being the supreme
authority in their \classroom are not used
to haying their work criticized much less
being made to rewrite it. Sometimes they
find the training and editing process.
rather difficult and painful: But the
process is just as painful for the Open
College staff who do the work of training,
editing and production.
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\Students in the classroom may have to put
up with whatever the teacher grants to
impose. But when an educational institu-
tion takes to the public air waves the
teaching MO tO be well done. Most educa-
tional broadkast,systems hire writers to
rewrite what the academic prauces and
employ profeisional broadcasters to_voice
it. However, open College has opted to
train the teacher to write and broadcast

i

his own material. This provides a more
personal approach to students an4 e,
incomparable as an instructional d velop-
Bent tool.

The typical one -hour program will include
a pre-taped talk by the instructor enriched
by'interviews with'experts on the specific.
subject being dealt with. In addition
there may be some feed-back on student_
assignments or some live commentary on
events in the news which relate to the
matter being studied. The courses in
sociology and economics both had commentary
on the news in every program.

Since Toronto has two universities and
four community colleges in addition to
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, there is
no lack of academic expertise. In addition
Open College tries to keep abreast of all
the conferences, seminars and workshops
that bring guest lecturers in from outside
andkmakes arrangements to tape-relevant
interviews or talks with visiting experts.
Consequently Open College courses may have
interviews with twenty or thirty academics
or scientists talking about their particu-
lar specialty.

For example, the current Offering "Money,
Power and Politics" has interviews with
Kenneth,Boulding, John Kenneth Galbraith,
the Governor of the Bank of Canada and
some fifty other economists from around
the world.. Radio is much more flexible
than television for this purpose because
one can do an interview'on a portable tapd
recorder in a hotel room, if necessary, or
even over the telephone. For television
one needs a whole crew of technicians.

In addition to the radio programs, a stu-
dent workbook is prepared. This contains
learning objedtives for each progkam, out-
lines of the material to be presented,
required reading, assignments and appro-
priate g and charts. This material
provides s udents with the framework for
making notes and makes a good substitute
for the blackboard one might use in the
classroom.

EVALUATION OF COURSES

All courses-are carefully-evaluated by the
students who are asked to complete a
detailed questionnaire assessing the value
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of each,course component at en aid to
learning. This evaluation includes the
radio and teIevisioe programs, assign-
ments,- examinations, student workbook,
weekends and tutoring.

The student evaluations arecarefully
studied each year and improvements made
whenever possible. Open College learns
from its students, Three extensive course
evaluations have been done by outside
agencies.

The evaluation process is essential for
a-delivery system which is still regarded
as innovative and experimental'.

RELATIONSHIP OF OPEN;COLLEGE
TO THE COMMUNITY

From. the beginning Open College was con-
cerned to present courses of such a
quality that they.would merit accredita-
tion by other academic institutions.

This goal has been largely realized, and
over two hundred Open College students
have been accepted and given credit at ,

some half a dozen Ontario universities.
However academics generally are suspi-
cious of anything offered over radio and
television and in the present climate of
4eclining enroltment are concerned about
job protection. V

' Consequently the path to accreditation
even in Ryerson has been rocky. Courses
have never been rejected on academic
grounds only bureaucratic ones. Despite
the fact that Open College serves an
entirely different dlientele to day
school, considerable energy is needed to

-get around the blocks. Academics who
dream of using other media than the
typical classroom lecture should beware.

( There are considerable advantages in pro-
viding courses over radio. In addition
to the flexibility already mentioned,
there is an Apportunity to do a great job
Of public education. Open College courses
rarely have more than A couple of hundred
students, but the estimates of the listeni.
ing audilesce range from ten to twenty
thousand !depending on the course and the
season.

On occasions when the.prograns have broad-
castan open line phone-in for students,
the public have sometimes helped out.'

For example, in the course on developmen
tal psychology, A student phoned on air
and asked the teaching psychologist a
question in genetics that he was unable to
answer. A leading geneticist from the
University of Toronto heard the exchange,
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phoned Open College office next day and"
offered to come to a saildv weekend and
conduct a seminar on genetics She so
enjoyed the experience she hak come back
every year the course has been offered. °(

Similarly duting the sociology course a
student.phoned in to ask whether an obscure
primitive culture from the interior desert
of Australia cooked their food. The
teacher did not know. But within minutes
after the broadcast there was a phone call
from an anthropologist who had the answer.

- He had spent several years studying
Australian aborigines and volunteered tO
come and be interviewed on a subsequent
program.

Open College seems to have captured the
imagination of a large segment of the
aqademic community in Metro Torontp. In
the last two year somedfipur hundrid Pro-

. -fessors, scientists and iftiters have
volunteered their aprvices for interviews.

Open College courses.have been greatly
enriched and the community at large has had
an opportunity to hear froM some of its
best minds.

f

MARGARET NORWAY

Margaret Norquay has bien on the faculty
...nftthe Department of Sociologyat Ryerson
Po ytechnical Institute for ten years. She
holds an M.A. from theUniversity,of Toronto.

Previoui to her appointment at Ryerson she
had a varied career as a community organ-
izer and adult educator and did research,
writing and broadcasting for the Canadian
Broadcastihg Corporation.

She pioneered credit education via radio,
teaching the first course. She was subse-
quently seconded to Open College as Direc-
tor, and later took on additional respon-
sibilities as Program Director of the edu-
cational station that carriet Open College.
courses, CJRT -FM.
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INDIVIDUALIZATION: AN EFFECTIVE
APPROACH TO OFF-CAMPUS LEARNING

Colleges and universities are increasingly be-
ing faced with the need to address and serve the
post-secondary educational Apirations of part-

studints who are working Many such'

adults do not live or work close 'college

of their choice. In additi6n, do live

close to an otherkse appropriate have
difficulty matching their awn schedules to those

set up by the college. How, then, can a college
or univetsity respond to the educational needs of

people who detire formal study, but Who, for
Whatever reason, are unable tceattend regular$
scheduled classes at a campus? The purpose of
this paper is to focus on this question, and to
suggest a general approach to a solution. The

discussion is based upon the author's four year
experience at Empire State College, the alterna-
tive college of the State University of New York.
Stauaent Empire State College are predominant=
ly adults, with an average age in the late

thirties

At the present time education insitutions serve_
almost exclusively as a source ormubject-based
"offerings", usually courses, that are arranged

tggely prematsequences,for specific majors,

or other purposes. It is here proposed

that in:stituttnneLshould, in addition to "offer-

ings", also mai available theirpersonnel re-
sources and physical facilities to individuals
in ways that are not bound by the clock, by the
calendaro.or. by preset or prescribed curricular

guidelines. To accomplish this, a different
approach 80 insitutiona/ support of student learn-

ing is required. Such an apraxmatiwould have
the following kinds of general characteristics:

A. Planning support for overall program:
Institutions Should provide support to indivi-

duals or groups of individuals, to assist in the

Jay Gilbert
AssiCiate Professor
Empire State College
Loader Hudson Regional-Learning Center

-Suffern, New Yeprk

E. Utilize of varied resources for learning:
A "cl function slibtad be developed

to identify, evaluate, and publicize existing and
potential resources to support learning both
within the institution and within the adjacent
geographical region. These might include schedules
of existing,and planned courses and availability
of laboratory space; names of faculty and other
people in the region who would be willing to serve
as guides for study or to assist in project design
a90 evaluation in their area of expertise ;, list-
ings of'field placement arrangements'in businesses,
industries, hospitals, goverment and social agerr
cies, public and private community prganizations,
etc.; and announoeuents of research opportunities
and available facilities in libraries, museums,
galleries, and concert halls.

C. Specific plans tailored to the needs of each
indiVidual
Institutions should helprindividuals or groups

of individuals to carry out each portion of their
overall program plans by assisting"inthe design
and implementation of appropriate specific study
plans. Such study plans should select study top-
ics to meet specific content needs; respond to the
availability of particular learnihg resources;
address differences in learning styles between in-
dividuals; recognize the variability of tine avail-
able for study; and include evaluation schemes that
are challenking and appropriate to the learning.

To develop institutional procedures which can
successfully incorporate the above conditions, it
Is necessary to redefine the ryes and responsibi-
lfties of faculty members and 'students, alter per-
ceptions of syllabus and curriculum design, and
expand recognitiln of where and how learning takes
place.

J

design of comprehensive program plans which would The primary alteration of faculty role lies with

help students to attain the educational coupon- increasing involvementin the planning and Idvising
eats of their 1167k.or career goals. This process stages of student learning. Advising can 'end should c

..
rind require the active participation of each be acnsidered as an ongoing process during student

in the design of his or her program learning,.ccEurring.continually and over time as
plan.' It would imply a willingness on the part /an integral part of faculty-student interaction.
of the institution to negotiate and to a'rri Faculty must not only assist students in assembling
at plans which recognize and evaluate the educe- study plans that are academically sound, but must ;
tional status oP each individual, and which pro= insure that the overall program plan will indeed

N vide for variability of topics selected for study move the student in the direction of his or her
by individuals with different goals. long range goals. The faculty meiber must be aware
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of student progress, and must be prepared to res-
pond with revxmamdatimeand to discuss options,

I if students desire to alter direction during the
oturseof their studies.

Moreover, since students may express interest
in studying or working in a wide variety of areas,
a faculty-member ney, on occasion, determine that
it is inappropriate to serve as the primary in-
structional resource person for a specific student
study plan. The faculty member must then be will-
ing to assist the student in the selection of an
appropriate available learning resource person or
opportunity. This role of "linking" the student
to appropriate resources will involve the faculty
?reenter in the "resource clearinghouse" functions
mentioned above. It is in fact the opinion of the
author that the best "resource cleakinghouse" is
generated by, rather than separate from, the
faculty.

The traditional basis of syllabus and curricu-
lum design also has to be reeommixedwhen address-
ing the needs of working Welts. Adults seeking
additional formal study usually possess a back-
ground of knowledge, skills, and experience not
nansally found in the traditional college-age pop-
ulatian. Often, this background and experience
may have served to clarify purposes, and to provide
such adultsmith focussed career and professional
goals. In these cases, the usually linear subject
progressions fontrin standard curricula, and the'
practice of requiring all studentsetddying in a
given area to cover the identical set of topics,
may be an inappropriate or insufficient institu- 0
tional response. Instead, individualized program
planning may offer the best way to meet the de-
sired learning needs of adults.

An individualized camprehensive plan worked

out jointly between each student and the faculty
can serve as an educationally powerful learning-
support sratem. If each individual can be issisted
to specify his or her career, professional, a4d
educational goals, and if procedures can be demi-
aped to determine present levels of proficiency
in each of his or her areas' of existing competence,
sthem a plan can be assembled to provide study top=
ice whiall build upon the backgromd of the indivi-
dual. The object of such study might be to deepen
or to.provide greater theoretical or experimental
rigor to an area of primary student interest. Al-
ternatively, or in addition, it might be used to
broaden the badloground of someone who is already
highlycenheadonelly focussed. It night also
serve to enable an individual to arks, or to op-

hisdate

knowledge in an area of current concern in
or her jab.

Ono, an overall plan is agreed upon, the probr
lea far students "at 4 distarceriebomes one of
apprcpriately sttucbaring the, learning that they
as& to awry cut. A gccd way for tenuity and stur
dents to structure specific topici or projects of
individual study, especially when regular clasernan
attendance is not an integral pert of the learning,
is to use learning These are written

4kagnemets, developed y between the student

and the faculty member, which describe the nature
and oeount of work to be completed in a designates
time. Study can be organized to respond to spear
ific content needs, and to time and geographical
<constraints for each student.

It is already a cliche, although nevertheless
true, that learning occurs in =thy-different set-,
tinge and throughout life. The use of individual-
ied learning contracts can permit students and
faculty to take advantage of an extensive variety
of learning resources which became available at
various tines and places, For example, joint
agreements between faculties can permit students
to have access to programs and facilities at ed-
ucatigel institutions other than their own.
In addition, andlwhere applicable, arrangements
can be made to permit students to capitalire an
the array of learning resources repro-Rnted by V.7"
professional personnel and facilities Yet their
work sites. In general, many resources for learn-
ing other than regular courses already exist and
can be used profitably by students to assist their
study.

40

A. major ecbchtional advantage of the
ized program and study Planning which makes this
approach particularly suitable for adults studying
primarily away from a campus, is the opportunity
to actively involve studentsiln the design and
organization of their own study. It is the ctr
seriatim of the author that the greater the active
involvement of individuals in the planning stages
of their work, the greater is their stake in the
eventual outcome. In addition, as students begin
to take on the primary responsibility for their
own study, they become mare capable of self-dixect-
ed llepning: they begin to "learn had to learn."
For facIdties seeking to assist students to learn
"at a distance," these factors *vide a strong
base for learning in any subject or field. In
addition, the direct faculty-student, interaction
can be intellectually challenging and

mutually
learnregarding, as students progress, develop and

REFEMEKVE

1. J. Gilbert, "Contractleming", Presented
at Annual Conference, American Society for
Engineering Education, Event 2530,
Ft. Collps, Colorado (ape 1975).
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Jay Gilbert (Ph.D., Materials Science,
S.U.N.Y. it Stony Brook), worked for
several years as an Associate Physicist
for the I.B.M. Corporation. He has
taught in a community college and was
one of the founding faculty of a two
year upper-division technical college.
He is currently an Associate Professor,
and Mentor at Empire State College,
where he works primarily with adults
studying in the sciences, technol4ies
and in engineering.

.
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NEW COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
FOR '

EDUCATION

One of the most important issues that needs
everybody's immediate involvement, and parti-
cularly by educators, is the growing exhaustion
of our most essential resources: Human, Earth
(which includes viicrgy), and Environment. Due
to the ever-increasing rate of changes in the '
world around us, ths(traditional cycle of develop-
ing teachers to educate the next generation is too
slow: and thus it is necessary for adults to learn
about current issues and problems and ways to
help solve them.

-::-?
This paper describes the objectives of a

newly formed consortium, representing the
largest assembly of educational institutions
which in combination with a technology-based
organization have cooperated over the past three
years: The objectiv'e was to meet today's critical
need in education by providing life-Icing learning
opportunities to adults everywhere, near where
they live or work. Adults today are ready and
eager to learn about necessary changes in our
life-style resulting in fuller dependence on our
own earth resources for many generallons to
come Thus, in addition to career developmetit
'nd self- improvement, courses will also deal

with current issues and ways to participate in
the planning processes.

Members of the special consortium are

1. ACCESS GrcItip of Community Colle,ge
Districts of:
Charlotte, North Carolina
Kansas Gay, Misscfuri
Chicago, Illinois K
Eugene, Oregon
Costa Mesa, California

I

Peter C. Soldmirk
President and Director of Research
Soldmark Communications Corporation
Stamford, Connecticut

2. State of North Carolina with its
Rural Renaissance Project represent-
ing 57 Community Colleges

3. American Association of Community
. and Junior Colleges

4. Golcirnark Communications Corporation

JO

The new learning and technology system,
developed jointly by the ACCESS Group and the
technology paztner, is being applied to nation-
wide adult education. Satellite technology applied
to the system can specifically improve education
at all levels in rural areas including health
courses in rural hospitals, as well as career
education and general subjects in senior citizen's
homes And penal institutions throughout the
country. To enjoy the full potential of an optimum
system of terrestrial and satellite distribution, a
large number of high quality programs is requir-
ed. These now represent a major on-going effort
of the consortium.

In order to enable a satellite TV transponder
to provide low-cost ground coverage as well as
program diversity and scheduling flexibility, a
new technology, now iii the testing stage, Will be
employed. This is the RTrS Systern, which
stands for Rapid Transmission hnd Storage,, and
was developed by' oldmark Communications
Corporation (GCC) jointly with the leading group
of Community College Districts represented in
the ACCESS Group and the State of North Carolina.

N
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This system of prograrh forniat and delivery is
based on still pictures and sound, and uses
motion only when necessary for Rlarity or
emphasis.

Of these new type of programs, over 500
half-hour modules are now in.production, some
combined into complete courses and designed by
faculty teams of the ACCESS Colleges and North
Carolina. The new format makes it possible to
create extremely high- quality4earning material
for a fraction ef the Cost of conventional motion-
type educational programs, acid the rate of pro-'
duction is substantially higher. Alsoprograms
can'be presented in different languages simul-
taneously. The RTS System permits the storage
of programs on video tape, records, etc., with
a considerable compression in time and storage
space. For instance, a one-hour video reel or
record can store up to 120 different half-hour
programs, or 60 one-hour, or 240 fifteen-
minute, etc., or any mix of these. It is
possible to view up to 60 different programs
simultaneously from one video tapei or !select
any one, insta neously. The equipment
ordered by the CCESS Colleges is designed
to carry up to eight simultaneous, instanlanVotbell
selectable from any of thirty.

The RTS programs can also be transmitted
over standard television transmitters, to tee,
cable TY or microwave, at high epee by
up to 120 different half-hpur programs can
transmitted simultaneously during an hour. A
single satellite transponder could receive and
broadcast over a 24-hour period over 2,800 '

- '4 different half-hour programs: In practice,
conventional TV programs could occupy pa;t of
this period.

...

The application of the RTS System to
satellite transmission makes it possible to
reach the widest possible audience across the
nation at the least possible cost by making the
satellite signal strong enough to be picked up by
a small and simple ground receiver. One way
to provide a strong ground signal is to con-
centrate the transmitted power into,,a restricted
ground area knd to shift the satellite transmitting
antenna grouna Vattern across the country in
appropriate steps. For example; the ATS-6
Satellite with- its two transponders could cover
the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii,
in approximately 2.4 hours and would be ready'
every 24 hours in all parts of the country. Pro-
gramsrequested by automatic coding through the
telephone could result in some 280 different
programs available for users in each of'the ten
sections of the country during every 24-hour
period. B'ecause of the low cost of the gro'und
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equipment, the desired programs can be stored
and Shown as often as desired at times most
suitable for the learning audience iri learning
centers, institutions, hospitals, etc..

Satellites such as the CTS, with %eater
ground coverage, would only require approxi-
mately four different ground segments. Thus
a six-hour period wouldvorovide up to 720 differ-
ent half-hour programs every 24 hours for each
of the four ground segments.

In addition to the RTS method, conventional
video transmission could, of course, be used as
well where a half-hour program would occuplikn
equal one-half hPur elapsed time, and would'',
the only learning material which could be receiv-
ed during that period within the ground coverage
of the satellite. Actually, it is our expectation
that it will be a combination of terrestrial and
satellite distribution that will yield the most
effective utilization of programming methods
and delivery technologies for the services
envisaged. t

. Studies have shown that using the RTS
System, one of the most effective uses of a
satellite'for edu,cation would be in the role of a
National-Video Library. Rapidly increasing
numbers of programs in the RTS format are
bein produced to be incorporated into a national
libr ry service. Programs produced in a given
state' in the RTS format can be made available by
mail to all the learning centers, as well as to
educational and other, institutions within that
state. Adults could come to learning centertgra
short distance from home and enroll in courses
for college credit, receive vocational training,
engage in self-improvement, master new skills
and hobbies. In addition, they would study
national and community problems and issues,
and new techniques to help deal with theN
through local and state planning.

Mailing of these programs, which in North
Carolina alone already run into the hundreds,
may not be practical across the country, but
would be within a state. Thus, the satellite or
if not available, the Public Broadcasting System
at night-time could assume the role of a Central
Video Library with all programs generated in
the other states available on demand.

4s The educational consortium identified
earlier is considering three major grou
learners/use,rs:

1. Adults in rural communities

2, Students in rural 2 and 4 year colleges
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3. Professionals:

a) In the health field

b) Educators, engineers, architects,
businessmen, governMent
employees, etc.

c) People In institutions ('health,
old-age, penal, etc.) AD

d) Students in rural elementary and
secondary schools

e) People requiring literacy traiding
and high school equivalency
courses throughout the country

The major program needs applied to the
adult learner targets,, delivered in institutions
or learning centers are the following:

1. Course:Nur 2 and 4 year colleges
with or without credits

2. Vocational training

3. Courses in self-improvement

4. Developrrient of new interests and
skills

5. Instruction in health care, nutrition
and hygiene

6. Child and home care

7. Increasing awareness of community
and national problems which should
result in community involvement

N.

Regarding effectivenesi of the services ,

provided in conjunction with existing institutions,
the consortium intends to develop a system for
judging Individual student achievement and to
compile appropriate records. For those
learners who are taught outside of accredited
institutions, a suitable method of assessment
will be loped concerning learners' achieve-
ments and; tention of participants' NIlk ord..

Dr. Goldmark is presently director of
research for the Goldmark Communications
Corporation. Born in Budapest, Hungary, he has
a Ph.D. in Physics from the University of
Vienna. He has also received honorary doctors
degrees in Humane Letters, Science, and Engineering
from Dartmouth College, Fairfield University, and
the Polytechnic Institute of New York respectively.
From 1936 to 1971,4he was the Chief Engineer,

President and Director of Research for the CBS
Laboratories in Stamford, Connecticut. He is an
active member of various'professional societies
and is a Fellow in the IEEE, Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers, Audio Engineering
SOciety, British Television Society, Franklin
Institute, and the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. Hi has received numerous awards over
his professional career from many professional
societies and is the recipient of the Morris
Liebmann Memorial Pyize for Electronic Research,
the Vladimir K. Zworykin Prize.

IN MEMORIUM

Dr. Peter C., Goldmark was killed in an automobile
accident on December 7, 1977, two weeks after re-
ceiving the Nationalliedal of Science from Presi-
dent Carter. Since 4is retirement from CBS Labora-
tories, he had devoted a magyr part of his energiek
to the development and application of coninunicationY
technologies to education. The College Industry
Education Conference expresses its deep sympathy to
Dr. Goldmark's family, noting that the termination
of 'his brilliant career is a tragic loss for the
people of this country.
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Harold (Bud) E. Roush, Director, College Relations
and Employee Services, RCA Corporation. RSME.,
enn State University, 1954. Registered
ofessional Engineer in Pennsylvania.

1954-1957 United States Navy; 1957-1961 Hamilton
Watch Company, Lancaster, Pa.; 1961-1966 Link/
Librascope Ordnance Div.,.General Precision, Inc.

1966 to Present - RCA Corporation, Corporate Staff
College Relations and Employee Services, College,/
Recruiting and Management-Programs for recent
graduates, Employee Services.

Memer of the College Placement Council including
several. regional placement associations, Engineer-
ing Manpower Commission, American Society for
Engineering Education, the Cooperative Education
Association, and the American Defense Preparedness
Assotiation.

SESSION 8.4

WHO ON 'CAMPUS
HEARS 'INDUSTRY'S VOICE

Harold E. Roush
Director of Co Doe Relations
RCA, lacorporeted
Cherry H111,111oui Jersey

K

This sessidn is planned to provide a forum for
identifying methods, techniques and new ideas on
how to improve communications between industry,

business and government and faculty and university
administrators. Conversations and visits are
Prevalent Between the twoccamunities. Effective
programs by some corporations and universities
have enhanced the degree of understanding on some
campuses. Those programs that are perceived to
be most effective will be reviewed and pitfalls
will be identified. Hopefully, new ideas will
eminate from the discussion and the presentations.'
These ideas should create new avenues of
effective relations. Negative attitudes about
inconvenient or non-cooperative efforts will be
identified.

Certainly we are aware of summer employment of
faculty, consultant and research contracts, and
contributions of money, Ind equipment. Advisory
councils and associate progru*S-have long been
excellent platforms. for campus-industry relations.

Who are the publics that faculty should be
encouraging to have an interest in curriculum
development, facilities planning and financial
support? What are some of the reasons business
managers use to justify time and money.invested
in college relations? Certainly recruiting is
one obvious reason but the participants' motiva-
tions for taking a personal interest include an
offspring on campus, previous associations with
faculty and relatives in the neighborhood.
Whatever the drawing card, how do we maiptain the
interest after the original motivation wanes?
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RO, INDUSTRY CAMPUS RELATIONS

PANELIST
Arthur F. Hartford

.Manager, Uniaereity/industry Fleiations
LI. duPont Do Nemours and Company

. Wilmington, Delmar*

. There are a variety of ways in which

Industry attempts to communicate its ideas to

educators. Some methods are quite formal and

designed for specific campus situations. this

presentation will enumerate industrial contact
efforts conducted over the past several years

in the Du Pont Company.

Corporate Visitation

College and University Administrators
and Faculty

Plant and Laboratory Visits

Matching special interests and

expertise

Communications

Corporate

College Relations

Technical Publications

- Technical Society Activity

7.1 Officer Positions

COmmittee Assignments

Preparation -A Papers for Society
Publication or Presentation at

, Society Meetings

'Society Meeting Attendance

- Academic Consultants

Exchange of Technical Information

Seminars to Broaden Coverage of
Company personnel

- Technical Seminars
,t

216

's Technical-Society Assignments
%

Special Requests

Through Publications

Summer and Co-op Employment

Students

A Faculty

Year-In-Industry

ASEE - Engineering Department

Engineering Consultants

1978 COLLEGE INDUSTRY

- Membership on Advisory Committee

- Campus Recruitment

Faculty Interaction with Former
Students

' Company Recruitment Brochure

Campus Career Day Participation
#

F

t

Mr. Hartford was graduated in 1941 from North-
-eastern University, Boston, Massachusetts with a BS

degree in Industrial Engineering. 'Afteniserving

4 years in the United States Navy, he was employed
by the Du Pont Company in 1945. His initial ermiloy-

ment was in the Engineering Department where he had
several assignments before 'transferring to the
Company's Personnel Division in 1950. He is current-

ly Manager of University and Industry Relations in
the Du Pont Company's Employee Relations Department.

His professlonel activities include past member
Board of Directors of Eastern College Personnel
Officers (ECPO), a past member of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the College Placement Council, PastsChaii--

man of the Engineering Manpower Commission, current
,Chairman of the Middle Atlantic Section of.ASEE, and
a past member of the Board of Directors of ASEE.

$
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PANELIST

Russell R. O'Neill
Dean of Engineering
U.C.L.A.
Los Angeles, California

Russell R. O'Neill is a Professor of Engi-
neering and Dean, School of.Engineering
andr Applied Science at the University of
California, Los Angeles. H4 received his
B.S. and M.S. degrees in Mechanical Engi-
neering from the University of California,
Berkeley and his Ph.D. degree in Engineer-
ing from the University of California, Los
Angeles. Mr. O'Neill joined the staff of
the 'University of California, Los Angeles
in 1946. Prior to 1946, he was associated
with the AiResearch Manufacturing _Company
in Los Angeles as design engineery the
Dow Chemical Company in Midland, Michigan
as design and development engineer; and
Dowell, Incorporated, also in Midland, as
engineer. He is a licensed Mechanical
Eagineer in the State of California; .a
member of the National Academy of Engi
neering, Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi and the
American Society for Engineering Education.

PANELIST

J ohn D. Alden
Direeter of Elonpetver Aothrities
E ngineers Joint Connell
N ew YEWIlletv,Yerk

John D. Alden
wwwww.wwwww

John Alden is Director of Manpower Activities for Engi-
neers Joint Council, a federation of 38 U.S. engineering
societies. His responsibilities include conducting and publish-
ing EJC's surveys of engineers' and technicians'
salaries, enrollments and degrees, and the demand for engi-
neers.

'Mr. Alden is a graduate of Cornell University with a
bachelor's degree in chemistry, and also has o8SEElegree
from M.I.T. Before joining EJC he served as a career Engi-
neering Duty Officer in the U.S. Navy, specializing in
submarine construction, logistics, management and quality
control.

9
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PANELIST

William AWN" ey
Dean of Engineering
West Virginia University
Mergentetvn; West Virginia

William Lee Ichley received his Ph.D. in Structural
and Applied Mechanics from Texas AIM University in
1965. His industrial experience includes Jobs at
Hughes Aircraft, Missouri Highway Department, Nation-
al Park Servile and the U.S. Naval Civil Engineering
!Abs. He currently is a Professor of Mechanical
Engineering and Mechanics at West Virginia Univer-
sity. He has done a great deal of research in low
cost housing materials for urban areas and has many
publications as well as serving on the boards of
several civic organizations.

II
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SESSION K

1978 CIEC
- CONFERENCE BANQUET,

MASTER OF CEREMONIES'
, James P. Todd

Chairman, Engineering Technology Department
California State Pelytechedc University
Pomona, California

"HIGHER 'N A KITE"
THE CONQUEST OF AIR AND SPACE

11010 KI.DIKER,.one of Hollywood's top comedy writers,
first started his career as a musician, playing
piano, accordion, guitar out banjo with many big
neme orchestras and for most of the major motion
picture studios inHollywood Awe he also occasion-
ally played snarl parts in pictures.

His first venture in humor writing was at an early
age when he started writing humorous greeting cards
and booklets. The very first one sold almost a
half million copies.

Mr. Klinker, who still flies his ow plane,, started
flying in his middle teens and later become an aerial
motion picture cameraman during the early barnstorm-
ing and stunting days of aviation. This led to his
starting his world-fammAollectica of rare and
aluslng histroical aviation movies from all over the
worlcr (now the world's most complete), which includes
every funny happening from the Wrights to rockets.

Edgar Bergen, during his first year on the air,
happened to see Kr. Klinker showing some of his
funny aviation movies and was so taken with his
humorout talk accompanying them that he hired him
to write the jokes for the Edgar Bergen-Charlie
McCarthy radio show, which fir. Klinker did during
all the years it was the number one comedy show on
the air.

He is now in his 24th year with Edgar Bergen, still
writing the jokes for Charlie McCarthy, Mortimer
&mord and for the other dumpy who was nailed after
W. Klinker Effie Klinker. He also has written
for motion pictures, television and for various
other comedians.
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SPEAKER:

Zone Klinker
Comedy Writer
Hollywood, California
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SITE 4,1978
_COLLEGE INDUSTRY

EDUCATION-C9NFERENCE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

-' OUR HOST CITY
1978 College Industry. Education Conference

January 24-27, 1978

The third annual College Industry Education Confernece co-
sponsored by the Relations With Industry Division, Continuing Entneer-
ing Studies Division, Engineering Technology Division, Cooperative
Edutation Division and the Technical Education CounCil for the
ASEE will be held in San Diego on January 24-27, 1978. You are
encouraged to attend and participate in this conference.. Make your
plans now so that your calender will be free.

Town and Country Hotel

San Diego, California

SEE YOU THERE

PALOMAR OBSERVATORY- he hugh dome on Palomar Mountain, 65 miles north
of San Diego city, ho s

c:
es the world's largest telescope. The giant s

200-inch mirror enabl scientists to explore an area one billion
light years away. The observatory is reached over the scenic
"highway to the stars" through San Diego's back country.
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HARBOR TOUR- -San Dtego Harbor Excursion boats give visitors to San
Diego-a close-up look at Navy ships and shore installations, commerical
freighters, thi.picturdsque tuna fishing fleet, aquatic wildlife
ranging from sea gulls-to.sea lions, and the city's beautiful skyline.
Don't forget your camera!

SEAFOOD CENTER-- Harbor Seafood Mart at the foot of Market Street along'
San Diego Bay, is operated by five fish processing firms and - includes

a major restaurant, two fast-service seafood bars, and a curio and
expresso coffee shop --as well as retail and wholesale live and
processes seafood. Outside seating is available to visitors with
"food to go" and for those just wanting to relax and, watch the boats
go by.
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STATELY CALIFORNIA TOWER--This example of rich,
ornate Spanish-Moorish architecture is a familiar
landmark in San Diego's famed Balboa Park. The
park covers 1,400 acres in the heart of the city
and is the site of recreational and cultural
facilities and the worldrenowned San Diego Zoo.

,MAJESTICeCOASTLINE=-San Diego offers something for everyone in the realm
of water fun. Done of the most popular bathing beaches ii he famous .t
La Jolla Cove, also a favorite with skin diving enthusiasts.

'79
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NATURAL HABITAT--San Diego Zoological Society's new 1,800-acre Wild
Animal Park about 30 miles northeast of downtwon San Diego enables -
visitors to see animals--such as these elephants--in a natural
environment. The Wild Animal Part's population also includes
rhinoceros, lion , theetahs, giraffes, zebras, antelope, cranes, and
ostriches. The oTogical Society alto operates the San Diego Zoo,
which contains the ld's largest collection of wild animals.

. .

+1.

RWI
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SESSION L

1978 - 1979 CIEC
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE BREAKFAST

MODERATOR
James P. Todd
Chairman, Engineering Technology Department
California = Polytechnic University

- Pomo elite nia

Pb conference would be a success without a
session devoted to the evaluation of the current
conference as well as learning of the plans for.
the next one. This conference committee breakfast
is designed primarily for those people who parti-

--, Cfpated in the planning and operation of the 1978
'CIEC Conference, as well as those 'ndividuals who
are responsible for the /979 College Industry Edu-
cation Conference, which.will be held in Mobile,
Alabama.

Anyone is invited to attend and give their insight
into how we might make the 1979 College Industry
Education Conference more effective.

"Jim" is the Chairman of the Engineering Technology
Department and a Professorin the School of Engi-
neering at the California State Polytechnic.Uni -
versfty in Pomona. He was the Associate Dean of
Engineering from 1970-72 while the B.S.E.T. and Mas-
tgrs of Engineering programs were being developed.
Prof.. Todd received his B.S: and M.S. degrees in
Mechanical Engineering from Stanford University. -

He iS a registered professional engineer (mechani-
cal) in California. Prof. Todd was the 1976-77
Chairman of the Technology and Engineering Coordi-,
nating Committee (TECC) of ASEE, having been the
Secretary during 1975-76. He'is currently Secretary
of the:Engineering Technology Division (ETD) of
ASEE. His thir n years of industrial and con-
sulting experi e includes such companies as Pratt
& Whitney Air t, Aerojet -General, Lycominj Divi-

sion of AVCO, smadyne Corp. and JPL. Among his
professional society affiliations are ASME, ASEE,
AIAA, and ASTM.

4e
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SESSION M

CONTINUING ENGINEERING STUDIES
DIVISION

SPECIALINTEREST GROUP
REGISTRATION AND CERTIFICATION

Thomas F. Talbott, P.E. Ph.D.
Director, Continuing Engineering Education
University Of Alabama in Birmingham
Birmingham, Alabama-

, THE EFFECT ON CONTINUING
EDUCATION OF

REQUIRED CONTINUL& EDUCATION
FOR REGISTRATION AND RI- REGISTRATION

To function as responlible members of the
engineering profession, engineers must'continu-

lellY update their knowledge. Theo typical

engineer who graduated from college twenty-five
year& ago had no exposure during the formal
educatiop process to such development's as solid
state'detices which have resulted in compaet
computers; supersonic transports; Sputniks; the
energy crisis and many major and minor techni-
cal innovations that have been developed during
this period. Engineers who griduated twenty -,
five years ago and are. trying to practice en-
ineering without increasing their knowledge
since that time are not effective and, in all
likelihood by this time, Are unemployed. Con-
sequently, continuing professional development
becomes a necessity for every practicing engi-
neer. As a resultrof space programs, and the
multitude of high technology products that have
recently.reached the market place, the pub
is becoming more aware of the growth of tecei -
cal .knowledelenteuaad is expecting more from the
technical pity.

Generally engineers, respond to their per-
ceived needs for new knowledge by studying the
specific requirements of their current jobs,' -

self - study, and participation in organized

learning experiences. The technical societies
have contributbd to the continuing education
activities by offering a variety of programs.
Some of the societies have programs whereby
engineers can become certified at the end of
the program. Others only award, continuing

'education units and.lesve it up to individuals
to organize their studies to meet their needs,
while still others offer no formal continuing
education activities other than the presentation
of technical papers and reports at their local
and annual settings.

-

Much controversy has arisenlkver the
necessity of providing formalized continuipg
education for practicing engineers. Among
members of the profession, those in education
have been most supportive of the requirement
for 'continuing education for registration and
reregistrationr, whereas those in industry have
been the most vocal against it. The public,
however, is becoming more aware ofthe potential
obsolescence of professionals, and several
states have passed laws requiring a certain
amount of formal continuing education in order
to maintain professional registration. Pre-
sently for the engineering profession, one
state has passed a mandatory continuing educa-
tion requirement and anothorhas passed a law'
authorizing the board of registration to re-
quire formal education as a condition for
reregistration.

The trend in the country appears to be the
,establishment of mandatory 'requirements for
ftormal continuing education to maintain pro-
fessional engineering registration. The effect
of mandatory continuinkedudatiaa requirements
for, reregistration of engineers is complex and
will be"addiessed at this session. The nature
and type of various continuing education pro-
grams will be discussed, along with the effect
of.increased mandatory continuing education
for reregistration requirements. Some indi-
viduals project that mandatory continuing
education will be required in all fifty states
by 1985. If these projections are right, the
demand for continuing engineering education
pro rams will be greatly increased. The pub-
lic'd concerti for public safety has been the
main motivating factor for the trend towards
continuing education for reregistration.

4
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CHUMS F.JALBOT,

4

Thomas F. Talbbt, P.E. Ph.D. received a B.M.E.
from Auburn University in and a Master of
Science (M.E.) from Calif. Iost. of Technology
in 1953 and a Ph.D.s(M,E.Bfrom Georgia Inst. of
Techhology, 1964. He Ought at Ga. Inst. of Tech.
and Vanderbilt Univ.I.end served for 6 months as
a visiting frofessor-an the Dept. of MetAllurgy
Materials, Univ. College,-40Wiv. of Wales, Swansea,
Wales: U.K. Be joined the faculty'of the Sch041
of Engineering, Univ. of Ala. in Birmingham in 4
1967 and became a Professor of Engineering in 1970
and Director of Continuing Engineering Education
in* 1972 when the office was established. Be
served for three-years in the U.S. Air Force as a
Project Engineer at the Arnold Engineering De ,

velopment Center and is currently aim:16er of
the Air Force reserve. He .ha# had industrial
experience with several major cormations and
.has served as a consultant for many coipanies.

le
Professional Society actililt ). es include member=

ship iii ASM, ASME, ASEE, A AAUP, and SAE.
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CONTINUING ENGINEERING
EDUCATION IN A

MANDATORY RELICENSURE PROGRAM
""lwvioloy,

James H. Meier
Student
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Worcester, Massachusetts

Abstract Donald

This paper concerns the role of
continuing education in a mandatory reli-
censure program for engineers. A projec-,
tion was developed for the demand me
continuing engineering education in the
next twenty years if, in that time, states

....pass mand licensure laws. This paper
kW a cOndense Vetslon of a lazier report
presented to e National Institute of
Education in the fall of 1977.

,

p .

Continuing engineering education',
programs are provided by several different
educational sources such as major univer-
sities, professional engineering societies,
and industries. The programs ,Vary from'
short one-day overviews to semester-long
in-depth courses. But althdugh there are
a wide range of educational opportunities,
continuing education programs reach only
approximately fifteen percent of the total
engineering population.,

This number will'increase sharply i

when a mandatory relicensure,program is
implemented. Laws have been proposed in
state legislatures requiring engineers to,
participate incontinuing education as a
provision of license renewal. This law
is presently in,etTect in the State of
Iowa. kprojection to 1985 has been made
by the authors, showing the effect of the
implementation of this requirement in all
fifty states on the nuiberof_engineers
engaged in continuing educatron.

Assuming that this law will be put
into effect, the demand for continuing
engineering education will skyrocket.We will
.be unable to provide for _the increased need
without the use of techndlogy Information
for this paper was gathered predominantly
from personal interviews with*

John Alden, Executive .Secretary,!Engi-*
. neering Manpower Commission

'Morton Fine, Executive' Director,
National Council of Engineering Examiners

1111
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Heidi S. Pivnick
Student
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Worcester, Massachusetts

Marlowe, Executive Director
American Society for Engineering
Education

Paul Robbins, Executive Direetor,
National Society of Professional
Engineers

and many others the engineering
community.

I +,

Statistics

In order to achieve the stated goal
of projecting the effect Of a mandatory
licensure and relicensure program on
continuing engineering education, the
authors were faced with the task of deter-
mining exactly how many professionals
Were acting in an engineering capacity.
One of the problems in determining a
fixed figure for the numberof engineers-
in the United States is in the definition
of the term." engineer."

Three major concepts of what is
meant by the terms "eggineer" and "engi-
neering" are encounter' in national
manpower statistics. Probably the most
common is the "occupational" approach
used by the U.S. Department of Labor and
other government agencies, in which people
are categorized according to the woik
they do. The count of persons "working
as engineers excludes those currently
employed under other occupational titles,
even when they are cldsely related to
engineering. The Departmentpof- Labor
specifies that the term "enginedr" refers
to individuals employed in "engineering"
at a level which required knowledge of
engineering equivalent at least to that
acquired through the completion of four-
year college course with a major in one
of thote fields, regardless of whether
they hold.a college degree. The problems
that are encountered in utilizing the
"occupational" approach are numerous.
This method runt into difficulties with
job titles, and is liable to obtain
different responses depending on who is
asked to do the categorization. Systems
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analysts, computer specialists, designers,
planners, applied scientists, and others
who may do engineering work but whose job
titles do not include the word "engineer-
ing" may Or may not be counted as engineers
within these specific guidelines. Unem-
ployed engineers resent another problem,.
in that if they t temporary work in
other occupations, th ,become employed
salesmen or taxicab. drivers by the "wor-
king as" method of counting. Thiscan -

significantly aftapt labor force statistics
which are obtained by adding the employed
and the job-seeking unemployed.

A second concept is involved in the
"educational" approach, which is the basis
for the data collected by the National
Center for Education Statistics of the
Department of Health, Education, and.
Welfare. In this case, the field of
college study determines the classification
regardless of what students or graduates
are planning to do. The strong point of
this approath is in that of its definition
of an "engineer." There is little ambigu-

,AIy about a college.degree. While the
educational approach is reasonable for
counting degrees,-Wlien applied to the
working population it would exclude many
persons who are recognized as engineers
but do not hold degrees. Also, employment
counts based on education usually refer to
the person's highest degree which confuses
the status of engineers with a Master's
Degree in Business Administration or other(
non-engineering field. For these reasons,
the educations) approach has drawbacks in
providing a workable definition of the
engineer.

The third major approach is to gefine
engineering by "professional" identiftca-
tion, which can be measured in various
ways. One method is to ask the individuals'
to classify themselves according to their

-overall education and experience. The
National Science Foundation uses a varia-
tion of this appro , in which they esta-
blish a set of trite a based on the
answers to several q tione dealing with
education,. employment, d professional
affiliation. More res tive definitions
of professional identity are sometimes
used such as membership in an engineering
society ()estate registration as a Profes-
sional Engineer. The narrower the criteria
becomes, the smaller will be t e group
ultimately counted as "engines ."

Another probl n ing
.figure of the number of eng veers' -1s how
to reach the population in order to count
them. The difficulty with using the data
gathered by the Bureau of Censias is that
it only sebks detailed information on a
small sample. Although the samples were
surveyed for certain data concerning the
occupation of employed members of the

230

household, the information in many cases
was provided by someone ther than the
wage earners themselves. his does not
provide for an accurate estimate. The
Department,Of Labor obtains their statis-
tics by surveying $ sample of the estak
blishments in which engineers and scien -(
tists were employed in private industry
and supplementing .this count by obtaining
data on engineers in the federal, state,
and local governments, educational insti-
tutions, non - profit organizations, and
the self-employed based on the occupation-
al definition. In all cases except self-
employment, the information was provided
by the employers rather than by the work-
ing engineers themselves.

In 1972, the National-Science Founda-
tion conducted a postcensal survey close-
ly examining 100,000 people identified
as engineers, scientists,technicians, or
other 'closely related occupations in the
1970 census in addition to 5700 other
names with a college degree but not in
any one of the "target occupations."
Crlibria was dev%loped to categorize
respondents into scientific and engineer-
ing fields on t) basis of factors inclu-
ding educatio *e erience, and profes-
sional identi n.

The big advantage of this approach-
is that it identified a body of scientists
and engineers whose professional qualifi-
cations are not subject to serious chal-
lenge. It is therefore possible'to ana-
lyze other characteristics of this popu-,
lation, such as participation in continu-
ing engineering education programs, with
reasonable assurance that they apply to
recognizable professional groups. To
keep their information up-to-date, NSF

it. supplements their statistics with addi-
tional data from the National Academy of
Sciences and the Lahoratory for Research
on Higher Educition at the University of
California at Los Angeles. This is the
most comprehensive source'of data on the
engineering population available today
and consequently the authors have chosen
to use these statistics in all following
referinces. The National-Science Founda-
tion's latest figures bring the total of
engineers in thenited States up.to
approximately 1.1 million.L.

Licensure and Relicensure
-

At this .time; laws are in effect
requiring all engineeri to be legally
registered in the state or territory-in

JU.S. Scientists and Enginpersi 1974,
Surveys ot Science Resources Wriest
National Science Foundation, NSF 76-329,
p. 8.
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which they practice. Although this law isi-has its advantages and limitations. All
(

currently in affect, only approximately the major societies such as IEEE, ASME,
forty percent of all working engineers ASCE, and AIChE offer.continuing education
are licensed. This small percentage can courses. Most oearses are of one to.five
be attributed to the many exemptions avai- days in duration and are taught by leading
labia including governmental industria)., professionals in the field from academia,

,

and utilities. These exemptions place the industry, and government. The courses
liability of work done in the hands of the are predominantly held in major metropoli-
employer rather than the individual. It tan areas where the demand is greatest.
is in the opinion of bdth the state legis- They can also be given in-house at the

...04atures and the professional societies industrial plants. One comprehensive
that before action can be taken to mandate education program is given by the Educe-
professional development activities for tional Activities Board of the IEEE. The
the purpose of license renewal, something N number of courses offered has increased
should be done to enforce the initial ten-fold since 19724and its attendance
registration requirement. has grown pigmies.

The purpose of the periodic relicen-
sure concept for license renewal is to
insure the public from registrants that do
not keep up -to- date in their specific
technical field. In contrast to the ques-
tion of licensure, relicensure is the sub-
ject of debate between the legislatures
and the professional societies.

In an effort to prep e for a state
mandated relicensure pro am, the fives
following recertificatio type programs
have been proposed:

A. Point Credit System
B. Professional AdvancementRecogni-

tion Program'
C. 'Registrants Documents Professional

Growth
D. Registrants Police Their Peers
E. Re-examination of All Registrants'

A re detailed explanation of these
progr may be found in an American Soci-

,* sty'of ineees' publication, called
Ethics, professionalism, and Maintaining
Competence.

Continuing Engineering Education

Continuing engineering education is
increasingly being recognized as a major
vehicle for professional development in
the light of an ever expanding body of
technical knowledge. There are three
majOT suppliers of continuing engineering
education in the United States: profes-
sional technical societies, universities,
and industrial in-house programs. Each

2Paul RobbinSIllinterview with the
Executive Director of the National Society

of Professional Engineers(NSPE), )ashington
20'September 1977.

3Preprints for the ASCE Professional
Activities Committee Specialty Conference:
tthics,Professionalism, and Maintaining
Competence,'INew York: ASCE, March 1977),
PP. I.M-172.

The engineering societies have found
that the most successful course length,
in terms of enrollment, is the two-day
program. One-day courses do not cover
enough material le three or more days
present cost-ef problems for the
engineers' employer. For example, for a
five-day course, a company must pay travel
expenses and lodging for five da s. The.
two-day course is a compromise tween
content and cost. For all 'sop ettes, the
samecohstraints of cost and content
influence program length.

One advantage of a socie4y-based
course is that the society is able to
-choose the leading experts in the field
of study for each course. In industry,
the choice of instructors is usually
restricted to the personnel of the compa-
ny. The universities can sometimes uti-
lize outside experts but the location is
restricted to one area except for very
large prograns such as UCLA Extension and
the University of Wisconsin Extension.

Ihdustry,has a vital role in provi- J"-----'\
ding continuing education for its engi -'
neers. One reason is thefact that busi-
ness and industry employ,over 70% of the
engineers in the coutry.' Large corpora-
tions such as IBM, Genlval Electric, and
the Bell System have-extensive continuing
engineering education programs for their
employees.

.

Most large firms have some form of
in-house continuing educatioh for their
engineers but smaller companies do not
have the resources to invest in an exten-
sive program. The employeevof the,small-
er companies are at a disadvantage. Engi-
neers from smaller companies can use uni-

s '

4
Vincent J. Giardina, interview with

the Manager, Continuing Education IEEE,
Piscataway, NJ, 22 September 1977.

..5U S Scientist; and Engineers, p.5:
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niversity programs such as the continuing
engineering education program at George
Washington University. At GWU last year,
more than 6000 engineers and scientists
attended courses. given predominantly in

Ei

the Washington metropolitan area d also
in such places as Florida, Califo a,
Argentina, and Spain. A key to t success
of the George Washington program is mar-
keting. Over $250,000 were spent on ad-
vertising last yeah% Most QS-the engineers
taking courses were Prom organizations
that were unable to develop a continuing
engineering eduoation progiam but were
willing to pay the fees of the course,
travel, and lodging for the engineers.
In fact, 99% of the enrollment had the
courses paid fOr by the employer. In the
opinion of Jack Mansfield= Director of

. Continuing Engineering Education at GWU,
if a mandatory relicensure program werb
put into affect with all exemptions re-
pealed, the demand for courses would triple
at GWU. He felt thatkthe program could
handle this increase:-

2. Relicensure will be contingent
upon professional development
activities pith a special empha-
sis on involvement in continuing
engineering education programs.

This will be an added requirement to that
of submitting a renewal fee.

3. If the implementation of conti-
,nuing engineering education does
not changes it will be unlikely
that continuing education esta-
blishments will be able to pro.:
vide education - programs to those
-in need of them.

A projection has been developed of the
demand for c tinuing engineering educe-
tidn in th ext twenty years if, in that
time state pass mandatory licensure laws.

PROJECTED DEMAND FOR
GONTIN ING ENGINEERING EDUCATION

A Technological Delivery System z
:n

-o
The large program at George Washing- ,-,

ton University could not possibly reach
a4 0
t-i

.t all.engineers'in the United States. They
are spread too thinly over all parts of

. A
the country making traditional continuing
education in some areas unfeasible. In ..f)

no one region in the U.S. is there more x
than 20% of the total national engineerihg :=1

e.population, Technology could play an LF.N

extensive role in delivering continuing c
Zeducation to engineers in the entire :.4

-,country, regardless of region. The most
'active organization at this time in media-
based continuing engineering education is
the Association for Media-Based Continuing
Education for Engineers (AMCEE). AMCEE
is a consortium of our-year engineering
degree granting institutions.

Conclusions

After detailed investigation of the
project topic, the following conclusions
were drawn:

1. The implementation of mandatory
licensure and relicensure programs
for engineers is inevitable.

In order to implement these programs, all
industrial, governmental,-and utility
exemptions will be repealed.

6Jack Mansfield, interview with Direc-
tor, Continuing Engineering Education at
George Washington University, Washington,
D.C., 5 October 1977
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An illustration of this projection can bt
seen in the figure above.

The populatisq of engineers was taken
from the National Science Foundati n Study
of Scientist's and Engineers in 197 . he
participation in continuing engineeri
education programs was extrapolated fro
data provided by the professional engi-
neering societies, continuing engineering
education departments of major universi-
ties such as George Washington and North-
eastern, and a studypone by the National .

Industrial ConferenctBoard of New Yogk
in 1976 concerning "Industry and.Education."
The large sudden increase in demand pro-'
jected is due to the assumption that a
mandatory relicensure program requiring
continuing education as a condition of
license renewal is implemented in all
states over a five-year period from 1980 .
to 1.985 with a license renewal period of
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three years. Hence, the demand wi peak
about the year 1988.
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SESSION N

CONTINUING ENGINEERING STUDIES
DIVISION

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
PERSONALIZED CONTINUING EDUCATION

The Personalized Continuing Engineering

Education Special interest Group (PCEESIG) was
organized in November, 1974 to provide a forum
for those interested in exchanging infornation-
on developments in this field.

PCEESIG members have published a number of
bibliographies and articles, a book, a workbook,
and guide manuals to various aspects of this
field. Most, but not all, of these have appeared
through ASEE publications.

In addition, PCEESIG members have conducted
,

four workshop-discussion sessions at recent ASTD
and CIEC meetings. These sessi no have been
denigned to share PCEESIG mem is findings on
professional development, car r management,
personalized education and p smmalized in-
structional technology wit others active or
interested in this field.

In January, 197, CEESIG members elected to
broaden considerably membership of the Grouj'in
order to establish a national network of mutual
assistance in implementing PCEE. A Directory of
Active Practitioners of PCEE was published in
May, 1977 listing 44 individuals; the end of
Year (1977) llsting.target is 100 practitioners.
Individuals newly active in personalizing edu-

-

dation for practicing engineers, engineering

technologists, of applied scientists, including
engineetIng managers, are invited to share their
problems and successes with this national network.

The current scope of PCEE implementation
nationally, and the unresolved PCEE problems
needing resolution or research will be the focus
of the PCEESIG meeting Friday morning, January 27,
1977, 7:00-9:00 p.m. Come and meet your
.colleagues in this field.and learn of the sig-
nificant resources available to assist you in
implementing rE in your organization.

Dean E. Griffith
Direeter, Continuing Education Studies
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas

Dean 'E. Griffith has directed the continuing engineer-
ing education programs of The University of Texas at
Austin since 1965. Griffith is Chairman, Individual-

ized Continuing Engineering Education Special Interest '

Group, CES Divi on, ASEE, and has heldIumerous
ilibother position s that Division. GrifiRth has taught

at Rice Univers ty and the University,of Houston,
and has studied Chamital Engineering at Rice Univer-
sity and Iowa State University from which he holds
B.S. and M.S. degrees. Griffith has worked for or

consulted with: Atomic Energy Commissio0 (Ames
Laboratory), E. I. du Pont, Shell Oil CoMpany, Good-
rich-Gulf Chemical Company, Scott Petty Mining
Company, Dow Engineering and Construction Services,
Dow Chemical Company, Radian Corporation. Griffith
has written numerous articles and papers on continuing
professional education and was Editor of the Barnes
and loble ProfessiOnal Engineering Career Development
Series. Griffith's primary current interests in
continuing engineering education are in self-assess-
ment, personaliAtion, evaluation and neeos assess-
ment.
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SESSION 0

CONTINUINGINGINEERIN9 STUDIES
DIVISION

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
PROFESSIONA e IETIES

a

CONTINUING EDUCATION IN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
In the last few years the professional socie-

ties have initiated many activities in the con-
tinuing education field for their membership. The
members of the various professional societies have
beeh very vocal over the past three years asking
serious questions from the various professional
society staffs on what they are getting for their
dues.

, In order to help to overcome thiscriticism
they have begun to offer more *ember services.
The continuing education programs of the various
societies,have thus increased as, they preceive a
problem in this area. They are primarily, of the
live lecture variety and are given throughout the
country. Their biggest problem is that they have
a large membership scattered over a wide geographic
area. They are'prime candidates for continuing
education utilizing multi-media techniques and in
particular video-tape cassette programs. The
laerican Chemical Society is already putting to-
gether video tapes in conjunctjon with MIT through
an NSF Grant. The Institute ofwElectrical and
Electronic Engineers is beginning to put together
a series of video tapes dealing with microprocessors
and they should be completed by early. fall of 1977.

The professional societies have had sane
exderience with audio -U-pe cassette programs.
Societies such as the American Society -for
and Development, IEEE, American Chemical Society
and others, have put together audio tapes of.some
of the main speakers at their various conferenCes(
In addition, several of them have tried to package
and market audio tape cassette programs dealing

, with specific subject areas in their field of
speciality. The prqblem becomes the cost to the
membership. Although the membership, is large the
interest in any one particular, scientific segment
is very fragmented and thus the cost per tape is
high. In most cases the individual engineer or
scientists must individually purchase these items.
Several companies have subscribed to this kind of
service and have put it in their library, thus
making'it available to their emloyees. This has

been a somewhat discouraging idVenture for several
of the societies however, and they are constantly
looking for way of reducing costs to the individual
member.

Iltudey lingeowrold, P.E.

Baseman Sooreary
Ihmitelkomillefleginser6gimmilLammIlkerimpOhm,
allsvolnmrkeimmoldimmetkonChipeftwent

Albwri.NowYlork

The latest technique that is being used by
professional societies with some success is in
trying to develop sane rappdtt with the -various
continuing education divisions of the engineering
schools around the country. By forming consortia
they have a marketing arm which they dornot have
to pay for in their overhead cost. In this author's
opinion this will increase over the next decade
and these professional societies will 'became co-
partners with the universities to serve the engi-
neers and scientists throughout the country. At

the present time.there is a certain amount of
friction between the two groups, as they feel that
each is trying to take over the entire market.
This is an impossibility. There is more continu-
ing education necessary than there are resources
and manpower by any one single,organizaticm to .

accomplish this objective.

Probably one of the strong points for the
professional societies is their ability to
evaluate any program. Among their various techni-
cal groups and, organizations within the society
they have experts that could tell'the universities
whether or not the information that is being
presented is the latest up to date material. This
is a plus factor and the universities should be
utilizing the professional society more for this
evaluation procedure. The Institute of Electrical
Electronic Engineers is trying to work with the

to actipl this task.

Studies Division. of the ASEE

Multi' -media package education' programs have

the potential of providing quality programs for
the Various. local sections of any society around
the country. Hardware costs for each individual
section seems.to be the biggest stumbling block.
However, a close working relationship-between-44w ----
professional' society and the university or indus-
try in the local area could help reduce this
problem. The NSF could support experiments in
th's area and help determine if it is feasible.

An interesting development in continuing
educatiOn that effects the professional societies
is the increasing emphasis placed on professionals
by the various states to continue their education.
This is being accomplished by 'state legislative
action and the professional groups themselves.
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A chart, published in a recent.issue of the Chronicle
of Higher Education. is attached to indicate the-
current status of such efforts. If these groups

a moving in this direction the engineering and

s entific societies must ask themselves "Can we

be very far behind?". If it comes to pass that

the scientific and engineering community moves in
this direction the professional societies wijl play
a key role. _This will require extensive use of
all multi media techniques to disseminate the

information. The number of instructors required
to do the job over a, widely dispersed constituency,
along with the cost ind individual time constraints,
make the typical approaches of workshops, seminars,

'etc: ineffective.

The professional societies will not be able
to finance such an effort alone. Consortia will

have to be formed between societies, between the
professional society and universities, and between
industrial employers and the societies. A new

organizational model for continuing education
activities will be needed because of theiack. of
resources, amnpower, and timeby any one of the
groups mentioned alone.
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Executivp Secretary, New York State Board for Engi-
neering & Land Surveying. Mr. Greenwald is respon-
sible for al engineering licensing activities in
the State of New York. He was previously with the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers as their
Director of Professional Development. A former
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
Director of CooperatiVe Education at Pratt Instt-
tote, Mr. Greenwald has also spent several years in
industry involved with engineering and training
assignments. Active in the CES division of ASEE, he
has authored and contributed numerous articles on
Continuing Education and Professional Development.
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SESSION P

CONTINUING ENGINEERING STUDIE
EmnsioN

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
UNIVERSITY CONTINUING EDUCATION

DIRECTORS
William IAL Ellis
Director of Professistal Education
School of Enoineerinf/Applied Science'
Princeton University
Princeton, Now Jersey

For over fifteen years the professional and
technical societies have attempted to define the
problems encountered in providing educational
opportunities for the individual who has already
completed a asuial educational degree'program.
They have been joined in thia search fqr problem
definition by a large number of universities both
public and private, large and small.

The importance of the problem has been
recognized by all fifty states where laws have
been enacted requiring participation in continuing
education programs as a condition for relicensure
in at least one professiefn regulated by the state.
Iowa has enacted a law requiring "Continuing
Education" as a condition for relicensure of engi-
neering and is the first state to do so. The Iowa
Board of Engineering Examiners has until May of
1978 to establish pro.cedures for compliance. Or-
ganizations of manufacturing engineers, quality
control engineers, and cost engineers require
continuing education or retesting for recertifica-
tion. State Societies of Professional engineers
in Florida, New Jersey, Ohio, and Wisconsin
award Professional Development Recognition Cer-
tificates to members who qualify by meeting min-
imum continuing education standards.

Employers in the public and private sector
have given careful attention to the problem, -dev--
eloped on-site educational opportunities, and sup-
ported attendance at programs given by universi-
ties and profel3sional societies.

Because of diverse interests, many differ:
ent approaches t continuing professional educa-
tion have been proposed. Programs have been
developed which follow traditional educational
disciplines. Others stress the need,for unique
solutions for sectors of activity including many
which are concerned with the socio-technical pro-
blems of our times.

ional societies have developed programs whiCh
have remained viable over a number of years and
many private apnd public universities that began to
offer programs inlhe mid-sixties are Eitill doing
so.

This growth of non-traditional educational
activity in universities has produced a new and
very non-traditional educational administrator.
His responsibilities seem to require a very broad
range of skills: marketing, planning, organizing,
measurement and evaluation, and diplomatic to
name but a few. Sometimes he came from a ten-
ured faculty position and sometimes he came from
a totally non academic background, but always he
faced a whole new set of rapidly changing and ch-
allenging problems. At times problems seemed
to change much faster than solutions could he
found.

During this fifteen year period selected parts
of the overall problem have been defined and often
solutions have been found which are successful.
Admittedly the measure of success most common-
ly used i,3 success in the market place. rofess-
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The Special Interest Group for University
Continuing Education Directors (SIGUCED) is
intended to serve as a forum for: the discussion of
current problems facing this grobp. A list of
possible topics might include:

1) Acceditation of organizations providing
programs

AMCEE Compendium of Continuing Educa-,
tion PrograMs "
3), University of Wisconsin-Extension (Madisori
nationwide purvey of continuing professional
education-dctivities and opportunities

4) One or two day Workshops for University
Directors of Continuing Engineering Education
as suggested by Oklahoml State University
Engineer'. Xtension

entitled Engin
lal. to the one5) The need f

Wiese Research and
Grlduate Studylsr Engineering. College Con -
tinuing Education

6) Continuing Education Program Marketing

7) On campus and off campus faculty compen-
sation - who sets maximum and minimum, what
about sliding scales

EDUCATION CONFERENCE
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8) Recruiting of continuing education adminis-

tunities for professionals in continuing educa-
tion

9) Role for cooperationbetween universities .
10) Role of the for profit road show and the for
profit management -firm

SIGUCED will.have\its first meeting at 7 am on
Friday, January 27, 1978. There does not seem
to be arty organization now serving the needs of
the individuals* with professional responsibility
for this very important segment of continuing pro-
fessional eduCatibn; SIGUCED assumes that there
is a need,for such an organization. This interest
group's primary function will be to afford sniver7,.,
say directors with an opporlunity for face to face
discussion of issues. Solutions to problems iden-
tified by this discussion can then be developed as
appropriate. Every effort will be made to avoid

vduplioation, The first item of bpsiness at San,
Diego will be to determine if there is a need for
this SIG. If the answer to this osinVon is an af-
firmative one, the first item agenda will be
to identify problems,Lassign priorities to these
problems, and make ai much progress as possilie
in two hours.

1

WILLIAM W. ELLLS

'S.

Bill Ellis is the Director Qf Professional Education
for'the School,of Engineering/Applied Science at
Princeton University. Prior` to assuming this pos-
ition he was Director of the Office of Post College
Professional Education at Ca,rnegie-Mellon Uniyer-
sity from the time it was established in 1964. In
1970 he ,was also named as Director of Special Ed-
ucation 'for Carnegie-Mellon's Transportation Pe-
search Institute. He had previous engineering ex-
periene at DuPont and Ownes Illinois and later
joined M&R Dietetic Laboratories in Columblis,
Ohio where he was responsible for spray dryer and
other food processing research and engineering
design activities in Holland and the United States.
Active in the American Institute of Chemical Engi-it
neers he has Nrved as -Director and Member of .

Council as well as National-Chairman of the Public
Relations and Continuing Education Committees.
Internationally known as a leading proponent of
continu'' education for practicing professionals,
he has cted.programs in North America and in
Etirope.

°4
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SESSION 9sti

INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT-
THE EFFECT OF

MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
Paul Colgan
Manager. Entry Level Recruiting

4*

Professional Dowel° Operations
' General Electric Co my

Schenectedy. New ork

Addressing the subject of effective-
management of human resources. Dr. Paul Chenea
draws upon his wealth of knowledge as an
academician, researcher, and administrator.
As Vice President in charge of the General
Motors Research Laboratories, he heads a .

team in applied research and development.
Before coming to General Motors, Dr. Chenea
served as Vice President for Academic

,Affairs at Purdue University. He is well
known in theields of'science and engineering.

A member of the National Academy of
'Engineering, Or. Chenea has received five
honorary degrees and was elected as a fellow
in the American Academy of Arts and Science.
and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. He is quite active in ASEE,
AIP, and AAAS as well as several other
technical societies. In addition, he serves
on visiting committees at a number of
universities.

Dr. Paul Doigan has been employed by the

General tlectric Company since 1951 and is
currentlyManager--Entry-Level Recruiting and
Representative--Northeastertn Region for the Pro-
fessional Development Operatipn. In this positidn

'ire bascBS/MS recruiting respoiNibility with the
schools located in the Northeast, and doctoral
recruiting with all schools throughout the United
Statk.

A 1941 graduate of-the University of Connecticut
with a BS in Chemistry, Dr. Doigan earned a BS
in Meteorology from New York University in 1943,
an MS from the University of Massachusetts in
1946, and a PhD from New York University in 1950.
iHe is a Fellow of the American Institqte of

Chemists and a member of ADS; IE11; ASEE; Eastern

College Personnel Officers; Sigma Xi; Sigma Pi
Sigma; and Phi Lambda. Upsilon., He is currently
serving as Chairman of the Engineering Manpower
Commission of the Engineers ,Joint Council.
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EFFECTIVANAGEIVIENT OF HUMAN
RESOURCES st

Summary
The General 'Motors Research Laboratories em-

ploys over 670 people with college degrees. Nearly
half of these rite PhD's. The Laboratories operates on
the "bottom-up" philosophy. Management communi-
cates Corporate goals and problems down*ard and
lets research proposals and ideas,for scientific proj-
ects flow upward. Incentives are provided by i dual
track system that allows research scientistitand engi-

_neer& &advance to a high level of compensation by
making valuable technical contributions rather than
by moving io management. Publication and inter-
actioa with the scientific community are encouraged.

The GM appraisal system gives the employe a
chance ,to find out where he stands and hid he can
improve and management a chance to see what he is
and. what he can become. The General Motors Re-
search Laboratories is large enough and GM's inter-
ests broad enough to provide a wide spectrurfl of ids
to be'filled. It is management's responsibility to find
the optimum match of researcher and research job
for the satisfied scientist is the most effective scientist.

introduction

is the foundationamide goal of every manager. b
ffective marfagelgent of human resources is the

on which the success or failure of every organiza-
tion,is built.

I am not qualified to discuss how others Windt"'
human resources. But I can tell you how theefeneral

and
Research Laboratories manages its scientists

and engineers, how it pelects top-quality technical
people, how it motivates them and encourages further
professional development and growthand -how it
identifies and keeps track of talented people.

The Research Laboratories is almost sixty years'
old. It was founded by Charles Kettering. From the
very beginning the quality of the staff hks beer
emphasized. Fdarly in his issociation with GM,
Kettering said, A problem is not solved in a labora-
tory. It's solved in some fellow's head. The apparatus
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Dr. Paull. Chimes
Vise President ef
General Motors Research Laboratories

Warren, Michigan

just Ielps get his head turned around so he can see
the thidg right."

That attitude remains. The General Motors Re-
search Laboratories indeed, any research lab-, .
oratories is only as good as the people who work
there.

Recruiting

Finding well-trained technically competent people
is not difficult. You engineering educators are doing
an excellent job, turning out a good product. But
finding that rare liersen who combines talent and

.creativity with that excellent training is difficult.
GM Research goes about it in several ways.

Professional personnel reunite; visit university
campuses. In the 197 recruiting year Research
Laboratories' recruiters will visit 41 campuses, many
of them a number of times. In addition; members of -
GM Resear6h management make an effort to be
personally invotved in seeking out talented young

ople py maintaining personal contacts with faCulty
members of the graduate schools of distinguished
universities, they learn of and evaluate the best
available candidates.

The Research La6ratories financially supports
with grants, in a w universities, specific research

IL efforts directly relevantlo its own work. These are
usually unrestrictedgrants but do involve interaction

.of GM personnel with university 'personnel and
students. Out of their contacts' some exceptional
people are identified and hired.'

The Lahs'makes extensive-use of consultants from
universities to assist with specialized problems. My
own first contact with GM Research was in the
capacity of a consultant. Often these consultants
bring outstanding students to management's atten:
tion.

The General Motors Scholarship Plan is another
way of identifying talented engineer,ing students.
It began two years ago with a pilot program involving
eleven schools. Last year it included 26 institutions.
The students are selected in their sophomore year
and awarded the scholarships, which pay their
tuitions and fees plus book allowa r their junior
and senior years. Two summers hip in the

EDUCATION CONFERENCE



same operating unit of a J division give the students
in-plant developmental Operiences. They also give
management an opportunity to evaluate the students
as potential ojinployeri. In addition, the Laboratories
'has a summer work program employing outstanding
graduate students, which serves are same purpose.

These are the ways in which GM Research gets
new graduates. Older, experienced engineers and
scientists with an employment track record elsewhere
are obtained through ads in technical journals,
placement centers at professional society meetings,
and personal contacts. It is GM's policy, however,
to promote from within, wherever possible to maxi-
mize opportunities for its employes. To this end, GM
has a computerized internal search procedure to
identify exiting employes to fill job openings. Some
employes are transferred to otherBtaffs and Divisions
of GM where the match of employe and job appears
to be better. Since Research has such a large bank
of exceptional people, this means we lose more than
our share an unfortunate side effect of the system
for us, a fortunate one for the man or woman who is
promoted. f ,

But that gide effect is unfortunate for the Labora-
tories only in the short term,ft is a policy of the Labs to
encourage an infusion of blight Research people into
Divisions and Staffs. For, in the long run, it benefits
both the General Motors Research Laboratories and
the Corporation. It creates openings for additional
bright young people , with recent tollege degrees.
The quality of person the Labe contributes to the,
Corporation is high. GM's President "Pete" Estes and
ExecutiverVice President Howard Kehrl are both
Research alumni.

/ Backgrounds of ProfessionstEmpkwes r
4

Of the approximately 1500 people, in the Labora-
tories, over 670 have college degrees (Fig. 1). PhD's

a

517 t
R&D

PROFESSIONALS

1'55
MANAGEMENT
AND SUPPORT

.
96 BS'

110 MS

*

271 PhDs

26 PhDs
36 MS

93 BS

-t

Figure 1 'Academic Degree Una 1977

c

SCHOLASTIC DISCIPLINE NUMBER

Chemistry & Chene;:gogr 122 ' 24
Mechanical Eng
Electrital Eng

119
67

23
13

Other Eng.
(Aero., Eng. *Mack.. Gen.. Civil, etc.) .. 50 10

Mathematics and Computer Science .... 53 '10
Physics 38 7
Metallurgy, Ceramics.Matenals Eng. ... 35 7
Social Sciences 28 5
Biological Sciences 8 i

17
...e._
100%

$

Figure 2 Educational Bac nd of R&D
Professionals-

make up 297 of these or almost half of our profes-
sionals. Bichelors total 129, and Masters, 186.

Not all of these people are engaged directly in
research. Some perform management and support
fupons, such as library and personnel work.

The technical people, have a variety of educational
backgrounds. The largest grouping now is in chem-
istry and chemical engineering (Fig. 2). This is a
fairly recent development. In the past, mechanical
engineers have made qp the largest group of em-
ployes. This change reflects the fact that a great deal
of GM's current research emphasis it on materials.
and on the effects of its products on the enviidn-
ment generally chemistry-related problems.
About 60% of the research personnel have some type
of engineering degree; about 24% are in the'physical
sciencti; about 10% are in mathematical or computer
sciences; and the remaining 6% are in social and bio-
logical sciences.

The managers at the Research Laboratories have
very definite ideas of the kinds of people they want
to hire., They look for men and women who have
learned how to attack real problems. They want
innovators, originaithinbers who will look at more
than ohe side of a question to. find the answer. .

A problem in recent years has been sornelyoung
technical people coming out of universities who are
steeped in "systems" thinking and social conscious-
ness. There is nothingrwrong with either character-
istic; both play important role in industrial life.
But many of these young scientists' and engineers
are so impatient to tackle the whole problem be it
energy, pilution,Nransportation, whatever that.
their effortsin their ovin disciplines are diluted.

Where do they come from? In the last five years
more than half of,the new PhD's have come from the
schools listed inIfiguie t.

. )
Many others have been lone recruits from schools.

as far flung as Hull in England and the Uriiversity
Tasmania. While the gesearchers come froin may

aphic locations, they seek the common . goal
a stimulating and rewarding professional Cnviron-.
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University of California, fiedieloy , 13
University of Michigan 13
University of Slings r 13
Purdue University 11
Stanford University 9
CaffeeMs.institute of Technology 6
Masesausette Institute of Technology 6
Corned University 6
lows State University 5
Ohio State University kdOi
Case Western Reserve 5
Princeton

rsity of Wisconsin 4
Mellon 4

Carolina State

Figure 3 Sourcei of PhD Researchers 1972-1977

ment. Striving to Provide this professionally fulfilling
egvirohment is one of management's igost important

1 41'

Organization

ORPORATE
and

*4- RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT

GOALS' MOSLEMS
DEFICIENCIES

RESEARCH'
STAFF

RESEARCH PROPOSALS
SCIENTIFIC PROJECTS

'Figure 4 "Bottom-Up"Philosophy

At the General Motors Research Laboratories
this task is met in part by a bottom-up philosophy
(Fig. 4). Management does not assign projects. n-
stead, it communicates Corporate rd problems
downward and lets research prgo:leand ideas
for scientific projects flow upward. Management
simply gives the Researchers the facts Ind .then
stands back and gets out of their w,ay. It is a permis-
sive environment, but it works well with our creative,

gialented scientists and engineers. .

Layers of management are kept to a minimum,*
GM Research has no supervisors for itsjechnical
people only group leaders who are leidereby virtue
of their technical competence. They are activ'e re-
search scientists and engineers themselves:

The key to this bottom-up technique, of course, is'
. effective communication. And this can. get compli-
cated in an organization as decentralized as General
Motors. The' Laboratories' management d the
Corporation's top management work hard a eebing
communication open and efficient. Equal impor-
tant is communication with' the operati g People
in the Divisions v?ho usually know first most
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p ing problems are. Similarly, other Staff
em oyes play a most vital role in communicating
Co Staff problems to Research personnel.
Co take'place frequently and at all levels either
by ch staff visits to Divisions and Staffs, or
vice Ursa, or by telephone and correspondence.

In addition to these internal inputs, theitesearch
staff has wide contacts outside the Corporation which
suggest icientific issues that are of potential interest
to General Motors. Out of all this, priorities are
established and a research program for the Labora-
tories is formulated. Although the Research scien-

. tists themselves largely formulate the program,
they are heavily influenced by what they hear from
Divisktis, Staffs, management, and professional

. oolleaues.
The fact that it iethe ReseArch scientist's or engi-

neer's Ovniprogriunis a moa important motivating
factor. Re feels responsibility for its progress and

- justifiable pride in its accomplishments.
The checks and balances in this system come about

largely through reviews: departmental reviews,
t budget reviews, as well as an annual Corporate-level

review. These reviews probably consume 1596 of
Research inanagemenrs time during the year but
it is time well spent. They inform manageinent of
program content. and progress. And they convey fo
the Research worker management's appraisal of the
significance and value of what is being done. And
you can't beat that as a motivating factor.

244

Motiistion

Keeping the Research scientists and engineers
motivated and productive is no ma rot problem at
GM. The natige of the work as challenging as it
is does this for us. But management does offer some
additional incentives.

In many research organizations the =scientists can
advance beyond a certain position and salary level
only by leavingthe lab bench gad going into manage-
ment. Research scientists and engineers at GM Re-
search Laboratories can advance to very high levels
of compensation simply by making valuable technical
contributions. With this dual trac)c they can advance
while remaining in the lab where they are most
effective.

Scientists and engineers are actively ,encouraged
to publish in technicaliournalrand to give talks at
professional society meetings. Bibliographies of
publications and presentations are printed in 'each
Research departmefit's annual report and compiled
in a booklet each year. This booklet is, distributed
throughout the Laboratories and used as a handout by
the Personnel Department to inform prospective
employes of the variety and professional level of
research conducted at the Labs. The bibliographies
not only underscore the sigqificance management

EDUCNTION CONFERENCE .
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places onypblication, but also let each scientist and
engineer in the Labs see what everyone else is doing.
This is good for communication and goodlor motive-
tion. _

Engineers and scientists highly value the esteem
of their colleagues. The opportunity for GM Research-
ers to publish the results of their efforts is a strong
incentive to further efforts.

Though they want to publish, both outsicle and
inside the Corporation, many of GM's research
workers dome to us without the requisite writing
skills. To bridge this educational gap, the Research
Labe has organized a series of 24 hours of technical
writing classes with a heavy engineering and scien-
tific orientation that focuses on sections from recent
Research Laboratories reports: Since 1970, 600-R*
searchers have taken this course,of instruction. In
addition, editing

`workshops
are held for managers

who edit reports and publications that come out of
their groups.

Interaction with the scientific community is a vital
part of research. In addition' to fostering such inter-
action by employe participation in seminars and
conferences, the GM Research Laboratories has
sponsored an international symposium on a subject
of strong current interest every year since 1957. The
1977 symposium dealt with mechanics of sheet metal
forming and included participants from institutions
and firms ranging from the University of Cambridge
in Great Britain to Nagoya University in Japan, and
from Rockwell In onal to Toyota Motor Com-
pany. Guests invited to attend the symposium were
equally as far ranging in their geographic points of
origin. But they all had one thing in common: a high
level of expertise in technical areas relevant to metal
forming. The opportunity to meet and share knowl-
edge with colleagues from all over the 'world is al!
enriching intellectual experience for both hosts and
guests.

The Labs' scientists and engineers have been recip-
ients of numerous awards and honor4rom a variety
of outside organizations. Within OM Corporation
several awards are granted in recognitign of out-
standing performance. The Charles L. McCtten
Sped chrevement Award is one of them. It is
named e ReSearch head who succeeded Ketter-
ing. icted to employes of 4he Research Lalloora-
tories, it recognizes extraordinary accomplishment
which is considered to be highly significant when
viirred in terms of its impact on the success of the
Corporation.

Continuing' Education

The Corporation strongly encourages continuing'
education.Tuition is refunded- for jeb- related night
school classes. Educational leaves are granted. A
fellowship program is offered to degree holders who
want to do more advanced graduate work.

A variety of non-credit classes is offered at the
Labs or in buildings elsewhere at the Technical
Center where the Labs is located. These are taught
by GM and Wayne State University personnel.
Closed-circuit TV brings teachers from the Univer-
sity of Michigan into Laboratory classrooms to give
specialized graduate courses in engineering and
scientific subjects for college credits.

In addition, monthly lectttres by GM scientists'
and others keep Research employer; updated on new
research developments in the Labs or on things of
Corporate-wide interOt going on elsewhere. Consul-
tants are also invited lo speak on special technical
subjects' of research interest. Professor Ilya Prigo-
gine, recipie t of the 197TIlobel Prize for Chemistry,
has been a longtime consultant of the Research
Laboratories. He gave a talk to interested Lahore-

! tories personnel last November on his research and its
relation to the physical, biological, and social sciences.

mploye Appraisal

How does a Corporation the size of GM keep track
its talented people and avoid losing them in
crowd? It has a system, that i nvolves several appr
forms. The employeiills out an appraisal works
describing his job's key elements, major contribut
he has made, and difficulties he has encou

fro provides his own action'plan for improving his jo
performance 'and effectiveness. And he indicates
his career goals.

His group leader fills out a performance appraise
review sort of a report card grading the em-
ploye's effectiveness in executing his job, organization
and'planning, communicating information, working
with others, and the like. The group leader also in
chides an action plan outlining ways in which man-
agement andthe employe can improh rob perform-
ance.

From these two forms manag merit compiles an
appraiial summary form. This i tifies the effec
tiveness of each employe in his current job, Agem p ts
to deternilne his fields of greatest potential did esti-
mates at what level he will be working five years in
the future and at the end of his GM careeT.The,bottom
line is an evaluation of when the employe will be ready
fog- a lateral move or a promotion. It is this informa-
tion that is stored in a computer for use in the internal
search procedure mentioned earlier.

The system works well. It. gives the employe a
chance to find out precisely whereyiestands and how
he can improve and it.gives management a chance to
see what he is and what he can become.

In a recent interview Steve Fuller, GM Vice Presi-
dent for Persiinnel Administration and Development,'
said, "If we ruri the system right, not only will em-
ployes not get lost they won't even have a place to
hide.' "
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The GM Research Laboratories is large enough
and GM's interests are broad enough that there is
a wide spectrum of jobs to be filled and functions
to be performed from the very theoretical to the very
practical, from highly analytical to completely
experimental. Thus it can accommodate a wide range
of talents and tastes in its research scientists and
engineers. Each research worker can find his niche
and need not conform to any pattern. Management's
responsibility is to find the optimum match of re-

'searcher and iesearch job for the satisfied scientist
is the most effective scientist.
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Dr Peen F. Chenea is Vice President in charge of the General
Motors Research taboratones He Joined Ceneral Motors in 1967
as Scientrhc Director of the Research Laboratories and became Voce
President in 1989.

Dr Chenea has a B.S degree (1040) from the University of Cali-
fornia and M.S (1947) and PhD (1949) degrees in engineering
mechanics from the University of Michigan. He remained at the
University of Michigan as a faculty member until 1952 when he
became a professpr bf engineering mechanics at Purdue University
Subsequent assignments of increasing responsibility at Purdue
included Associate Dean of Engineering, head of the School of
Mikhanoca I Engineering, acting head of the Division of Mathe mat rca I
Sciences, and Vice President for Affairs

Dr Chenea is a Fellow of the ncan Academy of Arts and
Sciences and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He
is also'a member of many engineering, scientific, and educational
societies, including the American Society for Engineering Education
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SESSION 10.1

CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
FOR

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
GFIADUAtES

Gerold A. Roth /.1
Director, Engineering

eta, Kansas

There are two frequently asked questions
concerning engineering technology program
graduates. The first id "What kind of job
does the engineering technology program
graduate,obtain when he graduates?" The
second is "Where can the engineering tech-
nology graduate expect to be several years
after he graduates?" These tions can
be asked by prospective stUdefte, parents,
guidance counselors, potenetWemployers, ( '

or university administrators.-- -

1

This session is intended to address itself
to some possible answers fok the second
question. The.number of engineering tech-
nology prOgram graduates, has become suffi-
Ciently large that people in various areas
have begun to give some consideration to
career development programs for theSe
graduates. The students are having no
difficulty securing suitable jobs upon
graduation, but little is known about the
path(s) which they might follow up the'
corporate ladders. The diverse back-
grounds of the session participants as well
as their varyfng present areas of activity
givi them unique perspectivei from which
to address this gtestion. In as much as
there', are undoubtedly more differences
thin'similarities Amongst the various
employers in the United States it would be
quite presumptuous for any-individualto
assume that their solution-os'approachto
career development would be ipOropriate
for any other particular employer to fol- ,

'low. HoweVer, it is hoped that the presen-
tations in this session will stimulate the
attendee's thrnkingdad hopefully inspire.
them in their,career development program
activitie8.

Frank Henry addresses the topic .from the
viewpointlef an employment manager in a
high technology corporation.We focuses
on the inter - corporate 4toadb1,ocks" which
are confronted'by graduates of new educe-
t4onal program! which are different from
the traditional educational- programs from
whichithe majSiity of the presentcorporate,
employees have graduated.

46
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Fred Abitia addresses the question from
the viewpoint of cooperative education and
the role which it plays in the career
development of the technical graddate.
The increased activity in cooperative edu-
cation across country will certainly
influence the tital.career activities of
many of the technical program graduates
today and in the future.

George Coover discusses the approach which
a major employer of engineering technology
graduates has taken to assure the contin-
ual development and professional advance-
ment of such graduates. He discusses a
method by which a large, ifery,diversified
coll9bration has effectivaly incorporated
the engineering technology graduates into.
their technical' activities.

'Stanley Greenwald resents the profession-
al society views o the need for continual.
professional level° ent of the individual.
He emphasizedlehe ne for fotmalized
educational opportuni ies if the technical
professional is going to maintain his
viability within the rapidly advancing
technical field of today.

The participants by no means claim to be
eXperts in the subject of career develop-
ment for engineering technology graduates.
Their hope is that their remarks will
stimulate further thought and discussion
on the part of industry,and'education in
addressing the'task of devel9ping career
development programs for the individuals
which can make them viable members of the
technical and scientific community
throughout their professional careers.
All of the session participants welcome
and solicit any reactions which anyone
may have to their comments.
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Gerald Rath joined the facility of Wichita
State University, Wichita, Kansas, in
January, 1976 as director and associate
professor of engineering technology. At
Wichita State he has been respgnsible for
the. establishment of the bachelor of
engineering technology program which was
approved bythe Kansas Board of Regents in
December, 1975. After receiving a B.S.E.E.
degree from Iowa State University in 1958
Mr. Rath was a research engineer at Delco-.
Remy Division of Weral Motors Corp. in
Anderson, Indiana until 1966, with the
exception of twenty months service as a
communications officer in the United States
Air Force. In September, 1966 Mr. Rath '

joined the faculty of Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana as an assistant
professor of electrical engineering tech-
nology. He was on the faculty of Purdue
U 'versity untilJanuar?, 1976. He has a
M.S degree in, Engineering from Purdue and
is a Registered Professional Engr. in Ind.
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OkOtne 5;1975, Senator Wince Hartke invi
attenticn of the Senate to excerpts from pro-
ceedings of three conferences on "Ccorerati
Eleation: The EMergingilimpower Resource." Thus
Senator Hartke laucchedwbat is considered a major
effort by Congress to persuade the American populace
that the welding together of the campus world and
the world of work via Cobperative Education is rod
for the student, college, employer, and Nation.

BACKGROUM)

This is not the first time, of course, that our
Government has sought to influence education, nor
are the underlying reasons much different from the
past. Throughout our history, the need
for skilled leadership in agrimil., science, and
tedinology has become apparent, have been
developed and enacted; i.e.. Morrill of 1862,
Suith Hughes Act of 19171-and Development
and Training Act of 1962.

Title VIII of the Higher EcluSatioil Act of 1965 the
Cooperative Education legislation, represents -

similar effort; however, the inpetus for -tive
Education is best described by Lloyd E. Frisbee, a
Vice President for Lockheed of California, in a
recent speech, in which be laments the fact that .

thepa-is el diminishing availability of newrollege
graduates to replace the experienced engineers who
are being lost from industry. Frisbee's concern is
based not only on the redOcied number of engineering
and technology graduatet, but also on the growing
awareness that today's trends in business and
industry are not conducive to the rapid develcpment
of carebilities of new-hires on jobs. -

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION:
DEVELOPING

TOMORROW'S ENWNEERS

Fred Abitia
Director, Cooperative Education
California Pelytnic State University
San Luis Obispo. California

This, then, is the dilates which confrasee our
technological society. Add to this aswhole host of
other factors such as the student cries for rele-
.yaince, increasing ousts in education, and
predicted enrollment drops of as nudh as 23 per
cent by 1990, and Cooperative Education Begins to
look like a possible answer to many of these prob-
lem areas.

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES CF THE
COOPERATIVE EIXAMITICti PRCGRIV4

Although these obeervations seem legitimate, they
are not nearly as simple to incorporate in terms of
program design and implementation. There are limits
to the scope of any Cooperative Education program
that would be effective. As such, the general con-
sensus and the hallmark of the Cooperative
Education programs in engineering has been the idea
that'every professional area has certain factors
which cannot be taught solely in the classroom or
laboratory.. working side by side with professionals
who are already successful in the student's majoris
a very important element in the student's prepare-

for a career

Thus, at the core of Frisbee's thesis is the reali-
zation that a critj.cal situation now exists,
meg:artless of how many graduates ark available.
This meansighe real need will be for graduate
engineers who have develope4 jab - oriented capabili-
ties before they are hired.

1U.S. Congressional Record, Proceedings and Debates
of-Che 93rd Congress, 2nd Sespien, Senate, June 5,
1975; Cooperative Plillacagort Washington, DC: U.S.
(overrrcent Printing-Office, 1975).

2Lloyd E. Frisbee and Ted KUbasak, "Design as an
Education Objective," AIAA Per No. 75-1047 (New
York: AIAA, 1975).

s

addition, because of the spiraling costs of
edUcation, students must earn money to help pay for%
their education. They work evenings, part time,
and during vacaticns. They feel compelled to work,
but in most cases these jobs have little relation-
ship to the student's education program. Thus the
decision by engineering program throughout the
Nation to adopt Cooperative Education programs is
viewed as a cogent response to students, faculty,
and employers' desires to extend the gtassroom into
the industrial and governmental complexes. More
specifically, the advantages to the student,
'employer, and schcol are the following:

1. By opordioating work, experience with the'
campus education program, theory and practice* are
more closely integrated and students find greater
meaning in their studieg.

2. This coordinating of work and study increase
student motivation. As students see oormections
between the jobs they hold and the things they are
learning an the campus, greater interest in
academic work develops.

3Frisbee and KUbasak.
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3. Pbr many students, work experience contrib-
utes to a greater sense of responsibility for
their own efforts, greater dependence on their own
judgments, and a oorreexeding development of
maturity.

4. Because the work experiences involve the
students in relations with.onlmorkers who care
from a variety of backgromde, and because success
in these jobs requires oommUmptive relationships
with colleagues, gpst students in Cooperative .

Education develop greater understanding of other
people and greater skills iffhuman'relations. It
is particularly valuable for those students to
'work with adults as a bridge between their years
of schooling--living almost entirely with their
own caiteaporaries--and their own adult life,among
nixed age groups..

5. Cooperative Edncaticrobeaps nerkedly to'
orient college students to the world of work.
Most college students are generally concerned
about their future life work. They want to know
more about the range of occupation open to them
and the potentials and limitations of these
fields. They want to know about the qualifications
demanded and their own fitness. In Cooperative
Education programs students have opportunities for
exploring their own abilities in connection with
real jot*, and they find a direct means 9i gaining

vocational information and glidenoe, not only in
the occupations in Which the employed, but
also in a nuaber of related fields. They have ,a
chance to test their own aptitudeennrekfully
than is normally possible on the lemma) With this
realistic try-out, a student may discover that he
wants a different, career than the one he thought
he wanted on entering college; he can then change
academic plans to prepare for this more informed
vocational Choice.' Purthemnore, students are Able
to understand and applied:Mx:mice fully the mean,-
ing of work to the individual and the function of
occupaticns in providing the wide range of goods
and services characteristic of our economy.4

Other assumed advantages to the student are:

1. IThe student's earnings contribute to
financing his own education, leading to self-
depsidence and independeildenoer °oar:Working to
his self - esteem and conf

2. Since the student is carried as a pro-
ductiva employee with an attendant rating of his
performance, he usuallydevelopsyood work habits.

3. His role as a team =Ober in a real and
productive working emir:went inculcates a
seriousness of life and purpose which is often
denied the traditional college graduate:

4
Report cn Cooperative Education, Sunnary of the
National Stukby Ralph W. Tyler and Annice L.
kale, 1961.
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4. As a result of this alternation between the
college and the Cooperative Education position, the
student tends to Appreciate better the role of each
environment.

5. A smoother transition into full-time employ-

ment awaits the graduate of the Cooperative
Education programbecause of his undergraduate
experience. Often the length of apprenticeships
and training programa upon graduation is redured,or
even eliminated for him because of his Cooperative
Education experience.

ADVAICACM TO THE COOPERATING ORGANIZATION

1. The student can be thoroughly grounded in.
established employer pagtices and organization
while he is still at a fdrmative level.

2. The program is an excellent source of
temporary and potentially permanent manpower.

3. The infusion of bright young people, fresh
from an educational envircnment, into an organiza-
tion can provide new ideas and viewpoints which
can be refreshing and stimulating.

4. Most Co.operative Education programs are
developed in such a way that allows continuous job
coverage so the employer usually does not have to
be concerned about job continuity.

5. The Cooperative Education student serves as
a "goodwill ambassador" for his cooperating
organization, with faculty and other students,
upon returning to campus.

6. Anutually important industry-oollege
relationship is enhanced.

7. The Cooperative Education program provides
the company with a low-cost training program
because the Cooperative Edncation student generally
earns a salary which is below the average salary
paid to a graduate. He more, nearly "earns" his
salary at the beginning stages of professional
employment,

NNAMINIES TO THE SCHOOL

1. The establishment of a relationship with
the cooperating organizations can reduce the
"isolaticnism" of the college and result in a
better rapport with the oommercial comnunity.

2. The faculty of the institution can be kept
up to date and stimulated by the events which
transpire in the daily life of the Cooperative
Education student and which can be brought to the
classroom by the student.

3. In certain instances the student in
industry has the advantage of using facilities
and equipment of the most model sort. It is
sametines too costly for theAllege to supply
equipment of either, a specialized nature or of

recent vintage.'
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4
4. The placement of graduates of a Cooperative

Education program is much easier for the college
because of their backgrould of experience.

5. Find- raising activities are often aided
substantially by the oontributicns of orgsnizar
tiara participating in the sdhool's Cooperative
Education program because they recognize the
benefits of their involvement with the education
institution through the Cooperative Education
program

6. As COoperative Education student can
alternate on a year-round basis; the college
physical plant can be used more efficiently with
the existing facilities.

-7: Thstitutials which are well known -for
their Cooperative Education programs tend to
interest that student who finds such a progiam
attractive. This can have a positive effect on
applications to the college and total enrollment.

MGM DESIGN

Generally, the Program requires a student to spend
about half of hiS time on campus studying and the
other'half off - campus in full-time employment. It
will usually take 5 years instead of 4 to earn I*
degmee;'however, the job-related experience,
increased motivation, career awareness, financial
benefits, and employment contacts for the future
far outweigh the additional time expended.

The "two -can team" principle is generally-dbeerved,
Shorein one student Works on the job, while his
partner or 'alternate" is in school. At the and off

a predetermined time period the students change
places in such a manner thit the job slot4is filled
continuously.

EVALLTICICIN OF ;VW IDWERIINCE

The actual work experience of a student is
evaluated by the employer, the student, and the
scipool coordinator. TheUniversity coordinator
has first evaluated the employer's acceptability
as a source of Cooperative Education cppOrtunities.
If found acceptable, an agreement between the
employer and the university is developed and
students are placed: Sometime during the student's
work period, the Coordinator does an on-the-jab .

evaluation and looks for such things as changes in
responsibilities of the student on the job;
attitude toward toe work situation, fellow
employees, and his immediate supervisor; and the
quality of work being done by the student.

The employer evaluation attesa*Mto measure the
student's day - to-day Performance on the job, the
Mount of growth which has taken plece as a
resultuf the work experimiceeand whether. or not
the student night be considered for a full-tine
position at a later date:

'Ttie student evaluation, on the other hand, allows
the student to give his side of the story. The
aforementioned data are compiled and used in

, 1978 COLLEGE INDUSTRY

assigning grades, as a guide in curriculum devel-
opment in engineering and technology, and in
future selection of employers by the Cooperative
Education program.

STUDENT DEBRIEFING ip

To appraise the effectiveness of the Cooperative
Education program and to determine the most
important experiences and thoughts in a student's
work experience, debriefing interviews are con--
ductedwith individual students and student
groups soon after their return ,from a Co-op.
assignment.

Student responses are invariably positive in
debriefing interviews: "Great experience better
than any book . . . My Co-op experience gave we
some realistic goals to consider in the future

. . I learned more in a few weeks than I learned
in months of school. . . I saved $2,400 . . I

think everybody should ge out on a Co-op amicystene

CCNZUSICV

Little known and practiced a fes years ago,
Cooperative Education is fast becoming an
important alternative in engineering programs
throughout the Nation. In.addition, under Title
VIII of the High Education Act of l965, fifteen
minim dollars have been appropriated by Congress
to foster more growth via Federal grants; howeVer,
the benefits to be accrued'py students, employers,

, and institutions of higher !education are now a
known fact and will become a focal point in
education and industry, with or without
Government support.

a.
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Dr. Fred Abitia is the Director of-Cooperative
Education at California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo, which has one of
the largest Co-op programs on the West Coast.
Prior to assuming his\present position, he was
employed'by Tran-Century Corporation as
Operations Executive, specializing in
engineering and technology developments in
Africa. He has worked in industry as a
designer and materials expert; has taught at
universities both at home and abroad; and has
served on numerous boards, committees, and
evaluation teams.
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When I hear the term Career Development, sev-
eral things come to mind. For purposes of simpli-
fication, I will refer to both the short-term and
the long-term considerations. For the short -term,
I mean from the point of first-time full-time pro-

fessional employmentupon.graduation--in this case
a BS degree in engineering technology--prough the
orientation or apprenticeship years. Long-term I
will identify as those years between the so called
apprenticeship period and sometime--a few years
later--when thoughts of a second career or retire-
ment planning and other options enter the picture.

ONE INDUSTRIAL APPROACH
TO CAREER

DEVELOPMENT

I hope that we all understand that four years
of interruptive'nom aequentill fifty-minute module
educational chunks are not really terminal or'com-
pletueys far as preparing one for a contribution
in r initial area of interest and training for
the next forty years. The four years areffor
teaching learning discipline, exposure to special-
ized areas of technology, and an opportunity for
cult and social adjustment. The four-year
programs have long been recognized as the best
balanced bag to serve "everybody's" special in-'
terests "out there."

For the short term, as one oS those "out
there", we now take this four year product and
begin to mold it so that contributiVe energy and

results can be focused on the specific job to be
done. Firee of all, we must try to match an indi-
vidual's area of interest functionally --that is,

manufacturing, technical marketing, field engi-
neeiing, or product engineering. The apprentice-
ship will take a different path in each -case. In

manufacturing we have a two to two and a half year
program where the entry level person will have six
month assignments in each of the four or five
areas such as manufacturing engineering, quality
control, supervision, materials management, plan-
ning, etc. At the same time they will be parti-
cipating in formal in-ho se training i nufactur-

ing studies such as tUring cost rag, direct

methods and time andards, statistical quality
control, manufacturing problems analysis, and the
like. There will also be some product orientation
courses as well as professional orientation to the
Company. They will also be introduced to Career
Dimensions--a method for helping them with their
career planning and development. The true length
of the apprenticeship period for each Wividual
will vary dependent upon age, prior related work

George B. Cooper
Regional Representative
(funeral Electric Corporation
San Francisco, California

experience, product orientation, personal and -

family considerations, etc. A similar course of
action is planned for those starting in technical
marketing and field engineering. The bulk of the
complementary and supplementary studies will, of
course, complement the specific functional acti-
vity or product line. In the case of product en-
gineering, our apprenticeship period will be
shorter with perhaps only one to three six-month
assignments. The related studies will, in most
cases, be in continued or specialized technical
depth.

Upon completion of the more or less arbitrary
apprenticeship period,'the professional will then.
be in a "permanent job" and dove mare in the di-
rection of designing and implementing a-career
plan and goal. It is almost impossible to do so
earliei since they lack the maturity, perspecfrie-,
experience, knowledge of mec sms of how to ac-
complish their objectives; etc. They are.now in
a much better,position to eval to additional
degree programs such as MBA, , MSIE, or other
"formal masters programs or whether additional
in-hause continuing education programs would be in
their best interests. At this point in time they
must also dOncentrAe on "establishing" them-
selves, gaining a relputation for performance, be-
coming "visible" to management for accomplish-
ments, etc. n -house courses now available are
such thin as Advanced ManufacCurini Studies,
Management Practices, Problem Solving and Deci-
Mon Making, Advanced Mathematics and Programming,:
Contracts and Negotiations, etc.

' Assuming our professi mip.. is pretty weli-14m(

tablished" by their late unties or early
thirties, they can now proceed to close the loop
or recycle their, career plan. Of course they Will
have done a certain amountof review annually.
They may be a specialist, an individual contra= .

butor, a well established supervisor or manager.
Considerations relative uxachievement levels,
personal, professional, social, community involve-
ments on the outside, etc., will now have a much
greater impact on the master plan. Now is the
time for not only reviewing career dimensions but
also embarking on what we call mid career plan-
ning. The steepest slope of the professional
achievement curve is the period from the age of
the late twenties to the early fifties. Ever/-

tping impacts on success--the breaks (timing),
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economy,'personal energy and health, product tech=
urology, Politics, etc. Career direction may have
changed several time. during this period also. A
greater focus on "consolidation" of position will
*one evident.

People come from all "walks of life. Early
defipition may be by degree"and grade point aver-
age. These disappear rapidly with new measurement
criteria -,results and performance--success as-meas-
ured in dollars by gross'compensation. In today's
environment of.survival on an international basis,

'productivity is given great attention., Therefore,
in this sanifacturing industry (GE) we stress:

lj Job match with the individual (functional
work)

2) Challenging work assignments
3) Supervision and coaching $1;..

_4) Relevant continuing education (tefelong
learning)

5) Career'planning and deve,lopepnt.

'For the miadlcand top level managerial pro-
fessionalp-we again offer a broad spectrum of tools
and skills in houPe such as: Effective Cash Man- 0
element, Managing in an Inflatiopaiy Economy,
Strategic Planning, Median /Marketing Techiiques,
Mathematics for Manag , Vern Engineering, and
mani other types of executive wokkshops and semi-
nars. External:programa are -also available such
as profeasionpl &eminent:, and workshops offered on .

university carouses as well as, through other or - .
J,anizations.

a..

Aa r the moment that wed are all "self
limiting make available the foregoing concept
of career Opportunity to.all entry level profes-

4sionals=7,technical and non-technical. Age, level
.

of competence, experience (or lack of); background,
atc.,,will, of course, have a'big influence on .that
first job or,position a:etch. Prom that point on,
however,' We hope we have developed a'locl.cal
work within which the new professionals ens

'ver themselves with optimum dispatch.. . .

. ,
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GEORGE B. COOVER

4

'Seryed as a pilot.with the United States Army .

Ar Corps, in Werld'Wer II. Joined GeneralElectric-
Ccsepany Upon gtadoation from IowsSiSte UniVersity
in 4949 with a BS General Engineering degree. Has
held various manufacturO.ng and marketing assign-_
sante in power, ordnance, and atomic products:.
His been associated with profesiional personnel
recruitment' and college relations since 1956.
Cuirently responsible for college.rplations and
entry level professional personiel tecruiting,,
_coordination in twenty Western States. Member of
a number of technical and orofessionsi societies
(Amer.. Soc. for Engr. Ed.; American Institute of

Industrial Engineering; imerican. Institute of Astro
and Aeronautics; Society of Alito. Engr.; Reg. P.E.;
Western College Place. Assoc.; Rocky Mountain
Place. Asso.; Midwest College Elate. Aiso.)

. . .
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PROFESSIONAL DiVELOilMENT

-4k

Manadlant is diced with an unprecedent-
ed rate of technological and organizational
change. Management is also faced with the
growing awareness bf product safety and an
increasing competitiveness in the marketplace.

The dynamics of change and the organi-
zation's capability tokadjdst to such chal- .

lenges will reflect in its ability to survive
and prosper. The dual problems of techdol4ogy

and human resources often require solutions
that are d ectly opposite to one another.

The growing emends and sophistication of to-
day's work f ce exceeds its predecessors.
The work force is new, and managers have come .

to realize that many once tried methods of
managing human resourcesare no longer effect-
ive.

Technological change is highly visable ft'

the fields of nuclear energy, solar energy,4
micro-electronics, computers, space flight, .

composite materials, and a multitude of other
products too numerous to lilt. Whetheean
organization prospers or perishes is often
determined by the degree to which it utilizes
technological innovation.

Organizational change is clearly indicat-
ed by the fact that,two-thirds of major indust-
rial organizations I* the United States, have
reported recent major structural changes. It

is estimated that large-organizations undergo
at leapt one major change every two years.
Mergers, acquisitions.product diverdifications
and the expinsion of international operations
require major upheavals in the chain of com-

mend. he growth of multinational organiza-
tions can require a complete change in an organ-
isation structure. American corporations such
as Coca -Cola, Gillette, IBM, NCR, Hoover,

or
TO,ACCEPTING

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

THE KEY

Stanley M. Sreaaviald, P.E.
Executive Secretary
State Board of Engineeringand Land Surveying
New, York State Education Dmgrtment
Albany, New York

Pfizer, etc.,1 obtain ore than 50% of their
,profits from foreign operations.

This growth will proceed unabated for
several years. Obviously, organizations will
undergsviramaticschanges to accommodate such
incredWas in profits.

Although not a new phenomenon, the age
of consumerism is now. The consumer move-
ment, coupled with social and economic dis-
.content of, the 1960's has led to wide stele
acceptance of the right of consumers to safe,
pollution free, and economical products. The
energy shortage, excessive pollution, unsafe
products, and material shortages have result- 4.
ed in laws and agencies at all levels of gov-

ernment, to combat such problems. V
Industry is undergoing major technoLogi-

cal'change in response to our energy and mat-
erial shortages. The autpmobile industry is
changing its approach td.the technology of
producing automobiles and-also its organist- '4)

-tional structure. The shift in energy. sources .

/roe gas and oil to coal, nuclear, and
sources will create traumatic organizational
and technologital problems. The type of change
is not limited,to.the above listing. We can'
also include occupational, marketing, demo-
graphic, educational, social, etc., areas.

',The common denominator to assure change is the
motivation of the employee to accept change
coupled with technological updating to keep
abreast of the latest innovations in the field.
Clearly, the employee's positive attitude to-.
ward thinge coupled with the latest tethnical
information will assist organization; in meet-
ing.the demands orchange.

Both ingredients are the basis for strong
management support-of continuing education.
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. It is no accident that technology intensive

corporations, ie.,,Dupont, General Motors, IBM,
Xerox, Union Carbide, General Electric, provide
extensive continuing education programs on an

.

', in-giant sis and are strong supporters of
professi el societies and university programs. u.
Duppnt est tee that 25% of its technical staff
participates in continuing education programs..
General Motors employs 1500 full-time continuing
education instructorh. The course catalogs of
/BM-, General Electric, and 'Union Carbide are
larger than many stlft universities'. Various
researchers estimate that more than 507 of all
engineeve....participate in continuing education..
Clearly, if.manigement is to meet the challengit.
of change, all tool; must be utilized at its

disposition.' Coptinuing'education is the single
moat "proven tool in obtaining the positive moti-
vation of employees toward Change:and in keep-
ing abreast of technological innovation.

5 AP-

MOTIVATION OF ENGINEERS

v. It is no accident that Herzberg's Hierarchy
of Values was developed after investigating the
motivational problems of engineers,,JAike-

-Herzberg, Maslow and McGregor all developed
wartheirtheories during the post W.W.II era, a

time of4mownigNtechnological,growth in the
United States. Herzberg's need heirarchy fo-
cuses on the lower level security and phyla°-

, logical needs and the higher order growth and
recognition needs.2'

The lower order protective and physiological
needs of food,'water, sex, shelter, family, and
security are dependent upon tkOreconomic condi-
tions of the individual. Then needs are strong
at the beginning of the engineer's professional
career but tend to decline rapidly during "the
next five years. However, during this,ftve
yeatkperiod, the higher order needs for growth,
recogpitien, self-esteem, and self -fulliment
increase

At' the beginning of'hia or her 'car eer, the

professional person may have strong needs to .

become firmly established within the organize-,
tion. Stress, anxiety, and frustration are
often evident during this .process. When the
organizational status is irtained and the pro-
fessiohal person becomes fully integrated with-
in the,system, .ttie need for,secarAr diminishes.

At this point, the need for recogrTition and
self-esteem is intensified.

The stronger the growth needs, the more like-
ly a person will *void obsolescence. This point'
ieflects the fact that individuals with high

achievement needs are self-reliant and are will-
ing to.essume responsibility for their own
career success. Such individuals succeed in,
business organizations and remain abreast new
developments and learning; within their tech-
nical specialities.

Evidence shows that engineers ate motivated
by' different incentives is needs and career
goals change. In.g erel, hdaever, all engineers
..feel that job ohs?! s very important. The
youngest age gr0up gives this challenge top

,

.

4
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priority, while mos,t engineers find it only
slightly less important than job freeIom.
Job challenge, although easy to implement, i
frequently neglected3when motivatinvmid -career
and older engineers. Younger engineers are
more familiar with current technology and-often
receive the most challeng1ngassignments:

'Employers must recognize that the older engineers
who have kept abreast of technological change,

through continuing education, can be as effect-
ive as or more effective than their younger
colleagues. Mid-career and qder engineers,
should be encouraged to participate in pro-
fessional development activities.

The younger engindet'&9 high expectations
of being promoted within his discipline.4

However, these expectations decrease dramati-
cally with age. The, young engineer is located
at the bottom of the engineering ladder. The
oldet engineer has fewer oppartunities.forir'.
advancement because of the narrowing affect of
promotional levels within the Corporate la4Oer
structure.

Paiticipation in continuing education has
a positive effect on job satisfaction and salary,
according-to -Klua -aad-Jettes. Of those who
attended more than five courses in the preced-
ing-two years, 67.3 percent were highly satis-
fied with their job. They also rePoqt that,
"Those who'Participaixol in over five programs
have a,significantly higher perceptage of
salary increases and prenktitas." Clearly,'
those engineers-who seek additional edu,cation
or those who are' propelled into courses by .the

need,for technical updating or change of fields,
are highly motivates. The cause and effect ie
not easy to determine; however,, easy access to
continuing education programs All alWays in-
crease the engineer's'motivation.

Engineers obviously are helped by profession-.

.al development programs and'they also want them.
t, Approximately, 64.3 percent of al* engineers

studied in a survey by HAilid. Kaufman6 partief-
petedin courses to keep p to date. Sixty-
two percent did so to prepare for increased

responsibility, while less, than 50 percent
attend courses to improve present performance.

SURVEYS-

The lack of a common acceptable base for
defining and_meapring contrnuing education'
has created a oid in this educational area.

i

Universities, fessional and technical soc-
ieties, employ trindlproprietary organiza-
tions are all involved\in providing various
levels of 'continuing educatiSn. 'Definitive

information, concetnidg the scope end level
of society sporisored programs, is seriously '.
lacking. Data from universities and.major_
emplOyers has recently become available through
various organizations.' Howeverpinformatiane
describing the activities of professional and ,
tectihical societies Is .nelt yet available. Tol
remedy thisituatien, a comprehedlave survey,
invOlying a large msjorityobrth,,,asjer some -_

ties, was recently Completed. ,

.4
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The surtreY; tepresenting a large percentage
of the.'0ajor professional and techntdelosocie-
ties'in the United States, indicated a sub-
stantial level of continuing education activity -

during the base year of l97.6. The s also

indicated that the owls of most organ zations

includes the *spans on of ontinuing e ucation

in order to meet the curren and future chal-

lenges Of technical change-
It is indicative Of the rack of a central,

inventory ocontinuing education sponsors,'
that duplicate questionnaires were necessary.
Approximately, one-hundred ant eighty names

were obtained Iron the combined mailing lists,
of Engineers Joint Cquncil (EJC), American,
Society.of Engineering Education (ASEE),
Continuing Education Division, and the Council
of Engineering & Scientific)ociety Executives
(CESSE).. Because of th ek of a central
listing and in many cases the lack of indivi-
duals responsible' far continuing education,
it was necessary to query the executive dir-

, ector-of each association and also the indivi-
) dual responsible for the continuing education

progra#

,from
The survey yielded fifty-seven responses

f all of the major engineeting and technica
societies in'the United States. Of this num-
ber, thirty-nine indicated that a continuing
education program is currently in operation
or in the developmental stages. Eighteen roc- a

'ieties answered that they do not sponsor a'
program, however, of this number, six societies
responded that s gram is in the planning
stages and four cated the possibility of

:planning a, progra Thus, of lie total respond-
ents, eighty -six ,percent indicated programs in
operation, development, or planning stages.

The respondents that, indicated a program in

the operation or develOpMentalsstages,.repre-
sent approxisately'one million members. En-

Miners, scientists and other technical per-
sonnel bften join a multitude of organizations
to foster their own ewarenest:bf technological
innovations. Their overlapping memberships
should be considered in lnalysing the results
of this survey. The four basic engineering
societies: The American Society'of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME), hmerican Society of 14411
Engineers (ASCE), American Institute of Cben'
ical Engineers (AIChE), and the Institute of'
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEU),
represents almost 350,000 individuals. .Because
these are the basic societies in the field of
engineering, their members do,not hold dupli-
cate memberships among these societies. How- .

ewer, they may hold additional memberships in
/ the specialized societies ie., American Society
.for.Quality Control. Combining the membership
of the basicolocieties with one - thirds of the

'reMaieliog'total, we have an engineer14 and
technical population of'about 565,000 repre-

. rented hlahis survey. This number is approx-
imately fl,ty percent, of the total engineers

.in the United Stites: Clearly, 4e cap conclude
thitapproximately 50% of the engineers in the

t

United State; hi)1.0' memberships in societies

tha\are conducting or developing continuing
education programs.

*Course.Offerings

I.

Tlieduration of the °various societies' short
,'courila..geherally last from one to thkee days

as reported by 92% of the respondents. Nine
teganizatiOns indicated that some course& are ,

held less than one day and fifiien groups stat-
ed that thhir courses can last more than three
days.% Itis significant that only five organ-
izations offer programs 'in successive after-
noons or evenings, similar to the traditional
college scheduling.

The societies reported that approximately
1400 ifouases were offened to about 30,000
attendles during 1926.° The majority of the
attendees were not members of the sponsoring
organizations. Since only forty-five percent
of the attendes were bembers, we c conotude ,

that the organizations prOvide valuable ser-
vices to all of the technical aid professional
community and not only to their members.

All pEbfessional and technical associations
depend on local chapters for membevhip and
grass roots appeal: In addition, cooperative
arrangements with other societies, universities,
and proprietail organizations are often con-
cluded ass ak in the presentationtof pro-
grams. Consequently, 'It is not surprising that
,64% of the reepondents,rePort that they offer
ontimming edudation programs in conjunction
with their local chapters. Forty:nine perCent

co-sponsor pro with local universities -

and 337, with eillretary organizations. All

of the reporting societies sponsor courses at
the national level.

Although eftrecent innovation has sacured in'
thefield, the continuing education unit, CEU,
is beinput4lizie9 by fifteen of the thirty-
nine respon4entii. Only'severol years egd, the.

CEU was. fOrroaflyrfecogokid as_tcseasure of
continang,'educatinn ancredpistktontroversy,it I.

is being adopted by mans ortanizatione:.

lI

a

CONCLUSIONS
AV.

The university was expected to provide all, of
the basic and professional education needed by
engineers and allied technical personnel. How-

ever, in a- recent article, "The Chal
Continuing Education", by *1On Trib
-author points out that universities
to meet their obligations in this ar,

nge of
, the

ve failed '

. The
author further states that universities, are,
'"part of the Problem, not the solution". Dr.

Tribus,adds, am impressed with the efforts
now being.phtodorth by the major prof:1561gal
societies, ie...IEEE, ASME, 4IChE,.which have
developed good programa le motivate and help '

e engineers toward continuing learning.

It is no accident that professional' socie-
ties can help'to motivate engineers because
the saciety-is in a unique4position to provide
continuing education activities'.'
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. The relationship between the engineer and his
pr her Professional society transcAltds emplby-

ment and educatiodal'opportunities,' It exists
for the mar professional life of the eng-
sneer and wi often cross geographical, dis-
cipline, soc 1, and generation boundaries.
The professi al society, lining its vast
resources pf mbership, e tice,,technology,
knowledgei...and standards,, can be a catalyst in
the development of new programs that will meet
the challenges of technical obsolescence.

The pragamatic benefits of continuing edu-
catiOn programs spOnsored by societies, are
three fold: 1.) peer approval, 2.) direct
application to work situations and 3.) profess -
i 1, career, and fi ancial growth. Peer,

kr
ap val is a key_fac ../n the motivation of

high.level.professiona s. Selection by super-.'
'iors to,:attend high level, and often expensivy
courses, iss form of reward and recognition..
The course attendee is rewarded for superior
performance by his superiors and is recognized
by his peers.

- .
The implications of the data from the sur-

vey are clear. Professional and technical
societies are a substantial source of continuing
education' programs and because' of this activity,

the sOcieties,are playing an Increasing role- in
meeting the challenges imposed by incite sing
technological and organizational change.

Government,. universities, and industry have
relied on such societies for the delivery of r
state of the aretechnicalpapers. These-soc-
ieties should also be relied upon tb provide
many continuing education programs. Previoua
articles ana studies have focused,on the gni-

. versity as being the main source of continuing
education. This survey acid future reports
demonstrate that professional and technical
societies are.also substantial sources of cop-

, tinuing education. Because a variety of con-
-. tinuilig education programd is beneficial for

the,prof
Rion, all approaches.an0 sponsors,f must be e courage.toeeet career requirements ,

ftfor a. gineers'and alIied.technical per-
, sonnel. '

,

.
'..

- .

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
.- - , :

Eighty4six percent of the major professional
and technfcar societies operate or are in '

the process.0 developing continuing edu-.
cation programs. 1 ' I. la

The above organiiatione bave,a combined
membership of approximately. one million

members.
%

sw

V.

The memberships represent about 565,000,
individuali which is about 50% of all eng-
ineers in the United States. ,

- Thmaocieties offered approximately 1,100
codrses to about 30,000 attighdees of which
only 45% wire members gf the sponsoring
'organization.
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- Moat of the society programs are offered in'
cooperation with their local chapters se
indicated by 64% of the respondents.

Societies cooperate with universibies.in
shout one-half of all course offerings.

.The CEU is being u ilizild by38% of the
respondents.

1.) Business0Week, January 12, 19740 p. 53

2.) "The MotiVation to Work", Herzberg, Mau
and Snyderman.' Wiley E. Son's, New York,
1959

er

.Y

P., Dowden, J., and Price, J.,
at Motivates Engineers?" Mechanical

Engineering, Vol. 97, No. 3, Aar. 1975,
p. 21.

4. Ibid. p. 22

5. -Klux, and Jones, J., Engineers Involved
-,.- in Co fitting Education, ASEE, _p. 23. .

6. Kaufman, H.C. Obsolescence and Professional
Caieer Managemal, New pork, N.Y, AMA 1974,
p. 44. I

$. 4

4 4'

Executive SaCretary, New York State Board for
Engineering 6F Land SUrvering, Mr.:breenyald
41 responsible for pleneveging licensing
activities in the State of Niy York.

- .

He was previously with,the Americari Society

of Mechanical Engineerg'its their Director of
Pyofejsional Development. A former Assistant
Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Director
of Coopgrative Education at Pratt Institute, Mr.
Greenwald haaalso,spent several yeais in industry
involved with engineering and training assiinments.

Active in the CES division of.ASEE, he has authored
and contributed numerous articles on Continuing
Education-and Professional Development.

,
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REMOVING4-ThE BARRIERS

Prank R. Henry.
Employment Manager
Sundstrand Corporation '
Rockford, Illinois

Following a twelve year military career -specializing

in the areas of electgonics and nuclear power, Henry
lefto nuclear inecrumentation teaching position to
join. the Sundstrand Pers nnel Department in 1967.

From 1968 to 1975 Henry was a supe
Train g and Customer Relations
Sunda and's Mactine Tool Divisio
Sundstra .) He feturned to Per
as Emplo nt Manager, responsibl
sions of Sundstrand4iocated in th

Henr? attended OW Dominion College and Rock Valley
College in addition to receiving three years of
technical trailing while in the . He weived
the Outstanding Service Award in 19 from the
California Society of Professional Engineers.
He is a member of ASEE, MC1A and the Rockford
Personnel Association.

or in the
artmenzs of
(now White-

nel late isil.145-

for those divi-
Rockford area.
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:SES§ION 10.2

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
BUSINESS

MEETING
Valdimir Yeakoviev
Chairman, international Division
Central University
Caracas, Venuuela

0

The Inte aticmal Division of ASEE was
established by he Boardof Directors as an
answer to a n felt within the Society to
provide a forum or the exchange of infortation
and sharing of c interests tIf these members
of the Society had an interest in the inter-
national dimensi of engineering education. At
the same time, the fist changing.conditions of
todays world have made it quite apparent that
ASEE des have a role to play on the international
level. Being the oldest, largest and molt- respected .

-society in the field orf technological education it'
is looked upon by other' organizations, and by
individuals active in the field of engineering
education, al the logical place to get information
and .r sources. This is true both Within the United
Stat as well as world-wide.

he International Division provides this
needed forum to discussahe international dimensions
of engineering educatibn To this end, the Divtaion
has been retonsible for the ,organization of sudh
events as t World Congress on Engineering Educa-
tion, held.at Etes Park in 1975, -as well as other
Mid-winter meetings whWexamined such topics as
Engineering Educatidn in Mina; th international,
implications of the Enemy Crises, ea. Also, the
Division serves as a resource to the Society,. as
well as to other organizations, Such as governmentals departments or non-govenwentalt,Organizations.' To
provide expertise in the internItionaT dithensipn of
engineering educatitimi. As many such occasions,
members of the International Division have served on
assignments ovginees, on International and Regional
Committees and Working Grbups 'and,serve as liason -
members with other organizations.
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Vladimir'Yackovlev, who is the Chairman of the
International Division of ASE4is a Civil Engineer,
educated in Venezuela and the United States. After
graduating frail the Central University of Venezuela.
he came to the United States where he got his M.Sc.
degree from the Universliarof Illnois.t.He returned
to his country and beganPorkingtt his university
illt an instructor. After getting same experience
there, he came once more to the U.S., where he
obtained his Ph.D.-degreeat the same university.
Very early.in his career Dr. Yackovlev became

interested in engineering 'education and it ii!in
this field where he hos become knn internationally.
After same 40 publications.lp/this field and?'
Participating in numerous meetings on engineering

A:
education both,in,his'011.sonel cap ity as an

rtexpe in this field, as well as representative
of his country, he is an active spo esnmn for
engineering educition in Latin America. Aside
from his. duties as Chairman of the4nternational

Division of ASEE, Dr.,Yacko4lev is a Member of the
APADI Committee on Engineering Education on the
Panamerican level; a member of theACconittee on
Education and Training of Engineers of the World ..
Federation olnEngineering Organizations and a ev
member of the 'International W?king Group on I.

Engineering Curriculum Design of UNESCO. II his
own gountry---Venpzuela.- he is the Director for
International Affairs of the Venezuelan Society
for Engineering Education. He has held various,
academic positions. at his university, being at the
present time the Executive Secretary of the tio

Venezuelan Fund for Researchrand Personel,Develop-
.....irkfor the Petroleum and Petrochemical Industries`
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SESSION 10.3

IS ENGINEERING
ALL ITS CRACKED UP

TO BE
E. R.arown, Jr.
Manager of Exempt Personnel Resources
Union Carbide /Linde Division
New York, New York
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Dr. Joseph Hogan
Donn of Engineering
University of Metre Dime
Notre,Difne, Indiana .

I

E. R. Brawn, Jr., received A.B. Degree, Indiana
University in 1947. graduate study at Michigan,
Michigan Tech, Indiana and Columbia.

Employed_by Joseph E. Seagram, Indiana itiversity
General Motors and R. H. Macy in a variety of employee
relations assignments pior.to joining Union Carbide
in 1948. 'Initially assigned to Sault Ite Marie,
Michigan as Employee,Relalions Supervisor, then
Niagara Falls., NY as Recruiting IAanager for..the
Metals Divi-sibn, fjoTloaed by Employment ManageK, at
Union rbide Corporation Headquarters in New York
City 'Currently Manager - Exempt Personnel Resources
for ,thi Linde .Divisi'on with responsibilitj, for
Ma poWer Forecasting and Planning, recruitment,
c lege relations, exempt mobility, career deyelop-

co-op and usimier programs and placement of
plus people.

0
Dr. Hogan has been Dean of the College 9f Enii-
veering at the University, bf Notre Dame since
1967. Prior tothat,, he was Dean of Engineering
at the'Uni0ersity of Missouri-Columbia. His edu-

ifihon includes a BSEE from Washington Univer-
y, an MSEE from the University of Missouri,

a Ph. D. from the University of Wisconsin.
where he was a' University Fellow. Actitte in
profes;e4onal societies, he has,been a member of
the fioard of Directors and a Vice President of
ASEE, as well as, National Chairman of the Rela-
tions with Industry Division. In IEEE, he has
served as chairrrian of the Education Medal Com-
mittee an as a member of the Awai'ds 136ard.
He is a member of th'BoardoloL Directors and
secretary of the Gounci1.9.tECPD. Dr. Hogartis
a Registered ProfessionaLEngineer in Missouri'
and Indiana and a membetvof NSPE.
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W. King
r of ilopment

Doles Cerbide
Dev

New York, Now York "f

Bob King joined Union Carbide in 1942 as an
engineer at ,the corporation's chemicals facility in
South Charleston, West Nirginia. He served in
management positions there until 1960, when he
moved to the New York Office as Director of Engineer-
ing for the then Chemicals .Division.' He remained
with that Division in management posjtitns until
1965 when he moved to the Linde DillTsion as a Vibe
President and General Manager of the Cryogenic
Products Department. In January 1974, he, became a
Senior Vice President of Linde. On MAK 1, 1975,
Bob's responsibilities included Gas Products'Businesse's,
Welding and Distributbt`Products, and Environmental
Systems.

On January 1, 1977, Mr. King becaie Director of
CerporateDevelopment, Union Carbide Corporation. .

Henry C. Bourne, Jr. ;Is currently Division
Director for Engineering,Nitional Science Founda:
tion, on leave from We' University, where he he'd
an appointment as Pr of Electrical Engineer-
ing. He received his c.D. in 1952, from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. s research interests
concern magnetic materials and devices with retent
publications on flux' reversal processes in magnetic
thin films and amorphous magnetic materials for

bubble memory applications. He is' a member of the
Institute of Electrical /*Electronics Engineers,
American-Physical Sociell, American Society of
Engineering Education, and American Association for
the.Adyancement of Science.

.... Miry C. Somme, Jr.
Division Director for Enghwering
Nothinel Science Foundation
Washington, D.C.
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James P. Todd
Chairman, Engineering Technology Department
California State Polytechnic University
Pomona, California

JAMES P. TODD

James P. Todd is the Chairman of the Engineering
Technology Department, and a Professor in the
School of Engineering at the Calif. State Polytech-

nic University in Pomona He was the Associate

Dean of Engineering fro$970-72 while the
B.S.E.T. program was be developed. Mr. Todd

received his Bachelorlis degree and Master's degree
from Stanford University in Mechanical Engineering.

He is a registered professional engineer (mechani-
cal) in California and has assisted in teaching
the E.I.T. refresher course offered by Cal Poly

each year. Prof. Todd is currently Chairman of
the Technology and Engineering Coordinating
Canmittee (TECC) of ASEE, having been the Secretary

during 1975-76. He is, also, the Secretary of the
Engineering Technology Division (ETD) of ASEE.

His thirteen years of industrial and consulting
experience includes such companies as Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft, Aerojet-General, Lycoming
Division of AVCO, Plasmadyne Corp. and JPL. Among

his professional society, affiliations are ASME,

AIM and ASTM.
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APPENDIX A

RELATIONS WITH INDUSTRY DIVISION
p

The Relations With Industry_DivisiOn
was formed in,1950 to provide within ASEE
an, organization or industry representa-
tives and educat s to jointly have an in-
put into the, education of engineers:. The
Division's membership consists of members
representing industrial corpbrativis and
educational, institutions, and individual

`,members from both industry and educationgl
nstitutiOns. The RWI Diviaion.is the
operating arm of the College Industry
Council of ASE4, and its officers and
Board of Directors are common to both
organizations. Through its committee_
structure, the Division assists ASEE in
achieving its'broad goals and the specific
objectives of the.Division which are:

1. To increase college-industry under-
standing of mutual problems and objec-
tives;

2. To Maintain friendly andfruitful re-
lationships betweerGenginearing educa-
tion and industry and consulting firms.

3. To keep engineering educators.inform
of,.industryis diverse and changing r)
quirements and the adequacy of the edU-
cation of their graduates in industry.

4. To cooperate with educational institu-
tions, professional societies, and
other segments of the engime'ering pro-

. fession in such matter; as:

- Counseling, selecting, and recruiting
potential engineering students;

.Providing secondary school counselors
with pertinent information pertaining
tothe preparation for admission to
engineering collegei;

Endorsing professionally sound itan
dards for recruiting engineering
graduates;"

- Developing professional competence.
and professional consciousness in
young engineers;

Encouraging utilization of engineer-
ing talents;

- Identifying teaching aids 'and facili-
ties available from industry;

B. J. Whitworth
Vice President - Product ReliabillEy
Hughes Toot Company
Houston, Texas

- AssistIng in the interchange of per-
sonnel between industry and engineer-
ing,education;

5. To.encourage adequate interchange of
engineering technology between industry
and the engineering colleges;

6. To maintain coillege-industry alertness
to, and undeistanding of, changing pro-
fessionak climates in academic and in-
dugttial areas;

7. To evaluate trends of influence on .

engineering education and their impli-
scations;

8. lippromote adequate support of engi-
n ring educational institutions;

9. To stimulate broader industrial repre-
sentation and participation in the
ASEE,

10. To maintain(likison and cooperation.
with the various divisions of the ASEE
and other segments of the engineering
pro4mssion in furthering mutual objec-
tives;

11. To assist in studies and projects that
relate to engineering education.

4",
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as'Section Rep., Gulf Southwest; member of Steering/
Com., Houston Chapter; and Chairman, CIC/RWI. Mr.
Whitworth has been with Hughes Tool Company since
1949. His assignments have been related to engi-
neering development of various company products.
He has worked as Project Engineer; technical super-
visor; Chief Engineer; and presently.is Vice Presi-
dent, Product Reliability. Through much of the
time with Hughes, he has been involved in recruiting
and training technical personnel' Mr. Whitworth
has served on industrial advisory boards for a
number of educatiOnal programs. He is a member of
Texas Society of Professional Engineers, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, add American Pe-
troleum Institute. He earned his B.S. in Industrial
Engineering in 1949 from Texas Tech University, and
his M.S. in Mechanical Engineering in 1956 frOm Rice
University.
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. Since its formation in 1965, the Continuing
Engineering Studies Division has become a focal
point for, those who have been charged with the
responsibility for maintaining the-competence of
individuals working-in industry, education and
gaernment. The strong leadership and activity
of the division has nurtured an active interchange

' ofideat, involvement and informatioNtransfer of
benefit to personnel involved in deveOloping cont-

inuing education programs for engineers and engi-
neering managers.

Divisiodal activity can take mamy forms. One
of these is the ca-sporilorshiP of the College

Industry Education Conference. .At'this year's
conference, as a result of comments from partici-
pants in previous conferences, several workshops
.have been developed to allow each, participant to
explore Selected topics in- depth. Such workshops
should provide for even greater information ex-
change and idea stimulation. To- enhance the valves
of the division to the membership, additional

professional seminars and workshops are being
considered, not only at annuallmeetings and the
CIEC, but also at geographical locations during
the year. The division also c9ntributes by pro-
aiding a broad range of programs at the ASEE
Annual,pepting.

. A most significant activity of the CES a_

Division is the special interest groups. Every
member hasthe opportunity to participate in
these groups which are organized around the

specific topical interests of the members. Pro-
grams, such as fixed service television systems,

r
4PPENDIX B

CONTINUING ENGINEERING
STUDIES DIVISION ,

Raymond J. Pegs
Director, Continuing Engineering Educysk
General Moters'institute
Flint, Michigan

career management, personalized individualieed
continuing engineering education programs,
certification and registration of engineers,
awl packaged videotape producers/users are just
a few of the special interest groups which have .

been formed. Members are encouraged to particir
pate and will be welcomed into the groups. In

addition new groups are continually being de-
veloped as membersfind a commonality of interest
-and a desire to study and discuss specific areas
of activity. In addition, the division has
several standing committees which are directly
involved in providing information to those who
have managerial roles in continuing education.
The publications committee has published a CES
Directors Handbook, white papers on special
topics, conference proceedings, a membership
directory and has other publications in process.

The newsletter has been expanded considerably
to provide articles of interest to the membership.
Eacli issue now contains features which probe in-
depth the problems facing those who are respon-
sible for CES programs. ection rep sentatives
in each ASEE geographic se tion also rtulate'
newsletters within their section providing
"what's Happening" locally. These representa%

.tives also arrange programs on CES topics/At
the section meetings.

The CES DivisOon is active and alive. You
are cordially invited to join this group, part-
icipate in its activities and share in its
exchange of concerns and knowledge. You will be
welcomed!
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Raymond J. Page received his BSME and MSIE degrees
from Purdue University. His, industrial employment
has been with Sylvania Electric Company, National
Cash Register Company And National Gypsum Company.
He has taught at SUNY at Buffalo, Cornell Univer- .

sits and General Motors Institute where he is
currently Director of Continuing Engineering Ed-
ucation. In this position, he is responsible for
Providing tiftchnical programs to General Motors
Units.

He has been active in professional society activi-
ties for several Years. He was a member of the
ASME Policy-Board Education and served as the
National Chairman of it's Continuing Education
Committee. His ASME offices also include several
at the section and regional level and a term as
Vice President. He has 'been active in the CES
Division of ASEE since it's formation and is
currently Chairman.
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School of Engineering
University of Alabama at Birmingham
University Station
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Publications Committee
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Purdue University
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Associate, Dean
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130 Engineering Building
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APPENDIX C

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION DIVISION

ti

The Cooperative EduCation concept originated
with Death Herman 4chneider in 1906 at. the Univer-
sity of Ctncinnati. His basic concept was that
engineering students would be better trained and
more productive and useful to themselves and their
employers if regular alternating full time periods
of on-the-job professional practice related to the
educational objective were included as a funda-
ment* part of the total educational effort. The
formation of the Cooperative Education qivision in
1929 gave official ASEE sanction for the Division ,

to promote this concept and to serve the common-_
ality of interests between business, industry,
government, stuirts and education.

H. P. Hammond, who was President of the americari

Society for Engineering Education in 1936-37 stated
at the annual meeting at Cornell University in
1934 that "The most noteworthy single development
in engineering education in this country since
1893 was the establishment of the cooperative
system. Whatever the merits of the cooperative
plan may be, and it his much to recommend it, it
is certain that it has been the most _single im-
portant innovation in engineering education during
the life of this society."

Over the past forty-nine years the Cooperative:
1

Education Division has shared Schneider and
Hammond's belief, and has worked diligently to
bring students, industrialists and engineering
educatqrs together in the common cause of producing
a superior form of education for students. In the
early 1970's the Division developed standards of
practite and guidelines for accreditation of Co-op
programs that were officially adopted by the

4 Engineers Council for Professional Devq.opment and
,,,are now used by ECPD examination teams when they

a co-op school. The Division has provided
leadership for the establishment ofnew programs,

.0rta, for evaluating student work performante, for
""'s.,, academic credit, for coordinatet_training, and many

orggr"#wsktA22a that contribute to better education
through strong and more effective cooperative ,

programs. ,

leis clear that cooperative education is a
three party partnership of educational effort: The
student is the principal being guided in his pro-
fessional Development by his College and his em-
ployer. The student receives a richerteducation
and graduates with maturity and experience un-

Va.
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Robert L. Negoorne
Dun, Scheel, of Engineering
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California

matched by the usual four-year graduate. The
employer also realizes many advantages from parti-
cipation including the opportunity to direct a
student through a variety of experiencbs to test

'And to prove the worth of the student as an employ-
ee. Studies hai shown that co-op students as
permanent employees after graduation are more pro-
ductive and advance more rapidly. If you are an
employer and are not participating in co-,op we-

urge you to contact one of the Division Officers
(many of whom are employers) and learn more about
the program and what it can do for you.

A highly significant development concerning

cooperative education took place during the past
year and it is very important that all employers

and others who are operating or participating in
cooperative programs be aware of this development.
The explanation necessitates another brief retreat
into history. Members of the Cooperative Division.
provided the leadership and were mainly,resporsible

for the successful formation in 1963 of a new or-
gpnization to be known as the Cooperative Education
Association (CEA). Thistas in response to and for
thebenehK of non-technical colleagues,who, al-
though they were welcome and active in CED-ASEE
found difficulty in seeing the peed to join an
engineering ssokty. The objective ln,forming CEA
was to establishian organization that would repre-
sent the interests and promote the expansion of
the cooperative education concept into other
academic disciplines. From.1963 until 1977 the two
organizations worked in harpony and common effort
of purpo;e. The two groups jointly sponsored an

annual meeting each year, and through joint coil -
mittees complemented one another in t approadh
to problems and issues having the co denomina-
tor of cooperative education. Coordina

.

ion war`.
through the Joint Council for Cooperati e
tion comprised of the Executive Boards f both EA
and CED, and the Joint Board of Control

By the early 1970's%significant disc chaptmeft
had de;reloped among the CEA membership. Some felt
that CED was dominating the activities of'CEA
through positions of elected leadershi in CEA and
through the Joint Council, and some felt that the
classic definition of co=opas defined and utilized
byt CED was too narrow and confining.. Gradually the
definition of co-op as interpreted by CEA was..
broadengd to include virtually any kind of progrit
linking work and Study...even to those persons

EDUCAT1pN CONURENCE
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holding full .time jobs who take an occasional night
class in a totally unrelated field of study. The
Cooperative Education Division does not recognize
this as co'-.oand feels that many who are counted
as co-op students today are'falsely labeled. While
the Division recognizes the value of any work ex-
perience even though it may not be related to the
students educational objective, this is not co-
operative education. CED feels it is imperative
that a direct and carefully sapervised relation-
ship between the work experience and the students
academic objective must be maintained. Thfs is
the essence of cooperative education and thfs.is
what CED stands for,

-tat1.0ctober 1976 officerstf the CEA served
to the CED that they wished to terminate

the relationship. At the next Board meeting of
CEDPin January 1977, ale Division officers voted
unanfiRously to accept the CEA recommendation for
dissolution of the CEA-CED Joint Council, the CEA-
CED Joint Board of Control, and all jointly Meld
funds effective June 30, 1977.

5.inceitthe CoTrative Education Association
chose to dissolve this relationship it is'vitally
important for all engineers and engineering tech-
nolOgists, both em loyerd and educators, to realize
that the profesjio al organization that serves
the*. interesti- is he Cooperative Education
14gision-of the Ame fon Society for En,gineeiing
gducation. It is n t the Cobperative Education
Association. Recen conyersationb with people .who
are involkied in engi eering co-op programs has '

indicated a serious ack of understanding about the
Division and its for er relationship with CEA. For
example, one engineei stated that because he was a
member of CEA he asstimee that he was therefore
autvatically a memb r 8f the Cooperative Education
Divikon. Obviously this la not the case and
emphasizes the need fbbbbr accurate information.

Membership in the
4 is obtained only by j

Society for Engineeri
of ASEE dues ($27.50/
a 'apeCial interest" c

areas of interest, e.
Division, Continuing
Cooperative Education
Council, Internationa
Technology Division, e
(Cooperative Education
member of CED and ther
name will'appear on th
will receive all infor
education including th
notification of meetin
that will keep you Inv
Division and the promo
On a broad national bi

ooperative Education Divi on
ining ASEE...the America
g Education. Upon pa
ear) you are asked to check
rd choosing three principle
. Relations With Industry
ngineering Studies Division,
ivision, Technical College
Division, Engineering
c. When you check number 16
you automatically become a
are no further dues. Your
ASEE-CED roster and you
tion concerning cooperative
Newsbrief publications,
d and other information
lved in the activity of the
ion of Cooperative Education
s.

Individuals who are of engineering-technical
by training, but who ha a strop q interest in

cooperative education ograms ar most welcome in
ASEE and in the Cooper ive Education Division.
Such persons who wish t join should follow the ,

procedure outlined abov . Membership application
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forms are available from Division officers or
directly from ASEE Headquarterd, One DuPont Circle,

Washington, DtC. 20036. Be sure to check number
16 on the special interest card.

If you have questions about CED membership,
conferences, programs or if you, have suggestions
about hqw to mate the DivitiOn even more effective
in serving tne needs of bustness, industry,
government and students, pl ase let os,know.

CED OFFICER ROSTER

Robert Le Heyborne (Chairman)
Dean, School of Engineering
University of the Pacific
3601 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California 95211
Phone: 209/946-2575

Willard "Dave" Bostwick'(Chairman-Elect)
Assistant Dean, School of Engineering &

Technology at Indianapolis ,

Purdue University
799 W. Michigan Street '

Indianapolis, Indiana 46202
Phone: 317/264-8g65

Tarry G. Slusher (Past Chairman)
Iraq Directorate
CE Lummus Company
1515 Broad Street

Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003
Phone: 201/893-3537

E. .I. Lanik (Secretary-Treasuret)
Coordinator of Cooperative EducAtion
University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77004
Phone: 713/749-4479

Anthony L. "Tony" Rigas
(ASEE -CIE's /CED Conference Chairman, 1978)

School of Engineering
University of Idaho .
Mosc5w, Idaho 83844
Phone: 208/885-6373

George K. Howe
(ASEE-CED Conference Chairman, 1978)
Department of Cooperative Education
Northeastern University
36d,- Huntington AvenUe

Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Phone: 617/437-3458

Tom Padgett
(ASEE-CIEC/CED Conference Chairman, 1979)
Associate Director, Cooperltive Education

Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama 36830
Phone: 205/826-5410
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glvah K. Orman (Division Editor)
Dead of G )Ware Placement Services
%Northeaste Itiniversity .1' tv

60 Hunting oll.Avenue 'k

ston, liassec setts 02115
Phone: 617/4671,430

'11°,

EXtCUTI4E gOARD
.

IndustN,

R. Wayne Bogent.r.,(texm tpires 1978)

Professional E. Technical tkmployment

Catefpillar Tractor 'Company,.

Peoria, Illinois 61629
PhoneC 309/675-4268

r

RicharIrRice (term expires 197.911,
Manage College Relaeions /
Diamond. Shamrock Corporation
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Phone: '216/694-5843

George HI Upchurch feterm expires 19#0)
Cooperative Education Administrator
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
P. O. Box..,808

Livermore, CA 94550
Phone: 415/447-1100, Ext. 7371

' Government

Charles Raduazo (term expires 1979)
Cooperative Education
National Security Agency
Ft. George G. Meade, Marylarid 20755
Phone: 301/796-6161

1:

John Leveen (term expires 1980)
Training Supervisor
NASA Ames Research Center
Mail Stop 241-3
Moffett Field, CA.94035
Phone: 415/965-5624.

Frank D. Christhilf (term expires 19784
Director of Cpoperetive Education
Personnel Division AD 422
National Oceanic,.& Atmospheric Admin.

6001 Executive Blvd.
RockvilAle, Maryland 20652
Phone 101/441-8247

, Schools

Elizabeth "Betsy" Corlew (term expires 1978)
``Coordinator of Cooperative ;Education -0

' University! of Tennessee

iftoxville,'Tenneseee 37916
Phone: 615/974-5323

Wi am Ei. ,Hitch (term

Assoc rector of C
Georgia titute of
Atlanta, Ge. gia 30332
Phone: 404/8 -3320 .

ires%,1979)

ratiNe Education
chnology

Roger E. MedgeAth term expires itgo),
(CEA/GED Conference irman, April%.1977)

Virginia Polytechnic In itute and State
University

Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
Phone: 703/951-6491

r

L

L

Robert L. Heyborne is Dean and Professor of Ele6A71.
trical Engineering at University of the Pkcific

Stockton, CA, He holds the Ph.D. in Electrical
Engineering from Stanford University and more'

than ten years of industrial experience in additio
to his teaching. Dr. Heyborne's American Society \,

for Enigneering Education Activities include ser-
vice as Chairman of the Pacific Southwest Section,t,',1

Chairman of the Rocky Mountain Section, three yeart
as a Board memb of the RWI Division, and five ;

years as a BoarUmember of the CED Division. He i#
a member of the ASEE Accreditation Processes Com-A
mittee. Dr. Heyborne is a past chairman of the
California Engineering Liaison Committee, a mem*.
of the IEEE, American Geophysical Union, Inter- r
national Scientific Radio Union, Sigma Xi, Sig,
Tau, and Phi Kappa,Phi. He has received numerous
awards for excellence in engineering teaching,-and
In 1972 was named the "En/ineer of the Year" by the
Joint Council of the Prof ssionaI Engineering
Societies of the San Joeludrealleys_

/Ma
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APPENDIX D

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION

Kenneth C. Briegel
Research Supervipor
Honeywell IncorplWated
Minneapolis, Minnesota

The Engineering Technology Division of the American Society

of Engi eering Education prides itself in the promotion and

develoQ nt of Engineering Technology 'Education. Its members

consist .those who are interested in the objectives of the

division.

The Objectives consist of a Chairman, two Vice Chairman,
7

Secretdr?, Tteasurer, and two Members at Large. Since the Engi-

neering Technology Division was established, its membership has

increased: Members ate finding that the Engineering Technology

Division has actively participated in activities which promotes

Technical Education.

During the papt several years with the increased membership,

the Division has become one of the strongest supporting arms of

ASEE. Members are taking an active part in the variouscommittees

and activities. The support given o the ASEE annual- -conference
A

in Grand Forks, North Dakota, June 1977, was outstanding.

The participation in the various sessions dealing with

engineering Technical activities showed that more and more in-

terest is being generated in this Division. The program supported

by ETD was well received.

,The Newsletter published biannually has been increasingly

important to disseminate information to the membership.

4"--".

3.

Kenneth C, Briegel, Past Chdirman of the Board'
of the American Society of Certified Engineering
Technicians. Served as National President for two
years. Graduate of University of Minnesota. limey-
well Research Supervisor, Technicians Laborptory.
One of the first four Senior Engineering Technicians
to serve on the Institute for the Certification of
Engineering Technicians Board of Trustees. He holds

ICET Certificate #2. Served two terms as ChairMan
Of the ICET Board. U.S. Navy technicial advisor in
WW II and Korean War. Presently Chairman of Region
VI of the Engineering Technology Committee for ECPD,
'Chairman of the Engineering Technology Diiiision,
American Society for Engineering-Education (ASEE).
A member of the Board df Trustees at Northwestern
Electronics Institute and is also active in civic '

and church activities.
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OFFICERS - ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY DIVISION-..1977-1978-(As of July 1, 1977)

CHAIRMAN

Kenneth C. Briegel

.Research Superiisor,

Honeywell incorporated
2600 RidgMWay Parkway, N.E.
.10nne4polit, Minnesota 55413
(612) 378 -5489

VICE - CHAIRMAN & PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

4
'Isaac A. Morgulfs

Associate Dean of Technology
.RyersonPolytechni-eal Institute
50 Gould Street
-Toronto, Ontarl.o

Canada MSB 1E8
(416)595 -5134

.

VICE-CHAIRMAN & NEWSLETTER-EDITOR
I

Frank A. Gourley, Jr.
Asst. Director, Engineering Techn
Department of Community Colleges
Education Building
Raleigh, North Carolin611'
(919) 733-7946.

V SECRETARY

James P.. Todd

Chan., Ingiliering Technology Dept:
California- S ite Polytechnic UniVeriity

3801 West.Temple.Avenue .

Pomona, California
(714)598-4322

TREASURER

Amogepe F. DeVaney-
Prof. of Engr. and Math
Amarillo' College

AmafNlop Texas 79178
(806)376-5111

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE

George B. Coover
ologies General Electric Company'r

55 Hawphopge Street
San Feancfsco, California 94105

Jon Grove .

20501 Ford Road
Society of'Manufacturino Engifteiarsi

Dearborn, Mi.ghigan 48128

41
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Vladimir Yackovlev, who is the Chairman pf the
International Division of ASEE, is-a Civil Engineer,
educated tn Venezuela and the Upited States. After
graduating from the Central University of Venezuela,
he came to the United States-Where he got his M.Sc.
degree from the University of Illinois. He returned
to his country and began working at his university
as an instructor. After getting sane experience
there, he came once more to the U.S., where he
obtained his Ph.D. ,degree at the same university.
Very early in his career Dr. Yackovlev became
interested in.'engineeririg education and it is in
this field where he has become known internationally.
After some 40 piblications in this field and
participating in numerous meetings on engineering
education both in his personel capacity as an
expert in this field, as yell as a representative
of his country, he is an active spokesman for
engineering edudation in Latin America, Aside
from his duties as Chairman of the International
Division of ASEE, Dr. YaCkovlev,is a Member of the
UPADI Committee on Engineering Education onthe
Panamerican,level; a member of the Committee on
Education and Training of Engineers of the World
FederationAf Engineering Organizations and a
member of the International Working Group on
Engineering Curriculum Design_ of UNESCO. In his
own country - Venezuela - he is the Director for
International Affairs of the Venezuelan Society
for Engineering Education. He has held various
academic positiOns at his university, being at the
present time the Executive Secretary of the Venezuelan
Fund for Research and Personel Development for the
Petroleum and Petrochemical- Induftties.

MOO

APPENDIX E

INTANATIONAL DIVISION
VINO*, Yookoslev
Chairman, International Division
Central University
Caracas, Venezuela

The.Internitional 41121j.ston of ASEE was

established by the Board of Directors as an
answer to a need felt within the Society,to ,

provide a forum for the exchange of information
and sharing of common interests of these members
of the Society who had an ,interest in the inter-
national dimension of engineering education. At

tglsame time, the fast changing conditions of-

ys world have made it quite apparent that
ASEE does have a role to play on the international
level. Being the-olde largest and most respected
society in the field f echnological education it
is looked upon by other o anizations, and by
individuals active in the ield of engineering
education, as the logical lace to get information
and resources. This is true both. within the United
States as well as world-wide.

The' nternational 'Division provides this
needed forum to discuss the international dimensions
of englneering'education. TO this enJ, the Division
has been res sible'for the organization of such

e World Congresson Engineering Educa-
t Etes Park in 1975, as well as other '
etings which examined such topics as

Engineering Education in China; the international
implications of the Energy Crises, etc. Also, the
Division serves as a resource to the Society, as
well as_ to other organizations, such as governmental
departments or non-gbvernmental organizations. To
provide expertise in the international dimension of .
engineering education. As many such occasions,
members of the International Division have served on
assignments overseas, on International and Regional
Committees and Working Groupsand serve as liason
members with other organizations.

events as
tion, eld

4' Mid-wint

G.
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Dr. Fred Abitia
Director/Coordinator
Cooperative Education Program
Calif. Poly. State University
San:Luis Obispo, CA' 93407
(805) 546-2645

Maurice L. Albertson
C.E. Department
Colorado State Univ.
For Collins, CO 80521

/ 2.(3Q3) 491-5753

John ER Alden
Director, Manpower Activities
Engineers Joint Council
New York New York 10017

John W. Anderson
Corp. Vide President
HoneywelT Inc.
Minneapolis, MN 55408
(612) 870-6311

Ronald H. Anderson
Instruction Technologist
Bell Systems Center for

Technical Education
6200 Rte. 53
Lisle, IL 60532
(312) 983-2035

William Atchley
Dean of Engineering
West Virginia Univ.
Mbrgantown, WV 26506
(304) 293-4821

Efrain E. Barber4i
Manager, Western Region

INAPET
,Caracas, Venezuela

Merton R. Berry
Professor and Director

. International Engr'g. Programs
The Univ. of Wisconson
Madison, WI 53706

(608) 263-2191

*.

APPENDIX F

AUTHOR INDEX
'SESSION CHAIRMAN INDEX

ADDRESS LIST
1978

COLLEGE INDUSTRY
EDUCATION CONFERENCE'

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
Prof. and Assist. to Dean r211111b7530-T21'2 8°2

College of Eogineering'Sciences
and Technology

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602 ,

(801) 374-1211 x4326

Joseph M. Biedenbach
Director of CE for Engineering
College of Engineering
University of South Carolina
Columbia,'S.C. 29208
(803) 777-6493

Cliff S. Barton

David Blackburn
Reader in Engineering Science
Open University of the United Kingdom

Nor rican Office
Ne k, -New York

Alvah K. Borman, Dean
Graduate Placement Services
Northeastern University
Boston, MP 02115
(617) 437-2430

Willard D. Bostwick
Asst. Dean of Engineering -,

Purdue Univ. at Indianapolif
799 W. Michigan Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202
(317) 264 -: :65

Kenneth C. Briegel
Supervisor
Research Technicians Lab
Honeywell Inc.
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 378-5489

Ernest R. Brown, Jr.
Manager, Exempt Personnel Resources
Union Carbide Corporation
New York, NY 10017
(212) 551-4581

Frank S. Burroughs, Jr.
Vice President
C.F. Braun & Co.

Francis V. Cannon, Jr.
Dean of Engineering
Milwaukee School of Engr'g.
Milwaukee, WI 53201

(414) 272-8720 x211

Dr. Stephen R. Cheshier
Prof. and Head of E.E. Tech. Dept.
Purdue Universfty
West Lafayette, IN 47907

(17) 494-8451

Walter.G. Carlson
Exec. Director/Dean
Soutbern Technical Institute
Marietta, GA 30060
(404) 424-7230 /

Dr. Paul E. Chenea
Vice President
General Motors Corporation
GM Research Laboratories,
Warren, MI 48090
(313) 575-2747

Santiago E.Chuck.
Div. of Engr'. & Architectur9-
Anstituto Tec. de Monterrey
Monterrey, N.L. Mexicq
58-69-68

Edward M. Conklin, Jr.
Manager of Personnel & Orgaoiza.

Operations Staff
Ford Motor Co.
American Drive
Dearborn, MI
(313) 322-1790

George B. Coover
Representative-Western Region
Professional Development Opera.
General Electric Companu
San Francisco, CA 94119

(415) 546-4306

George T. Craig
Chairman, Dept. of M.E.
San Diego State Univ.
San Diego, CA 92182
(714) 286-6061
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Hershner Cross
Sr. Vice President
Corporate Admin.Staff
General Electric Company
Fairfield, CT 06431
(203) 373-2229

Ralph E. bavey
Dept. Head - Aviation

Wentworth Institute of l'ech
Boston, NA 02115
(61.7) 442-9010

Ann L. Decker, CPS
Sec., Engleg. Tech. Dept.
Calif. State Poly. Univ.
Pomona, to 91768
(714) 598-4322

frank E. Demaree
Asst. V,P.-Engr'g.

Technical Planning
IllinoteoBell Telephone Co.
Chicago, IL
(312) 72744244 e

Robert Dietch
Manager of Engr'g. Design
Southern Calif. Edison Co.
Rosemead, CA -91770
.(213) 572-3261

Dr. Paul Doigan
Manager-Entry Level Recruiting
,General Electric Company
Schenectady, N.Y. -12345
(518) 385-4003

,

Dr. Peter C. Goldmark
Pres.4.Dir. of Research
Godmark Communications Corp.
Stamford, CT .06904
(203) 127-7270

Lawrence P. Grayson
National Insttt. of Educe
Washington, D.C-. 20208
(202) 254-6050

Stanley M. Greenwald, -P.E.
Executive Secretary
Statejoard for Engineering'

Land Surveying
N.Y. State Educ, Dept.
99 Washington Avenue. '
Albany, NY 12234 w- =

Dean E. Griffifh
Alumni Visiting Prof. pfIng
Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29631
(803) 656-3375

Robert "Buckm1.-arigsby,-Jr.
President

Midlands Technical College
Columbia, S.C. 29250
(.803) 796-1266)

John V. Hume
Assoc. Rte. Ceramic Engrg;
& Dir.,,Co -op Engrig. Ethic.

N.C. State University
Raleigh, NC' 27607 , "

(919) 737-2300 .0

Charles S. Elliott 4,

Coordinator of Engr'g. Ext. Programs
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 677-3812

Williaa.Wf Ellis
Director of Professional Educ.
School of Engr'g./Appl. Science
Princeton, N.J. 08540
(609) 452-6633 or 5101

Lyman 1. Francis

,Prof. of Engr'g. Technology
University of Missouri
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4606

Donna S. Frohreich

Assistant Professor
.School of Engineering

Unlversity.of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211.
(209)(946-2151

Jay Gilbert
Associate Professor
Empire State College
Suffern, NY T0901
(914) 356-6406

"

g.

Arthur F. Hartford, Jr.
Molter, Univ. & Indus. Relations
Mk Pont Company -
Wilmington, DE 19898 -
(302) 774.6238

Martha Henegar
Director *f Public Relationi
Nashville State 'Tech. Institute
Nashville, TN 37209
(615) 741-1222

Frank R. Henry
Employment Meager
Sundstrand Corporation
Rockford, 14 61101
(8T ) 226-6 65

John1J. Herald
Manager, Engineering Training
Westinghouse Educ.'Dept.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. .
Pittsimegh,A 15221
(412) 056 5696

Rbberf,L. Heyborne
* Dian, School bf Engineering 4
University of the Pacific
Stock k14-CA 95211
(209) -2575

-

r a.
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Larry A, Hill

Director, Cooperative Educ.
University of the Pacific
School of Engineering
-Stockton, CA,: 95211
(2091 946-2157

Joleph C. Hogan
Dean, College of Engineering
Universityof Notre Dame
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 283-1125

Robert H. Hollister
Develop. Engr'g. Manager
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
South Boston, VA- 24592
(804) 575-7971

Carl P. Houston
Associate Dean
College of Technology
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 749-1341 '

Neal .P.'Jeffries

Director of Education
Center for Mfg. Technology
Cincinnati, OH 45227
(513) 272-1100

Martha J. Johnson, Ed.D.
Director of Cooperative Educ.
VPISU
Blacksburg, VA 24601
(703) 951-6491

Richard A, Johnson
Cobrd. of Special Projects
Georgia Power Company
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 522-6060 x2079

William F. King
Director of Lincoln College
Northeastern University
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 437-2500

Robert W. King
Dir. of Corporate Development
Union CarbiOe Corporation
New York, NY 10017
(212) 551-6207

Zeno Klinker
Comedy Writer
Hollywood, California

Johp P. Klus
Chairman, Dept. of Engr'g. &

Applied Science
University of Wisconsin-Ext.
Madison, WI 53706
(608) 262-2061
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Otis E. Lancaster
Chief, Section of Rath & Stat

Assoc. Dean & Westinghouse
Prof. Emeritus

The Pennsylvania State; Univ.
'University Park, PA 16802

Dr. 'Howard Lawrence
Dean of Instruction -
State Tech. Institute
Memphis, TN 38134

. (901) 388-1200

John D,Leer
Tech, Programs/Col. Relations
Radio Corporation of America
Cherry Hill. NJ 08101

(6091963-2400

John M. Lester
Department Chairman
Dept. of Electrical Engr'g.,
State Univ. of NYA&T College
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

(516) 420 -2084

Donald B. Miller
Program Mgr. Human Resources/

IBM General Produce Division
San Jose, CA 95

1408) 256-6213

Mrs. June Q. Moore
Assistant-4nevddietor
Cooperative EngFg. Program
Univ. of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN 37916
(615) 974=5323

Isaac A..Morgulis
Assoc. Dean of Technology:
Ryerson poly. Institute
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M58 1E8
(416) 595 -5134

Morris E. Nicholson
Director, Continuing Education
in Engr'g.and Science

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

(612) 373 -3132

Margaret Norquay
Director, Open College/Ryerson
Open College/Ryerson
Ryerson Poly: Institute
297 Victoria Street
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA.M5B 110
(416) 595-5273

Russell R. O'Neill
Dean and Professor
School of Engr'g. & Appl. Science
University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825-2977

'Thomas V. '0'Reilly
Director-WaSiNry Admin.

& Recruiting
Abex Corporation'
New York, NY 10036
(212) 560 -3265

Mary Diederich Ott
,Research Associate
College of Engineering
lornell Alniversity

Ithaca, NY 14853
(607) 256-7414

William Tv (Tom) Padgett
Assoc, Director Cooperative
Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama 36130
(205) 826-5410

Raymond J. Page
Director,.,C.E. Education
General MotorsInstitute
Flint, Michigan 48502,

(313) 166-9412

Dashamir M. Petrela
Division hairman
Division of Engineering
State Univ. of NYA&T
Finmingdkle, .NY 11735
(516) 420-2084

Geoffrey Peters
Professor..

Opett University

Milton Keynes, England
0908-74066

Heidi S. Pivnick
Student
Worcester Poly. Institute
Worcester, MA 01609
(617) 798-0331)

Samuel L. Pritchett
Professor and Head
Dept. of, LE. Technology
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
(317) 494-8452

Winston D. Purvine
President Emeritus /
Oregon institute of4Tech.
Klamath Falls, OR 97601

(403)'882-6321

Marilyn Randolph
Personnel Manager
Pacific Telephone
500 E. Main
Alhambra, CA 91423
(213) 576-6455

Gerald A. Rath
Director and Assoc. of.

Engineering Techno gy
Wichita State University
Wichjta, KA 67208

(316) 689-3425

David R. Reyes - Guerra

Executive Director
Engineers' Council for Professional
DevelOpment

New York, N.Y. 10017. ,

(212) 644-7684

Richard S. Rice
Manager od College Relations

.,,. Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 694-5843

Educ. Anthony L. Aligas

Director:Cooperative Education
University of Idaho
Aoscow, ID 83843
(208) 885-6373

Kerry Robertson
Student
School of Engineering
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211

(209) 946-2151

James L. Rogers
Director
Instructional Television Network
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH 44106
(216) 368-2034

Harold E. Roush
Director, College Relations
,,OCA Corporation

'Bldg. 202-2
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
(609) 779-6391

Charles J. Sener
Director, Education and Training
Bell System Center for Tech. Educ
6200 Route 53
Lisle, IL 60532
(312) 983-2010

Dr. B. J. Shell
President
Northrop.University
Inglewood, CA '90306

(213) 776-3410

Howard R. Shelton ,

Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, NI 87115
(505) 264-7361

William W. Sisson
Director of Placement and
Corporate Relations

Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech.
Terre Haute, IN 47803,
877-1511

,Kim L. Smart
Training Supervisor
Bell System Center for Tech. 4duc.
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Lisle, IL 60532
(312) 983-2521

William R. Smith
Director of Cooptrative

Educ. & Plittimbet

Illinois Institute of Tech.
Chicago, IL 60616
(312) 567-3637

Joseph M. Snarpnnis, C.E.T.
Director of Education Services
National Society of Profes. Engineers
Washington, D.C.

George A. Sold
Employment Director
Detroit Edison Company
Detroit, MI 40226
237-48226

Eugene G. Stone
President

kaerican International Open Univ
7710 Carondelet
St. Louis, MI 631b5

(314) 727 -6100-

Mr. Reynold A. Svenson
Dean - Planning, Methods & Results
Bell System Center for Tech. Educ.
6200-Route 53,
Lisle, IL 60532
(312) 983-2370

Thomas F. Talbot'
Prof & Dir.
Continuing Engineering Education
University of Alabama
Birmingham, Alabama 35294

Bill Thornton-

Co-op Coordinator
College Relatione& Placement
Milliken & Co.
P. O. Box 1926
Spartanburg, SC 29301

(803) 573-2808

Robert C. Thornton
Assistant Dean & Chairman
Engineering Technology
Northrop University
Inglewood, clA 90306 .

641-3470

James P. Todd
Chairman
"Engineering Tech. Dept.
Calif. State Poly. Univ.
Pomona, CA 91768
(714) 598-4322

Harris T. Travis:
Associate Professor
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
493-8410
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Dr. Francisco A. Trevino
Vice President of Monterrey Campus
Monterrey Institute of Tech.,
Monterrey, Mexicy
582626

Walter R. Tuckes
Associate Dean
School of Engineering
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ANNOUI(JCING

AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
CONTINUING ENGINEERING EDUCATION

APRIL 25-27, 1979
UNIVERSITY OF MEXICO

MEXICO CITY
The Continuing Engineering Studies and International Divisions of the American Society for

Engineering Education, aiong with the University of Mexico and UNESCO, are sponsoring an

International Conference on Continuing Education for the professions. The conference will be

held in Mexico City, April 25-27, 1979. MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

10 SHOULD ATTEND?
The conference isidesigned for continuing education directors in business, industry

government installations, and universities who are interested in developing, promoting and

conducting continuing eduyation programs. It will be of particular interest to those ople

working with ehgineers and scientists. Those who work in technician education and othe ; _

professional areas would also'find the topics of jnterest.

SPEAKERS
Presentations will be made ty people actively working in the field from all parts of the

world. In addition to several, invited papers, the organizing committee will consider and is

responsive to anyone who wishe$ to present a paper at the conference. Please submit a 300

word abstract to Professor John Klus, University of Wisconsin, 432 North take Street, Madison,

Wisconsin 53706, U.S.A.

TOPICS
--The topics to be discuS'sed include adult learning, marketing programs,

participant motivation, program costing,110Aue programs around the world, etc. Amp)e time

will be given for discussion of each paper presented. In addition, one day will be spent in

small groups discussing topics of individual interest with your professional colleagues.

PROGRAM FORMAT
The program hal' been designed to allow for formal presentations, individual workshops on

special topics, speclal interest groups discu*sion, and social events. The case studies that

will be presented will be structured so that Comparisons can be made within the workshops

between the various programs.

(-PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS IN THE CONFERENCE
The following organizations are-participating-in the conference:

UNESCO
International Division/ASEE
Continuing Professional Development Division/ASH
University of Mexico
UPADI

UPAHO

PROCEEDINGS 6

,7---oceedings for the conference will be pre-published in English for the participants.

They will be made available after the. conference from the American Society for Engineering

Education.
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About The Photos
The photographs on this cover are of four

12'2" by 12'6" murals entitled "The History
of Labor in America." Painted by Jack Beal,
with the he of his artist -wife and two'
auistants, the murals were installed in 1977
in the new Department of Labor Building in
Washington, D.C. They are the first paintings
commissioned for a government building
since the WPA was discontinued in 1939

The murals depict the dynamism and
evolution I labor ili America, yet contain an
implicit social commentary. "In the first
painting, 'Colonization,' we are shown the
young colonists of the 17th century
establishing themselves in the coastal
wilderness. In the second, 'Settlement.' the
scene shifts to building a permanent
dwelling In the 18th century, but the scene
remains pastoral and romantic. 'Industry,' the
third panel, focuses on the 19thtentury
factory, the machine and child labor, and
gives us our first look at the prosperous
cspiteist and at the industrial spoliation of
the natural environmamt. The pastoral idyll is
over. 'Technology,' representing the 20th
century, enlarges the labor theme to include
scientists and technicians, electronics acid
the hank/wed 94 computer age. The
figures are multiracial, and the theme of
restoring theienvironment throUgh scientific
means sounds a note of quiet hope."
-Ouole from Hilton Kramer, The New York
Times, Jenuey 7,1977.


